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PREFACE
The idea for this study began in a course in Southwest literature
at Texas Technological College with the compilation of an annotated bibliography of the Southwestern novel of some one thousand items. Because
of the richness of material it was obviously impossible to do an adequate

job in so large a topic| consequently, the most feasible topic for a critical study was the early novel in the Southwest.

As an initial step a

list of sixty novels was compiled, representing typical works from the
most important early fictionists, and submitted to a number of outstanding literary historians of the region.

The forty novels examined in this

study were the result of the consensus of their opinion.
Examination of individual novels proved to be a rather difficult
task, since many are out of print and no central location was available
for all copies. Investigation of holdings in the University of Arkansas,
the University of Texas, and the Texas Technological College libraries
turned up many.

The remaining novels were obtained on loan or through

the purchase of microfilm copies. Location of each of the forty novels
is indicated at their first citation in the thesis.
For their generous advice and help I wish to thank my committee,
Dro Everett A, Gillis, of the English Departdient of Texas Technological
College, chairman! Dr. Jo William Davis, of the Government Departmenti
and Dr. Ernest Wallace, of the History Department,
Grateful acknowledgment for their help in special areas should
also go to the followingg

to the critics who helped me select the
iv

v
forty novels —

Miss Mabel Major, of Texas Christian University; the

late Walter S. Campbell (Stanley Vestal), of the University of Oklahomai
J. Frank Dobie, of Austin, Texasj Dr. T. M. Pearce, of the University
of New Mexico; Dr. Ernest Leisy and Miss Ima H. Herron, of Southern
Methodist University; Dr. Mody Co Boatright, of the University of Texasj
Dr. Lawrence Clark Powell, of the University of California at Los
Angeles; Mrs. Ella Robinson, librarian of the Southwest Museum at Los
Angeles; Miss Llerena Friend, librarian of the Barker History Center of
the University of Texas; and Marvin A. Miller, librarian of the University of Arkansas; to the personnel of the following libraries for
their assistance in locating and making available the novels under consideration —

the University of Arkansas, the University of Texas, and

the Texas Technological College; and to Miss Mildred Wyatt, librarian
of the Stephen F. Austin State College, for her assistance in securrjig
inter-library loans for many of the novels and critical materials.
Finally I wish to express my grateful acknowledgment to the late
Weldon Wright, a fellcvj teacher at Stephen F. Austin State College,
whose investigation of certain aspects of East Texas fiction was part
of my initial stimulus, and to my family — Martha, JEF, Tom, and Kant
— who helped in many indefinable ways in the process of my investigations.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The Study
"From the days of the first innocent sensations in Beadle's Dime
Novel series, on through Zane Grey's mass productions and up to any
present-^ay newsstand's crowded shelf of Ace High and Flaming Guns
magazines," as J. Frank Dobie and others have shown, »*the Southwest,
along with all the rest of the Vest, has been represented in a fictional
output quantitatively stupendous•"! This plethora of literary activity,
of course, has not necessarily been accompanied by qualitative achievement. Especially during most of the nineteenth and the early part of
the twentieth centuries in the Southwest, it "betrayed rather than revealed life, though not with the contemptible contempt for both audience

1 Jo Frank Dobie, Guide to Life and Literature of the Southwest
(2nd ed,| Dallas, 1952), p, 1780 Hereafter cited as Dobie, Gnide to
Life and Literature, A similar comment on the quantity of Southwestern
literature is that of Lawrence Clark Powells "From the time of Captain
Mayne Reid a century ago, through the Beadle Dime Novels of the l890's
to the modem spate of paperback westerns^ there has always been an unmeasured flood of popular books about the West and the Southwest," See
Lawrence Clark Powell, Heart of the Southwest (Los Angeles, 1955)5 P«
xiio Hereafter cited as Powell, Heart of the Southwest, Both Dobie
and Powell, however, set the beginning of Southwestern fiction too late,
From 1819 forward, as this study will show, the regional novel flourishedo Furthermore, Powell errs by designating the l890's as the time of
the flowering of the Dime Novelo Albert Johannsen and Warren French
show that the true Dime Novel existed in the l860's and '70's, but that
only imitations survived by the turn of the century. In this respect,
see Albert Johannsen, The House of Beadle and Adams and Its Dime and
Nickel Novels? The Story of a Vanished Literature, I (2 volsoi Norman,
I95O;, pp. 3 ffo, hereafter cited as Johannsen, Beadle and Adamsj and
Warren French, "The Cowboy in the Dime Novel," The University of Texas
Studies in English« XXX (1951)5 p. 219,

and subject that characterizes most of Hollywood's pictures on the same
times, people, and places."2

But if early fiction failed mainly to do

justice to its subject, it provided a valuable service by certainly anticipating, and probably smoothing the way, for subsequently mature
products of the genre. Since the mid-1930's, as Rebecca Wo Smith in-sists, "the novel has become perhaps the most adequate literary expression
of the region,"3
Because of its ultimate achievement, the Southwestern novel is
a pertinent topic for investigation, either in its current form or in
earlier forms out of which modem fiction has grown. As a critical history of early fiction, this study focuses on representative novels
written between l8l9 and 1918 by authors who either lived in or had
first-hand knowledge of the Southwest and who employed the region as
the setting for these particular works. It seeks to assay the belletristic achievement of the works and to demonstrate a three-fold thesis8
first, that in its general development the early regional novel follows
the incipient romantic tradition of much European and American fiction|
secondly, and more specifically, that the Southwestern novel, like the
American novel generally, "in its most original and characteristic form,"
has "worked out its destiny and defined itself" by incorporating an
element of mature romance|^ and5> thirdly, that this romanticism evolves

2
Dobie, Guide to Life and Literature, p, I780
•^ Rebecca W. Smith, "The Southwest in Fiction," Saturday Review
of Literature, XXV (May 16, 19l;2), p. I3, Hereafter cited as Smith,
"The Southwest in Fiction,"
^ See Richard Chase, The American Novel and Its Tradition (Garden
City, 1957), p. viii. Hereafter cited as Chase, The American Novel,

from the incipient to the mature in terms both of form and thought.
Furthermore, the study undertakes a survey of early authors and their
works in order to show their concepts of Southwestern activity, people,
scene, and intellectual and philosophical points of view —=• topics, as
one critic suggests, of "more than passing interest" to the regional
writer.5

In this aspect of the study, however, no special effort is

made to assess the fidelity of these novels to historical fact, because verisimilitude is not necessarily a requirement of romantic
fiction," In all of these respects c, it is hoped that the study will
contribute further to the understanding of Southwestern literature by
bringing into relief authors and works previously ignored or inadequately considered by literary scholarship.
Among the more important related studies is Mabel Major, Rebecca
W» Smith, and To M. Pearce's literary history. Southwest Heritageo7
This work is especially valuable since it represents the only investigation bearing on the entire corpus of writing on the Southwesto

Its

text evaluates leading examples of all types of literature produced
during three major periods?

from the beginnings of settlement to 1800^

1800 to 19181 and 1918 to the present time. A selective bibliography
at the end of the volume contains 750 titles, but is annotated only to
the extent of identifying works by genreo

Another equally inclusive.

^ George Sessions Perry<, ed,. Roundup Timeg A Collection of
Southwestern Writing (New York, 19k3)s P» vii. Hereafter cited as
Perry, Roundup Time,
Chase, The American Novel, p, viii,
7

Mabel Major, Rebecca Wo Smith, and To M. Pearce, Southwest
Heritage (2nd ed.; Albuquerque, 19l;8). Hereafter cited as Major,
Southwest Heritage.

bibliographical study is Whitmore and Smith's Check-List of Books^ also
thinly annotated, which lists works of all types,8

Distinguished also

by critical annotations, and containing essays introducing categories
into which they group regional letters, are bibliographies by Walter So
Campbell and Jo Frank Dobie,°

Jesse Rader's meticulous listing of works

in the general field offers no critical remarks, but is particularly
good in tracing multiple editions of individual works and in providing
other historical information,1^
Several annotated bibliographies of literature in individual
states relate to this study.

Miss Jim P. Matthews and Vo Lo Jones'

compilation of Arkansas books contains works written to 1931 by native
Arkansan^ and others,H

Infrequently it provides critical annotations

D

Check-List of Books on and About Texas and the Great Southwest
and Other Works, compiled and published by Whitmore and Smith (Dallas,
1935)e
'
9
These are Walter S. Campbell, The Book Lover's Southwest (Norman, 1955)i> hereafter cited as Campbell, Book Lover's Southwesti and
Dobie, Guide to Life and Literature, In explaining the scope of his
work, Campbell lists as his purpose and approach those which might also
be Dobie's. He says8 "Our aim is not to rate authors, but to set forth
the results of our study of the literature of the region in its various
classifications, enumerating a few representative achievements in each
important category in which they are found. Authors and books will be
mentioned here chiefly as examples of some group, type, or trend . . .
This study is not intended to set limits to our reader's taste, but
rather to whet his mind for further exploration" (pp* 30-1)o Unfortunately, both Campbell's and Dobie's enumeration of "achievements" are
too often superficial, and occasionally are even totally misleading.
Campbell, for example, calls Jack O'Connor's Boom Town (New York, 1938)
one of "those novels about oil-boom towns,*' and adds that he has never
read one that "seems to do the subject justice" (p, 256). Yet the
novel, in fact, deals with a silver-mining, not an oil-boom, town. On
the whole, however, Campbell's and Dobie's studies are basically soirnd
and are valuable guides to the better regional works of all types.
Jesse Rader, South of Forty (Norman, 19l;7).
•^ ^ i s s / Jim P. Matthews and V. L. Joneso "Arkansas Books,"
University of Arkansas Bulletin (Fayetteville, 1931)«

of entries and presents biographical infonnation on the authors, J. Ae
Munk's Arizona Bibliography is a valuable source of works written in

the nineteenth century, but few of its entries pertain to belles lettres»^
Lyle Saunders' Guide, which is more of a cultural guide than a literary
study, in treating New Mexico literature confines itself to bibliographical entries annotated only as to type,13 C. W. Raines' Bibliography of
Texas, like Munk's work, is of greater historical than critical value.l^
Another group of related studies are literary surveys of individual Southwestern states. Individual volumes in the State Guide Seriesl5
touch upon achievement in each genre, but, since each provides for discussions of the entire round of life in a state, are severely restricted
to generalities by virtue of a limited scope. Sister Mo Agatha Sheehan's
study of Texas prose is more comprehensive, but its criticism of fiction
is colored by the author's religious bias,-^° It divides its materials
into two parts that deal, respectively, with factual and fictional works.

12
Jo Ao Munk, Arizona Bibliography (2nd ed,; Los Angeles, 1908),
13
Lyle Saunders, A Guide to Materials Bearing on Cultural
Relations in New Mexico (Albuquerque, 19i;!;).
'
~
^ Co Wo Raines, A Bibliography of Texas (rev, ed,| Austin, 1931;)•
15
The following works from the State Guide Series were compiled
by the workers of the Writers' Program of the Works Progress Administration in the states indicatedg Arizonas A State Guide (New York,
19i;0), hereafter cited as Arizonaj Arkansasg A Guide to the State (New
York, 19l;l), hereafter cited as Arkansas 3 New Mexicog A Guide to the
Colorful State (New York, 19i;0)o hereafter cited as New Mexico| Oklahomat
A Guide to the Sooner State (Norman, 19i;l)p hereafter cited as Oklahomai
and Texasg A Guide to the Lone Star State (New York, 19l;0), hereafter
cited as Texas.
Sister M. Agatha 2^heehaii7, Texas Prose Writings (Dallas5 1936),
Hereafter cited as Agatha, Texas Prose,

The fiction is further sub-di"7ided into periods representing early
colonization (I8l9-l81;5), the Mexican War (I81;5-l860), the Civil War
and aftermath (I86O-I9OO), and recent fiction (1920-1936)o

Basically,

Sister Agatha *s work is much more reliable than certain earlier volumes
which attempted to provide the same material, namely histories by Davis
F. Eagleton and Leonidas Warren Payne, Jr,17

John Rogers and J. Frank

Dobie's Finding Literature on the Texas Plains anticipates the later
and more coii?)lete Guide to Life and Literature, by Dobie, the approach
of which is similar.l8
quately analyzed.

The literattire of other states is not so ade-

That of New Mexico is surveyed by Lester C. Raines

in a mimeographed publication containing biographical sketches of leading authors and critical remarks on their works, 1^

However, as its

material was the result of student research, the individual commentaries
are uneven, reflecting both critical and structural immaturity.

More

scholarly is a work on Oklahoma literature, Mary Hays Marable and
Elaine Boylan's Handbook of Oklahoma Writers,^Q

The only really ade-

quate biographical work related to this study, however, is that of
Florence E. B a m s on Texas figures; her Texas Writers of Today^-^ offers

17
These are Davis F. Eagleton, Writers and Writings of Texas
(New York, 1913)I and Leonidas Warren Payne, Jr., A Survey of Texas
Literature (New York, 1928)©
1A

John Rogers and Jo Frank Dobie, Finding Literature on the
Texas Plains (Dallas, 1931)•
Lester Co Raines, Writers and Writings of New Mexico (Las
Vegas, 1931;) (Mimeographed),
20
Mary Hays Marable and Elaine Boylanc, A Handbook of Oklahoma
Writers (Norman, 1939).
^^ Florence E. Barns, Texas Writers of Today (Dallas, 1935).
Hereafter cited as B a m s , Texas Writers,

7
sketches of Texas writers contemporary in 1935i) the terminal date for
her volume, and frequently quotes short passages from their works.
There are several representative anthologies of Southwestern
materials, Mabel Major and T. Mo Pearce's Signature of the Sun (Albuquerque, 1950) is devoted exclusively to verse. Pearce and A. P.
Thomason's Southwesterners Write (Albuquerque, 19i;7) presents fiction
and prose interpretation, narrative, and opinion. Short stories and
excerpts from novels appear in George Sessions Perry's Roundup Time
(New York, 19i;3)o The rather early anthology, Pearce and Telfair Hendon's America in the Southwest (Albuquerque, 1933), resembles in
arrangement and selection the later compilation by Pearce and Thomason,
The only anthology devoted entirely to one state is Mary Go Boyer's
Arizona in Literature, which includes biographical sketches of the
authors and critical commentary on the works.22
In addition to the material cited, certain studies of the American novel as a whole are pertinent to the study, since many of the
representative types they present appear also in the Southwest, Ernest
Leisy's study of the historical novel contains in a particularly useful appendix an annotated bibliography of the genre by years of
publication and by subject.^3

Tlie text presents introductory essays

Mary G. Boyer, Arizona in Literature (Glendale, 1935)o Hereafter cited as Boyer, Arizona in Literature» "This volume," the author
says, "is the first and the only extensive anthology of Arizona literature. It really constitutes a new contribution thereto, as it includes
many unpublished manuscripts from the pens of old-timers, the full text
of manuscripts published in abridged form, material from works of which
only a few copies were privately printed for friends, and biographical
sketches of each of the more than one hundred fifty Arizona writers" (p. 1
23
Ernest Leisy, The American Historical Novel (Ncnnan, 1950).
Hereafter cited as Leisy, American Historical Novel.

8
and critical remarks of novels grouped by such subjects as Colonial
America, the American Revolution and its aftermath, the westward movement, the Civil War and Reconstruction, and national expansion.

Albert

Johannsen's definitive work on a popular but shallow type of fiction,
his two-volume study of the Dime Novel, is likewise important.^^

It

contains biographical sketches of the authors and complete lists of
their works, some of which are described briefly as to setting and plot,
Lastly, an uncompleted doctoral dissertation at the University of New
Mexico by Dodd Vernon contains information on the technical feature of
certain Southwestern novels.
The material comprising this study will be presented in seven
chapters.

The remainder of Chapter I will include further background

material consisting of (l) a discussion of the regional milieu; (2) a
disctission of romanticism; (3) a survey of the Southwestern literary
pattern; and (U) a survey of the American novel to 1918.

Chapter II

will survey the early novel of the Southwest, summarizing generally the
major trends and providing necessaiy biographical information on the
authors with whom this study deals. Chapters III, IV, V, and VI will
provide a detailed examination of activities, people, places, and intellectual and philosophical points of view as presented in the novelso
In addition to such general information they undertake to measure the
belletristic achievement of the early novelc, giving consideration to
plot, characterization, setting, dialogue, and stylso

The conclusion

will consider in detail the thesis that the early novel is basically

^ Johannsen, Beadle and Adams.

romantic, incipiently so in an overall view, but mature in its better
examples; and that this romanticism evolves from the simple to the
sophisticated in terms both of form and thought.
ulate the major conclusions of the study.

It will also recapit-

In view of the fact that

many of the novels examined in the study are extremely difficult to
locate, synopses of the works are contained in an appendix.
The Regional Milieu
A region is a geographic area so unified physiographically and
socially, with such likenesses of customs and ideals, loyalties, fundamental assumptions, and psychological traits, that it is readily
distinguished from other areas.25

In each of the natural divisions into

^ Howard W. Odum (Dictionary of Sociology, ed, by Henry Pratt
Fairchild /^ew York, 19hh/s, p. 253D hereafter cited as Odum, Dictionary)
defines a region as "a measure of areal and cultural differentiation of
human society, delineated in scientific units of observation of likenesses
and differences. The region is essentially a measure of homogeneity as
a delineated composite unit in some total society. It provides an areal
laboratory adequate to comprehend all factors involved, historical,
evolutionary, and spatial, and small enough for exhaustive inquiryo"
The concept of regionalism has had great diversity of usage and meaning.
One type of usage assumes that regionalism is synonymous with sectionalism, but regionalists assert that this is an unfortunate confusion of
meanings and that there is a recognizable difference between the two.
The chief difference between the two concepts, they contend, is that
regionalism implies a unifying function and connotes co-operative participation with a resulting unity resembling that of federated states,
while the inherent idea of sectionalism is that of separatism and isolation, of disunited areas with conflicting interests. In other words,
according to this concept, regionalism involves cultural, traditional,
or linguistic pecularities; whereas sectionalism is based on the economic or class interests of an area. Donald Davidsonc, however, in his
article, "Where Regionalism and Sectionalism Meet," Social Forces^ XIII
(October, 193h)s pp* 23-31^ demonstrates his belief that the two are
complementary aspects of the same thing; that regionalism is the economic and cultural approach, and sectionalism is the political approach
to an identical set of facts. By many writers the terms are used interchangeably; but others make careful distinctions between them. Among the

10
which the United States breaks, a distinctive native consciousness
arises among the inhabitants of the area, which is shaped and conditioned by influences of physical environment, of climatic differences,
and of common traditions, interests, and aspirations. The spirit of an
area, the folklore, the native speech, the common ways of thinking built
up through generations thus tend to give each region a unique character©
Such a "unique character" exists with respect to the Southwest despite
the fact that the area is one of imcertain geographic boundaries and
of many contradictions,26

latter is Allen Tate, whose views are expressed in the article, "Regionalism and Sectionalism," New Republic, LXIX (December 23D 1931)D P P »
158-61,
26
In most respects the Southwest meets what Howard W. Odum feels
are the requirements for considering an area as a regional entity, Odum
(Dictionary, pp. 253=1;) contends that a region "may be characterized by
major attributes somewhat as follows g Beginning with the elemental factor of space, the region is, of course, first of all an area, a geographic
unit with limits and bounds. Yet, in the second place, the region differs
from the mere locality of pure geographic area in that it is characterized
not so much by boundary lines and actual limits as it is by flexibility
of limits, by extension from a center, and by fringe or border margins
which separate one area from another. The third attribute of the region
is some degree of homogeneity in a number of selected characteristics.
The definitive nature of the region and the aspects of its homogeneity
will be determined by the fourth attribute of the region, namely, some
structural or functional aspect or aspects through which the region is
to be dominated. Yet there must be a limit to the multiplicity of
regions, so that in general a fifth attribute must be found in the relative, composite homogeneity of the largest number of purposes in view,
to the end that the region may be a practical, workable unit susceptible
of both definition and utilization, A sixth attribute of the region is,
therefore, that it must be a constituent unit in any aggregate whole or
totality. Inherent in the region as opposed to the mere locality or the
isolated section is the essence of unity of which it can exist only as
a part, A seventh attribute is found in the organic nature of the
region, A region has organic unity not only in its natural landscape,
but in that cultural evolution in which the age-long quartette of
elements are at work — namely, the land and the people, culturally conditioned through time and special relationships,"

11
The difficulty of defining the Southwest as a geographical area
is a problem with which many writers have grappled.

In the opinion of

J. Frank Dobie, for instance, the term Southwest is variable, "because
the boundaries of the Southwest are themselves fluid, expanding and
contracting according to the point of view from which the Southwest is
viewed and according to whatever common denominator is taken for defining it,"2'

Definitions, thus, are as numerous as critical viewpoints

concerning it. That of Dobie is rather expansive.

The Spanish Southwest includes California, but California regards
itself as more closely akin to the Pacific Northwest than to Texasj
California is Southwest more in an antiquarian way than otherwise.
From the point of view of the most picturesque and imaginationinfluencing occupation of the Southwest, the occupation of ranching,
the Southwest might be said to run into Montana. Certainly one will
have to go up the trail to Montana to finish out the story of the
Texas cowboy. • • , Considering the character of the Anglo-American
people who took over the Southwest, the region is closer to Missouri
than to Kansas, which is not Southwest in any sense but which has
had a strong influence on Oklahoma. . • , The principal areas of
the Southwest are, to have done with air-minded reservations, Arizona, New Mexico, most of Texas, some of Oklahoma, and anything
else north, south, east, or west that anybody wants to bring in.^o

The definition offered by Lawrence Clark Powell, on the other hand, is
rather restrictive.

Powell sets the heart of the region as Arizona and

New Mexico, and the periphery as "the lands east of the Rio Colorado,
south of the Mesa Verde, west of the Pecos, and north of the Border,"-^^

27
Dobie, Guide to Life and Literature, p, 13©
28
Ibid,, pp. 13-li;o Cf. also E m a Fergusson, Our Southwest
(New York and London, 19l;0), Chapter I, hereafter cited as Fergusson,
Our Southwesto
^° Powell, Heart of the Southwest, p. xi.

12
Another definition which comprehends somewhat less territory than that
of Dobie, and which describes an area more in a northerly direction
than that of Powell, is that which Walter S. Campbell assigns to the
region; namely, "West Texas, the western half of Oklahoma, New Mexico,
and those parts of Kansas and Colorado which are definitely Southwestern
in background and outlook,"30 R , N . Richardson and Carl Coke Rister
define the Southwest as "the country of the United States west of the
eastern border of the Great Plains (about the ninety-eighth meridian)
and south of the northern boundaries of the tier of states extending
from Kansas to California,"31
Since no logical natural boundaries of the Southwest seem to
exist, they must necessarily be more or less arbitrarily defined.

Fol-

lowing Major, Smith, and Pearce, this study considers the Southwest as
the area embracing the states of Arizona, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas,
and Arkansas, This is the area from the Mississippi Valley westward
to the Colorado River Valley, and from the broad watersheds of the
Arkansas on the north to the Mexican border on the south.

It is that

looked upon by "most people, not only students but travelers and business men and dwellers in the region" as the true Southwest,32

30
Campbell, Book Lover's Southwest, p. 8, However, Campbell explains that the decision to set these liudts to the Southwest was not
his but that of the University of Oklahoma and the Rockefeller Foundation
sponsoring his research project,
^ Rupert Nerval Richardson and Carl Coke Rister, The Greater
Southwest (Glendale, 1935), P* 13o Hereafter cited as Richardson,
Greater Southwest,
32 Major, Southwest Heritage, p, 1,
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Within the Southwest, as thus defined, exists a striking contradiction of geography, topography, and climate,33

From the woodlands

of Arkansas, eastern Oklahoma, and eastern Texas, the scene changes to
the rolling plains of western Oklahoma, western Texas, and eastern New
Mexico,

And from the mountains and plateaus of northern New Mexico and

northern Arizona, it shifts to the basins and ranges of extreme western
Texas, southern New Mexico, and southern Arizona,34

Timbered for the

most part, the easternmost part of the Southwest contains deep, rich
soil fed by a plentiful supply of surface water, which, with sufficient
rainfall, admits of the growing of such agricultural crops as rice,
grain, and cotton. Virtually treeless, on the other hand, the plains

33 Howard Wo Odum and Harry Estill Moore, in American Regionalism
(New York, 1938), pp. 59l;°6, point out many of these contradictory aspects in the following general impression of the Southwest?
"This Southwest is a land of color, of amazing distance, of the
romance of vanished civilizations, and of living cultures closely related to prehistory and vastly differing from the habits and mode of
life of the Anglo-Saxon and of the white man generally. Young in years,
young in settlement by English-speaking peoples, the Southwest has the
oldest definite records of human occupancy in the United States; and it
was explored and to a certain extent settled by Spanish adventiirers and
missionaries long before English occupation of the eastern seaboard,
"The Southwest is a land of contradictions — of high moxmtains,
tremendous canyons, and flat deserts; of little moisture and yet of
torrential downpours that leave broad rivers which for a few days usurp
old roadbeds; of abandoned prehistoric ruins hundreds of years old and
of modem motor camps; of lands that lie parched for rain, yet "bloom
like the rose' given a little water; of primitive Indian travel afoot
and on horse, yet crossed by transcontinental highways, railways, and
airway routes, the latter with huge beacons that intrigue the imagination; of enormous, rainbow-hued bridges built by nature, and of man's
great engineering feats in bridge building and in conquering the mighty
rivers that were Nature's tools in her bridge and canyon building."
•^^ For detailed descriptions of the topographical features of the
Southwest in part or as a whole, see the following workss :^H£Bf':^ PP"
^""251 Arkansas, pp. 6-17; New Mexico, pp. 3 ff.; Oklahomag pp. 3 f-*!
Texas, pp. 3 ff-l LeRoy Hafen and Carl Coke Rister, Western America (New
York, 191;1)D pp. viii-xiii, hereafter cited as Hafen, Western Americag
Richardson, Greater Southwest, pp. 13^39| and Walter Prescott Webb, The
Great Plains (Boston, 1931), pp. 1 0 - U 7 D hereafter cited as Webb, Great
Plains o

U;
in their eastern extremity roll under carpets of grass, naturally conducive to grazing, while those in the western part, which reaches to
the Roclqr Mountains, tend to resemble a desert,35

The mountains feature

peaks that tower above the tree-lines, frosty with snow; hidden parks
or valleys shut in by surro\mding heights, offering limited opportunity
to farmers and ranchers | snow-fed lakes and swift-running streams with
steep-walled canyons; and minerals —
and coalo

gold, silver, copper, tungsten,

High, semi-arid tablelands of more than 1;,500 feet elevation,

the plateaus are broken by arroyos and mesas and occasional mountain
ranges such as the San Francisco of Arizona and the Mount Taylor of New
Mexico.

The basins, excessively hot and of near-desert aridity, are

generally treeless except for mesquite, yucca, and cactus. But in
their favored valleys and on their mountain slopes, ranching proves
profitable, and the land, when irrigated, is productive.

The region

has hot summers and, on the whole, temperate winters, except in the
higher altitudes.

Over all, "the southern sun shines brilliantlyt; and

the wind blows almost continuously, whether the Gulf breeze, the dry

wmamtm^siHO

•id

"^"^ Compare this statement with that of Stanley Vestal, in Short
Grass Country (New York, 191;1)D p. 7, which points out that, on the
High Plains or Short Grass country, extending from the woodlands to the
foothills of the Rockies, "vast stretches of open country, the alluvial
apron washed down through geologic ages from the Rockies; wandering
streams fringed with cottonwood, willow, and elm^ broken hills decorated
with red cedars; patches of shlnnery; shallow lakes, often dryj lonely
buttes — the Black Mesa and the Yellow Houses -» survivors of erosion?
and scattered ranges of undersized mountains, such as the Wichitas in
Oklahoma; impressive canyons a thousand feet deep, like the Palo Duro
of the Texas Panhandle; barren palisades hemming in the vast levels of
the Staked Plains. This spacious Short Grass co-jntry rises gradually
to an altitude of four or five thousand feet at the base of the Rockies
in New Mexico and Colorado; from there on west we find mountain ranges
rising almost ten thousand feet higher, plateaus, mesas, buttes, 65carpments, canyons, and basins eirer more arid."
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plains wind, or the sudden cold northers.

Sun and wind and ever wider

horizons greet the traveler who journeys to the Southwest,"36
The Southwest, then, abounds with environmental complexities,
which, perhaps more than those in any other region of the United States,
have shaped the life of the people,37

Thus, any discussion of the

nature of the people inhabiting the Southwest should note particularly
these effects of environment on the peopleo38

For example, in discuss-

ing Texas as a microcosm of the entire region, Webb shows that three
great environments (forest, plain, and desert) which meet in the state
have molded and fashioned men, "modified their culture, dictated to
them whether they should plow or ride or row.

The woodland made lumber-

men, cotton planters, and small farmers; the plains made cowpunchers,
wheat growers, and dry farmers; the desert made sheepherders, cowboys,
and irrigation farmers,"39

But, as Webb further shows, these environ-

mental complexities, rather than representing differentiating forces,
have actually given the Southwest a certain cultural solidity.

Speaking

^6
-^ Major, Southwest Heritage, p, 1,
37
Webb, Great Plains, p, vi, in commenting on a great portion of
the Southwest, sayss "It was that the Great Plains environment , , o
constitutes a geographic unity whose influences have been so powerful
as to put a characteristic mark upon everything that survives within
its borders. Particularly did it alter the American institutions and
cultural complexes that came from a humid and timbered region, resulting as Powell said, in the development of 'a new phase of Aryan
civilizationo'"
Hafen and Rister (Western America, p. xiii), writ.ing of the
general effects of environment on the life of the region as a whole,
point out, for example, that the "far-flung grasslands of the southern
plains invited development of the range cattle industry, as the more
arid parts of Texas, New Mexico , . . gave encouragement to sheep raisi^ig.
Trappers and miners found in the mountains the resources they sought . . ,»
3° Walter Prescott Webb, "Texass Eternal Triangle of the Southwest," The Saturday Review of Literature, XXV (May l6. 19l;2), p. 17.
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of the desert, for example, h e says 8
shapes the W e s t is the desert.

"The overriding influence that

That is its one unifying force.

It

permeates the p l a i n s , climbs to all but the highest mountain peaks,
dwells continuously in the valleys, and plunges down the Pacific slope
to argue w i t h the sea,'*'40

Although the eastern portions of the South-

west, the woodlands, are not subject to this particular unifying force,
they are nonetheless b y other means related to the Southwestern states
farther w e s t .

A n example of such means m a y b e found in the following

statement.

Not long ago a traveler said that Arkansas is 'between the South
of the piazza and the W e s t of the pony,' That is a pretty good
characterization, although it would pin the truth down a bit b e t ter if it included in 'the South of the piazza' some of the
plantation country between Little Rock and the Mississippi River,
A t any rate, the traveler noticed that there is a world of difference between a level, black cottonfield bordered b y a levee
near Helena, and a loamy pasture where Herefords graze alongside
the Texas l i n e , about twc hundred miles west. H e saw that Arkansas
is where two contrasting regions meet, and that their ways of l:ife
sometimes blend, especially in tcswns scattered through the center
of the Stateo^^

Another unifying force in this seemingly heterogeneous Southwest is the
fact of certain common traditions.

The Spanish-Mexican-Indian tradition

provides, as Albert Guerard suggests, one such "bond of unity."^2

An-

other is the common rough-and-tumble Anglo-American heritage that
emerged from the timbered regions of the Mississippi Valley frontier to
dominate the area.

A s Walter S. Campbell points out.

liO Walter Prescott W e b b , "The American West Perpetual Mirage,ct
Harper's Magazine, CCXIV (May, 1 9 5 7 ) , Po 25<
Arkansas, p* 3»
Albert Guerard, "A Mosaic, Not a Synthesis," America in the
Southwest, ed. b y T. M. Pearce and Telfair Hendon (Albuquerque, 1933)D
p , 127o Hereafter cited as Pearce, America in the Southwest.
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we have in this Southwest a common sense arising from a common
experience of Indian wars, cattle drives, county-seat fights,
swift settlement, dust storms, badmen, oil wealth, and an
agricultural and pastoral econonjy now reluctantly accepting
industrialization. This common sympathy and way of life extends
on the south to the Rio Grande in Texas and the Gulf of Mexico,
and to the north somewhat bevond the Arkansas Riv6r in Kansas
and the old Santa Fe Trail,ii3

Summarizing the matter. Major, Smith, and Pearce suggest, "While
civilization here is greatly enriched by contacts with other cultures
and languages, today the dominant strain seems clearly to be AngloAmerican, with its ever increasing tendency to spread its influence
and to absorb its competitors."^ This factor, perhaps as much as any
other, has been the chief unifying force in an otherwise diverse
region.

Romanticism
A clear understanding of the romantic fictional tradition in
which the early novel of the Southwest was nurtured can be gained only
through a generic examination of earlier kindred traditions in Europe
and America. Such an investigation reveals that romanticism has been
variously understood to mean both a historical movement and a literary
term, with a rather striking variety of connotations with respect to
attitude, philosophy, and technique. This dual identification of
romanticism as a movement and a literary term is recognized by Morse
Peckham in his statement that it appeared as "a specific historical

^3 Campbell, Book Lover's Southwest, p, 9.
Major, Southwest Heritage, p, 2,
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movement in art and ideas which occurred in Europe and America in the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries ,"^5

This movement, as

Peckham further demonstrates, involved a "revolution in the European
mind against thinking in terms of static mechanism and the redirection
of the mind to thinking in terms of dynamic organic ism.

Its values are

change, imperfection, growth, diversity, the creative imagination, the
unconscious • "1+"

^^ Morse Peckham, "Toward a Theory of Romanticism," PMLA, LCVI
(March, 1951)D P« 5.
The romantic movement, revival or revolt, as it is variously
termed, was common to all world literatures in the period after I8OO0
England and Germany had isolated romantic developments during the
eighteenth century, and in both countries the movement burst into full
bloom shortly before the end of that century. Although France and
Italy showed some signs of romantic spirit in their literature prior to
the turn of the nineteenth century, they participated wholeheartedly in
the movement only well after the first years of the nineteenth centuryo
They were both highly influenced by English and German romanticism,
Spain reacted very late, largely due to the invasion of Napoleon and
the tyrannical rule of Fernando VII© The liberals, who became Spain's
romantic writers, were in exile until Fernando died in 1833• Both the
new United States and the equally new Spanish American republics joined
the world flow of romantic literature, but tardily. It is to be noted
that the height of the movement passed much sooner in Germany and England than it did in France and Italyo In Spain and the Americas
romantic production continued unabated until well after the mid-nineteenth
century* In Spanish America, irajor romantic writings were produced until very late in the century. In the United States, romantic idealism
in literature declined very slowly until realism became the dominant
tendency after I87O0 Although other tendencies came into world literature during the nineteenth century, the freshness, the vigor, the
color, the originality and spirit, that came with the new wave of
individualism in literature during the romantic period, have not gone
out of writing to the present day. See the discussion of the world
romantic movement by John Cc Blakenagel, George R. Havens, and others
in "Romanticisms A Symposium," PMLA, LV (March, 19i;0), pp. 10 ff.
Ibid,, p, ll;o
Following Peckham's lead, R. P. Adams applies his model's theory,
which he accepts, to three major works of the American romantic periods
Henry David Thoreau's Walden, Herman Melville's Moby-Dick, and Walt
Whitman's "Song of Myself," The study, Adams reports, produced a twofold conclusions that the independent, self-sustaining American literature
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While American romanticism followed in general the tendencies
of the European movement, it reflected certain characteristics that
gave to the literature a distinctive American flavor,^7

por example,

the movement here showed little evidence of being a surge of revolt
against a neoclassic literary standard,

"In a limited way, in the in-

formal essay, the emotional lyric, and the sentimental novel Americans
did give themselves over to this nonclassical phase," as Go Harrison
Orians points out, "but when such subjectivism became a revolt against
standards in morality and art and orthodox patterns of conduct, they
soon found themselves in protest,"i^8 The American writers apparently

was the result, not so much of the writers' rejection of European models
and of their devotion to native themes, but their belated rejection of
static mechanism and their adoption of dynamic organicism; and that
American writers developed organicism more than the English. See R. P,
Adams, "Romanticism and the American Renaissance," American Literature,
XXIII (March, 1951 >-January, 1952), p. 32,

U7
G. Harrison Orians, "The Rise of Romanticism 1 8 0 5 - 1 8 5 5 D " ±n.
Transitions in American Literary History, ed, by Harry Hayden Clark,
(Durham, 1953)» PP* 16b°0, hereafter cited as Orians, "Rise of Romanticism," contends that there are "some who ascribe everything in
American life between l800 and i860 to the power of romantic movement,
suggesting influence and forces where they neither exist nor have meaning© In answer to these we can firmly contend that Americans did not
invariably accept the main tenets of romantic writers. They were outspoken enough against Southey's Curse of Kehamaism and Wordsworth's
theories of diction (at least for many a year) and his interpretations
of simple characters. They mostly ignored Keats, Only in limited circles did they belatedly welcome Shelley, American acceptance of English
ideas stopped, moreover, with those safely objective phases, such as
'return to the past' or devotion to national interest. There was much
less slavish aping of all things English than simplified analyses have
contended,"

1;8
Ibid,, p. 170, Orians, p, 171, adds that the rejection "of
romantic dogma is also seen in the scorn for aesthetic indefiniteness
as a legitimate feature of the romantic quest. Critical leaders might
recognize as reasonable the overriding of the distinction between painting and poetry, for the practice of eighteenth-century poets argued
against a too rigid application of the principles expounded by Lessing
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wished to establish a national literature upon the basis of American
self-reliance and independence by virtue of idiich the colonists had
carved a civilization out of a virgin wilderness, had freed themselves
from foreign domination, had founded a Union from diverse creeds and
peoples, and had pushed expansion westward into a new primitive area,^9
Another sign that America tended toward a distinctive romanticism was
that a major portion of American romantic writings directed the characteristic romantic surge of powerful emotion and passion toward the
expression of individual pride and patriotism, thus making writing highly national, full of local color and the folklore elements of the times©^^
In England many of the romantic passions were crystallized into expressions
against the social injustices which followed in the wake of industrialization,

American romanticism found many of those characteristic passions

(mainly in Massachusetts) directed toward the cause for the abolition
of slavery©

But in the American scene the political radicalism of Eng-

lish romanticism was largely absent, being replaced by an attack on a

in The Laocoon© But they were not ready to accept poetry which indulged
in pure sensuousness, and their active orthodoxy conservatively objected
to the Schlegelian avoidance of thought and mental structure in poetry,"
That Americans rejected pure aestheticism can be seen further in the
statement of George Bancroft, whOp in North American Review, XXIV (April,
1827), p, Ul;l;, declared that the nation had no advocates for the theory
which regards beauty as "something independent of moral effect."
^^ For a detailed exploration of this subject, see Arthur Alphonse
Ekrich, The Idea of Progress in America, I8l5-l660 (New York, 19l;l;)©
^^ See R. Wo Bolwell, "Concerning the Study of Nationalism in
American Literature," American Literature, X (January, 1939), pp« ii0516| Harry H^ Clark, "Nationalism in American Literature,^' University of
Toronto Quarterly, II (July, 1933)D PP* i;91--5l9; Wo Eo Sedgwick, "The ^
Materials for an American Literature; A Critical Problem of the Early
Nineteenth Century," Harvard Studies and Notes in Philology and Literature, XVII (1935)D pp. lUl-62, ""
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more fundamental human injustice©51

Again, American romantics found

little in their country's past to idealize©

Here the tendency toward

idealization turned toward more contemporary elements of American life?
the Indian, the frontiersman, and the wilderness setting.

The Indian, it was argued, constituted America's past. Here stood
a race without history, whose glory, if it existed, went back to
former ages. While this concept echoed somewhat the golden age
doctrine and built a contrast between what was and now is, it also
had impetus from the Gothicism of the age, American students of
the Gothic, thwarted by the newness of America and unable with any
convincingness to transfer mouldering castles of Europe to the
American scene, still clamored for ruins as an indispensable ingredient in their narratives. If they could discover no crumbling
piles of brick or stone, they could fix upon the ruins of a race©
Eagerly the search for forlorn Indian leaders and doomed tribes
went on,52
Lending impetus to the interest in romantic landscape were variously
the "eclat of Scott," the work of James Fenimore Cooper, the cult of
solitude and of gloom, and the impact of foreign travel books ,53 When
the mind of the American romantic did turn toward a more remote historical idealization, it turned toward continental Europe, and not
England,

The historical past of Spain was chosen by several leading

romantics (notably Irving, Ticknor, Prescott, and Longfellow) as a fit
subject for exploitation.51; And in this aspect of their work, it seems

51
Orians, "Rise of Romanticism," pp. 230-1;, suggests that utilitarianism. Christian ethics, emotionalism, and economics also contributed
to reform movements. "Back of all the reform activity of the second
quarter ^oS the nineteenth centur^, however, was the belief in the
potential perfectibility of man," he concludes,

52
Ibid©, p. 213©
^^ Ibid©, pp. 220-5.
"^^ William Long, Literary Pioneers^ Early American Explorers of
European Culture (Cambridge, 1935).
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evident, they were following the influence of German romanticism, among
whose writers the historical and folk past of Spain was a favorite
theme. Finally, perhaps the most distinctly unusual direction which
American romanticism took was the development of the literature of
transcendentalism in New England after I83O©

Transcendentalism, a

philosophical idealism, reached America from Europe, having developed
from the works of Kant in Germany, and having been passed along through
English writers such as Coleridge and Carlyle©55

It developed the

ideals of an intense individual freedom of belief; it taught an unwavering faith in the worth of individual man and reliance on the
goodness of his nature to guide him, intuitively, into the paths of
right behavior and into the development of the transcending values of
his personality.56

The acceptance of this idealistic philosophy by

such writers as Ralph Waldo Emerson gave the American movement its most
distinctive element of revolt against restive influences of the past.
Here, primarily, the revolt was against a repressive, pessimistic, and
mind-enslaving Puritanism.57

Characteristically, it was a New England

movement, and its writings almost entirely came from the authors of
that area; but, in the broader sense, it was an expression of the new
American mind as it was developing throughout the nation.

Self-reliance

^^ H. Wc Schneider, A History of American Philosophy (New Yorkn
191;6), p. 281;.
^ Rod Wo Horton and Herbert Wo Edwards o Backgrounds of American
Literary Thought (New York, 1952) c, pp. 112-1,8,
^' Vernon Louis Parrington, Main_Current8 in Americ^T_Th2i^?i^" •^(3 vols, abridged into one; New YorkJ"'l930j, pp. 379^3?7 hereafter
cited as Parrington, Main Currents in American Thought, See also Fo 0©
Matthiessen, American Renaissance (New York, 19111), pp. 3"179.
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with respect to action that was pushing the American pioneers to the
Pacific coast was the same type of self-reliance which was being expressed in the romantic literature.58
Because of its composite nature as a movement and a literary
term, romanticism resists a satisfactory formal definition, WilHaja
Flint Thrall and Addison Hibbard's familiar handbook underscores this
contention, holding that romanticism "arose so gradually and exhibited
so many phases that a satisfactory definition is hardly possible,"
Thus, it concludes, "Perhaps more useful to the student than definitions
will be a list of romantic characteristics or 'earmarks,' though, as
Professor Bembaum has remarked, romanticism was not a clearly conceived
system, but a somewhat confused growth,'"59
Hibbard, G.

Concurring with Thrall and

Harrison Orians attributes the confusion attendant on

•^ Norman Foerster, Re interpretation of American Literature (New
York, 1928), pp. 32-3*
59
-^ William Flint Thrall and Addison Hibbard, A Handbook to Literature (New York, 1936), p. 380© Arthur Love joy, in The Great Chain of
Being (Cambridge, 19l;2), pp, 293"hs cites these characteristics of
romances ", , . the immense multiplication of genres and of verseforms; the admission of the aesthetic legitimacy of the genre mixtei the
gout de la nuance; the naturalization in art of the 'grotesque;' the
quest for local color; the endeavor to reconstruct in time or space or
in cultural condition; the etalage du. moi; the demand for particularized
fidelity in landscape-description; the revulsion against simplicity;
the distrust of universal formulas in politics; the aesthetic antipathy
to standardization; the identification of the Absolute with the 'concrete universal' in metaphysics; the feeling of 'the glory of the
imperfect;' the - cultivation of individual, national, and racial peculiar^
ities; the.depreciation of the obvious and the general high valuation
(wholly foreign to most earlier periods) of originality, the unusually
futile and absurd self-conscious pursuit of that attribute," Characteristics and perceptive observations of romanticism are found also in
these workss John C» Blakenagel, "The Dominant Characteristics of German Romanticism," PMLA, LV (March, 19l;0), pp. 1-10; and George R,
Havens, "Romanticism in France," PMLA., LV (March, 19l;0), pp. 10-20,
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efforts to define romanticism to '''the numerous attempts to find in
romanticism either consistent or harmonious elements," and shows that
critics today "are still unable to assign to it a precise meaning,
chiefly because romanticism as a temper and mood is not reducible to
a simple formula©'*"0
In attempting to establish criteria for analyzing romantic tendencies in the early novel of the Southwest, this study has been guided
particularly by Richard Chase,

Chase's study of the American novel

stresses the distinction between the novel and the romance; and, equally important to this study of the regional novel, distinguishes
between incipient and mature romance©

The main difference between the

novel and the romance. Chase contends, "is the way in which they view
reality©"^1

The novel renders reality closely and in comprehensive

Orians, "Rise of Romanticism," p, 165©
Chase, American Novel, p, 12© Citations from this source in
the next page or so will be given in parenthesis immediately after each
quotation. It should be noted here that the distinction made by Chase
between the novel and the romance is essentially that of Nathaniel
Hawthorne© In a preface to his novel. The House of the Seven Gables,
Hawthorne sayss '*When a writer calls his work a Romance, it need hardly
be observed that he wishes to claim a certain latitude, both as to its
fashion and material, which he would not have felt himself entitled to
assume had he professed to be writing a Novel, The latter form of
composition is presumed to aim at a very minute fidelity, not merely
to the possible, but to the probable and ordinary course of man's experience© The former — while, as a work of art, it must rigidly subject
itself to laws, and while it sins unpardonably so far as it may swerve
aside from the truth of the human heart — has fairly a right to present the truth under circumstances, to a great extent, of the writer^s
own choosing or creation," See Norman Holmes Pearson, ed.. The Complete
Novels and Selected Tales of Nathaniel Hawthorne (New York, 1937}o p©
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detail, devoting more attention to character than to action,

Romance,

"following distantly the medieval example, feels free to render reality
in less volume and detail" (p, 13)©

It tends, furthermore, to prefer

action to character, and its plots are likely to be highly colored.
"Being less committed to the Immediate rendition of reality than the
novel, the romance will more freely veer toward mythic, allegorical,
and symbolistic forms'* (p© 13)©

Actually, Chase points out, two streams

of romance appear in American literary history.

The first, of a dis-

tinguishable incipient nature, is "the tag-end of a European tradition
that begins in the Middle Ages and has come down into our own literature without responding to the forms of imagination which the actualities
of American life have inspired" (p. 20)©
are escapism, fantasy, and sentimentality.

Its leading characteristics
The second, characterized

by a clearly defined maturity, embraces what Chase calls "the narrow
profundity of New England Puritanism, the skeptical, rationalistic
spirit of the Enlightenment, and the imaginative freedom of Transcendentalism" (p. x)©

Mature romance, then, he suggests.

must signify, besides the more obvious qualities of the pictux'esque and the heroic, an assumed freedom from the ordinary
novelistlc requirements of verisimilitude, development, and continuity; a tendency towards melodrama and idyl; a more or less
formal abstractness and, on the other hand, a tendency to plunge
into the underside of consciousness; a willingness to abandon
moral questions or to Ignore the spectacle of man in society, or
to consider these things only indirectly or abstractly (p. viii)©
Following Chase, this study of the regional novel seeks, on the one
hand, to isolate incipient romance in the novels from mature elements
by establishing as characteristics of the former the preference for
action over characterization and for highly-colored plots, and a strong
interest in escapism, fantasy, and sentimentality; and, on the other
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hand, to establish as identifying traits of mature romanticism the
picturesque; the heroic; stylistic freedom; and, as Chase suggests,
"a tendency towards melodrama and idyl; a more or less formal abstractness and , , , a tendency to plunge into the underside of consciousness;
a willingness to abandon moral questions or to Ignore the spectacle of
man in society, or to consider these things only indirectly or abstractly,"

Speaking of the corpus of Anglo-American literature in the Southwest from which the novels under consideration in this study derive, the
authors of Southwest Heritage remarks
Literature is a mirror in which this unchanging land of the Southwest and its changing panorama of peoples are reflected. At first
simple and unselfconsclous, it recorded achievement and action.
It was utilitarian and practical. As leisure increased, belles
lettres have flourished; today writers can live and make a living
in Dallas and Santa Fe and Oklahoma City,o2

62
Major, Southwest Heritage, p, 2, A full study of literature
of the Southwest would necessarily include surveys of the myths and
legends of the Southwestern Indian tribes and the heritage of narratives,
folk dramas, songs, and tales from the Spanish explorers and colonizers.
It would also include a brief review of early, incipient efforts at fiction by French explorers and settlers© But since the bulk of literature,
including most of the novels with which this study deals, has derived
from the Anglo-American culture, only Anglo-American literary endeavor
is surveyed here. For special studies in non-Anglo-American literature,
however, see the followings (l) Indians — T, Mo Pearce and A. P.
Thomason, eds,, Southwestemers Write (Albuquerque« 19l;7); Charles F«
Lummis, Pueblo Indian Folk-Stories (New York, 1910;; Frank Gushing,
Zuni FoBc Tales (New York, 1931)I Frances Gillmor and Louisa Wade
Wetherall, Traders to the Navajo (Boston, 193U); Dorothy Hogner, Navajo
Winter Night (New York, 1935)I Mabel Major and To M. Pearce, eds,.
Signature of the Sun (Albuquerque, 1950); Dane and Mary Coolidge, The
Navajo Indian (Boston, 1930); Herbert Joseph Spinden, Songs of the Tewa
(New York, 1933); Major, Southwest Heritage; and Ruth M. Underbill,
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As implied here, the literary endeavor during the earliest period of
life in the Southwest, that of the Anglo-American frontier period,
representing roughly the first half of the nineteenth century, was
essentially utilitarian in nature. Such was the characteristic naturally to be expected, as Major, Smith, and Pearce notes
As economic and social life on each frontier repeats the pattern
of all frontiers, so the literature recapitulates the development
of the written cultural expression of the older settlements. The
first literature of an old culture in a new land, as we have seen
in the case of the Spanish explorers, is not primarily belles
lettres but observations, records of this strange world — plants,
animals, climate, primitive people, and the minutiae of pioneer
living. Often these early records are preserved in diaries and
letters. Sometimes the motive of the writer is to promote settlement in a new Canaan. Many of the books are to further geographical
and scientific knowledge; others are for the entertainment of people
back home who take their dangers and travel vicariously. These
narratives and descriptions are in a few cases produced by professional writers who travel seeking 'copy,' but more often they
are records by true explorers, adventurers, and pioneer settlerso°3

Singing for Power (Berkeley, 1938); and (2) Spanish — Morris Bishop,
The Odyssey of Cabeza de Vaca (New York, 1933); Frederick W« Hodge and
Theodore HI Lewis, Spanish Explorers in the Southwestern United States,
1528-151;3 (^ew York, 1925); Fergusson,~Our So'uthwestg Haniel Long,
Interlinear to Cabeza de Vaca (Santa Fe, 1936}; Bams, Texas Writers|
and Major, Southwest Heritage© The first Southwestern novel, L'Heroine
du Texas (Paris, 1B19}, was written by an anonymous Frenchman thought
to have been a member of a colony in Texas, A factual workr, Hartmann
and Millard's Le Texas, ou Notice Historique siir le Champ d'Asile (Paris,
1819), also-deals with this colony, [See Chapter II of this study,)
Two other French novelists, Anthony Ganilh, in Mexico versus Texas
(Philadelphia, I838), and Gustave Aimard, in The Trappers of Arkansas
(London, 1858) and in The Trail Hunter (London", l6b3)\ contrTbuted to
their nationality's literary output in the Southwest,
Major, Southwest Heritage, p, l;9o A similar note is sounded
by Webb, in Great Plains, pp. U^j-lip "who sayss" "If the life in the
West was as different from that in the East as our study indicates,
then that difference will reflect itself in the literature. If the
country presents novelties, then the literature must, if i.t reflects
the life truly, deal with novelties. In general this literature must
deal with the aspects of nature , • • Passing from nature to man we
shall find that the literature must deal with the Plains Indians on
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As a result of this tendency, there exist many chronicles and diaries
which "preserve valuable data of the land and its inhabitants, and in
conspicuous instances report the deepest human experiences,"61; Thomas
Nuttall's A Journal of Travels into the Arkansas Territory during the
Year 1819 (Philadelphia, 1821) serves as a typical example of the letters, journals, and printed documents reflecting pioneer life in the
Southwest©

Representative also of chronicles of travel and adventure

is Lewis H. Garrard's Wah-to°Yah (Cincinnati, 1850).

Texas (Baltimore,

1833), by Mary Austin Holley, and Down the Santa Fe Trail and Into New
Mexico, 181;6-181;7 (New Haven, 1926), by Susan Shelby Magoffin., are
exemplary, respectively, of letters and diaries©

Oral and written

literature in the form of folk legend, ballads, and tall tales are
represented by such works as David Crockett's Autobiography (Philadelphia ^ 1836)©

Belles lettres appeared rarely; although a few novels

were produced.
The Southwestern provincial period, roughly from the Civil War
to World War I, was likewise characterized by a utilitarian literary
slant| but considerable amateur belletristic effort following the style
of European and eastern American writers appeared.

That attempts at

horseback, with the men of the cattle kingdom , , ." This notion is
further underlined by B a m s , in Texas Writers, p. 16©
^ T. M. Pearce and A. P. Thomason, eds., Southwestemers Write
(Albuquerque, 19l;7), p. 2© Compare also Webb, Great Plains, p. 1;76,'"
who declares that the literature of the frontier was "essentially a
literature of action, of adventure, of a strange and exciting life in
a strange and wonderful country where anything may happen. There is
in it nothing of protest, of destructive criticism, of dissatisfaction,
However hard the life may be, it is full of zest and joy."
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belletristic writing should naturally be made in such a period is the
point that Florence Elberta Bams makes in the following statement©
When the first struggles are over and settlement is stable with
some degree of prosperity, the frontier 'goes cultural' and urges
whatever it possesses of talent to develop a literature. The
development of that literature follows somewhat in this orders
a highly conscious 'elegant age' in which prose and verse are
treated as forms of moral suasion and take as their models all
previ.ous perfervid 'elegant ages' deriving ultimately perhaps
from certain English writers; the beginning of realism through
some national or local impetus —» war, politics, industry; the
tentative attempts of criticism; the flourishing of newspapers,
magazines, and of the pen in the hands of every one; the rise
of scholarship in the new colleges and universities of the once
frontier with emphasis on research in fields far removed from
the region; the sudden awakening to the richness of native and
indigenous backgrounds, of aboriginal influences, of residues
from previous occupations, and the enthusiastic era of collecting that follows the awakening; and finally, the appearance of
a bright company of novelists, poets, playwrights, essayists,
historians, and biographers to convert all the accumulation of
the era of collecting into something that merits the name of
llteratTire."5

Early in the period, the formal political state histories appeared,
reflecting a strong "patriotic bias."'^^ Henderson Yoakum's History of
Texas (New York, 1855) and H. S. Thrall's History of Texas (New York,
1876) typify this type of writing. Biography, such as John Hallum's
Biographical and Pictorial History of Arkansas (New York, I887), and
early regional interpretation, in the manner of Charles F, Lummis' The
Land of Poco Tiempo (New York, 1893) D also appeared daring the provincial era. Of the two types, the latter (Lummis' work, for example,
has been called "one of the finest in Southwestern Americana"°7) achieved

6^
^ Bams, Texas Writers, pp, 16-17©
66
Major, Southwest Heritage, p. 69©
67
Campbell, Book Lover's Southwest, p, IO8©
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considerably more prominence than biography, in which the Southwest
still "offers only a few examples" of the "full-dress political bio=graphies of great statesmen and soldiers written in the time-honored
English manner,'*6Q
The emergence of belles lettres in the period was marked by
imitative poetry, an example of which is that of John Rollins Ridge,
who wrote in a Byronic vein, and by fiction, which, as subsequent
discussion will show, included the best novels produced in the early
Southwest©

Among such novels were Adolph Bandelier's The Delight

Makers (New York, I89O), Andy Adams' The Log of a Cowboy (New York,
1903), and Marah Ellis Ryan's The Flute of the Gods (New York, 1909)©^^
After World War I, in what might be termed the modern period of
Southwestern literary output, literattsre becomes sophisticated and professional, and incorporates every major type, Histcry is exemplified
by Hafen and Rister's Western. America (New York, 19l;l), and biography
by Marquis James" The Raven (Indianapolis, 1929)©

Stanley Vestal's Short

"8 Campbell, Book Lover's Southwest, p, 32©
69
^ 'Evaluat^ing the state of literature produced first during the
provincial period, Webb, in Great Plains, pp© 1;76-7D holds that the
literature of the *'Wild West"" has "enjoyed an immense popularity among
the American people. Why? Is it not because it does take them away from
the life they know to adventures they think they should like to have?
The cattle country was thinly inhabited, and those who read about it
were not of it. To them it was a far-off country t,hat was still near
and real, in which strange men, the most daring of their own kind, rede
into adventures every day, and whose very occupation was itself an adventure© The literature of the Wild West was a literature cf escape to
a wild an4 comparatively primitive life. It sets the fancy free;; and
though it may be fashionable to deprecate it, it has not lost its spel!'
for those who are honest enough to express its effects upon them,"'

^•n

Grass Country (New York, 19l;l) typifies self-conscious regional interpretation. Fiction is represented by George Sessions Perry's novel.
Hold Autumn in Your Hand (New York, 19hl)^

poetry by John Gould Fletcher's

Selected Verse (New York, 1938); drama by Lynn Riggs' Green Grow the
Lilacs (New York, 1931)I and social and literary criticism by Southwest
Heritage©

Commenting upon literary achievement of the period in which

fiction has flourished, Rebecca W. Smith says2

of the three fields in which the Southwest has been most articulate -" history, folk-lore, and fiction — it is fiction just now
which is most alive. The historians and biographiers are temporari-^
ly Involved in ihe chaos of social change. Folklore awaits more
writers like Mary Austin and Frank Dobie and John Lomax to harvest
its riches. At the moment it is the novelists who are currently
expressing the dynamic life of the Southwestern area most fully
and honestlyo70

What special quality of flavor seems to characterize Southwestern
literature as a whole? Paramount is an indigenous qimlity, explicit in
almost every work growing out of the physical conditions of the country
and the social situation prevailing in the region, George Sessions
Perry supports this concept in the followring statement. He sayss
Most of it, like the people, has been virile and strong. There
has been more of cows and horses and thirst and violence and guns
than there has of the self-conscious discussion of letters and
salons and whatever is effete and possibly decadent; for physical
toughness, vitality, and stamina have been necessary attributes of
our daily lives. We still have hardly licked the land and the
elements and, until we do, we haven't much time for the amenities
of ripened civilisation. Besides, while farming is work, our people have always loved ranching, which has something of the
qualities of an Indian's life. And since many of our people rode

70 Smith, "The Southwest in Fictiqn," p, 37-
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over this hard land which they loved, songs and something of literature had to be created to express their pleasure,71
Another significant quality of Southwestern literature is its romanticism©

Recognition of this fact by critics of Southwestem literature

is Illustrated by Webb's remark that —
The spectacular and romantic period of Western, or Plains, history began with the white man's first knowledge of the country and
ended near the close of the nineteenth century, when the cattle
kingdom gave way to the agricultural experiment. The spectacular
elements and romantic quality were to be found in the physical conditions of the country and in the social situation which obtained
there,72

71
' Perry, Roundup Time, p, ix. In agreement is Walter S. Campbell,
who, in Book Lover's Southwest, p, 31p sayss "Most of the well-written
books fall into the field of non-fiction. This may be caused by the
amazing variety of the country, the people, and the history of the Southwest — each affording so many interesting realities to write about -~
and by the pleasantness of life here which inhibits most desires to escape into fantasy© But the fact that the Southwest is still man's
country may also be a caiose for the wealth of nonfictlon here. For the
adult male is apt to feel that, in Winston Churchill's phrase, 'facts
are better than dreams©'" J. Frank Dobie, on the other hand, tends to
disagree that writing is completely indigenous in the Southwest© "Actualities in the Southwest," he asserts, in Guide to Life and Literature,
p© 179, "seem to have stifled fictional creation. No historical novel
dealing with Texas history has achieved the drama of the fall of the
Alamo or the drawing of the black beans, has presented a character with
half the reality of Sam Houston, Jim Bowie, or Sallie SkiG.1, or has
captured the flavor inherent in the talk on many a ranch gallery©"
' Webb, Great Plains, pp, l;91-2© Cf, also Witter Bynners "whether iny work has shown it or not, I came, when I entered the Southwest,
into a longer and wider vision of myself and of the work than I had had
before© Time and space loom clearer in New Mexico than they do in enclosed regions, even in such regions as the New Hampshire I had been
living in before; and one's own size in relation to time and space becomes, if not happier, at-least truer, with a probable consequence that
one's relation to one's fellows becomes simpler and humbler" (quoted in
Campbell, Book Lover's Southwest, p© 11); or, E m a Fergussons "I'd say
that the Southwest has anything a writer needs. All the human conflicts
are here from the most sophisticated and highly organized artists' and
scientists' problems, by way of labor and many varieties of exploitationc;
to the very simple primitive© The complications that come out of the
•^
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The plainsman, as represented by the Indian fighter, the cowboy, the
peace officer, and the bad man, Webb contends, led a life that was
full of novelty, spiced with danger, and flavored with adventure. The
horse, as it had for the Indian, elevated the plainsman to a glorified
position. And the Colt revolver added equally to the dash of figures
employing it©
A Survey of the American Novel to 1918
Although indigenous to and concerned primarily with the region
which has produced it, the Southwestern novel nonetheless has general
affiliations with the main stream of American fiction.

For example,

the Southwestem novel is predominantly the work of Anglo-American
writers, and as such has a particular correspondence with its national
counterpart©

Moreover, from American novel writing generally it has

borrowed certain patterns of form and thought, A brief survey of the
American novel, therefore, will naturally suggest many of the basic
fictional patterns discernible in the Southwestern novels©
The American novel, during the years corresponding to the limits
of the present study, falls generally into three periods of developments
the beginnings (1789»l8lO), the romantic era (1810-1865), and the era
of the triumph of realism (1865-1911;) • It is pertinent to the matter
of romanticism to note that, within the framework of each period, even

inpact of these upon every other are enough to supply and test the best
of writers and observers" (quoted in Campbell, Book Lover-s Southwest,
p, 15); the wife of an eminent archaeologist, who confides of her husbands "He says , • , that factors which have helped his writing in the
Southwest are those which emanate from the country itself" (quoted in
Campbell, Book Lover's Southwest, p. 18)©
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though the tendency might be prevailingly realistic as in the last
period named, there appears one or both of the two streams of romance
that Chase sees in American literary history.73 And emanating from
the three together is the implicit fact that, as Chase again contends,
"the history of the American novel is not only the history of the rise
of realism but also of the repeated discovery of the uses of romance©"7i;
The late eighteenth century had produced the first American novel.
The Power of Sympathy (1789),75 an epistolary by William Hill Brown (not

73
'"^ Chase, in American Novel, p, 20, maintains that the first stream
of romance includes "Hawthorne, Melville, James, Mark Twain, Frank Norrls,
Faulkner, Hemingway, and others who have found that romance offers certain qualities of thought and imagination which the American fiction
writer needs but which are outside the province of the novel proper.
These are writers who each in his own way have followed Hawthorne both
in thinking the imagination of romance necessary and in knowing that
it must not 'swerve aside from the truth of the human heart©'
"The other stream of romance," he further declares, "justly contemned by Mark Twain and James, is one which also descends from Scott,
and Includes John Esten Cooke's Surry of Eagle's Nest (1886), Lew Wallace's Ben Hur (l880), Charles Major's When Knighthood Was in Flower
(1899), and later books like Gone With the Wind and the historical tales
of Kenneth Roberts, Although these works may have their points, according to the taste of the reader, they are, historically considered,
the tag-end of a European tjpadition that begins in the Middle Ages and
has come down into our own literature without responding to the forms
of imagination which the actualities of American life have inspired,"
Ibid,, p. xii,
'^ The earliest American novels, patterned along the lines of the
sentimental code and seduction plots that characterized the works of the
English novelist Richardson, were colored by objections to frivolous or
immoral fiction and were heavily didactic. Some thirty-five — including
Mrs. Susannah Harwell Rowson's Charlotte Temple (1790), Mrs, Hannah Webster Foster's The Coquette (1797)^ and Caroline Matilda Warren's The
Gamesters (1805) — were published before 1805© (See Alexander Cowie,
The Rise"of the American Novel /Mew York, 195^<» PP* 9-21, hereafter
cited as Cowie, American Novel; Lillie Demlng Loshe, The Early American
Novel 2^ew York, 1907/, Chapter I, hereafter cited as Loshe, Early Novel;
A. H. Quinn, American Fiction ^ e w York, 193§/s> PP« 15°19, hereafter
cited as Quinn, Fiction; and Carl Van Doren, The American Novel 1789-'
1939 ^ e w York, ljl;£/. Chapter I, hereafter cited as Van Doren, Novel©)
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Mrs© Sarah Wentworth Morton, as originally believed),76 and a few
others©

However, the history of the novel in America did not really

begin until the nineteenth century, and it was not until the 1920's
that American critical opinion came to an agreement on iriio were the
major nineteenth century novelists©77

By the onset of the romantic

period, as Carl Van Doren shows, American writers had overcome their
reluctance to compete with the popular Scott and had turned their
attentions to historical romance©

"As in medieval France there were

three matters of romance, De France, et de Bretagne, et de Rome la
jrant, so in the United States there were also threes

the Revolution,

Meanwhile, Charles Brockden Brown had introduced the Gothic
romances of contemporary English novels, while Hugh Henry Brackenridge, writing in the manner of Cervantes and Swift, had produced
fiction satirizing the American scene. The Gothic romance, typified
by the English novelist Walpole's The Castle of Otranto (1761;), crowded incidents of horror and suspense which usually had a grain of
historical basis; but its chief claim to fame was a vigorous narrative
prose in which weird and exaggerated happenings succeeded each other
with astonishing rapidity. Yet despite fidelity to this European model.
Brown's Wieland (1798) and his other novels stamped the writer "as one
of early America's most powerful novelists" (Cowie, American NoTel, p.
21). Brackenridge's Modern Chivalry (1792), satirizing the American
frontier, has been labeled by one critic as "the only early American
novel which is still entertaining," as well as the producer of a work
which is "a lasting document on its confused time" (Van Doren, Novel,
p. 7 ) .
76
Cowie, American Novel, p, 10© For a discussion of the letterform in early fiction, see H. Ro Brown, The Sentimental Noveljn America
1789°1860 (Durham, 19l;0), Chapter III©
77 -poTf. example, Herman Melville, whom an outpouring of contempc^
rajy criticism has rated among the best American novelists, fell into
obseurity after the public rejection of his finest work, Moby-Disk
(1851), and was "discovered" only following the publication of R. M.
Weaver's biography, Herman Melvilles Mariner and Mystic (New York,
1921)©
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the Settlement, and the Frontier,"78

James Fenimore Cooper, a volumi-

nous writer of historical romances somewhat in imitation of Scott, in
which he established the American scene, particularly the frontier, as
a valid background for fiction, was the first major novelist of this
age©'9

His The Spy (1821), an adventure story of the American Revolu-

tion, was followed by The Pioneers (1823), the first of the five
Leather-Stocking Tales, a frontier romance of love and adventure shortly after the Revolutionary War,

The remaining four, among Cooper's

best known, are The Last of the Mohicans (1826), The Prairie (l827).
The Pathfinder (181;0), and The Deerslayer (1810.).

In this series.

Cooper created in Natty Bumppo probably the only really epic hero of
an American heroic age, and presented beneath a bent-twig surface of
adventure and warfare "a serious and even profound inquiry into the
influence of the frontier experience on the American character, "80
The second major novelist produced by the romantic period was
Nathaniel Hawthorne, who wrote the first significant study of the
American Puritan mind in The Scarlet Letter (l850),8l This novel, laid

7ft
' Van Doren, Novel, p© 15. For a discussion of the relative importance of the various elements of the historical romance, see Paul
Le^-cester Ford, "The Historical Romance," The Atlantic Monthly^ LXXX
(December, 1897)p pp© 721-8© For a general discussion of the form, see
also Brander Matthews, The Historical Novel and Other Essays (New York,
1911;), pp. 3-28©

79
Cowie, American Novel, p, 115, calls Cooper "one of the great
novelists in English." A more critical attitude is reflected by Do H.
Lawrence, Studies in Classic American Literature (Garden City, 1953)i

pp. 1;3"73.
^ Henry Nash Smith, in James Fenimore Cooper, The Prairie (New
York, 1955) .9 p, V©
*
81
For a perceptive study of Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter and
other novels, as well as of his leading tales, see Richard Harter Fogle,
Hawthorne's Fictions The Light and the Dark (Normano 1952),
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in seventeenth century Boston, related the tragic conflict between
Puritan conscience and natural impulse in the love affair between
Hester Prynne and the Reverend Arthur Dimmesdale, consumated despite
their moral scruples©

The House of the Seven Gables (l85l), a Gothic

romance in form, was concerned with the decadence of Puritanism in the
mid-nineteenth century United States©

In The Blithedale Romance

(1852), Hawthorne wrote a study of nineteenth century social idealism,
satirizing contemporary New England reforms of the Utopian Brook Farm
experiment.

In his final novel. The Marble Faun (i860), Hawthorne re-

turned to the problem of the inner conflict resulting from the
opposition of Impulse and conscience, but here choosing the life of
art students of Rome as his setting©
When Herman Melville dedicated Moby-Dick to Nathaniel Hawthorne,
"he happily linked the names of two major novelists who had reached the
meridian of their powers almost at the same moment" in the romantic
period©82

Melville had won a popular literary fame for five novels,

published from 181;6 to 1850, based on his own adventures at sea©

His

reputation as a major American novelist, however, rests upon his MobyDick (1851), ostensibly another sea adventure aboard a whaling ship,
but actually an allegorical account of man pursuing and being pursued
by an inexorable evil.
Despite the achievements of Cooper, Hawtiiome, and Melville,
the romantic period continued to give currency to the didactic novel;

82 Cowie, American Novel, p, 363* For a detailed examination of
Moby-Dick, see M, 0. Perclval, A Reading of Moby-Dick (Chicago, 1950),
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and it also maintained the sentimental story, most frequently written
by women, that produced a wave of tears reaching its crest in the
fifties. Harriet Beecher Stowe, in Uncle Tom^s Cabin (1851-1852),
wrote perhaps the most influential of these purpose novels, contributing
substantially to the arousal of antislavery sentiment in the North
during the decade before the Civil War©83 Her importance as a novelist,
however, is largely fort'oitous, an accident of history, and is not the
result of profound insight into human nature. Then, as part of the
romantic movement, the South began to use its past culture and history
in romance as a subject for fiction. There two different groups of
romantic novelists developed in Richmond and Charleston, Romantic in
the sense that they presented a sort of idealized reality, the Virginia
writers concerned themselves primarily with subjects and sketches of
which John Pendleton Kennedy's Swallow B a m (I832) proves representative ©84 Romantic in the sense that they portrayed the idealized dream
of a refined and cultural life in the ancient Greek manner, the South
Carolina group had its leading practitioner in William Gilmore Simmic;,
author of The Yemasse (1835).^^ Finally, during the romantic period.,
a small corps of western novelists were trying their romantic wings.
As evidenced, by Tim.othy Flint's Francis Berrian (1826), the works of

Van Doren, Novel, pp, 109"10, shows that the sales of Uncle
Tom's Cabin went to the millions and stirred up antislavery sentiment
tlhroughout the world©
QJ

See Cowie, American Novel, pp, 258-70, and Jo Eo Uhler,
"Kennedy's Novels and His Posthumous Works,** American Literature, III
(January, 1932), pp© 169-77.
•^ See Parrington, Main Currents in American Thought., II, pp,
125-37* and Van Doren, Novel, ppr~5o°-57~
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this school usually reflected early illusions that changed to disillusionment with consolation in nature©80
From the Civil War until World War I, when realism triumphed
and naturalism set in, every decade —

the "gilded" '70»s, the "local-

color" »80's, the fin-de-siecle '90''s, and the "strenuous" 1900's
reflected various types of fictions

—

novels of entertainment, of romance

and of history, of realism and social criticism. The "Gilded Age" was
a period of mad scramble for wealth and power©

As one critic remarks

in connection with The Gilded Age, a critical novel by Co Do Warner and
Mark Twain (Samuel Langhome Clemens), the period was one in which the
"vulgarity of a chrome civilization and the urge to keep up wi.th the
Joneses mingle with churchly hypocrisy, pork-barrel politics, bribery,
personal immorality in high place, profiteers of 'shoddy,' and the
wider degradation of the democratic dogma©'"'87 Twain, at once opposed
to and a part of the era he attacked, came to the novel through
frontier journalism and through h.is comic travel narratives. The
Innocents Abroad (I869) and Roughing It (1872)©

His fame as a major

nineteenth century novelist rests largely on The Adventures of JTom
Sawyer (I876) and its sequel, Th.e Adventures of HucklebeiryJFinn (I88I;),

oc

See Cowie, American Novel, pp. 212"23<) and subsequent dis"
cussions of Timothy Flint in this study of the early novel of the
Southwest©
Partisan literature, supporting either the North or the South,
tended to dominate during the Civil War period. Perhaps the only
significant development was the transition from romance to realism as
evidenced in Miss Ravenel's Conversion (1865), by John William De Forestn
whom Van Doren, in Novel,-pp, 117-lB,""calls the first realistic novelist
in the modem sense,
"^ Robert Eo Spiller and others, eds.. Literary History of t.be
United States (rev. ed. in one vol.| New York, V)^3)\
p. 927© Hefaafter cited as Spiller,.Literary Hisicxy©

1;0
nostalgic, picaresque stories of boyish adventure in the frontier
civilization of the Mississippi.88

The latent pessimism in Mark Twain

did not reach expression fully until the posthumous publication of the
misanthropic fantasy. The Mysterious Stranger (1916) ©^9
Around 1880 local color novels, with their blend of a colorfiil
and exotic aspect of romanticism and of a reproduction of reality i^lthin the rose-colored romantic glow, came into vogue©90

The major writers

belonging to this school accepted as their literary aim the discovery
of sectors of American life which would provide interesting reading for
all the people. Their best work "shows a wholesome originality, a
masterly dominance of difficult materials, a devotion to problems of
structure and texture, a feeling for character and motivation, a love
of the actual and a hatred cf the artificial, the bathetic, and the

oo

Lionel Trilling, in Mark Twain, The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn (New York, 1951;) * PP* xvli, quotes Ernest Kemingway as "rontending
that "all modern American literature comes from one book by Mark Twain
called Huckleberry Finn,'^ and points out further the influence of ihe
work on Hemingway, Gertrude Stein, and Sherwood Anderson,
89
Twain's pessimistic tendency, however, is discernible in nearly
all of bis works. As Cowie, American Novel, p. 639, concludes, it "^was
a formidable thing."
90
•^After the Revolution," as Van Doren., in Novel, pp, ll5"6,
points out, '''there had sounded .from many literary threats the cry that
the new nation ought to have an epic, as Greece and Rome and medieval
Catholicism and English Puritanism had had; and although nothing great
had been forthcoming the demand persisted until the middle of the next
century. Then it had gradually given way before the idea that, as Simms
pointed out, prose fiction is the modem epic form. Criticism came
therefore to demand the Great American novel, not so much to enshrine
the national past as to reflect the national present of a scale commensurate with the new consclouaness. Although this expectation, too, was
disappointed, it undoubtedly had sometJhing to do with the rapid rise
of the fashion of local color which may be thought of as initiated by
Bret Harte's story The Luck of Roaring Camp in 1868, and which for some
thirty years gave a dominant type to imaginative writing in the United
States©"

la
cheap which raises it far above what one usually thinks of as run-ofthe-mlne local color writing©"^^

It includes such Southern novels as

George Washington Cable's The Grandissmes (I88O) and New England works
in the vein of Sarah O m e Jewett's A Country Doctor (1881;)©
The two greatest American novelists at the end of the nineteenth
century, William Dean Howells and Henry James, illustrated for American
literature the beginnings of the twentieth century cleavage between the
novel of serious meaning and the novel of artistic seriousness ©^^ The
fame of Howells, like that of the English novelist, George Eliot, rests
on a series of character studies, in which he explores the motives and
the impulses which shape the lives of men and women. The first of
these, A Modem Instance (1882), is concerned with an incompatible
marriage which leads to divorce©

Howells' classic. The Rise of Silas

Lapham (l885), is a carefully realistic study of the titular hero, a
nineteenth century self-made businessman who atten$>ts unsuccessfully
to Invade Boston high society©

His late fiction became more narrowly

didactic, as in the Utopian fantasies, A Traveler from Altruria (I89I;)
and Through the Eye of the Needle (1907)©

With Howells the novel was a

literary medium in which could be probed secular meanings, purposes,
and values©93 To Henry James, his contemporary, the novel was an end

91 Spiller, Literary History, p© 859.
^ After 1890, at least for a while, the American novel became an
instrument of sociology and psychology, "The temper called fin de siecle
in Europe," as Van Doren, in Novel, p, 223, points out, "hardly touched
the American novel, and Edgar Saltus (l855'=1921) ^ representative novel
of whose is Mary Magdelen (l89l27 stood almost alone in a conscious decadence," Instead the fictional technique of disillusionment and pessimism
dominated© Stephen Crane's Maggies A Girl of the Streets (l893) sei-ved
as a pioneer in naturalism just as his The Red Badge of Courage (1895)
became the model in impressioniam,
93
See Cowies American Novel, p, 701,

in Itself, to be written and to be enjoyed for its architectonic design,
its subtleties of prose style, its effectiveness in communicating the
segment of reality which the writer had attempted to encompass,^^ More
consistently than an Arnold Bennett or than the French naturalists,
James was the great artist-novelist at the end of the nineteenth and
at the beginning of the twentieth centuries. Among his best-known early
fictions are Daisy Miller (l879) and The Portrait of a Lady (1881)©
The Wings of the Dove (1902), The Ambassadors (1903), and The Golden
Bowl (1901;) exhibit James at the height of his power©
The greatest achievement in the American novel of the early
twentieth century was made by writers who followed in the tradition of
Howells, who has been called "the father (or grandfather) of modem
realism©"95

The first of these was Frank Norris, with McTeague (1899),

which, strongly Influenced by the naturalism of Zola, was a portrait
of a San Francisco dentist and his wife and a study in human greed as
it warps personality,9"

Theodore Dreiser, equally influenced by Zola

and Darwinian science, in An American Tragedy (1925) based a novel on
an actual case history©

His first work. Sister Carrie (1900), banned

for twelve years because of its extreme realism, related the career of

9^ laii Doren, in Novel, p, 188, contends that "James's essential
limitation may rather accurately be expressed by saying that he attempted, in a democratic age, to write courtly romances, o . . His books
consequently lack the Interest of that fiction which shows men and women
making some kind of way in the world — except the interest which can be
taken in the arts by which the penniless creep into the golden favor oi
the rich or the socially unarrived wriggle into an envied caste. James
is the laureate of leisure,"

95
See Cowie, American Novel, p. 696©
"

See Van Doren, Novel, pp, 233"6.

^3
a woman who became an actress and of the men with whom she lived. Willa
Gather in 0 Pioneers1 (1913) and My Antonia (1918) wrote provocative
studies of the interaction of character and environment on the Nebraskan
frontier of her own youth.

Her early work in technique and in style

was nearer that of James in its use of meticulously selected detail than
it was to the main stream of American documented realism, initiated by
Norris and Dreiser.97
This survey of the American novel to 1918 completes the presentation of background material essential to an understanding of the present
study. Rather appropriately, it sets the stage for the next topic of
consideration, a survey of the early novel of the Southwest.

Implicit

in the subsequent survey are the basic points around vriiich, as this
introductory chapter has suggested, the present study is built. By way
of recapitulation, these points may be summarized as follows 8 the
Southwest is a unified region despite many apparent differences; within
this region, the novel has become the foremost vehicle of a substantial
body of literature and, consequently, the early novel, which anticipated
and possibly smoothed the way for the later mature product, is worthy
of study; the early novel follows the incipient romantic tradition of
much European and American fiction, but, like the American novel
generally, "in its most original and characteristic form," it has "worked
out its destiny and defined itself" by incorporating an element of mature
romance, a romanticism which evolves from the incipient to the mature
in terms both of form and thought.

^"^ See R. H. Footman, "The Genius of Willa Gather," American
Literature, X (May, 1938), pp, 123-1|1.

CHAPTER II
THE CORPUS OF THE EARLY NOVEL OF THE SOUTHWEST s
A GENERAL SURVEY

The corpus of the early fiction of the Southwest consists of
forty novels,^ written for the most part by Anglo-Americans,2 who ventured from the more civilized areas of the East and South in which
certain literary traditions were firmly established, and, after brief

•^ The forty novels examined in this study were chosen on the
basis of their status as typical works of representative authors of
the Southwest from l8l9 to 1918 and on the recommendations of the following Southwestern literary historians to whom a list of sixty works
had been submitted for their advices Miss Mabel Major, Texas Christian
University English professor, co-author of the regional literary study.
Southwest Heritage; the late Walter S» Campbell, Oklahoma University
creative writing professor, who, under his own name and his pseudonym
of Stanley Vestal, is the author of The Book Lover's Southwest and many
other works; J. Frank Dob.ie, former University of Texas English professor, author of Guide to Life and Literature of the Southwest; Dr©
To M. Pearce, University of New Mexico English professor, co-author of
Southwest Heritage; Dr, Ernest Leisy, former Southern Methodist University English professor, author of The American Historical Novel;
Miss Ima Ho Herron, Southern Methodist University English professor,
author of The Small Town in American Litera^tuxe; Dr, Mody C« Boatright,
University of Texas English professor, fclLlorist and author; Dr,
Lawrence Clark Powell, University of California at Los Angeles librarian, author of Heart of the Southwest; Mrs. Ella Robinson, librarian of
the Southwest Museum at Los Angeles; Miss Llerena Friend, librarian of
the Barker History Center of the University of Texas; and Marvin A.
Miller, director of libraries of the University of Arkansas. Thesa
authorities made recommendations with respect to the deletion or the
addition of titles, and their suggestions are incorporated into the
final list of forty novels. Because of the inaccessibility of many of
these novels a synopsis of each has been included in an append.ix for
the benefit of other scholars interested in the early novel of the
Southwest,
2
Of the forty novels examined in this study, thirty-one w=ri=>
written by Anglo-Americans. The authors of the remaining nine, reipe:tively, were Austrian, Irish, and Swiss. The biographical sketches tha-^
follow in this chapter show the nationality of each author,
ill;

U5
visits or short periods of residence in the Southwest, more often than
not returned home to produce their fiction.

In general these novels

represent a cultural lag3 in comparison with American fiction as a
whole, and are obviously imitative.
into two major phases?
War (c. 1865-1918),

For convenience they may be divided

Pre-Civil War (c. I819-I86O) and Post-Civil

During the Civil War itself little fiction appeared

in the region.

Fre-Civil War Novels (I819-I860)

The first Southwestem novel, L'Heroine du Texas (l8l9),^ was
written in French by "a very young man, an amateur,''5 unknown even today except for the initials, "F

n M.

G

translation until comparatively recently.

n," and unavailable in English
One of four regional novels

by French authors," it undoubtedly exercised no major influence on the

^ This lag is evident when these divisions are compared with
those for national fiction. Pre-Civil War fiction, characterized roiighly
by frontier conditions, corresponds primarily to the American novel's
first and second developmental periods, the beginnings and the romantic,
falling between the dates, as earlier indicated, of 1789 and 1865; PostCivil War fiction, comprehending all but the early stages of provincial
development, parallels generally the third period of growth by the
national novel —- the Triumph of Realism (1865-1911;)©
^ «'F n M. G__n," L'Heroine du Texas (Paris, l8l9). The present
study follows Donald Joseph's translation in The Story of Champ d'Asile
(Dallas, 1937), a work, edited with an introduction by Fannie E. Ratchford, which includes also Hartmann and Millard's Le Texas, ou Notice
Historique sur le Champ d'Asile (Paris, I819). Copies of this trans=
lation, as well as of the original works, may be found in the Barker
History Center of the University of Texas.
^ Sister Mo Agatha Sheehan, "A Study of the First Four Novels of
Texas." Unpublished Master's Thesis, Catholic University of America,
Washington, Dc C , 1939, p. 31. Hereafter cited as Agatha, "Four Novels
of Texas."
Other French novelists and their works examined in this studys
A, T. Myrthe, Mexico versus Texas (I838); and Gustave Aimard, The
Trappers of Arkansas (m5^) and The Trail Hunter (I863)©
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direction that the early novel would take, though, interestingly, it
anticipates many of the aspects of content and form evident in its
successors©

According to its author, for instance, it has a basis in

factJ in the unsuccessful French attempt to establish Champ d'Asile
(Camp Refuge), a colony founded in I818 by Napoleonic officers and
others on the Trinity River about sixty miles from Galveston,8

In all

likelihood, the novel^ is based upon an actual account of life in this
settlement — Hartmann and Millard's Le Texas, ou Notice Historique sur
le Champ d'Asile, This work also was published in I819 in Paris, and
contains an account of the fortunes of a hero and heroine, Edward and

7
A full discussion of factual novels is contained in Chapter
III of the present study©
o

Walter Prescott Webb and others, eds,, The Handbook of Texas
(Austin, 1952), I, p, 328, point out that political tiirmoil caused by
the restoration of the Bourbons in France in the early nineteenth century resulted in the exile of many Frenchmen and in the voluntary
withdrawal of others. Many came to the United States, \^ere, from
Philadelphia on December 17, 1817, 150 set out to found the colony of
Champ d'Asile on a Trinity River site, near the present town of Liberty,
Texas, about sijcty miles north of Galveston. The expedition had been
organized by General Charles Lallemand, formerly a trusted lieutenant
of the exiled Napoleon Bonaparte,, but was sent out under the command of
General Antoine Riguad, Later, however. General Lallemand did join
the colony and brought with him other settlers, increasing to about
1;00 the size of the settlement. When food supplies grew short and the
Spanish threatened to send troops to evict them, the settlers fled to
Galveston only to be victimized by a flood. Then they disbanded, some
going to Alexandria, others to Natchitoches.) and still others to New
Orleans,
" If the author's own assertion could be accepted^ as it surely
cannot be, L'Heroine was not intended to be a novel. In the preface,
the writer declares that his work is not a novel at all but the account
of a true experience. But while there can be no question that he drew
heavily upon real events, there can be serious doubts about the author's
treatment of these materials. Obvious liberty with fact, removing the
work from the realm of complete actuality and placing it in the category
of the partly imaginative, obviates the writer's claim. Concurring in
the opinion that L'Heroine actually is a novel is Agatha, "Four Novels
of Texas," p, 31.

Adrienne, who strongly resemble Edmund and Ernestine of the novel in
question. Again, the first Southwestern novel anticipates its successors by virtue of its setting in Texas, the area destined to become
the predominant scene for the early regional novel© 10 Then, its incipient romanticism, glorifying nature in the manner of Chateaubriand
and praising the "noble savage," sounds notes echoed by such treatment
of nature as that in Francis Berrian, and generally anticipates later
works in its attitude toward the red man,ll
The second Southwestem novel but the first written by an AngloAmerican, Timothy Flint's Francis Berrian (1826)12 embraces many of the

""•^ See Chapter V for further discussion,
11
See Chapter VI for further discussion,
12
Timothy Flint, Francis Berrian, or The Mexican Patriot (2 vols.;
Boston, 1826), The present study follows a"microfilm copy obtained
from the University of Virginia, A copy of the original work, however,
may be found in the Barker History Center at the University of Texas©
Timothy Flint was born July 11, I78O, near North Reading, Massachusetts, the son of William and Martha Kimbell Flint, Following his
formal education at Phillips Andover Academy and at Harvard, where he
graduated in I8OO, Flint taught school at Cohasset, Massachusetts, and
became a minister at Marblehead, There in I8OI he married Abigail Hubbard© From 1802-11; Flint served as minister of the Congregationalist
church at Luenburg, Massachusetts, then part of Fitchburg. But his
keen interest in natural science and his chemical experiments led him
to be charged unfairly, in all probability, with counterfeiting and to
be compelled to resign. After a year of missionary work in New Hampshire, he set out ,for the ¥est under the auspices of the Missionary
Society of Connecticut, From 1815-25 Flint traveled through the Mi..«sissippi Valley, spending the year of 1819 in Arkansas, and becoming
the first Protestant minister to administer the communion in St, Louis©
Going to New Orleans, where he preached and lectured, Flint next became principal of a seminary at Alexandria, Louisiana. A long illnes;?
from which he never fully recovered, however, sent him north again,
and from this time on his sole activity was writing and editing. In
addition to Francis Berrian, his Recollections of the Last Ten Yea.r^,
a factual work, appeared in I826© These works were followed by the
novels. The Life and Adventures of Arthur Clenning (1828), George Mason,
the Young Backwoodsman (lS29)s and The ShoshoneeValley (1830"), none of
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characteristics of content and form found in I;_'Heroine du Texas©

More-

over, it introduces several other elements (new to the regional novel
though familiar to the early American novel) that are to be found in
succeeding works; yet, as might be expected,13 it constitutes only
slight improvement over L'Heroine.

Like the earlier French novelist,

Flint bases his work upon fact, drawing upon his own Southern and
Western travels for descriptive materials and upon Mexico's revolt from
Spain for several plot episodes©!^

Too, like the author of L'Heroine,

he sets the novel in part in Texas and exhibits a romantic concept of
nature reminiscent of Chateaubriand,

As distinguished from the first

novel, on the other hand, Francis Berrian, drawing upon the main stream
of American fiction, presents several characteristics new to the
regional novels

heroic deeds of an adventurer,15 resulting at times

which is set in the Southwest, Other literary efforts during this
period, 1827=30, included Flint's editing the Western Monthly Review,
a Cincinnati publication, and the Knickerbocker, a New York one. In
1831, Flint edited The Personal Narrative of James Ohio Pattie of
Kentucky, a highly colored acco'ont of the exploits of an early Western
trapper, Flint returned to Louisiana in search of health, but soon
retraced his steps back to his old home at Reading, On August I6 or
18, l8i;0, he died and was buried at Salem,
Biographical details from James Do Hart, The Oxford Companion
to American Literature (2nd. ed,; New York, 1953}D PO 2i;6, hereafter
cited as Hart, Oxford Companion; Stanley Kunitz and Howard Haycraft,
American AuthorsT50Q-1900 (Nel? York, 1938), p. 278, hereafter cited
as Kunitz, American Authors; and Matthews, "Arkansas Books," p. 12©
13 It is well to remember that, as Sister M, Agatha Sheehan, in
Texas Prose, p. 150, notes, "when Texas first patronized novel writing
the art itself was practically undeveloped . „ . Scott had barely laid
the .foundation for the historical novel, and Cooper was just then following his lead. The sentimental off-shoots of the New England morality
novel — the kind with a double purpose — were still flooding the
country , , ,"
11*
Two other novels deal with Mexico's revolt from Spain. They
are Gustave Aimard's The Trail Hunter (I863) and Hesper Bendbow's
More Than She Could Bear (1672)7 See Chapter III for furthBr comment,
•^ For a discussion of the adventurer as the dominant male character 4n the novels examined in this study, see Chapter IV,
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from conflicts with Indians ;l6 early illusions that change to disillusionment, with subsequent consolation in natures and a plot largely
dependent upon coincidence©-^7

These qualities were to appear in prac-

tically all the Southwestern novels before the Civil War and in many
after the conflict©

Again, Flint's novel brings out religious contro-

versy — a clash between the Puritan hero and his fiancee's Catholic
parents — and thus ushers in a tradition destined to be of long duration©

Religious differences, whether inspired by the authorial

prejudice or by the need to show the clash of cultures, came to be a
familiar motif in later Southwestem novels such as Inez (1855), GreatGrandmother's Girls in New Mexico (1888), Remember the Alamo (1888),
The Flute of the Gods (1909), and Riders of the Purple Sage (1912)©
In Joseph Holt Ingraham's Lafitte (I836),l8 the third Southwestern novel and the first of three to be based upon historical

1^

See Chapter III for the chief discussion of works dealing with
conflict between the Indian and the other races of the Southwest — the
Spanish, the Mexican, and the Anglo-American.
^"^ See Chapter III for the chief discussion of works employing
the unexpected and improbable incident, or the deus ex machina.
IS Joseph Holt Ingraham, Lafitte8 The Pirate of the Gulf (2 volso|
New York, I836)© This study has followed a microfilm copy obtained from
the Lost Cause Press of Louisville, Kentucky,
B o m January 25 or 26, l809, in. Portland, Maine. Joseph Holt
Ingraham was the son of James Milk and Elisabeth Thurston Ingraham. He
was named for a gran.dfather, a prominent citizen and wealthy shi.p-builder. After a moderate education, which, accor^ilng to his claims that are
not substantiated by the records, included training at Bowdoin College,
Ingraham went to sea before he was seventeen years of age and spent
time in South America during several revolutions. He began wilting for
newspapers before his twenty-first birthday, and, by I832, when he was
only twenty--three, served as professor of languages at Jefferson College in Washington, Mississippi, On May 21;, I832, Ingraham married
Mary Brooks, daughter of a wealthy Natchez planter. Of the children
born to this union. Colonel Prentiss Ingraham followed in his father's
footsteps as a novelist© His Buf .falo Bill (1913) o in fact, .is included
in this study. In 1835 Joseph Holt Ingraham larached his bcok-length
TEXAS TECHNOLOGICAL COLLEGE UBKAUX
LIJBKOCK. TEXAS
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personages,19 the setting shifts for the first time beyond the bounds
of Texas©

Set mostly in Barritarla, the pirate's base in southern

Louisiana, the novel, in fact, may be said to belong to the Southwest
only because of its focus on Lafitte, whose operations around Galveston
constituted a colorful side of Texas history©

Lafitte anticipates such

later fictional discrepancies as exaggerated dramatic style filled with
bathos,20 and is characterized by its awkward dramatic form of fiveact divisions. As with the unknown author of the Southwest's first
novel and with Timothy Flint, the author of Lafitte relies upon certain verifiable facts of Lafitte's life; but he grafts an imaginaiy
love story on to the chronicle of fact, and at the end of the work
further fuses the factual with the imaginary in a climax occurring at
the time of the battle of New Orleans©

writing career with the publication of The South West, a supposedly
factual work based on his travels, Lafitte, his first novel, appeared the following year, when Ingraham was residing in New York, and
was followed by countless others, includingg Wizard of the Sea (1839),
The Dangers of the Town (l81;3), Howard, or the Mysterious Disappearance
(im;!^;. The Twice Condemned (l81i5)i) The Young Artist and the Bold
Insurgent (l»lt6;. The Free "Trader (18^7), and The Young_StrawberTy Girl
TlBlIHTo In fact, Ingraham is said to have told Longfellow that he wrote
twenty novels in a single year, with many appearing in newspapers, that
paid him up to three thousand dollars annually© Confirmed in the
Protestant Episcopal Church in l8U7i) Ingraham in 1814.9, while residing
in Nashville, added to his work the task of conducting a school for
young ladies. A decade later, after serving as rector of churches at
Aberdeen, Mississippi, Mobile, Alabama, and Riverside, Tennessee, he
became principal of St. Thomas' Hall, a boys' school at Holly Springs,
Mississippi, where he had gone to head Christ Church, At Christ Church,
Ingraham remained the rest of his life. On December 18, i860, in his
church office, he either accidentally or purposely shot himself to
death.
Biographical details from Warren Go French, "Joseph Holt Ingraham,
Southern Romancer, 1809-1860," Unpublished Master's Thesis, University
of Texas, Austin, 191^8, p. 6; and Kunitz, American Authors, pp, li02-3,
19
The two others are Jeremiah Clemens' Mustang Gray (l858) and
Prentiss Ingraham's Buffalo Bill (1913).
'^^ See Chapter V for further cjiscussion.
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Mexico versus Texas (1838),21 a novel that shrouds itself in a
veil of mystery, sets the stage for a series of later novels focusing
on Anglo-American conflict with the Mexican, and anticipates by half a
century later works reflecting strong pro-Catholic attitudes; like
other early novels it maintains the guise of fact©

Like L'Heroine du

Texas it fails to identify its author, indicating simply that it was
written by a "Texian," A later edition, issued in 181;2 under the
title Ambrosio de Letinez^ credits the work to one A. To Myrthe; but
the copyright page carries the name of Anthony Ganilh, As the following quotation suggests, Mexico versus Texas also maintains its enigmatic
cast with respect to its intent.
At times the narrative nms along as a simple love story. But in
the murky atmosphere of too much battle smoke and entirely too
much religious fanaticism, the story element runs thin. The work
is tediously miscellaneous. The only set or definite thread of
organization is the author's insistence on the Texans' working to

•^ "By a Texian," Mexico versus Texas, A Descriptive Novel Most
of the Characters of Which Consist of Living Persons (Philadelphiaa
1838}, This study has followed a microfilm copy obtained from the
University of Texas, which possesses a copy of the original work and
makes it available through its Barker History Center,
Agatha, Texas Prose, p. 91, and Lennie Merle Walker, "The
Beginnings of Texas Fiction," Unpublished Master's Thesis, University
of Texas, Austin, 1935s ?» 35$ assume that A. To Myrthe, in whose name
the novel is copyrighted, is really Anthony Ganilh, A Frenchman by
birth, Ganilh, according to Walker, was a Catholic missionary who came
to the United States in the early part of the nineteenth century. He
had become a priest in 1817, some twenty-four years following his presumed birth date of 1793o In this country, Ganilh served as a teacher
at St, Thomas Seminary in Kentucky and at St. Anthony's of Padua, now
Minneapolis. He probably went to New Orleans and Texas. In I838 he
returned to Bardstown, Kentucky, to teach at St. Joseph's and then
disappeared from history. Walker assumes that Ganilh did not copyright
Mexico versus Texas, because in I838 a person not a citizen of the
United States could not be granted a copyright.
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raise the low level of the Mexican nation to the sublime heights
of the American code. But the Mexicans remain stolidly indifferent, and the novel, for this reason, might be called a tragedy, 22
Though the novel's enigmatic qualities have no bearing on other regional
works, its pro-Catholic attitudes do point the way fifty years later
for similar characteristics in Great-Grandmother's Girls in New Mexico
. - .. .

(1888)©

And its focus on Anglo-American and Mexican conflict antici-

pates certain emphases in such later works as Inez {lQ55)» Mustang
Gray (1858), and Remember the Alamo (1888)©

The first and third of

these later novels spotlight the Texas Revolution, preaching the doctrine of loyalty to the new Republic and later to the state. Mustang
Gray deals in a minor way with the United States-Mexican war.
Very early in its existence, the Southwestem novel offered
cause for authors to charge one another with plagiarism. Less than
twenty years after the publication of L'Heroine du Texas appeared a
work entitled The Travels and Adventures of Monsieur Violet (I81i3)©"3

oo

Agatha, Texas Prose, pp© 91-2©
po

Captain Frederick/ Marryat, The Travels and Adventures of
Monsieur Violet in California, Sonora, and Western. Texas (London,
n© djjl
This study has followed a copy obtained from the Texas
Technological College library. The copy used here carried no date;
however, Jesse Rader, in South of Forty (Norman, 191|7), p- 19h»
indicates that the original work was published in l8ii3 by Longman in
London,
Frederick Marrvflt, who produced more tlian a score of adult and
juvenile novels of adventure, launched his writing career principally
after completing twenty-four years of service as a British naval officer. His literary bent perhaps he acquired from his grand.father, Dr,
Thomas Marryat, a poet of sorts. Second son of Joseph Marryat, who was
colonial agent for Granada and a member of Parliament for Sandwich,
Marryat was b o m July 10, 1792, in London. He joined the navy in l806.
In l8ll, while serving aboard the Aeolus, he reached the North American
shore to which he would return for a visit twenty-six years later. But
the bulk of his service kept the aspiring writer far removed from the
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A product of the prolific pen of Captain Frederick Marryat, it provoked two American writers to charge the novelist with literary plracy©2li

scene of Monsieur Violet© It took him to Burma, where in 1823, he was
commander of the L a m e during the first Burmese War; up the Bassein
River, where in 1825 he led the first naval command to conduct a successful expedition there; and to many other points, which, from 1825
to 1828 and from 1828 to I830, found him in command of the Tees and the
Ariadne, respectively© By the time of his retirement in I830, Captain
Marryat had received (in I818) the gold medal of the Royal Humane
Society for saving a life at sea; had adapted to the mercantile marine
Sir Home Popham's system of signaling; and had been elected (in I819)
a Fellow of the Royal Society. He also had married (in I819) a Miss
Shalrp, daughter of a former British counsel-general to Russia, and had
become something of a caricature artist. Although Marryat had published his first novel, Frank Mildmay, prior to his retirement from the navy,
he had not begun to write proliflcally while in service as he was immediately to do. During the next eighteen years of his career, I83O-I18,
he turned out more than twenty adult novels and a series of juveniles.
Of the former. Midshipman Easy (I836) is probably the more familiar;
although The King's Own (I83O; is probably the best constructed. Of
the juveniles, MaJtilFSin Ready (I8I4I) is possibly more familiar. From
l832-35«! Marryat edited Metropolitan Magazine, in which he published an
unfavorable review of No P. Willis' Pencilings by the Way, At the time
of the review's publication Willis was in England, Smarting from the
article which he considered abusive, he challenged Marryat to a duel.
But, while the two actually exchanged shots at Chatham, neither was injured. From 1837-38 Marryat visited Canada and the United States and
in 1839 recorded his impressions in A Diary in America. This work,
which also gave offense to some Americans, served in part as the basis
for Monsieur Violet, which also contains offensive statements about
this nation, Marryat died August 9, 181^8, at Langham in Norfolk,
Biographical details from Stanley Kunitz and Howard Haycraft,
British Authors of the Nineteenth Century (New York, 1936), p. lil5o
2^ George Wilkins Kendall, in Narrative of the Texan Santa Fe
Expedition (London, 1.81;lt), p. ii, accuses Marryat of stealings » A few
of the incidents in the first volume of this work, which appeared, in a
series of rough sketches, in the New-Orleans Picayun.© of l8ii2, have
since been stolen from that journal and incorporated with the 'Narrative
of Monsieur Violet,' written by Captain Marryat and published in London
during the fall of I8U3, The author has deemed this exposition necessary, lest some of his readers, unacquainted with the circumstances and
who may peruse both books, should suspect him of having poached upon
the wondrous tale of Violet." Josiah Gregg, Commerce of the Prairies
(2nd ed,; New York, 1%S)f, pp, l6U-5, complains similarlyg ", . ,
while I recognize ray indebtedness to others, I feel bound, .in selfdefense, to reclaim in a single case, at least, the waifs of my own
pen, which have been dignified with a place in the pages of a con-
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In spite of these charges. Monsieur Violet proves Interesting as one of
two connecting links between English and Southwestern fiction,^5 especially one that reflects the British attitude in the "Literary War of
1812©"26
Linking Southwestem fiction also with European is the Austrian,
Karl Postl, -vdio, under the pseudonym of Charles Sealsfleld, introduces
through his The Cabin Book (l81;l|)27 and other works what he called the

temporary writer, Diaring the years 181;1 and l81i2, I contributed a
number of letters upon the history and condition of the Santa Fe trade,
e t c , to the Galveston 'Daily Advertiser' and the 'Arkansas Intelligencer,' imder the signatures of 'J. G.' and 'G,,' portions of which
I have had occasion to insert in the present volumes. In Captain
Marryat's recent work , , , I was not a little annoyed (when I presume
I ought-to have been flattered) to find large portions of this correspondence copied, much of it verbatim, without the slightest intimation
or acknowledgment whatever;, ©^ the source from whence they were procured,"
"^ The other work serving as a connecting link between English and
Southwestem fiction is George Fo Ruxton's Life in the Far West (I81i9)©
2 In the wake of the two wars with the United States, British
authors and others reflected a disdain toward efforts of the Americans
to produce good literature. The British writer, Sydney Smith, captured
the animosity in his rhetorical question, "Who reads an American book?"
American writers naturally responded in kind and a battle of words raged
for several literary generations,
27
Charles Sealsfleld, The Cabin Bookp or Sketches of Life in.
Texas (New York, l81iU)o This study followed a microfilm copy obtained
from the University of Texas, whose Barker History Center has a copy of
the original work,
Charles Sealsfleld, whom Theodore Herzl Leon has called the
"foremost German-American novelist in the history of literature," was
actually a fugitive Austrian monk named Karl Anton Postl, Because he
made it a point to be very reticent about himself, however, Postl
maintained his false identity until after his death, when his will
revealed his real name. "The result," as Walter Rist suggests, "has
been that many an unfounded statement has gained credence during the
course of its progress from one essay or biography to another.''' One
interesting side of Postl's literary anonymity was the speLllng o.f his
pseudonym. An error by Theodor Mundt, German literary critic., designated the writer as Seatsfield, the name carried on the title page of
The Cabin Book; and, as Nanette Ashby points out, the misspelling was
— [ I l l I -
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"ethnographical novel,"28 This type employs an entire race or nation V
rather than an individual, as the hero, and seeks to portray the en=
tire round of life.

Sealsfleld's novel becomes one of the first to

focus on the Anglo-American bent upon permanent settlement in the
region©29

perpetuated in America by such publications as The Boston Advertiser,
Born in 1793 in Poppitz, Moravia, Postl was prepared for the priesthood. At twenty he was placed as a novice in a Prague monastery and
soon ordained a priest. But the discipline and narrowness of monastic
life provoked the youth to rebellion, and, in 1822, he fled to Switzerland and then to the United States, In 1823 Postl turned up in New
Orleans from where he toured the South and Southwest. From this time
forward, although he lived primarily in Switzerland, he paid periodic
visits to America (in l82l;-5, I826, 1827-32, l850, and 1853-8), acquired
a plantation in Louisiana, and took United States citizenship. While
in this country, he served as a merchant and as a journalist. Just
when Postl assumed the name Sealsfleld is uncertain; but, as Miss
Ashby shows, his letters to Gotta, his German publisher, are signed by
this name as early as 1826, His first work (he produced twelve novels,
two non-fiction works, and sixty-five letters), Die Vereinigten Staaten
von Nordamerika nach ihrem politischen, religiosen und gesailschaftlichen
Verbaltnisse betrachtet (1827), appeared under the pseudonym. But many
others were published anonymously. Exceedingly popular, his works soon
were translated from the original German into English, French, and
other tongues. In addition to the first one, they includes Per Virey
und die Aristokraten, oder Mexiko im Jahre I8l2 (183!;) and Suden und
Norden (181;2-3}, two novels set in Mexico; Americans as They Are (iB28);
The Cabin Book (181;!;); and Frontier Life (1856)© Postl died in I86I;
at his home in Solothum, Switzerland,
Biographical details from Nanette Mo Ashby, "The Sealsfleld Controversy, A Study of Publication Conditions Affecting the Reception in
America of the Works of Charles Sealsfleld," Unpublished Doctoral
Dissertation, Stanford University, Palo Alto, 1939; Hart, Oxford Comanion, p, 677; Kunitz, American Authors, p. 68O; Theodore Herzl Leone
ITThe Mexican Novels of Charles Sealsfleld," Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Washington University, St, Louis, 1936; and Walter Rist,
"Charles Sealsfleld's Literary Horizons A Study of His 'Belesenheit'
and of His Critical-Opinions," Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation,
Washington University, St, Louis, 1936.
28
See Chapter III for a full discussion,
2° This point is discussed in detail in Chapter III,

starting approximately in l8i;0 is a long continued interest
among early Southwestern fictionists in the exploits of guides, banters,
rangers, and desperadoes.

One of the earliest examples appropriately

is called Old Hicks the Guide; or. Adventures in the Comanche Countryo30
Published in l8U8 by Charles Wilkins Webber, the novel presents the
guide for whom it is named and a cosmopolitan group of Texas Rangers,
who include a Frenchman, an Irishman, a Scotchman, and a Massachusetts
Yankee,

The novel's reasonably compact structure, with short sentences

inspired no doubt by Webber's journalistic bent, and its presentation
of Chapters V through VIII in the form of a journal make the work unusual in the pre-Civil War period.

•^^ Charles W« Webber, Old Hicks the Guide; or. Adventures in the
Camanche Country in Search oT a Gold Mine (New York, 181i8)© This study
has followed an 1855 edition obtained from the Texas Technological College library,
Charles Wilkins Webber was born in I8l9 in Russellville, Kentucky, Educated at home in an informal way, he came to Texas in I838,
and associated himself with John Coffee Hays and other leading members
of the Texas Rangers, Later he studied medicine for a short time in
Kentucky; and in I8ii3 entered the Princeton Theological Seminary to
prepare for the Presbyterian ministry. Abandoning theology, he went
to New York in l8i;l; to take up journalism. In lQk9 he organized an
expedition to the Colorado and Gila rivers; the venture, however, failed
when the horses were stolen near Corpus Christi by Comanche Indians.
About six years later he is reported to have obtained from the New York
legislature a charter to form a camel company to ^ose for crossing the
western deserts. Joining Walker's filibustering party in the winter of
1855, Webber was killed Apr.il 11, 1856, at Nicaragua in the Battle cf
Rivas, In addition to Old Hicks, his melodramatic stories of the wild
west include The Gold Mines of the Gila (l8i;9) and Tales of the Southern
Border (1852)©
Biographical details from Agatha, Texas Prose, pp. 105-7; and
Hart, Oxford Companion, p. 8IO©
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More fact perhaps than fiction,31 George F« Ruxton's Life in
the Far West (181|9),32 perpetuates the interest started by Old Hicks
the Guide in glamorous Southwestem character types. Devoted to the
mountain man, with his own trapper's dialect, tall tales, and savagely primitive way of life at once Indian and white, it serves as the

31
-^ Major, Southwest Heritage, p, 55s calls Life in the Far West
a "fictionized narrative," a designation with which Campbell, Book
Lover's Southwest.» p, 259, agrees, Mae Reed Porter, in George F,
Ruxton, Life in the Far West, ed, LeRoy R. Hafen with a foreword by
^S)
Mae Reed Porter, (Norman, 195l), P© xvi, hereafter cited as Ruxton,
Life, calls the work "fictionized history,"
32
George Fo Ruxton, Life in the Far West (London, l81i9)© This
work originally appeared serially from June to November, l8ij.8, in
Blackwood's Magazine© This study has followed the edition cited in
note 31 above,
George Frederick August Ruxton was born July 21, 1821, at
Oxfordshire or Kent, Sent to military college, he rebelled and
embarked at the age of seventeen upon a career as a soldier and explorer. He went first to Spain and earned the Cross of the Order of
San Fernando for fighting in the Spanish Civil War, Then, returning
to England, he enlisted in the Eighty-ninth Regiment and served uneventfully in England and Ireland before being sent to Canada, In
Canada he sold his lieutenant's commission and pushed into the forests
of Upper Canada, there to revel in the unhampered freedom of the hunter's
life. Following a brief return visit to England, Ruxton made two
separate trips to Africa. With the outbreak of the Mexican War, he
sailed for Veracruz, Traveling generally alone, he journeyed to
Mexico City, then northward to Durango, El Paso, and on to Santa Fe,
Then he headed for the wild frontier. Making solitary hunting trips
to South Park and the vicinity of Pike's Peak, Ruxton spent most of
the winter and spring of l8ii7 with trappers and hunters near the present
site of Pueblo, Colorado, and absorbed the facts and flavor which were
to enrich his principal literary work. Life in the Far West, He died
August 29, l8i;8, in St, Louis, Attending physicians diagnosed his
fatal illness as severe dysentery, but the probable cause of his death
was an unattended internal injury suffered after a hard fall from a
horse on his previous visit to the West, Ruxton's literary legacy, in
addition to Life in the Far West, included Adventures in Mexico and the
Rocky Mountains (181i7)©
Biographical details from Erna Fergusson, New Mexico (New York,
1951), p* 282; LeRoy Hafen and others, eds,, Ruxton of the Rockies
(Norman, 1950), pp, xi-ii; Hart, Oxford Companion, p. 660; Ruxton, Life,
pp, xiii-vii; and Bruce Sutherland, "George Frederick Ruxton in North
America," Southwest Review XXX (Autumn, 19l;ii), pp. 86-91©
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first novel in the Southwest to portray the wild life of the region
as it actually existed.

For this reason, Ruxton has become the pat-

tern for both historians and novelists dealing with the same subject©
Life in the Far West, like Monsieur Violet, links English and Southwestem fiction.
During the remainder of the first period of its development, the
early novel of the Southwest reflects little change from the pattem
set up by its earliest examples. Authors for the most part continue to
be Anglo-American, though one of few exceptions may be mentioned.

He

is the Irishman, Captain Mayne Reid, who, like Ruxton, paints a reasonably good picture of the mountain man, and who introduces into regional
fiction such actual Santa Fe traders as St, Vrain and B i H Bent, His
novel. The Scalp-Hunters; or. Romantic Adventures in Northern Mexico
(1851),33 is set in part in New Mexico, Another foreign writer is

3-^ Captain Mayne Reid, The Scalp-Hunters; or. Romantic Adventures
in Northern Mexico (London, 1851), This study has followed a copy obtained from the Philadelphia Public Library.
Thomas Mayne Reid, whom Charles Fo Lummis looked up to as his
literary idol, was born April ii, I8I8, at Ballyroney, County Down, Ireland, son of a Presbyterian minister© In obedience to his father's
wishes Reid, too, studied for the ministry but abandoned the pursuit
in 181;0 to come to America, Arriving in New Orleans, Reid pushed west,
hunting and trading with Indians and trapping along the Missouri and
Platte rivers. For a time he taught school in Nashville, Tennessee,
but in I8ii2 he went to Pittsburgh and then to Philadelphia, where he
lived about three years. In Pittsburgh his first publication appeared
in the Pittsburgh Morning Chronicle, which also carried some of his
verse written under the pseudonym "The Poor Scholar." Reid joined the
staff of the New York Herald as society editor in I8U6, and in the
autumn of the same year wrote for the Spirit of the Times, During the
war with Mexico he was commissioned a second lieutenant in Burnett's
regiment of New York Volunteers and sailed in December, l81;6, for
Vera Cruz, He was cited for conspicuous bravery by General Winfield
Scott as a result of his action in helping to overwhelm Chapultapec
fortress. The war over, Reid remained in Mexico long enough, according to Dudley Gordon, to win the hand of Senorita Guadalupe Rosas,
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Gustave Aimard, pseudonym of Olivier Gloux, the last of three French
novelists who wrote during the period,3U following closely in Cooper's
lead,35 who published The Trappers of Arkansas g A Tale of the Loyal
Heart (1858) and The Trail Hunter; A Tale of the Far West (l863),36

daughter of a wealthy Mexican senator. If he did marry the senorita,
however, he apparently cast her aside rather quickly; because, after
returning to America long enough to write The Rifle Rangers (l850),
he went to England and took as his bride Elizabeth Hyde, a girl of
fifteen. Husband and wife settled down about twenty miles from London,
and, with the exception of an American residence from 1867-70, remained
there until his death, A leg wound he had suffered during the Mexican
war plagued Reid the last nine years of his life, which ended October
22, 1883© Reid left behind him about seventy-five novels of adventure
and many short stories, sketches, and poems.
Biographical details from Dudley Gordon, "The First 'Western'
Author," New Mexico (July, 1957), PP- 25-7, 66; and Johannsen, Beadle
and Adams, II, p, 235©
•^^ The unknown author of the first Southwestern novel, L'Heroine
du Texas, and Anthony Ganilh, or A. To Myrthe, author of Mexico versus
Texas, were the other two French novelists.
3^ See Chapter IV for a comparison of Aimard's The Trail Hunter
and Cooper's The Prairie,
36 Gustave Aimard, The Trappers of Arkansas s A Tale of the Loyal
Heart (London, 1858); The Trail Hunter; A Tale of the Far West (London,
1863)© This study has followed copies obtained from the University of
Arkansas library.
Gustave Aimard is the pseudonym of Olivier Gloux. "The life of
Gloux," says Albert Johannsen, "was as full of adventures as his
novels, and in his later years, when he had become insane, he constantly imagined that he was being chased by Indians who were after his
scalp," Gloux was bom September 13^ I8I8, in Paris, and died June 20,
1883, in the Hospital Sainte-Anne^ an insane asylum in the same city.
He is said to have sailed as a cabin boy to Mexico, where at Vera Cruz
he deserted and joined a fishnng vessel traveling along the whole of the
Gulf Coast, In I8U6 Gloux commanded an armed Mexican brigantine and
was captured by a United States frigate at the mouth of the Mississippi
River. Taken to Washington he escaped, went west as a hunter and trapper, and was captured by Apaches. One story says that he was scalped
and left for dead, but was found and nursed back to life by a sq'oaw,
Gloux returned to Paris in l8i;8 and became an officer of the guards.
Soon, however, he came back to America and lived among the Indians of
Colombia and Brazil. Captured by +he Pehuenches in Patagonia in 1851,
he was held prisoner fourteen months. On his return to France, Gloux
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Near the end of the pre-Civil War period, likewise, appears a novel
that advances several interesting sociological theories.
The Rangers and Regulators of the Tanahas

This is

or. Life Among the Lawless

(1856),3' by Charles Summerfield, pseudonym for Alfred W. Arrin.gton,
which singles out the brutality of frontier justice as expressed in
the lynch law.

The pre-Civil War period comes to a close with the

publication of the following workss

Emerson Bennett's Viola, or

Adventures in the Far South-West (1852),38 which, like Summerfield's

began to write, producing more than twenty-nine novels. Many of his
works were dime novels. Because of the works' close resemblance to
those of Cooper, they earned the author the appellation of the
"French Cooper,"
Biographical details from Agatha, Texas Prose, p, 110; and
Johannsen, Beadle and Adams, II, p, 121,
3' Charles Summerfield, The Rangers and Regulators of the Tanahag
or. Life Among the Lawless, A^Tale of the Republic of Texas (New Yorkj
1856), This study has followed a copy obtained from the University of
Arkansas library,
Charles Summerfield was the pseudonym of Alfred Wo Arrington, an
itinerant Methodist minister turned lawyer-politician and Roman Catholic.
Born September 17, I8l0, in Iredell County, North Carolina, Arrington
was the son of H. Archibald Arrington, himself a Methodist minister, and
a Miss Moore, At nine he traveled with his father to Arkansas, which
was to become the scene of the youth's own ministry and political career.
Ten years later, after he had become a Methodist preacher, Arrington
toured Arkansas, Indiana, and Missouri for five years. In l83ii he took
up the study of law, being admitted one year later to the Missouri bar©
But moving to Arkansas, where he built up a thriving practice, he was
elected to the state legislature. After a brief residence in Texas,
scene of The Rangers and Begulators, Arrington went to New York and
Boston, and, in 1857, to Chicago. There, where he spent the remainder
of his life, he embraced the Roman Catholic faith and wrote poems. He
died December 31, I867. Arrington's The Desperadoes of the South West
(181^7) preceded The Rangers and Regulators, which was re-issued in
1881; under the title of A Faithful Lover,
Biographical details from Kunitz, American Authors, pp, 37-8;
and Matthews, "Arkansas Books," p. k»
•^ Emerson Bennett, Viola, or Adventures in the Far South-West
(New York, 1852), This study has followed a microfilm copy obtained
from the University of Texas, whose Barker History Center has a copy
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novel, deals with life in the Texas provincial period; Augusta Jane
Evans' Inez (1855)^39 one of four novels concerned with Anglo-American

of the original work.
B o m March l6, 1822, at Monson, Massachusetts, Emerson Bennett
was educated at Monson Academy, At seventeen, he went to New York and
launched his literary career. His first book. The Brigand, a "little
poeticle pamphlick" appeared in the Knickerbocker Magazine© In l81i3,
while in Philadelphia, Bennett wrote a short novel. The Unknown Countess,
for a newspaper contest© Going west to Cincinnati in 18iUi Bennett
edited Casket, a weekly magazine, and contributed to others. In the
West, too, he acquired the materials for his Southwestem novels, Viola
and Clara Moreland (1853)• In l81i7 Bennett returned to Philadelphia,
where he married Eliza Go Daly and lived the remainder of his life. He
died May 11, 1905, following a five-year illness©
Biographical details from W. J. Burke and Will D. Howe, eds,,
American Authors and Books (New York, 19l;3), P» 58, hereafter cited as
Burke, American Authors; and Kunitz, American Authors, p, 72©
3° Augusta J. Evans, Inezg A Tale of the Alamo (New York, 1855)o
This study has followed a personal copy published in I87I in New York,
Augusta Jane Evans, an Immensely popular writer in the sentimental and didactic vein, was born May 8, 1835, at Columbus, Georgia,
the first child of Matt Ryan and Sarah Skrine Howard Evans, She was
named for her uncle, Augustus Howard, and her grandmother, Jane Vivian
Howard, When she was only ten years of age, she moved with her family
to Texas, which offered opportunity for her financially harassed father.
After spending several months in Houston and Galveston, the family moved
to San Antonio. There, at fifteen, Augusta wrote her first novel, Inez©
Educated at home by her mother, Augusta had a photographic memory that
enabled her to retain many of the scholarly quotations with which she
filled her novels. As William Perry Fidler points out, she appropriated
the techniques of sentimental fiction long popular in America, but
added enough "art and culture" — commentaries upon great artists and
philosophers, upon politics and social standards --= to place her works
above the ordinary, Inez, inferior to most of her works, was published
perhaps because of a subsidy paid by Augusta's uncle, Augustus Howard,
Although the work revealed her evangelical Methodist inclinations, it
reflected what was to become her deep skepticism that eventually resolved itself into a deep faith. Following Inez, these other novels
won fame and wealth for the authors Beulah (18,59), Macaria (I863),
St, Elmo (1866), Vashti (I869), Infelice (1875) i, At the Mercy of
Tiberius (I887), A Speckled Bird (1902;, and Devota (1907)© Meanwhile,
Augusta, a confirmed Confederate, had spumed the marriage offer of
James Reed Spaulding, publisher of the New York Courier and Enquirer
and a confirmed Northern sympathizer. Instead, over her father's protest, she married Colonel Lcrenzo Wilson, a Mobile, Alabama, widower
four months older than Augusta's father. Their marriage December 2,
1868, lasted until Wilson's death in I89I. In marriage, Augusta con-
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and Mexican conflict in the Southwest^O and the first of two^l dealing
with the famous battle of the Alamo during the Texas Revolution; and
Jeremiah Clemens' Mustang Gray (1858),ii2 which as already noted touches
upon conflict between Anglo-American and Mexican, and is one of three
based upon the life of a real person,^3

During the Civil War, for all

practical purposes, the Southwestem novel remains dormant.

Presumably

tinned to write and Interested herself also in charity work. She died
May 9, 1909, of a heart attack, and was buried at Mobile,
Biographical details from William Perry Fidler, "The Life and
Works of Augusta Evans Wilson," Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation,
University of Chicago, Chicago, 19^71 and Kunitz, American Authors, p,
257 o
• ~
—^
liO
^ Other novels dealing with Anglo-American and Mexican conflict
are Mexico versus Texas (I838), Jeremiah Clemens' Mustang Gray (1858),
and Amelia Barr's Remember the Alamo (I888),
The other is Remember the Alamo,
^2 Jeremiah Clemens, Mustang Gray; A Romance (Philadelphia,
1858)© This study has followed a microfilm copy of an 1859 edition©
The microfilm was obtained from the University of Minnesota©
A United States senator, federal district attorney, and Alabama
state legislator, Jeremiah Clemens was better known as a politician than
as a novelist. Born December 28, I8II;, in Huntsville, Alabama, he was
the son of James Clemens and a Miss Miles, sister of a state legislator.
Following studies at LaGrange College, Clemens became one of the first
students to matricu^liate at the newly-founded University of Alabama in
1831© From Alabama he went to Transylvania College at Lexington, Kentucky, to study law. After becoming prominent as a practicing attorney
in Alabama, Clemens was appointed federal district attorney. From 1839
to 181;!; he served in the Alabama legislature, leaving to come to Texas
to command volunteers in the Mexican War. He returned to Alabama after
the fighting and in l8i;9 was elected to the United States Senate,
Later he edited the Memphis Eagle and Enquirer and, in 1862, moved to
Philadelphia, At his death May 21, 1865, he resided again in Huntsville, Alabama, Clemens' novels include Be.rnard I^lle (1856) and Mustang
Ciray (l858), both set in.Texas, and The Rivals (iHSoJ, which deals with
the Hamilton-Burr feud.
Biographical details from Agatha, Texas Prose, p. II8; and
Kunitz, American Authors, pp, 158-9•
Other novels based upon historical personages are Lafitte
(1838) and Buffalo Bill (1913).
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the writers devoted their attention, as did Augusta J, Evans, to
propaganda and other types of utilitarian literature, or to the war
effort©^

Post-Civil War Novels (1865-1918)
The Southwestem novel's second period of development, roughly
1865-1918, like the preceding period, begins with a rash of imitative
novels. In the wake of the Civil War there flooded parts of the region,
Texas in particular, waves of didactic and sentimental works of a type
popular throughout the entire nation. Representative in the Southwest
of the didactic and sentimental novel is More Than She Could Bear (1872)1+5
by Hesper Bendbow, the pen name of George Wc Archer^, who bases part of
his work upon the Spanish-Mexican conflict of about 1812-13 known as the

^ Among the few novels produced in the Southwest during the Civil
War were The Yankee Slave Dealer (i860) and Cotton Stealing (1866), two
highly partisan and inflamatory novels, written anonymously and published,
respectively, at Nashville and Chicago. Neither was considered worthy
of special attention in this study.
^•^ Hesper Bendbow, More Than She Could Bears A Story of the
Gachupin War in Texas, A. D. 1812-13 (Philadelphia, 1872), This study
has followed a copy obtained from the Texas Technological College
library.
Hesper Bendbow was the pseudonym of George Washington Archer,
who combined writing with a career as a physician. Born in 182^ near
Churchville, Harford Coimty, Maryland, Archer graduated from Bel Air
Academy and studied medicine under his father, Dr, Robert H. Archer,
before taking a medical degree at the University of Pennsylvania. He
went to West Texas to set up a practice, and soon joined a company of
Texas Rangers, After about eighteen months of this life, however, his
health failed and Archer returned to Maryland, In l86l he joined the
Confederate Army, service in which left him an invalid for life. From
the war's end until his death February l6, 1907, at Churchville, he
devoted himself to writing.
Biographical details from the Sun (Baltimore), February l8,
1907., p. 10©
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Gachupin War,^^ Amelia E. Barr's Remember the Alamo (1888),^7 one of
two regional novels based in part on the battle of the Alamo^8 and one
of four based upon Anglo-American conflict;^9 and Annie Fellows
Johnston's The Little Colonel in Arizona,^Q which centers upon the

Francis Berrian (1826) is the other early novel of the Southwest touching upon conflict between the Spanish and the Mexican,
^' Amelia E. Barr, Remember the Alamo (New York, 1888), This
study has followed a copy obtained from the Dallas Public Library,
Probably the most prolific of the Southwestern novelists, including even the dime novelists, Amelia Eo Barr launched her literary
career at a rather late age after tragedy had struck her family. B o m
March 29, I83I, in Ulverston, Lancashire, England, she was the daughter
of the Rev, William Henry Huddleston, a Methodist minister, and Mary
Singleton. A precocious child, she was carefully educated, especially
in literature and music, and taught school, Amelia met Robert Barr, a
wealthy Scotch businessman, at a normal school in Glasgow, and the two
were married July 11, 1850© Shortly thereafter, Barr went bankrupt in
business, and moved with his wife to America, where, in turn, they
resided briefly in New York and Chicago, In Chicago, Barr became involved in politics, and was forced to flee for his life to Memphis,
From Memphis he brought his family to New Orleans and Texas, arriving
in 1856 in Austin, In Texas, he obtained employment by the State
Legislature to try to balance the state's books. However, a yellow
fever plague in Galveston claimed his life and that of his three sons,
leaving Amelia to support their daughters. Thus, at the age of thirtynine, Mrs. Barr began life anew as a student arid writer. She took her
family to New York, becoming associated ultimately with Henry Ward
Beecher's Christian Union, and, in 1885, published her first novel, Jan
Vedder's Wife© From 1885 to 1911, Dodd, Mead and Company published
forty-two of her novels, while other publishers launched nineteen
additional novels and stories, Mrs. Barr wrote more than seventy
novels© She died March 10, 1919©
Biographical details from Paul Adams, "Amelia Barr in Texas,
1856-1868," The Southwestem Historical Quarterly, XLIX (January, I9I46),
pp, 361-731 Mary Eby Howard, "The Novels of Amelia Barr," Unpublished
Master's Thesis, the University of Texas, Austin, 19U3| and Kunitz,
American Authors, pp. 57-8,
^° Inez (1855) is the other early Southwestern novel dealing
with the battle of the Alamo,
li9
Mexico versus Texas (I838), ^lez, and Mustang Gray are the
other early Southwestem novels touching upon conflict between the
American and the Mexican,
^^ Annie Fellows Johnston, The Little Colonel in Arizona (Boston,
1905)0 This study has ft)llowed a personal copy, published in 1955.
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adventures of health seekers in Arizona, may be cited as two other examples of the didactic and sentimental novel. The didactic, sentimental
form in a sense culminated in the religious novel, Harold Bell Wright's
The Shepherd of the Hills (1907)©^^

Born May 15, I863, in Evansville, Indiana, Annie Fellows
Johnston was the daughter of Albion and Mary Erskine Fellows, Her
father, a Methodist minister, died when Annie was only two. As a
child, while attending the district school in Evansville, Annie wrote
stories and poemi in imitation of those appearing in Godey's Lady's
Book, These early works anticipated her later naive ones. After
studying for a year at the State University of Iowa, Annie taught public school for several years at Evansville, In I888, she married her
cousin, William L. Johnston, a widower with three children. At this
time, with her husband's encouragement, she contributed stories to
Youth's Companion© After her husband's death in I892 left her with
three children to support, Mrs. Johnston began to write in earnest©
Her more popular works, the Little Colonel novels, totaled twelve
volumes. From 1901 through 1910, she lived in Arizona, California, and
Texas in an attempt to improve the health of her son who died in 1910©
Thus, two of her works are set JJi the Southwest, Mrs. Johnston died
October 5s, 1931o
Biographical details from Boyer, Arizona, pp, 25h"5» and
Stanley Jo Kunitz and Howard Haycraft, eds,, Twentieth Century Authors
(New York, 19li2), pp. 731-2, hereafter cited as Kunitz, Authors,
^^ Harold Bell Wright, The Shepherd of the Hills (New York, 1907)©
This study has followed a personal copy.
One of the nation's most popular sentimental and didactic novelists, Harold Bell Wright, was born in 1872 in Rome, New York. As a
youth he determined to be a painter, but later turned to the ministry,
becoming minister of Christian churches in Missouri, Kansas, and Califor=
nia. By 1908, however, he retired from the church to devote full t.ime
to writing. His heart apparently had never been entirely in the ministry, and he had already reached a larger public than his congregation
through his two novels. The Shepherd of the Hills and The Calling of
Dan Matthews, both written as a result of trips to the Ozarks. Moving
to the Imperial Valley, he set to work on his third sermon in fiction.
The Winning of Barbara Worth, which by 193U had sold more than 1,500,000
copies. In the Imperial Valley, despite frail healthy. Wright helped
construct his "arrow=reed" house on the Tecolote Ranch, And here he
wrote many of his later novels, most of which enjoyed widespread circulation but little critical acclaim. Among them were The Mine With
the Iron Door and The Man Who Went Away© Wright died in 19i|l;o
~
Biographical details from Boyer, Arizona, p, 209; Hart, Oxford
Companion, pp. 851-2; and Franklin Walker, A Literary History of
Southern California (Berkeley, 1950), pp. 211;-5i) hereafter cited as
Walker, Literaiy History,
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In post-Civil War fiction before 1900, the frequently misunderstood "dime novel," probably the most popular type of expressed fiction
in America, finds a secure place in the Southwest©

Something of a suc-

cessor to the "thriller" published since the early l81|0's by Gleason
and Ballou in Boston and New York, this type had already been anticipated by the work of Mayne Reid, Emerson Bennett, and Gustave Aimard,52
all of whom wrote during the pre-Civil War period. As a matter of
fact, each of these men ultimately wrote dime novels, but their earlier
works discussed previously in this chapter are of a somewhat different
nature©

The true dime novel originated in June, i860, in the New York

publishing house of Irwin Beadle, Irwin Beadle, in company with his
older brother E.rastus, with Robert Adams, and with their editor, Orville
J. Victor, soon comprised the firm of Beadle and Adams, which published
millions of the salmon-colored, paperback booklets dealing largely with
adventure in the Southwest, They employed such writers as Sam Hall,
author of Kit Carson, Jr,, The Crack Shot of the West (I878)|53 Joseph

to
•^ See, respectively, notes 33, 38, and 36 above,

53
Major So So (Buckskin Sam) Hall, Kit Carson, Jr., The Crack
Shot of the Wests A Romance of the Lone Star State (New York, 1878}"©
This study has followed a personal copy reprinted in 1912,
A man as colorful as any of his characters, Samuel Stone Hall
was born July 23, I838, on a fann near Leominster, Massachusetts, and
was educated in the schools there. At an early age he ran away .from
home and headed west; but, not having enough money to pay his way, became a train "butcher" on the trip to New York, where he took a job as
a hotel bell boy. When he was sixteen Hall sailed to Indianola=, Texas,
and served as a bullwhacker for Joe Booth. Then he became one of Ben
McCullough's rangers, associating with Big-Foot Wallace, Joe Ford, and
others who appear in his stories. By these men Hall was supposedly
given the appelation, "Buckskin Sam," which he signed to his s'ucries.
Although drafted into the Confederate Army at the outbreak of the Civil
War, the youth deserted the Southern cause and joined the Union as a
scout with the Army of the Southwest, Following the war and after fail-
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Badger, Jr,, who wrote Kit Fox the Border Boy Detective; OT^ The Brands
Burner's Daughter (l886)|5ii and Colonel Prentiss Ingraham, son of
Joseph Holt Ingraham,55 author of Buffalo Bill and the Robber Ranch

ing in the hotel business in San Antonio, Hall returned to New England,
where his uninhibited ways shocked his relatives and directed his path
to New York, It was in New York that he became associated with Beadle
and Adams, and wrote most of his stories. In addition to Kit Carson,
Jr©, the products of his pen included Wild Will, the Mad Ranchero and
Dark Dashwood, the Desperate© Eventually finding New York too tempting
for his natural inclirjations. Hall moved to Wilmington, Delaware, in
1882 to reside with George M. Dutcher, a former riotous-living Texan
turned temperance revivalist. When Dutcher deserted his wife and children. Hall became their sole support. And Mrs. Dutcher nursed him in
his final illness of pneumonia, which produced his death February 1 or
2, 1886© Hall was burled in Leominster, his funeral expenses being
paid by Beadle and Adams,
Biographical details from Johannsen, Beadle and Adams, II, p. 125«
^^ Joseph Badger, Jr., Kit Fox the Border Boy Detective; or. The
Brand-Burner's Daughter (New York, 1886), This study has followed a
personal copy,
Joseph Badger, Jr., who wrote dime novels also under the pen
names of "Beau K„," "Harry Hazard," "Ao H. Post," and "Ralph Roy," was
born October 10, 181^8, in Payson, Illinois, After he had moved with
his parents to Qulncy, Illinois, and Bellemont, Kansas, he ran away
from home during the Pike's Peak excitement in 1859 and toured the
Southwest, scene of most of his works. But he returned home, attended
Bryant's Business College in St, Joseph, and, in I878, married Miss
Lotta Webb, of Frankfort, Kansas© Before his marriage he had begun
selling stories to Beadle and Adams, and he continued to write afterwards. When his literary efforts lost their demand. Badger operated
a cigar store and factory in Frankfort and, later, in Blue Rapids,
Kansas, Then he opened a billiard hall, which immediately provoked the
wrath of reformers in Blue Rapids, where on January 30, 1909, the combination of business failure and poor health prompted him to ccmmit
suicide©
Biographical details from Joharmsen, Beadle and Adams, II, p, 25»
^ See note 18 of this chapter.
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King; or^ the White Tarantula of Texas (1913)i)^^ another of three
early Southwestem novels based upon actual persons,57 Indicative of
the writing habits of at least one of these dime novelists was the
pattem employed by Badger, who, according to Johannsen,
carefully plotted even his long Dime Librariess chapter by
chapter, before writing a word. Then he shut hibnself up in his
house, denied himself to everyone, divided his time into 'watches,'
wrote six hours and slept two, six hours more and slept two, six
hours more and slept two, and completed a Dime Library of 80,000
words in a week; writing it ready for the printer. Then he took
a rest, and perhaps went fishing or hunting, until he felt the
call to write his next,58
Whether the dime novelists composed in such an abnormal fashion or in
more conventional mode, they contributed much to the substantial finan*

•^ Prentiss Ingraham, Buffalo Bill and the Robber Ranch King; or,
the White Tarantula of Texas (New York, 1913)«> This study has followed
a personal copy©
Prentiss Ingraham, the only son of the Rev. Joseph Holt Ingraham,
was b o m December 28, l81|.3, near Natchez, Mississippi© Educated at St,
Timothy's Military Academy in Maryland, at Jefferson College in Mississippi, and at Mobile Medical College, he became a lieutenant in the
Confederate Army, After the Civil War here he went to Mexico and fought
with Juarez against the French, toured South America, saw service on
General Hoffman's staff in the battle of Sandowa, Austria, in 1866,
participated in.othei^ fighting in Crete and Egypt, and served as a
colonel in the Cuban army fighting Spain. Back in the United States,
Ingraham spent time in the West with Buffalo Bill, whom he later served
in the East as publicity agent. In 1875 he married Rose Langley, New
York author, artist, and composer. He began his .literary career in
1869 in London, publishing a few short articles and poems. But most
of his stories bore the publishing mark of Beadle and Adams, For the
dime novel publishers, Ingraham wrote for thirty-four years under his
own name and those of "Dr, Noel Dunbar," "Daingerfield Burr," "Major
Henry B, Stoddard," and many others. Several of his plays were produced
in New York, Baltimore, and Susquehanna, Pennsylvania, He died August
16, I90I1, at the Beauvoir Confederate home.
Biographical details from Johannsen, Beadle and Adams, II, pp,

155-7•
^'^ Lafitte (I836) and Mustang Gray (l858) are the other early
novels of the Southwest based upon actual personages,
-^ Johannsen, Beadle and Adams, II, p, 25©
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cial success of Beadle and Adams,

Indeed so successful was the firm

that it soon found competitors in such companies as Munro, DeWitt,
Tousey, and others who produced similar works ranging in price from
five to twenty-five cents. Their rivalry created much confusion by
causing all these novels to be popularly referred to as "dime novels,"
and caused as a consequence an unsavory reputation to cling to many
novels in the group which are technically better. Actually, as Charles
M. Harvey suggests, the genuine dime novel probably deserved "the
social and financial conquests"59 which it won; because, as another
critic of the genre, Albert Johannsen, contends, "During the early
years of publication, the tales gave fairly accurate pictures of the
struggles, hardships, and daily lives of the American pioneers."^0 Qp^
as Jo C. Dykes concludes in his discussion of the impression that dime
novelists led their readers to have about Texas?

Were the impressions all wrong? Indeed not. Most Dime Novels
are short historical novels — many are semi-biographical or
based on actual incidents. While in most instances they are
properly classified as 'lurid sub-literature," they did much to
teach the young American his history lesson and to encourage him
to read other and better historical fiction and narratives.61

Just as their own works had been anticipated by earlier writers, the
productions of Southwestem dime novelists set the stage fcr the more
mature novels dealing with the cowboy in this region which became

^^ Charles M. Hearvey, "The Dime Novel in American Life," Atlantic
Monthly, 100 (July, 1907), p. 37.
Johannsen, Beadle and Adams, I, p, h»
Jo Co Dykes, "Dime Novel Texas; or, the Sub-Literature of the
Lone Star State," The Southwestern Historical Quarterly, XLIX (January,

19l;6), p. 329©
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popular near the end of this post-Civil War period of the novel. As
Warren French points outx
The cowboy we know as a literary stereotype evolved through a
series of stages, and his evolution is reflected in the dime
novels. The works of Owen Wister, Andy Adams, and Emerson Hough,
as well as others credited with the advancement of cowboy fiction,
appear less isolated when they are viewed against the background
of the lowly 'dime novels' in which the cowboy hero fought his
way into existence and prominence,^2

Another phase of post-Civil War fiction, local color, which had
its flowering from the l870's through the 1900's in America, first
developed in the Southwest in Arkansas and Eastern Texas, where the
woodland culture had been transplanted©

Mary Evelyn Moore Davis, whose

Under the Man-Fig (1895)^ makes "admirable use of the legend of the
man-fig tree" and which possibly is "more rooted than ai^ preceding
novel of Southwestern life,""^ was one of the earlier regional practi-

Warren French, "The Cowboy in the Dime Novel," The University
of Texas Studies in English, XXX (1951), Pc 231;©
^3 Mo Eo Mo Davis, Under the Man-Fig (Boston, 1895). This study
has followed a microfilm copy obtained from the Boston Public Library©
A poet as well as novelist, Mary Evelyn Moore Davis was born
April 12, 1852, in Talladega, Alabama, The daughter of John and Mari.ah
Crutchfield Moore, she came with her family to San Marcos, Texas, as a
child of nine. At that early age Mary Evelyn began, to write poems for
Southern daily newspapers. About a decade later her work resulted in
her introduction to Thomas Edward Davis, editor of the Houston Telegraph s
whom she married in iQlkc
The couple soon moved to New Orleans, where
he edited the Picayune and she continued to write verse and prose.
Among Mrs. Davis' better known collections of poems are Under Six Flags
and Minding the Gap and Other Poems© Under the Man-Fig is her best
known novel. She died January 1, 1909©
Biographical details from Agatha, Texas Prose, p. 129; and
Kunitz, American Authors, p. 208©

61* Major,

Southwest Heritage, p. 82.
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tioners of the national school that sought to capture the speech, dress,
mannerisms, habits of thought, topography, and other facets of life in
various areas. Following her lead were many Arkansas novelists, including Opie P. Read, author of An Arkansas Planter (1896)|^5 Octave
Thanet, or Alice French, who wrote Expiation (1901) and By Inheritance
(1910),"° the latter being one of only two early Southwestem works

^^ Opie Read, An Arkansas Planter (Chicago and New York, 1896)©
This study has followed a copy obtained from the University of Arkansas
library,
Opie Perclval Read, who believed that "the two greatest minds
that nature has known were a poet and a discoverer, Shakespeare and
Franklin," fell far short of the stature attained by his ideals. But
he did carve out a small literary niche for himself and won further
acclaim as a journalist. Born December 22, 1852, in Nashville, Tennessee, the yoimgest son of Guilford and Elizabeth Wallace Read, he
sprang from English and Scotch stock. He was named for John Opie, a
painter at the court of George II, Read's great aunt on his father's
side married Benjamin Franklin, Eliza Allen, sister of Judge Webster
Allen, husband of Opie's sister Cordelia, married Sam Houston, Selftaught at home and formally trained by Neophogen College in Gallatin,
Tennessee, Read early launched out as a Journalist. Prior to I876,
when he founded the short-lived Prairie Flower at Carlyle, Arkansas,
he had edited The Patriot at Franklin, Kentucky^ and the Argus at
Scottsville, Kentucky, as well as the Bulletin at Bolivar, Tennessee,
Later he edited The Pantograph at Bowling Green, Kentucky, and, in
1878, with Harry C, Warner, established The Arkansas Traveler a^ Conway, Arkansas, Although the first Traveler existed only i^ix to eight
months, a second, founded by Read with his brother-in-law, Philo D,
Benham, operated from I88I-87 at Little Rock, and from I887 to I89I at
Chicago, In I88O Read married Ada Benham, of Fort Wayne^ Indiana©
After moving his Traveler to Chicago, Read in I89O published his first
novel, Mrs, Annie Green© He went on to publish some fifty-four books
and to earn the distinotion of being the second professional writer in
Chicago to use a typewriter (Frank Wilkie claimed to be the first).
Following his wife's death in 1928, Read traveled to Europe and^ upon
his return, served-as a Chautauqua lecturer. He died November 2, 1?39,
shortly before his eighty-seventh birthday, at Chicago.
Biographical details from Maurice Elfar, Opie Read (Detroit,
191^0), and Matthews, "Arkansas Books," p, 25©
^^ Octave Thanet, Expiation (New York, 1901) and By L-;J-:e:it3r,C£
(Indianapolis, 1910), This study has followed -cpies obta&ed from
the University of Arkansas library.

focusing upon the Negro^ Ruth McEnery Stuart, author of Napoleon Jacksons

The Gentleman of the Plush Rocker (1902), the second regional

novel based upon the Negro, and Sonny;^

A Christmas Guest (1908)|67

Octave Thanet was the pen name of Alice French, fifth writer
considered in this study to employ a pseudonym, (Earlier writers using
nom de plumes were Anthony Ganilh, "A. Tc Myrthe|" Karl Postl, "Charles
Sealsfleldi" Alfred Wo Arrington, "Charles Summerfield5" and Olivier
Gloux, "Gustave Aimard.") Born March 19, 1850, in Andover, Massachusetts,
Miss French was the eldest of six children who lived to maturity. Her
father, George Henry French, a prominent state legislator, was a descendant of William French, who had come to America on the Mayflower, Her
mother, Frances Wood Morton, was the daughter of Marcus Morton, a chief
Justice and governor of Massachusetts, Because of the poor health of
the father, Alice French's family in 1857 moved to Davenport, Iowa,
where, with the exception of intervals spent in Arkansas, the novelist
lived most of her life. Graduating in I868 from Abbot Academy (Andover)^
Miss French attended Vassar College, but did not remain a full year.
Turning to writing she published her first work, "Hugo's Waiting," under
the pseudonym of "Frances Essex" in the February 19, I87I, issue of
The Davenport Gazette© Then she went on to publish more than a score
of novels and countless stories and articles, most of them carrying her
lasting pen name, "Octave Thanet©" Octave, Miss French once explained,
was the name of her Abbot Academy roommate, while Thanet was a name
she had seen chalked on the side of a freight car. Her works reflect
the influences of English literature and of German philosophy, especially that of Hegel and Schopenhauer, For more than thirty years. Miss
French spent her winters at the Clover Bend Plantation home of Mrs,
Jane Allen Crawford, of Lawrence County, Arkansas, When Mrs. Crawford's
home burned, she and Miss French constructed a house called Thanford©
As Miss French grew older, failing sight and ill health prevented her
carrying out her ideas for books and stories. In 1927 she suffered the
amputation of her right foot. Miss French died January 9, 193lt, and
was buried in Davenport,
Biographical details from Matthews, "Arkansas Books," p. 12|
Hildegard Schmalenbeck, "A Study of the Literary Reputation of Alice
French (1850-193ii)," Unpublished Master's Thesis, the University of
Texas, Austin, 19]\t% Rebecca Sewell, "Alice French, the 'Octave Thanet'
of Literature," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, I93I11 and Rebecca Sewell, "Clover Bend Plantation,f'
Southwest Review, TXL (April, 1936), pp. 312-18,
^7 Ruth McEnery Stuart, Napoleon Jackson^ The Gentleman of the
Plush Rocker (New York, 1902) and Sonny8 A Christmas Guest (New Yorico
190a), This study has followed copies obtained from the University of
Arkansas library.
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and John Brackenridge Ellis, who wrote Arkinsaw Cousins8

A Story of

the Ozarks (1908)©°° Later, as one critic, Clayton L, Eichelberger,
suggests in the following quotation, regional cowboy works would incorporate many of the local color techniques©
By 1890 the cattle empire was the only major region of the
United States which had not been exploited by the local-color
movement in American literature, even though range land and
life invited local interpretation. When Owen Wister, Alfred
Heniy Lewis and Eugene Manlove Rhodes began depicting the
Western range in fiction, thev found local-color techniques
suitable for their purposes©"9

B o m May 21, l81;9, in Marksville, Louisiana, Kuth McEnery Stuart
descended from the Irish stock of her father, James McEnery, and the
Scottish strain of her mother, Mary Routh Stirling, daughter of Sir John
Stirling. After attending public and private schools in New Orleans,
she taught there for a while© In I879 she married Alfred Oden Stuart,
a cotton planter of Washington, Arkansas, and moved to her husband's
state, the scene of her Slmpkinsvllle stories and other works. Her
husband died in I883, twelve years before the death of their son, and
Mrs, Stuart returned to New Orleans, -where she did much of her writing.
In all, she published more than twenty books. In the l890's she moved
to New York, where on May 6, 1917, she died.
Biographical details from Mrs. Zella Hargrove Gaither, "Some
Living Arkansas Writers," Publications of the Arkansas Historical
Association, I (n© d,), pp, 321;-29j Kunitz, American "Authors, p,"725l
and Matthews, "Arkansas Books,"* p, 28©
J, Brackenridge Ellis, Arkinsaw Cousins 8 A Story of the Ozarks
(New York, I908)© This study has followed a copy obtained from the
University of Arkansas,
John Brackenridge Ellis was b o m February 11, I87O, near Hannibal,
Missouri, the childhood home of Samuel Langhome Clemens (Mark Twain),
For several years, however, he resided at Bentonville, Arkansas, where
he published Arkinsaw Cousins, Fran, Twin Sta.rs, and other novels bearing
on his adopted state, Ellis had been educated at several colleges, and
for a long while taught English in public schools© He began his literary
career in 1902, Returning to his native state, Ellis resided at Plattsburg, and served for many years as president of the Missouri Writers'
Guild, The photoplay, "Love Hunger," is based on Fran, while "Cinderella
of the Hills" is based on Little Fiddler of the Ozarks,
Biographical details from Matthews, "Arkansas Books," p. 10,
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Clayton L, Eichelberger, "Relation of Local Color to the Range
Fiction of Wister, Lewis and Rhodes," Unpublished Master's Thesis,
University of Colorado, Boulder, 1950, p. 111©

In the 1880's the historical novel also gained popularity in
the Southwest as throughout the nation.

It is true, of course, that

that \rtiich capitalizes on such episodes of economic and social history
as the cattle drives from Texas to the North and on the rush of homesteaders in 1889 into present-day Oklahoma did not appear until after
1918 in the region. But a rather impressive amount of fiction centering upon the Indian, both in his aboriginal state and in mor«.
contemporary times in Arizona and New Mexico, does appear earlier.

In

fact, several such works, as subsequent discussion seeks to demonstrate,
constitute possibly the finest novels of the early Southwest,

The his-

torical novel is ushered in by Elizabeth Champney's Great-Grandmother' s
Girls in New Mexico, I67O-I68O (l888),70

interestingly, although it

was written more than sixty years after the region's first novel,
Champney's work is the first to treat the early Spanish explorers in

70
" Elizabeth W, Champney, Great-Grandmother's Girls in New Mexico.,
I67O-I68O (Boston, 1888), This study has followed a copy obtained from
the Texas Technological College library,
Elizabeth Williams Champney, known perhaps better as the wife
of a famous painte.r and illustrator rather than as a novelist, was born
Elizabeth Williams on February 6, 1850, in Springfield, Ohio, After
care.ful preparation at home and elsewhere, she matriculated to Vassar,
where, in I869, she graduated. Her Vassar days later were to be portrayed in the Three Vassar Girls series of novels. Following her
graduation, she traveled extensively in Europe, gathering materials
for articles published by Harper's and the Century, In I873, Elizabeth
married Jam.es Wells Champney, renowned painter and illustrator. Most
of her fiction is in the romantic vein of Three Vassar Girls and the
Witch Winnie series, all inferior to Great-Grandmother's Girls, which
appeared one year before the first of the Witch Winnie works that were
published over a period from 1889--96© In addition to writings Mrs,
Champney devoted her efforts to social work. At one time^ she served
as president of the Board of Managers of the Messiah Home for chi.ldreE,
She died October I3, 1922, in Seattle, Washington,
Biographical details from Burke, American Authors., p. 127, and
Wo Stewart Wallace, ed,, A_Dic.tionary of North American Writers
(Toronto, 1951), p. 83©
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their Initial encounter with the region and its Indian inhabitants, A
treatment of similar subjects appears more than two decades later in
Marah Ellis Ryan's The Flute of the Gods (1909),71 one of the region's
better novels to plumb the depths of Indian mysticism and to point the
way "to a fuller understanding of the land and the peoples©"72 Between
the novels of Champney and Ryan comes Adolph Bandelier's The Delight
Makers (1890),73 the only link between Swiss and Southwestern literature 9

"^^ Marah Ellis Ryan, The Flute of the Gods (New York, 1909)© This
study has followed a personal copy©
Born Febmary 27, 1866, in Butler Comity, Pennsylvania, Marah
Ellis Ryan turned to writing after pursuing a career as an actress.
Her association with the stage had resulted from her marriage September
23, 1883, to So Erwan Ryan, an actor. With her husband, she moved to
Los Angeles shortly before the publication of her novel. For the Soul
of Rafael (I906)© She had prepared herself for this writing task by
renting a room in Mission San Juan Capistrano and saturating herself
in the atmosphere. Before the publication of this novel, several
volumes of poems by Mrs. Ryan had appeared, A.fte.rward, The Flute of
the Gods and other novels by her were published, Mrs. Ryan remained
in Califomia until her death July 11, 193li«
Biographical details from Burke, American Authors, p. 651,
and Walker, Literary History, pp, I70-I,
' Major, Southwest Heritage, pp, 83-U©
"^^ Adolph F. Bandeller, The Delight Makers (New York, I890)©
This study has followed a 195ii reprint obtained from the Stephen F,
Austin State College library.
One of the first scholars to recognize the importance of the
great field for archaeological research in the Southwest, Adolph Francis
Bandelier was born August 6, l8i;0, in Berne, Switzerland, Coming to
America in l8i;8 when a boy, he settled in Illinois, From there he
traveled to the Southwest to conduct archaeological studies among the
Indians of New Mexico and Arizona, Then Bandelier extended his study
to Central and South America, where, in Mexico, he lived as a native
and learned the habits of the people. In i860 he married Josephine
Huegy, who died while they were in Lima., Peru, Returning to America
in 1903 Bandelier settled in New York, where he engaged for the remainder of his life in preparing works on the history and archaeology
of Spanish America. He died March 18, 1911i© In 1893 he had married
Fanny Rltter, lAio helped him with his writing after he had become
blind, Bandelier's success in gathering materials, as Charles F.
Lummis points out, was attributed in part to his ability to associate
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and the sole treatment of aboriginal Indian life, which, in the opinion
of one critic, "will remain without rival among the nineteenth century
creative works dealing with the American Indian,"7l| The last, and
vastly inferior historical novel of the post-Civil War period, is
General Charles King's An Apache Princess (1903),75 which deals in
part with the Anglo-American's subjection of the Indian,
Perhaps the most characteristic type of fiction in the post-Civil War period of the Southwestern novel is that concerned with the
cowboy©

Anticipated somewhat by the dime novelists, a succession of

writers near the end of the period bring all the paraphemalis of

successfully with all types of persons? "He could find common ground
with anyone© I have seen him with Presidents, diplomats, Irish section^
hands, Mexican peons, Indians, authors, scientists, and 'society,'
Within an hour or so he was eajsily the center, , . . His command of
English, French, Spanish, and German might have been expected^ but his
facility in acquiring the "dialects' of railroad men and cowboys, or
the language of an Indian tribe, was almost uncanny,"
Biographical details from Kunitz, American Authors, p, 52|
Charles Fo Lummis, as quoted in the introduction, p. xv, to The Delight
Makers as cited in this note abovej and Lester Co Raines, Writers and
Writings of New Mex.ico (Las Vegas, 1931+) (Mimeographed), p 7 18©
'^ Major, Southwest Heritage, p. 83,
"^ General Charles King, An Apache Princess (New York<j 1903).
This study has followed a personal copy,
A great-grandson of Rufus King, one of the framers of the
American Constitution, Charles King was b o m October 12, lShhs> in
Albany, New York, Graduated in I866 from West Point, he served from
that year to I879 as a United States Army officer, participating In ihe
Civil War and various Indian campaigns before a wound sustained :Ln the
Apache campaign of l87i; forced his retirement. Following his retirement. King held positions in the Wisconsin National Guard frcm 1882 to
1895 J and in I898 he was appointed a brigadier-general of the United
States volunteers in the Spanish-American War. Again retired to hi-5
home in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, he devoted his attention to writing, a
pursuit he had taken up in the l880's. He wrote novels based vrpcii hiservice adventures, and also wrote stories for boys. General King
died March 18, 1933.
Biographi.cal details from Boyer, Arizona, p. 201; and Har^,
Oxford Companion ,v p© 389©
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range fiction to the fore. As already suggested, their techniques
frequently are borrowed from those of the local color is ts. Andy Adams,
perhaps foremost among these authors, appropriately ushers in this type
of novel with his The Log of a Cowboy (1903),76 "a novel without a plot^
a woman, character development, or sustained dramatic incidents," but
one that is the "classic of the occupation©"77 Emerson Hough's Heart's
Desire (1903),7° although it mostly concerns western railway expansion.

' Andy Adams, The Log of a Cowboy (Boston, 1903). This study
has followed a 1927 reprint obtained from the Texas Technological
College library.
A man who lived the range life of which he wrote in a manner
few have emulated, Andy Adams was b o m in 1859 on an Indiana farm©
Educated at a cross-roads country school, he came to Texas to spend
ten years as a cowboy. During the mining boom, he went to Colorado,
where he later wrote his s torles of the cattle kingdom. In Colorado,
Adams mined around Cripple Creek, but settled down in Colorado Springs,
His epic work. The Log of a Cowboy (1903), was followed by such lesser
novels as The Outlet (1905) and Reed Anthony, Cowman (1907)© He died
September 26, 1935.
Biographical details from Hart, Oxford Companion, p, 5, and
Pearce, America in the Southwest, p. 333o
77 Dobie, Guide to Life and Literature, p. 9li©
7^ Emerson Hough, Heart's Desire (New York, 1903), This study
has followed a personal copy published in 1905, two years after the
novel appeared serially in a Curtis Publishing Company magazine.
Born June 28, 1857, in Newton, Iowa, Emerson Hough graduated
from high school in his native community and taught in a country
school for a brief period. Then he entered the State University of
Iowa, where he graduated in l880. Moving to New Mexico, Hough opened
a law office in White Oaks, and devoted his efforts also to work for
a weekly newspaper, the Golden Era, in the same community. This is
probably the scene of Heart's Desire, Becoming more interested in the
raw life about him than in law. Hough turned to writing and sold
stories and sketches to magazines. In 1897 he married Charlotte Amelia
Cheesebro. Many of Hough's stories urged the government to establish
national parks and reserves for wild animal life. And to these efforts
is attributed much legislation of this nature. Hough died April 30,
1923©
Biographical details .from Hart, Oxford Companion, pp. 335-6,
and New Mexico, p, 131;©
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is also in the range tradition©

Stewart Edward White's Arizona

Nights (1907),79 a series of tales tied together by common characters,
is an otherwise inconsequential work to which some distinction is lent
by the notable portrait of a cattle baron in the person of one Buck
Johnson, Eugene Manlove Rhodes, whose stories Bernard DeVoto insists
"should stand alone at the head of all range fiction, superior both in
Imaginative interpretation and in art,"80 is represented in the postCivil War period by Good Men and True (I9II) and Desire of the Moth
(1916)©^! Neither can be considered among Rhodes' better works, but

^9 Stewart Edward White, Arizona Nights (New York, 1907)© This
study has followed a copy obtained from the University of Texas library,
Stewart Edward White had portrayed the strenuous life of the
Black Hills of South Dakota and in the lumber camps of his native Michigan before he turned to the West for a locale for his fiction. Then it
was that he found the Southwestem desert an ideal setting for his
rather skillful blending of realism, folklore, and pleas for the outdoor life. Born March 12, 1873, in Grand Rapids, Michigan, he was the
son of To Stewart and Mary Eo Daniel White, After residing from 1881;88 with his parents in Califomia, he returned to the Midwest to attend
college. In 1893 White took a bachelor's degree from the University of
Michigan, and in 1903 received the master's degree from the same place.
Between 1903 and 1907 he spent considerable time in Arizona. To Mary
G, Boyer he once wrote? "My active Arizona experience was between the
years 1903 and 1907, when I spent a great deal of time riding horseback
over the southern part of the state. Rode with the JH ranch above Willcox, Hunted a great deal at this time and in later years in the White
Mountains,"' Growing out of this experience was White's Arizona Nights,
White's early novels with setting in California are Gold {1913)9 Gray"
Dawn (1915), and Rose Dawn (1920), His Wild Geese Calling (l9l;0) deals
with pioneer farmers in Alaska. In all White wrote fifty-two novels
and books. He died in 19l;6©
Biographical details from Boyer, Arizona, pp. i;8-9| Alice McCall,
"Stewart Edward White's Depiction of American Frontier Characters," Unpublished Master's Thesis, the University of Texas, Austin, 19i;3] and
Hart, Oxford Companion, p, 822©
fln
Bernard DeVoto, "Horizon Land," The Saturday Review of Literature, XIV (October 17, 1936), p. 8©
Eugene Manlove Rhodes, Good Men and True (New York, 1911) and
The Desire of the Moth (New York, 1916), This study has followed copies
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each does anticipate some of the qualities present in the later and
more artistically-acceptable works©

Although Zane Grey's Riders of

contained in The Best Novels and Stories of Eugene Manlove Rhodes, ed,
by Frank V. Bearing, with an introduction by JT Frank Dobie, (Boston,
19i;9).
Eugene Manlove Rhodes, who always considered himself "a hired
man on horseback," was born January 19, 1869, in Tecumseh, Nebraska,
far from the Southwestern scenes of his stories. His father was
Colonel Hinman Rhodes, a Civil War veteran, and his mother was Julia
Manlove, When Eugene was only a few years old, the family moved to
Cherokee, Kansas, where the father operated a general merchandise
store. In l88l, they moved to New Mexico, having acquired a ranch in
the San Andres Mountains not far from Engle on the Jomado del Muerto,
At the time, young Eugene had a slight speech impediment and a permanent^
ly injured right eye. When he was thirteen, Rhodes took a job as horse
wrangler on William Co McDonald's ranch at Carrizzo Springs| and at
seventeen he became an Army scout and helped in the search for Geronimo,
outlaw Apache chief. He left the military service in 1886, Educated
at the Eagle Creek and Mesilla schools, as well as at Pacific College
in San Jose, California, Rhodes acquired a taste in classical literature, allusions to which fill his works, Shakespeare, Shelley, Poe,
Emerson, and the Bible constituted major influences on his work. His
first poem, "Charlie Graham," appeared in I896 in Charles Fo Lummis'
magazine. Land of Sunshine, while his first story, "The Hour and the
Man," appeared in 1902 in a magazine called Out West, Correspondence
over one of his poems led Rhodes to meet Mrs. May Davidson Purple, a
widow from Apalachian, New York, whom he married August 9, 1899, At
the time of their marriage, Mrs, Rhodes had two small sons by a former
marriage, and in 1901 she and Rhodes had a son, Alan. In 1905 Mrs,
Rhodes was forced to return East to be with her sick parents, and
Rhodes accompanied her. For twenty years, dxiring which time he wrote
many novels and stories for magazines such as The Saturday Evening
Post, he remained there. In 1926 Rhodes and his wife returned to New
Mexico, settling first at Santa Fe and then at Alamogordo, But they
were forced eventually to move to California in search of a climate
favorable to Rhodes' health. At Pacific Beach he died June 27, 193lio
Four years later his wife wrote a memorable biography. The Hired Man
on Horseback, Rhodes is buried in the San Andres Mountains, where a
marker, taken from the title of one of his novels, reads simply § "Paso
Por Aqui" (He passed by here).
Biographical details from Brent Kenneth Ashabranner, "Eugene
Manlove Rhodess An Introduction to the Man and His Work," Unpublished
Master's Thesis, Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, Stillwater, -1952 | Hart, Oxford Companion, pp. 635'=6$ May Do Rhodes, Tive
Hired Man on Horseback (Boston, 1938)| and Allene Work, "E^ogene Man^love Rhodes, Chronicler of the Cow Country,'' Unpublished Master's
Thesis, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, 19i;6©
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the Purple Sage (1912)82 contains some notable landscape descriptions,
it, along with The Sheriff of Badger (1912),83 by George Pattullo, is
among those responsible for distorting the accurate picture that Adams
and Rhodes, among the very few, had painted of the cowboy. As a result
of Grey's and Pattullo's work, as well as that of many who followed
them, there developed a superficial concept of the cowboy which has
plagued range fiction ever since. As Carols Fo Peverley points outs

Cowboy literature of this period /l853°191^ == fiction and nonfiction, dime novel and reminiscence, western 'thriller' and the

8?
Zane Grey, Riders of the Purple Sage (New York, 1912), This
study has followed a personal copy,
Zane Grey, who, like Mary Austin, insisted that he hctd some
Indian blood in his veins, and who prided himself on being a descendant of the pioneer after whom his birthplace, Zanesvllle, Ohio, was
named, did not succumb to the lure of the desert co^jntry until he had
given up careers of baseball playing and dentistry in Pennsylvania,
Born January 31? 1875, he came to Arizona in 1907^8, and gathered the
materials for many of his western novels. In 1908 he took a position
as a ghost writer for Colonel Co Jo (Buffalo) Jones, but failed to
place his book with a publisher. Nevertheless.,, the materials became
part of his first romance. The Heritage of the Desert, Eventually
Grey settled in Califomia, where he died at Altadena in 1939, Hi?
sixty-^odd books sold more than thirteen million copies.
Biographical details .from Boyer, Arizona, p. 220, and Hart,
Oxford Companion, p. 291;.
^^ George Pattullo, The Sheriff of Badgers A Tale of the Southwest Borderland (New York, 1912}, This study has followed a copy
obtained .from the Texas Technological College library.
George Pattullo's Canad.ian birtli October 9 1879,o in Woods tc ok,
Ontario, could hardly have suggested the possibility of his future role
as a Southwestern novelist. The son of George Robson and Mary Rounds
Pattullo, he was educated at Woodstock Collegiate Institute and laun-hsd
a Journalistic career that led him to work as a novelist. Until 1908,
he worked for newspapers in Montreal, London, and Boston. Coming lo
the Southwest he wrote The Untamed (1911) and The Sheriff of Badger.
and gathered materials for stories for The Sa*iirda;y Evening Pest and
other magazines. On November 5- 1913.0 Pattullo married Lu:il° Wilson,
of Dallas, where he maintained his home fcr a number cf years. At
last report, he resided in New York,
Biographical details .from Who's Who in America, 30 (1?58'":9p?),
p© 211|6©
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more literary attempt — reveals a figure at utter variance with
the true cowboy. With few exceptions, the writers of this literature have magnified the romantic aspects of the cowboy's calling
and have Ignored the more important factors involved in his life
as a hard-working follower of an especially vigorous and dangerous
occupation. The cumulative effect of cowboy literature has been
to mould and stiffen a human being into a cardboard figure armed
with blazing 'six-shooters' who roams the West in search of high
adventure, 84

This general survey of the corpus of the early novel of the
Southwest, then, has shown that fictional development from I819 to
1918 falls logically into two periods, the pre- and the post-Civil
War©

In both periods, it may be noted by way of recapitulation,

the novels were written chiefly by Anglo-Americans| although French,
English, Austrian, Irish, and Swiss novelists also contributed works.
General characteristics of works produced in the pre-Civil War period
have been shown to includes

a pseudo-factual basis for action and

character I a predominant Texas sett.ing| the glorification cf nature
somewhat in the vein of Chateaubriand and of the Indian, in the tradition of the "noble savage"| heroic deeds by colorful adventurersj
coincidence! religious contrcversyi and plots characterized by ethno-graphical interest and interest in the exploits of guides, hunters,
rangers, and desperadoes©

In many respects, as this chapter has shown,

the pre-Civil War novels were imitative of Scott and Cooper.

Novels

written after the Civil War continued to be imitative and, generally
speaking, didactic and sentimental.

These include many examples of

the "dime novel," the historical novel, the range novel, and the
local color novel very similar to that produced elsewhere in America©

Carlos Fo Peverley, "The Cowboy in American Literature©"
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Colorado University,*Boulder, 19i;9, p. 38©

CHAPTER III
PLOT TYPES AND TECHNIQUES
The Novels as a Panorama of Southwestern His to£Z
The earliest novelists in the Southwest felt that, in a sense,
they were portraying history and quite often insisted that their works
were based upon fact. Twelve of the first seventeen novels examined
in this study, for example, are said by their authors to be based upon
actual events.1 Such insistence corresponds to that made frequently by
other early American fiction writers, who relied partly on claims of
verisimilitude and partly on didacticism to overcome the conventional
objection that imaginative works are "immoral,"2

in truth, however, in

the Southwest, as elsewhere, early fiction stood on the periphery of
actuality. And when writers did employ real events, they used them
mostly to provide a loosely-constructed framework upon which to stretch

They are as follows s L'Heroine du Texas (l8l9), Lafitte (I836),
Mexico versus Texas CI838), Old Hicks (18U8), L^e in the Far West (I8J49),
Scalp-Hunters (I851), Rangers and Regulators (1856}, Trappers of ^rkan"sas'Ti858), Mustang Gray Xl^5^)^ Trail ^^^ter (I863), More Than She
Gould Bear (1872), and Kit Carson, Jr. (1678),
See Chapter I, note 78, Some of the Southwestern novelists.
Just as their counterparts in other areas of the nation, had other
reasons for the use of fact in their works, Hesper Bendbow, author
of More Than She Could Bear (I872), explains that, because knowledge
of the Gachupin war is not widely held, "a larger proportion of historical matter /i£7 being admitted into this story than is usually
embraced in works of fiction not avowedly historical" (More Than She
Gould Bear, p. x ) ,
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the fabric of their fancies.

It is m.ore likely that authors, even

when they did present facts, tended to color them for their own purposes,

Joseph Holt Ingraham, for example, claimed that his Lafitte

was based upon history, but added?

"With the pages of history, how-

ever, we have had to do, only so far as they could be made subservient
to our tale, which does not profess to be exclusively a tale, or history, of the times to which it is referred, but an individual in some
degree connected with them,"3

Another admission of coloring fact is

that of Captain Mayne Reid, who contends that his The Scalp-Hunters
is "truth poetically coloured • . . fact, enamelled by fiction?
mosaic of romance and reality,"^

a

A final one is that of Charles

Summerfield, writing of The Rangers and Regulators of the Tanahag

The design of the author in the humble conception and hasty
preparation of the following work was to give explicitly an
accurate picture of one phase in the development of the Southwestern life, namely the pioneering or transition state, and
inferentially to account for its existence in the peculiar
social circumstances of its actual environment. I had thought,
at first, to present the matter in a purely narrative form,
with precise localities, names, and dates, so as to realize a
veritable history, as thrilling and intensely dramatic in its
events as any probable romance could be. But a little reflection
soon sat.isf led me that such a method of treatment would be unnecessarily cruel, as many of the actors in those stormy scenes

^ Lafitte, preface,
Alexander Cowie, in American Novel, p. 289, explains Ingraham's
deviation from fact as follows? "The explanation of Ingraham's surces.=
lay probably in his peculiar ability to appeal to a mass public. He
used many of the verifiable facts of Lafitte's life.s he grafted a love
story to the chronicle of factj and he fused the factual with the
imaginary in a glamorous climax occurring at the time of the Battle cf
New Orleans, In addition he infused the entire narrative with a sori>
of spurious romanticism compounded of elements borrowed frcm Scott and
Byron — two high favorites of the period, 3f
• o

Scalp-Hunters, p. v©
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which find a place in the sequel are still living, while the
others now no more, have left friends and relatives who would be
pained to a profound degree by revelations of so special a
character© I was compelled, therefore, by motives of humanity,
to exhibit the facts in the shape of a tale or story, indulging
at the same time in a few of the liberties allowed by that
species of composition.5

Other than the desire to prevent living persons, friends, and
relatives from being "pained," the aim to reach a wider audience
prompted some novelists to color facts. For example, Adolph Bandelier,
explaining his use of the novel form to present materials collected for
The Delight Makers, says?

I was prompted to perform the work by a conviction that however
scientific works may tell the truth about the Indian, they exercise
always a limited influence upon the general public| and to that
public, in our country as well as abroad, the Indian has remained
as good imknown. By clothing sober facts in the garb of romance
I have hoped to make the 'Truth about the Pueblo Indians' more
accessible and perhaps more acceptable to the public in general.6

In connection with the practice of blending fact with fancy, there arises
the question of the extent to which the novelists went —
that they went —

to acquire factual information.

or claimed

Commenting on the

research effort behind her Great-Grandmother's Girls in New Mexico>,
Elizabeth W. Champney contends that she visited Acoma, site of the
novel, and then supplemented her observations there with the "study of
every record, book, or manuscript upon which" she "could lay her hands,
and an extensive correspondence carried on with authorities on early

^ Rangers and Regulators, preface.

6
Delight Makers, p, v©
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American, Mexican, and Spanish history, "7 Evaluating the contribution
of Bandelier's research work on The Delight Makers, F. W. Hodge, an
official of the Smithsonian Institution, concludes?

"Bandelier has

come unto his own. More than one serious student of the ethno-history
of our Southwest has frankly declared that the basis of future investigations of the kind that Bandelier inaugurated will always be the
writings of that eminent man,"8 There is little or no evidence to
suggest, however, that other novelists of the early Southwest took such
pains to authenticate their works.
Still another aspect of the practice of blending fact with fancy
concerns the novelist who implies that, despite evidence to the contrary,
his factual presentations are not colored, Sam Hall, the dime novelist
who wrote Kit Carson, Jr., for example, makes the naive claim that the
"characters and names are of those who have lived or are now living.
The incidents are unrecorded historical events that have come under my
own personal observationi and I will say to those who so honor me, by
following my ink-trail, that I shall, in this story, depict frontier
life as it is, in the chaparrals and on the prairies of the far Southwest -'- shall

use no character who is not well known to myself, and to

all old residents of that section of the country in which the scenes
are laid,"? Aside from the twelve novels said by their authors to be
based upon .fact, one other, Andy Adams' Log cf a Cowboy (1903)s assuredly

Great-Grandmother's Girls, p. ix,
o

Delight Makers, p. viii©
9
Kit Carson, Jr,, p. 2,
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is factual in basis, or at least is typical of experiences encountered
by the author and other cowboys©

Twenty-five of the novelists whose

works are examined in this study ignore the question of actuality, and
imply at least that theirs are almost exclusively imaginative works.
In a broad sense the early novel provides a kind of panorama of
Southwestem history, starting with pre-historic times and continuing
through the early part of the twentieth century, 10 Adolph Bandelier's
The Delight Makers (I89O) encompasses the entire round of life of the
ancient cliff dwellers and the Southwestem aborigines in Arizona and
New Mexico, and seeks to account for the downfall of the civilization
in the El Rito de los Frijoles, about the ruins of which there still
"hovers a charm which binds man to the place where untold centuries
ago man lived, loved, suffered, and died as present generations live,
suffer, and die in the course of human history" (Delight Makers, p.
i;36), A treatment of somewhat later Indian life, as well as that of
the early Spanish explorers in search of Cibola^, is contained in
Elisabeth W, Champney's Great-Grandmother's Girls in New Mexico (I888)©

10
The chronology of the Southwestern novel, of co^xrse^ does not
correspond accurately with that of the region. For example, the prehistor.ic Indian who first inhabited the Southwest is not treated 'in
fiction until I89O, when Adolph Bandelier published The Delight Makers^
and Spanish exploration marking the arrival of the .first white man is
not utilized as a fictional subject until I888, the year of Eliza.beth
Champney's Great-Grandmother's Girls in New Mexico, But a re-arrangement of the novels by subject rather than by publication dates does
show that they cover to some extent much of the real-life drama that
unfolded over a period of several centuries:'.
It should be reaffirmed here that the purpose of this section
is merely to show that the early novel of the Southwest contain;^, a senss
of histcry. No special effort is made to assess the fidelity of the
novels to historical .fact,5 because, as Chapter I of this study pointf
out, verisimilitude is not necessarily a requirement of romance, the
prevailing type of novel in the region between l8l9 and 1918,
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This novel anticipates by some twenty years Marah Ellis Ryan's The Flute
of the Gods (1909), which deals with similar subjects, Ryan's work,
especially, provides an insight into Indian mysticism.

Along with

Champney's, it implies, as history later demonstrated, that the coming
of the white man would relegate the Indian to an inferior position in
a land that once had been his.
Despite its historical significance, Spanish-Mexican exploration
and settlement fails to find adequate expression in the early novel of
the Southwest,

Great-Grandmother's Girls in New Mexico and The Flute

of the Gods, as previously indicated, touch upon exploration by the
region's first white inhabitants. But their primary focus is upon the
Indian,

Gustave Aimard's melodramatic "thriller," The Trappers of

Arkansas (1858), principally concerned with adventure, is set during
the era of later Spanish-Mexican settlement in the early part of the
nineteenth century, and does deal exclusively with this race.

It fails,

however, to portray adequately the cultural life of its subjects. Similar failure characterizes Timothy Flint's Francis Berrian (l826), whose
protagonist is an Anglos-American and whose major concern is the struggle
between Mexico and Spain leading to the former's independence.

Just

why the novelists ignored the spectacle of Spanish-Mexican exploration
and settlement cannot readily be ascertained.

The most logical assump-

tion perhaps would be that the writers, predominantly Anglo-American
themselves, were interested mainly in the affairs of their own race.
Of much less importance historically to Spanish-Mexican exploration and settlement, that of the French, on the other hand, is
rather thoroughly treated in the early fiction of the Southwest.

It

is true, of course, that the era of exploration by La Salle and other
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early French explorers does not find expression in regional fiction©
But later attempts at settlement, especially in Eastern Texas, receive
substantial attention in works such as the Southwest's first novel,
L'Heroine du Texas (I8l9), which chronicles the establishment and fall
of "Camp Refuge©"

The life of the colorful French pirate, Jean Lafitte,

whose base of operations at one time was Galveston island, is told,
though with substantial deviation from fact, by Joseph Holt Ingraham in
Lafitte (I836),

And the experiences of a fictitious French traveler

are recounted by Frederick Marryat in The Travels and Adventures of
Monsieur Violet (l8i;3).

Strangely, two of the French novelists writing

of the Southwest, Anthony Ganilh and Gustave Aimard, fail to focus upon
their own race here.
The coming of the Anglo-American — whether to explore, trap for
furs, conduct trade, or establish permanent settlements —

constitutes

an important focal point in the early regional novel. Although devoted
primarily to the Spanish and Mexican conflict, Francis Berrian, as
previously indicated, early introduces the Anglo-American adventurers

—

many of whom preceded the first settlers. Focusing upon other early
arrivals in the Southwest, Charles W. Webber, in Old Hicks the Guide
(181^8), portrays the guide, or scout, who figures also in Sam Hall's
Kit Carson, Jr, (I878),

George F. Ruxton, depicting actual historical

Anglo-Americans who appeared before the arrival of the settlers of their
own race, in Life in the Far West (l8i|9), vividly depicts the mountain man,
the fur trapper, who also receives attention in Mayne Reid's The ScalpHunters (1851),

Reid's work also affords a brief insight into the life

of the Santa Fe trader, and, as its title indicates, portrays the scalp
hunter, an early bounty hunter who was paid for each Indian he killed©
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One of the first novels to focus upon the Anglo-American determined on
permanent settlement is Charles Sealsfleld's Cabin Book (l81;lt), which
reflects its author's interest in ethnographical, or cultural, matters
in Texas at the time of colonization by Austin and others, Emerson
Bennett's Viola (1852), a gothic adventure tale, depicts in a minor way
life in Texas of the provincial period, A similar, and more reliable,
perspective on the same era is provided by Charles Summerfield in The
Rangers and Regulators of the Tanaha (1856), This work is colored by
the author's opposition to lynching, but it is interesting, if not
valuable, for its treatment of Justice in a new land. Unfortunately,
the early novelists failed to devote attention to early Anglo-American
exploration by such figures as Zebulon Pike.
At about the same time as the arrival of the first Anglo-Americans in the Southwest, Mexico's struggle for independence from Spain
serves as a major subject of three novels. In two of the works, however, events are not carried through to their actual conclusion,
Gustave Aimard's The Trail Hunter (1863), which can lay little claim
to being factual, centers on the unsuccessful attempt of Indians and
Mexicans to wrest land, which once was theirs, from Spanish aristocrats
loyal to the Crown, The story is anterior to Mexico's successful revolt,
Hesper Bendbow's More Than She Could Bear (1872) likewise deals with
an unsuccessful side of the revolutionary effort —

the Magee^Gutierrez

expedition and kindred events from about l8ll to l8l3. Only Francis
Berrian, earliest of the three novels, suggests the ultimate outcome
of the struggle. It shows the downfall of an affluent family loyal
to Spain at the hands of revolutionaiy forces in New Mexico and Texas.
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The Anglo-American's successful struggle for independence from
Mexico in the Southwest commands the attention of four early novelists©
Three of the writers build their works around the Texas Revolution, and
the fourth introduces fragmentary elements of the United States' war
with Mexico in 181;6©

A, To Jfyrthe's Mexico versus Texas (I838) presents

the epic of the Texas Revolution through the eyes of a young Mexican
Ariny officer, the son of an American father and a Spanish mother, whose
mixed blood perhaps accounts for his kindness toward the enemy and its
reciprocation by his Texan captor at San Jacinto. Mixed loyalty again
prevails in Amelia Barr's Remember the Alamo (I888), in which the chil=
dren of an Anglo-American doctor side with him and the Texans over the
protests of their Spanish mother and a persistent priest, Augusta Jane
Evans' Inez (1855) also finds a Mexican, a girl in this case, aiding
the Texan cause; but the mixed loyalty here stems from friendship of
the girl for the Anglo-Americans rather than from mingled blood.

All

three works, however, fail to do historical Justice to the Revolution,
Myrthe and Evans devote primary attention to religious controversy,
and Barr concentrates more on the philosophical aspects of patriotism
as such than on the actual fighting.

The lone novel touching upon the

United States-Mexican war is Jeremiah Clemens' Mustang Gray (l858), like
Joseph Holt Ingraham's Lafitte and Prentiss Ingraham's Buffalo Bill
(1913)5 a work based upon the life of an actual person.

Only after it

has taken Mabry Gray through a duel, a fight with the Indians, and
smuggling activities, however, does the novel arrive at the war©

Its

treatment of the conflict, consequently, is superficial.
The rise of the Southwestem cattle empire provided abundant
material for many early novelists, though their works are characterized
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more by fancy than by fact©

Only Andy Adams' The Log of a Cowboy

(1903), as critics have recognized, provides "a Just and authentic
conception of trail men, trail work, range cattle, cow horses, and
the cow country in general,"^^ But, as its title suggests, it is more
nearly a Journal than a novel, having virtually no plot and a minimum
of character development.

More nearly belletristic are Good Men and

True (1911) and Desire of the Moth (I916) by Eugene Manlove Rhodes, who
has been called "the most literary and humanistic cowboy-writer of
them all."12

Xet these two early novels do scarcely more than antici-

pate Rhodes' later and vastly superior works, and provide little insight
into range life.

Good Men and True concentrates on a cowboy, who has

temporarily left the range for a trip to the city of El Paso in order
to thwart corrupt politicians in their attempt to discredit a Texas
ranger.

In Desire of the Moth another cowboy, though seldom shown in

the saddle, prevents a corrupt sheriff from murdering the young rancher
who is engaged to marry the only girl the cowboy has ever loved,
Stewart Edward White's Arizona Nights (1907), a collection of tales
loosely knitted into a novel, presents rather authentic sketches of
segments of life associated with the rise of the cattle empire.

One

of these tales, "The Rawhide," especially furnishes an insight into
the career of a cattle baron. Buck Johnson. At best, however, the
novel as a whole is fragmentary.

Another novelist, Zane Grey, although

noted for h.is landscape descriptions, contributes little to a fact-jal
understanding of range life in The Riders cf the Purple Sage (1912),

^•^ Dobie, Guide to Life and Literature, p. 9h*
•^ Powell, Heart of the Southwest, p. 30,
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which revolves around a highly romanticized gunman. Even less is the
contribution of Joseph Badger's Kit Fox (1886) o George Pattullo's The
Sheriff of Badger (1912), and Prentiss Ingraham's Buffalo Bill (1913)©
These works come under the indictment of one critic who contends that
most "westerns" are "usually romantic stories set in the West, but
having no semblance of reality."13
The Anglo-American's subjection of the Southwestern Indian is
treated implicitedly in several early novels that introduce conflict
between the races, Flint's Francis Berrian, Webber's Old Hicks the
Guide, Ruxton's Life in the Far West, Re.id's The Scalp-Hunters, Aimard's
The Trail Hunter, and Hall's Kit Carson, Jr, -- all, as indicated previously, centering on other matters of historical development —

merely

foreshadow the ultimate fate suffered by the red man at the hands of
the white.

In each, the Anglo-American invariably triumphs in battle.

The only reasonably full treatment of Indian subjection, in fact, is
given by Charles King, a United States Army general. King's An Apache
Princess (19C3) presents Indians who attempt unsuccessfully to revolt
and to sever the cords of authority binding them to meager existenc^e
on a rese.rvat-ion.

Even here, however, the full impact of the situation

does not become apparentj because the author concentrates on an anny
unit similar to one of his old commands and on a young Anglo-American
couple ;in love,

Natzie, the Apache princess, merely lingers quietly

in the background.

•^ Allene Work, "Eugene Manlove Rhodes, Chronicler of the Cow
Country," Unpiiblished Master's Thesis,, Southern Methodist University,
Dallas, 19i;8, p. 17.
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The history of a region, of course, consists of much more than
major developments; it is composed also of myriad economic, moral,
political, and social activities that unfold day by day. Many such
activities find expression in the novelj but, significantly, their
treatment usually comes in novels which are rather late in the early
period©

This fact implies a maturing trend in fictionj in so much as

a novel dealing with somewhat prosaic activity is more difficult to
execute than one dealing with a more colorful and robust subject.
Among the economic activities of the Southwest, that or railroad expansion is the subject of one book, Emerson Hough's Heart's Desire
(1903),

In this novel, the trains do not actually arrive before the

end of the story; an eastern capitalist merely obtains permission to
extend his railroad service to a remote hamlet in order to take advantage of the area's natural resources. Octave Thanet's Expiation
(1901) is rather closely allied to economic matters in that it is set
during the Southern Reconstruction period, but it is concerned more
with the moral problem of lawlessness. Several other novels touch on
subjects in the realm of moral matters. Dealing in part with lawlessness are Sealsfleld's Cabin Book (l8i4i;), Bennett's Viola (1.852),
Summerfield's The Rangers and Regulators of the Tanaha (1856), Badger's
Kit Fox (1.886), Adams' The Log of a Cowboy (1903), White's Arizona
Nights (1907), Harold Bell Wright's The Shepherd of the Hills (1907),
Rhodes' Good Men and True (1911) and Desire of the Moth (19l6), Grey's
Riders of the Purple Sage (1912), Pattullo's The Sheriff of Badger
(1912), and Ingraham's Buffalo Bill (1913)o

Although concerned primarily

with social life and gossip. Mo E. Mo Davis' Under the_Man-Fig (I890)
also concerns Southwestem political activity, as does Barr's Remember
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the Alamo (1888) and Hough's Heart's Desire©

Finally, the various

social pattems are represented by the following works?

health-seek-

ing, Annie Fellows Johnston's The Little Colonel in Arizona (1905)|
home and family life, Ruth McEnery Stuart's Sonny (1908)| the Negro's
economic and social plight. Octave Thanet's By Inheritance (1910); and
religious, Wright's The Shepherd of the Hills,

Plot Types and Methodsl^

The dominant plot type in the early novel of the Southwest is
the familiar one of external, or physical, conflicts

either that which

deals with man's struggle with man,l5 or that which concerns his clash

•^ K. L. Knickerbocker and Ho Willard Reninger, in Interpreting
Literature (New York, 1955), pp. 108-18, hereafter cited as Knickerbocker, Literature, explain that a plot can be one of two major types §
the external, in which physical conflict occurs, or the internal, in
which psychological conflict occurs. Furthermore, they show that a
plot may be developed by the use of one of three methods? (l) closed
plot, which resolves conflict; (2) open plot, •vdiich fails to resolve
conflict; or (3) straight narrative, with little or no serious complication. In this study, plot types and methods are used in the sense
that they are defined here,
.-yt

^ Thirty-one of the forty novels examined in this study revolve
primarily around man's conflict with man. The nine exceptions are as
follows? Shepherd of the Hills, which, though it does contain external,
or physical, conflict between young Grant Matthews and the bixlly-outlaw.
Wash Gibbs, is devoted principally to the internal, or psychological,
struggle of the minister, Daniel Howitt C h a — with himself as he seeks
to find the God he has lost because of domestic sorrow; Under the MarFig, in which people's gossip, rather than their fists, unjustly assails
Vanborough Herring for a robbery that another committed; Arkansas Plante:
whose plot focuses upon Louise Cranceford's self-sacrificing marriage
to a dying Carl Pennington and, later, upon her struggles as a widcv
who nearly loses virtue because of pride; Napoleon Jackson, which Is
little more than a character sketch of a.n indolent, but lovable, Negro
man. Napoleon Jackson; Little Colonel, the story of a Kansas widow
health-seeker and her family as they strive to adjust to a new way of
life in the Arizona desert; Arkinsaw Cousins, which centers on the
pride and prejudice, as well as the petty differences, none of which
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with naturel6 rather than the plot of intemal, or psychological, conflict that pits man against himself,17

The dominant method of plot

leads to violence, of a family in a small rural town; Sonny, nothing
more than a father's monologue dealing with the birth and rearing of
his son; Flute of the Gods, which, though it does contain physical
conflict between Spanish and Indian, deals mostly with tribal religious
life; and By Inheritance, in which primary interest is devoted to the
Negro economic and social problem.
Quite frequently a novel will contain both of these types of
conflict — between man and man, and between man and nature —• but there
are several in which the second receives substantial emphasis? L'Heroine
du Texas, in which a storm drives French settlers from Galveston island,
where they have taken refuge from Indians, to still another refuge at
New Orleans; Francis Berrian, in which the hero for whom the novel is
named encounters a mo^jntain rainstorm while attempting to flee from
Spanish royalists; Lafitte, in which the ship of the title-character is
almost wrecked in a storm; Monsieur Violet, in which the title-character
becomes helplessly adrift in an open boat in storm-tossed waters; Cabin
Book, in which Edward Morse becomes lost and almost dies of hunger and
thirst in the vast expanse of the San Jacinto prairie; Life in the Far
West, in which the trappers, Killbuck and La Bonte, constantly brave
mountain winters and storms; Scalp-Hunters, in which Mc Henry Haller
becomes lost and almost dies in the desert known as Jornado del Muerto;
Rangers and Regulators, in which William Boiling and Mary Miles become
caught in a tornado, Undor the Man-Fig, in which the flooded Brazos
river destroys plantation homes and crops; Log of a Cowboy, in which
cowboys on a cattle drive must brave drought, flood, and quicksands
Little Colonel, in which sand and wind, as well as desert temperatures,
provide constant agitation to the Ware family; and Shepherd of the Hills,
in Tidiich drought paralyzes the economy of a mountain settlement. In
several other novels, however, the conflict of man with nature is entirely lacking? Inez, More Than She Gould Bear, Kit Carson^ Jr., Kit
Fox, Great-Grandmother's Girls, Remember the Alamo, Arkansas Planter,
Napoleon Jackson, Arkinsaw Cousins, Sonny, By Inheritance, Good Men
and True, Sheriff of Badger, Buffalo Bill, and Desire of the Moth.
' Only one novel — Shepherd of the Hills — devotes major attention to such internal, or psychological, conflict of man with himself.
It centers upon Daniel Howitt C h a — , who, as previously indicated,
struggles with himself, a minister, seeking to find the Gcd that he has
lost because of domestic sorrow. Seventeen other novels, however, contain examples of man's struggle with himself. They are the following2
Francis Berrian, in which the character for whom the novel is named
wrestles with his conscience over whether to retain his Protestant
affiliations or to embrace the Catholicism of his fiancee's family;
Lafitte, in which the title-character suffers remorse of conscience for
the crimes he has committed; Cabin Book, in which Bob Rock struggles
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development is what is known as the closed plot, which resolves the
basic conflict, in contrast to the open plot, which leaves conflict
unresolved, or to the straight narrative that contains little or no
serious complication,18

These elements will be discussed at greater

length as the study approaches analyses of individual novels.

In the

following discussion, the various combinations of plot types and
methods will be illustrated by representative novels,
Timothy Flint's Francis Berrian (1826) is typical of the conflict type of novel that pits man against man and which utilizes the

with the demon within himself, striving to forego drinking and gambling;
Inez, in which Florence Hamilton wavers between Protestantism and Roman
Catholicism; Mustang Gray, in which Mabry Gray suffers remorse of conscience for his crimes; More Than She Could Bear, in which Isabella
Delgado and Filly drown themselves when they think that their lovers
have been killed in battle; Remember the Alamo, in which the Worth
children are torn between loyalty to their Anglo-American father and
his Texans and to their Spanish mother and her Mexican cause:
Makers, in which Say Koitza is torn between black magic and the
Koshares; Under the Man-Fig, in which Olive Herring grapples with the
suspicion that her father is a thief; Arkansas Planter, in which Louise
Cranceford self-sacrificingly marries a dying Carl Pennington; Expiation,
in which Fairfax Rutherford searches for his manhood; Heart's Desire,
in which Dan Anderson fights his desire to compromise principles and
win the hand of Constance Ellsworth; Apache Princess, in which Angela
Wren opposes her suspicion of her lover, Neil Blakely; Little Colonel,
in which the entire Ware family combats its anxieties aroused by a new
environment; By Inheritance, in which Agatha Danforth has conflicting
views on how to uplift the Negro; Flute of the Gods, in which Tahnte,
the religious leader, struggles with his secular desires^ and Riders
of the Purple Sage, in which Jim Lassiter tries to check his desire to
kill,
1o

Twenty-^nine of the forty novels examined in this sttidy e-r.p.: :y
the closed plot. They include all but six which use the open ploL —namely, Lafitte, Trail Hunter, More Than She Could Bear, Greats-Grandmother's Girls, Flute of the Gods, and By Inheritance — and five that
are almost straight narratives? L'Heroine du Texas, Monsieur Violet,
Napoleon Jackson, Log of a Cowboy, and Sonny. However, four cf the
novels relying basically upon the closed plot do contain certain
elements characteristic of the open-plot novel. These are Inez,
Remember the Alamo, Delight Makers, and Apache Princess, in each of
which a major figure dies or fails to triumph over adversity.
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closed-plot method to resolve the struggle©

It introduces a hero, one

Francis Berrian, who, as in most works, is an Anglo-American with unexcelled physical strength and manly beauty, a superior intellect,
emotional stability, an engaging personality, staunch morality, and
unwavering courage©-^^ Naturally, he is unencumbered matrimonially,
because he must be free to defend and, in turn, win the love of the
"frontier flower," or heroine, who in this case is one Martha Alvaro,
daughter of the Spanish governor of Durango, The situation confronting them is typically melodramatic, Martha Alvaro has been kidnapped
and is being held captive in an Indian village to which Berrian comes
quite by coincidence to trade.

Complications for the two, however, do

not really develop until after Berrian has rescued the girl and returned
her to her parents. Although grateful to the Anglo-American, the
parents, because Berrian is a Protestant whereas they are Catholic,
soon oppose the love that begins to blossom.

Further complicating

matters, Berrian's democratic inclinations lead him to Join the Mexican patriots in their struggle for independence from Spain. Martha's
parents, of course, are staunchly royalist.

The resolution comes as

a result of the victory scored by the patriots in battle, and from
Berrian's repeated demonstration of devotion to Martha and her entire
family. Before the story's close, he has twice more saved her life,
as well as the lives of her parents,^^

•^^ See Chapter IV of this study,
^^ Of the twenty-nine novels shown by note 18 of this chapter tc
employ the closed-plot method, only five fail to present a hero and a
heroine in major roles© Two of these exceptions. Cabin Book and Arizona
Nights, have no significant women characters. And three — Kit Fox,
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Representative of the novels built around the extemal conflict
of man against man and utilizing the open-plot method is Joseph Holt
Ingraham's Lafitte (I836). Based in part upon actual facts in the life
of the pirate for whom it is named, the novel places its central figure
in the situation of being the less favored of twins in his father's home.
As a result of a series of complications, which include a fight in which
Lafitte inflicts what he believes to be a fatal wound in his twin brother,
Henri, the youth is initiated into his career in crime. The resolution
comes near the very end of the novel, with Lafitte's death as the result
of a fight with — melodramatically, his twin brother, who has for nearly
two decades survived Lafitte's childhood effort to kill him.^l

Buffalo Bill a and Desire of the Moth — marry the heroine to another
character rather than the true hero. In Kit Fcx, Wilda Gale becomes
the bride of Calvin Taylor rather than Emory Dearin (Kit Fox); in
Buffalo Bill, Rachel Gordon marries Jim Barnard rather than Bill Cody;
and in Desire of the Moth, Stella Vorhis is wedded to Christopher Foy
rather than John Wesley Pringle, Parental objection to a love match
represents a complication also in Scalp-Hunters, in which Colonel and
Mrs, Seguin at first frown upon their daughter Zoe's affection for M.
Henry Haller, largely because the girl is only twelve; Viola, in which
Henry St, Auburn opposes Morton Harley's suit of Viola St. Aubum;
Rangers and Regulators, in which Colonel Miles, secretly beholden to
the outlaw. Captain Carlyle, attempts to thwart William Boiling's suit
of his daughter Mary, whom he has promised to the out.aw; Arkarxsas
Planter, in which Louise Cranceford's parents frown upon her marriage
to a dying Carl Pennington; Heart's Desirec, in which John Ellsworth,
conservative capitalist, opposes Dan Anderson, an idealistc, in his
suit of Constance Ellsworth; and Apache Princess, in which Captain
Robert Wren opposes Lieutenant Neil Blakely, whom he considers to be
a dandy, in the young man's suit of Angela Wren. In each of these
novels, as in Francis Berrian, however, this parental objection is
overcome. Finally, victory in combat is the chief mode of resolution
in each of the twenty-nine novels employing the closed-plot,
21
Death of one or more principal characters occurs in five cf
the six novels shown by note I8 of this chapter to utilize the openplot method? Lafitte, in which, as previously indicated, Lafitte is
killed by his twin brother; More Than She Gould Bear, in which Isabella
Delgado and Filly drown themselves when they think that their lovers
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In those early Southwestem novels in which man's conflict with
nature represents the major plot type, man is shown invariably to
triumph. Hence, only the closed-plot method is utilized, Andy Adams'
The Log of a Cowboy (1903) is a typical example©22 Virtually a straight
narrati'^ of a cattle drive from Texas to Montana, it depicts the
struggles of man against drought, flood, quicksand, and other natural
obstacles. And while as a realistic work it depicts how nature takes
its toll of the herd, the novel ultimately shows the overall drive to
be quite successful, defeating nature's effort in the form of natural
barriers to the drive's conclusion.
The only early novel which devotes primary attention to the
internal, or psychological, conflict of man with himself, Harold Bell
Wright's The Shepherd of the Hills (1907), utilizes the closed-plot
method. This practice, however, is not representative of the seventeen
other novels, listed in note 17 of this chapter, which depict intemal

have been killed in battle; Great-Grandmother' s Girlsg in which Monita
is killed by the soldiers of Captain Zuniga; Flute of the Gods, in
which Tahnte is forced to kill his sweetheart as a sacrifice and then
goes voluntarily to his own death in the wilderness; and By Inheri.tance,
in which Lily Pearl Rutherford is murdered by her estranged husband,
Lafe Meadows, The sixth novel. Trail Hunter, is open-plot by virtue of
the fact that, at the end, it leaves two opposing forces poised for
combat that presumably will take place in a sequel,
22
The closed-plot method in these novels applies only to that
portion of each work dealing with the conflict between man and nature.
Since such conflict, as note 15 of this chapter points out, is usually
relegated to that of man against man or that of man against himself, a
work containing examples of it may be developed also by the op^en-plct
method. In Lafitte, for example, the closed-plot is used in the se:^tion dealing with man's conflict with nature, in which Lafitte and hi.?
ship prevail against a storm, while the open-plot is employed in those
concerning man's conflict with man, in which Lafitte dies at the hands
of his twin brother.

conflict©

In several of these seventeen novels23 the open-plot method

is utilized insofar as this particular type of struggle is concerned,
and no resolution is effected.

Nevertheless, in Shepherd of the Hills^

as previously indicated, Daniel Howitt Cha— resolves his psychological
problem, finding the God he has lost through domestic sorrow.
In addition to its preference for conflict as the dominant plot
type and for the closed-plot as the principal method, the early novel
displays an affinity for two other noteworthy devices?

the use of

picaresque, or patternless, wandering,21; and the employment of the deus

23
•^ Especially Lafitte, in which Lafitte, even in death, fails to
overcome remorse of conscience for his crimes; Cabin Book, in which Bob
Rock seeks out death at San Jacinto as a release from his obsession for
drinking and gambling; Inez, in which her cousin, Mary Irving, and her
friend, Inez de Garcia, must die before Florence Hamilton reconciles
her inward struggle between Protestantism and Catholicism and finds
happiness in marriage to Dudley Stewart; Mustang Gray, in which Mabry
Gray is never free of the dreams reminding him of his crimes; More Than
She Could Bear, in which Isabella Delgado and Filly drown themselves
when unable to face up to the possible loss of their lovers in battle;
Delight Makers, in which Say Koitza, who has prevailed against the
Koshares, dies of illness; Under the Man-Fig, in which Vanborough
Herring is plagued until his death by the false accusation that he had
been a thief; By Inheritance, in which Sidney Danton and Agatha Danforth,
a Negro and his benefactress, respectively, find their problems complicated by the murder of Lily Pearl Rutherford, Danton's sweetheart; and
Flute of the Gods, in which Tahnte is forced to kill his sweetheart as
a sacrifice,
^ Typified in Francis Berrian, in which the character for whom
the novel is named leaves his home in Massachusetts and wanders for no
real reason to the Southwest; Cabin Book, in which Edward Morse remains
in Texas even after he discovers that the land that he thinks he owns
there is not legally his; Rangers and Regulators, in which William
Boiling leaves a comfortable home in Alabama to roam in the wilds of
Texas; More Than She Could Bear, in which John Gatley, or Carlos King,
comes from the Eastern United States to Texas for no apparent reason?
and Lafitte, Monsieur Violet, Seal]
saso and Mustang Gray, all discussed above.
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ex machina, or, the unexpected and improbable incident,25 Lafitte is a
typical example?

after he has killed his twin brother, or thinks he

has, he flees from home and wanders around the world.

In this case, the

novelist sets a situation which offers a logical motive for such aimless wandering; it is the fear of the law and vengeance. Murder is also
the motivating force behind the wandering of Loyal Heart, in Trappers
of Arkansas, and of Mabry Gray in Mustang Gray, Similarly, the love
of a woman, who requires as the price of her hand that her lover participate in the rescue of her sister, forces Mo Henry Haller, in Scalp''
Hunters, to wander aimlessly,^^ By most of the novelists who use the
device, however, no effort is made to explain their use of aimless
wandering. In fact, they seem to take a sort of pride in the practice©
Through his hero, Henry Walton, in Viola, the author, Emerson Bennett,
proclaims?

"From iry youth up, I had longed for novelty == to travel —

to go abroad and see the world for myself -- and now the great desire
of my life was being gratified" (p.

25 Typified in Francis Berrian, in which the title-character
is conveniently at hand on several occasions to save Martha Alvaro
and her family from death; Lafitte, in which Lafitte's twin brother
and his father, both long thought "dead ^ turn up at the end of the
story; Mexico versus Texas, in which Ambrosio Letinez Faring, a Mexican
army officer, is conveniently at Goliad to spare the life of Major
Linton, father of the soldier's sweetheart, Sophia Linton; Cabin Book,
in which Bob Rock miraculously survives hanging to tum up a hero at
San Jacinto; Sheriff of Badger, in which the outlaw, Steve Moffatt,
survives certain death several times to turn up regularly to plague
the hero, Lafe Johnson; and Monsieur Violet, Life in the Far West,
Scalp-Himtersg Trail Hunter, Great-Grandmother's Girls, and Shepherd
of the Hills, all discussed above,
^^ In Monsieur Violet, p, 67, Frederick Mariyat, through his hr:-o«
explains the use of aimless wandering by attributing It to fate? "We
^ o l e t , Roche, and GabrieHj passed the remainder of the summer in building castles in the air , , . and agreed to go to Monterey . . . Fat°.
however, ordered otherwise, and . . , /^ook usj through many wild scenes."
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With respect to the deus ex machina, there is no attempt by the
novelists to Justify its use. In Monsieur Violet, the improbable incident is illustrated by Monsieur Violet and his two companions, Roche
and Gabriel, being saved from death in a buffalo stampede; they build
a fire that causes the onrushing herd to part and thereby open up an
avenue of safety for the men. The herd, incidentally, is so large that
it takes an hour to pass the men (Monsieur Violet, p„ 219), A similar
improbable escape from a buffalo stampede occurs in Scalp-Hunters, in
which Mo Henry Haller, finding himself on foot and in the path of a
herd of buffalo, manages to leap astride the lead beast and ride to
safety. Life in the Far West places its protagonists, Killbuck and
La Bonte, in a precarious position during an Indian attack and then
carefully —

and improbably — provides for their escape.

old Killbuck knew that if he passed within sight or smell
of his mule, he would be received with a hinny of recognition,
which would at once alarm the enemy. He therefore first ascertained where his own animal was feeding, which luckily was ai
the farther side of the prairie, and would not interfere with.
his proceedings (Life in the Far West, p, 29),
o

o

o

The miraculous slaying of two Jaguars is presented by Gustave Aimard
in Trail Hunter©
The Jaguars seemed to comprehend that the moment of action had
arrived. As if by one accord, they drew themselves up and hc'jnd
on their enemy ^ o n Valentine or Valentine Guillois/© The first,
struck in its leap by a bullet which passed through its right eye,
rolled on the ground, where it remained motionless. The second
was rece.ived on the point of the hunter's machete, who, after discharging his rifle, had fallen on his knee, with his left arm
folded in his blanket in front, and the machete in the other hand.
The man and the tiger writhed together in a deadly embrace, and
after a few seconds only one of the adversaries rose? it was the
man. The tiger was dead? the hunter's machete, guided by a firm
hand, had passed right through its heart (Trail Hunter, p, 10),
.-.•i
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In Great-Grandmother's Girls in New Mexicoo Elizabeth Wo Champney provides a miraculous escape for one of her noble characters. Fray Ignacio,
who, hurled from a cliff by evil soldiers, is saved by his robe that
acts as a parachute and breaks his fall, A highly melodramatic and improbable ending is given by Harold Bell Wright to The Shepherd of the
^^IIs by the fact that an artist, long thought dead, has lived for years
in a cave©

Point of Viev27

The principal point of view assumed by the early novelist is
that of the simple observer who merely records events in the order of
their occurrence,28 in Lafitte, for example, Joseph Holt Ingraham, the

27
" Thrall, Handbook, p. 332, explains that a writer may adopt one
of several points of view. "He may, if he finds his story best present-^
ed by his doing so, choose to tell the story as one present within the
action, from the point of view of one in the story. Or, again^, he may
write of the events as one from without, before whom the events of the
story simply unfolded themselves, in which case the point of view is
that of a witness to the story. Or, once more, he may write omnisciently, as one who knows what is happening in Timbuktu, in Patagonia, in
New York City; who knows what is going on in the minds of all his people,
and who sees motives as well as moods and characters at work." In this
section, then, point of view comprehends the definitions listed above.
Focus, as used here, pertains to the approach^ whether' dramatic or
expository, as utilized by the author©
Twenty-eight of the forty novels examined in this study use
the observer point of view. They are the following? Lafitte, Mexico
versus Texas, Inez, Rangers and Regulators, Trappers of Arkansas,
Mustang Gray, Trail Hunter, More Than She Could Bear, Kit Carson. Jr,,
Kit Fox, Great-Grandmother's Girls, Remember the Alamo^ Delight Makenf,
Under the Man-P^ig^ Arkansas Planter, Expiation^ Napoleon Jackson, A£ache
Princess, Little Colonel^ Shepherd of the Hills, Arkinsaw Cousins, Flute
of the Gods, By Inheritance, Good Men and True, Sheriff of Badgero
Riders of the Purple Sage,, Buffalo Bill, and Desire of the Moth.

lOl;
author, is not a participant in the story; he simply records the events
as though they were unfolding before his eyes. Such a point of view,
of course, does not preclude the author's drawing conclusions from the
action; and, as discussed elsewhere, Ingraham avails himself liberally
of this privilege, including considerable didactic comments. Another
point of view is that of the narrator within the framework of the
story, a technique characterizing eight of the first ten novels considered in this study,29 For instance, in L'Heroine du Texas, the
story is told by Edmund, the French colonist and hero of the work.
Four novels use the viewpoint of the narrator outside the framework of
the story©30 Again in L'Hero-ine du Texas, for example, the author, who
serves as the first narrator, turns the story over to Edmund and never
again appears himself©

Two novels, including L'Heroine du Texas, as

previously indicated, combine the narrator within and the narrator outside, 31 The omniscient author point of view does not appear in the
early novel.

Focus
The focus of the early novel is more often expository than dramatic ©32 Before the Civil War, in fact, the expository form remains almost

29 L'Heroine du Texaso Francis Berrian, Monsieur Violet. Cabin
Book, Old Hicks, Life in the Far West, Scalp-Hunters, Viola, Log of a
Cowboy, and Sonny©
1*°Heroine du Texas, Francis Berrian, Heart's Desire, and
Arizona Nights,
31
L'Heroine du Texas and Francis Berrian.
32
-^ Twenty-five of the forty novels examined in this study use
the expository focus, while fifteen employ the dramatic. Novels using
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unchallenged.

Conversely, following the war, the dramatic form comes

into prominence.

This is not to say, however, that the novel of the

pre-Civil War period did not have its dramatic moments. Frequently,
drama is produced by a realistic touch of an author basically romantic
in his viewpoint and technique.

For example, this starkly realistic

scene evokes a dramatic effect in Mayne Reid's generally romantic ScalpHunters 8

"The unfeeling hunter recked not of this.

With a coarse Jest

he stooped over the body ^ f the Digger Indian he has Just slaii^i and
severing the scalp, stuck it, reeking and bloody, behind the waist of
his calzoneros" (Scalp-Hunters^ p, I63), But, in the main, the preCivil War novel is expository.

An exan^jle is Augusta Jane Evans'

treatment of the battle of the Alamo in her novel Inez,

She records

the last day of fighting, which was a highly dramatic encounter, in a
matter-of-fact way as though she were viewing it from afar or even
securing her information second-hand?

One hundred and fifty brave hearts poured out their life-blood
by his ^ravis^/ motionless form, struck down like sheep in the
slaughter-pen. But seven remained? in despair they gazed on the
ruin around, reeling from exhaustion and slipping in gore. There
was borne on the midnight air a faint, feeble cry? 'Quarter!
quarter!' Alas! brave hearts, the appeal was lost, for an incarnate demon led the thirsty band. With a fiendish yell it was
answered back, 'No quarterl' and ye seven were stretched beside
your fearless noble Travis (Inez, p, 2l|2),

the expository focus are as follows? L'Heroine du Texas, Francis
Berrian, Lafitte, Mexico versus Texas, Monsieur Violet, Cabin Book,
Old Hicks, Scalp-Hunters, Viola, Inez, Rangers and Regulators, Trappers
of Arkansas, Mustang Gray, Trail Hunter, More Than She Gould Bear, Kit
Carson, Jr,, Kit Fox, Remember the Alamo, Arkansas Planter9 Napoleon
Jackson, Log of a Cowboy^ Arizona Nights, Arkinsaw Cousins, and Buffalo
Billo All others are dramatic in focus©
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In contrast to Evans' expository treatment of a dramatic situation is
Marah Ellis Ryan's handling of the scene, in Flute of the Gods, in
which Tahnte, the Indian mystic, is forced by his people to sacrifice
the woman he loves?

'No hand but mine shall touch you? — 0 Bird of my Wildernessi'
he said©
'In the Light beyond the light I wait for you at the trail's
end,' she said, and laughed that his hand rested on her breast©
And the sun, blood red, came over the edge of the world, and
Don Ruy cried aloud at the lifted hand of Tahn-te, and the gleam
of the white flint knife.
But the guard closed in, and one of his own men caught him, and
asked for pardon afterwards, and when he could again see the altar,
the knife was red, and a heart was held outward to the sun that
looked like the flame of burning worlds (Flute of the Gods, pp©
315-16)©
Special Emphases
Part of the technique of some of the early novelists was the
practice of offering apology, or excuse, for artistic failure,33 The
anonymous author of L'Heroine du Texas, anticipating criticism of his
work, proceeds to admit one of his literary offenses and attempts to
explain it away as follows?

"Some of my readers doubtless will find

me sentimental; and in truth I am, for such is my nature; it is my good
fortune, and to those critics I might say?

'Ah! if you had but known

Ernestine /the novel's heroine and the character in dealing with which
the author is especially sentimental7'" (L'Heroine du Texas, p. 36),

^^ Offering apology, or excuse, for their art are the authors of
the following sevep works? L'Heroine du Texas, Francis Berrian, Mexico
versus Texas, Old Hicks, Sca.lp-Huntersg Kit Carson, Jr., and Delight
Makers© See the preface to each of these novels.
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Timothy Flint, apparently feeling that his novel, Francis Berrian,
lacks art in both plot and characterization, offers this excuse to the
reader?

", , , in order to avoid distracting his attention by bringing

before him a multiplicity of characters, I have left out many of the
personages and minor events , . ," (Francis Berrian, I, p, 11)©

A simi-

lar apology for loose structure, plot, and characterization is made by
A. T. Myrthe, author of Mexico versus Texas.

The story is loosely put together, and, in its plot, presents none
of the complicated imbroglios accounted so essential in modern
novel writing for stirring the imagination of the reader. To the
first count, we plead guilty; but answer, with Sir Walter Scott,
'who the devil minds the frame of a picture, provided the painting itself be well executed?' To the second accusation, we answer
that we would rather think it a motive of praise, should we be
found to have interested our reader by faithful descriptions of
the workings of the human heart (Mexico versus Texas, p. vi).

Apologizing for a romantic lapse in which he rhapsodizes about spring,
Charles Wo Webber, author of Old Hicks the Guide, says, "Hey-dey!
grown rhapsodical on this old log —

I've

a Texas captain floundering in

Helicon*' (Old Hicks, p. 82), Mayne Reid apologizes for his entire work,
Scalp-Hunters©

"I am coarse, crude, and careless writer," he says,

"I lack those classic sympathies which enable many of my brethren of
the pen to give such elegant expression to their thoughts" (Scalp-Hunters,
p, vi)©

Of one passage in his novel. The Delight Makerso Adolph

Bandelier presents the following apology©
lovers, Mitsha and Okoya, he says?

Writing of the young Indian

"They seemed, as the vulgar saying

goes, made for each other" (Delight Makers, p. 97)«

An excuse for the

quality of language employed in dialogue is offered by Sam Hallo author
of Kit Carson, Jr,
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It will be observed thatraycharacters speak fair English at
times, and at others use nothing but slang and clipped words.
This is true. Among frontiersmen are some who have fair education,
but when they are on the plains they get into the habit of using
the same language as those who have no education, and it comes
easier, and they get the name of putting on airs if they throw
out words which cannot be generally understood (Kit Carson, Jr.,
p, 2),

In some respects the novelists are merely following literary convention
in thus apologizing for artistic deficiencies.
Digression is another practice to ^ich a rather substantial
number of novelists succumb in the handling of plot. In Book I of
Francis Berrian, Timothy Flint devotes a dozen pages (207-18) to
arguments against Catholicism; in Book II (pp, 3-9), he digresses to
discuss the Magee-Guittierez expedition. Another departure from story
pattem is Charles Sealsfleld's Cabin Book, which, from pages 3^°h3$
wages a lengthy discourse on democracy and aristocracy, taking up such
subjects as abolition, lynch laws, and nullification. Frederick Marryat
intrudes on his story in Monsieur Violet with a history of the Shoshone
Indians, as presented in the novel's fourth chapter, and of the Mormons,
as presented in its final chapter©

Mayne Reid interrupts his story in

Scalp-Hiinters, Chapter XIX, to discuss geography and geology. Hesper
Bendbow digresses for ten pages (58-68) in More Than She Gould Bear
to offer a historical account of the Spanish relations with Mexico, as
well as one of the Philip Nolan expedition,31;

^^ Sam Hall is the only novelist who deliberately defends his use
of digression, "It is necessary for me to digress, at times, from my
story," he insists, "to give the reader information in front.ler affairs
and customs, which I have not seen explained in other works of like
character" (Kit Carson, Jr,, p, 2)©
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A third interesting, although relatively insignificant, emphasis
in the early novel is one produced by Charles Sealsfleld.

Contending

with Sir Walter Scott that a novel with a historic trend makes " a
powerful instrument of culture,"35 he produces ^ a t has been labeled
the "ethnographical" novel.

This type combines "cultural, ethical, and

historical motives with romance and adventure,"36

That is to say that

Sealsfleld's novels, "one continuous, far-reaching narrative of the
various peoples of the North American continent," are "conceived and
written with the single purpose of giving a realistic portrayal of
these people from an ethnological point of view,"37

Or, as one of

Sealsfleld's characters, Edward Morse, remarks at the conclusion of his
speech that constitutes the entire story in Cabin Books

"There you

have the concise history of the foundation, growth, revolution, and
liberty of Texas" (p. 9h)^>

—

Unfortunately, in his Southwestem novel

at least, Sealsfleld fails to measure up to the ambitious role he cuts
out for his work.

Because his is the only example of the ethnographical

novel in the region, the type is not Important,
Three other examples of special emphases with respect to plot
in the early novels should be cited,

Charles Wo Webber, after utiliz-

ing a narrator to open the story in his novel. Old Hicks the Guide,

^^ Theodore Herzl Leon, "The Mexican Novels of Charles Sealsfield,"
Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Washington University, St. Louir-,
1936, p, 86©
"^^ Walter Rist, "Charles Sealsfleld's Literary Hori.zc.-s A S-.idy
of His 'Belesenheit' and of His Critical OplnionE," Unpublished
Doctoral Dissertation, Washington University, St. Louio, 1936, c 267©
^°^ Ibid©, pp, 269-70.
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devotes four chapters, V through VIII, to a Journal with day-by-day
entries©

In a kindred vein, two novels, Flint's Francis Berrian and

Eugene Manlove Rhodes' Good Men and True, are developed in part by the
use of the epistolary form. The third emphasis is that of Joseph Holt
Ingraham, whose Lafitte utilizes a modified form of the drama of the
day, being divided into five parts©
Special Fictional Devices
In addition to the regular devices employed by the early novelists are a number of special ones. One, a clumsy and curious device
utilized by the dime novelists writing of the Southwest, is that which,
for want of a better term, can be called the "postscript," In fact,
one of the authors employing this device, Sam Hall, actually uses the
letters, «»Po S,"

The practice — followed by Hall in Kit Carson, Jr,,

Joseph Badger in Kit Fox, and Prentiss Ingraham in Buffalo Bill —
involved adding, apparently as an afterthought, a summary, or additional
commentary, to the end of a story. In Kit Carson, Jr,, for example,
after he has concluded his story. Hall adds this statement about one of
the lesser characters?
P. S. — Phil Cole was shot dead by Wild Bill in Ellsworth, Kansas, in 1875© He was standing in a bar-room door in the night,
shooting off his six in the air (as was his way, and as I have
described in Fort Brown), when Bill shot him through the hear t.,
and also his deputy sheriff by mistake, who was coming to his
assistance — Bill thinking his aid was a pal of Phil's (Kit
Carson, Jr,, p. 27)©
A highly artificial device necessitated in part by hasty writ Inge the
"postscript" serves the dual purpose of ro-unding out one story and
whetting the reader's appetite for another tale to come.

m
Dialogue

Although very common in fiction, dialogue is a special device
in the sense that a story can be told without it. Dialogue has a wide
range of usage in the early novel of the Southwest. At one extreme,
novels such as Frederick Marryat's Monsieur Violet (l81;3) and Andy
Adams' Log of a Cowboy (1903) contain little if any dialogue. At the
other, a work such as Ruth McEnery Stuart's Sonny (1908) consists almost entirely of dialogue —

in this case a monologue. Then, Just as

the frequency of usage varies, the technique for handling dialogue
differs. In such first novels as Timothy Flint's Francis Berrian, the
change of speakers in an exchange of dialogue is indicated by directional words similar to those employed by the drama. That is to say that
each speaker is identified outside the dialogue by the author, who does
not even paragraph for changes in speakers.
Elder Miss Benvelt, 'I hate Don Padrol , , . Do you think he
will fight, Dorothea?' Dorothea, 'I dare say he will'
(Francis Berrian, I, p, 176),
But by the end of the early period, technique becomes considerably refined, A novel such as George Pattullo's Sheriff of Badger (1912), for
example, omits nearly all directional words, including such familiar
ones as he says, she replies, he retorts. It effectively identifies
speakers through the use of paragraphing for each exchange and by having
one speaker use direct address to another. In the example that fcll?^=,
Hetty Ferrier, the first speaker, is talking with Lafe Johnson.
'Isn't it strange, Lafe? I feel as if we'd known each :-.h-:r
all our lives. We must have been made for each other,'
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'That's right queer©
of Badger, p, 135)©

I often get that feeling myself' (Sheriff

Overall, dialogue in the early novel is inappropriate to the
speakers and is stilted, contributing little to the movement of the
action. In fact, in the works near the beginning of the period, the
intent behind the use of dialogue often appears to be to awe the reader by impressing him with the erudite qualities of the author, Charles
Summerfield, in The Rangers and Regulators of the Tanaha (1906), for
example, introduces a literate bandit and has him say to William Boiling,
whom he thinks may be "a devotee of the divine science, astrology"?
"I inferred that you worship at the altar of the sweet Paphian divinity,
rather than before the shrine of the wiser Muses" (p. 23), Again, a
similar inference can be drawn from the following exchange between
Florence Hamilton, the first speaker, and Mary Irving in Augusta Jane
Evans' Inez (1855)^
'Yes; I rose earlier than usual this morning; have solved two
problems, and translated nearly half a page of Telemaque.
'I congratulate you on your increased industry and application,
though you were always more s tudious than myself, I wish, dear
Florry, you could imbue me with some of your fondness for metaphysics and mathematics,' Mary replied, with a low sigh (p, 9)«
Too, dialogue is employed in the initial works of the early period as
a convenient device for making a point otherwise difficult to present.
By means of the following speech by one Castro, a Lipan Indian chief
liberally educated in Mexico and Spain and a world traveler, the author
of Monsieur Violet is able to register his dislike for Anglo-Americans,
r

'Never deceive yourselves, Texans. I fight with you against the
Mexicans, because betwixt them and me there is an irreconcilable
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hatred. Do not then flatter yourselves that it is through friend^
ship towards you. I can give my friendship only to those who are
honorable both in peace and in war; you are all of you liars, and
many of you thieves, scoundrels, and base murderers' (p. ll;5)o
The weakness of dialogue evident in the early novels continues
to manifest itself in many works much later,38 Amelia Barr, whose dislike of Catholicism rivals Frederick Marryat's dislike of Anglo-Americans,
utilizes a scheming priest, whose words smack of Castro, to show the
dangers posed by the church and its leaders, "If these American heretics were only in my power," he says, "what a long Joy I would make of
them! I would cut a throat —

Just one throat — every day of my life"

(Remember the Alamoo p. I76), And Zane Grey, in a melodramatic outburst, puts these words into the mouth of Jane Withersteen, who addresses
them to Venters?

"Oh, you fierce-blooded, savage youth! Can't I teach

you forbearance, mercy? Bern, it's divine to forgive your enemies"
(Riders of the Purple Sage, p. I8)©
In some instances, however, particularly in those novels appeai'ing near the end of the early period, dialogue is quite appropriate
and contributes to the movement of the story. The following exchange
between Dan Anderson and Porter Barkley^ in Emerson Hough's Heart'3
Desire (I903), for example, leads to a fight between the two characters.

^ Another early weakness of dialogue is its sentimental quality,
A typical example is the following outburst by Edmund tc Ernestine'3
brother? "I am in love with, I adore, I idclize your sister; I do not
dare to fathom, to look into the future. I am, however, abandoning myself to the feeling which leads me'* (I^'Heroine du Texas, p. <3)o Another
example is the following in which the dying Carmen speaks to her hiisband
Faring? "I must leave thee! — oh, my well beloved and the only belc^eu
upon earth, what wilt thou do deprived of me? — Alas, that our happiness
has been of so short duration! , , , Bend down thy face to mine arid kiss
me, . . . bathe my face with the tears thou sheddest . , . (Mexico versus
Texas, p. 30)©

Ill;
Without the appropriate dialogue, the resultant fight would lack motivation©

'You're a traitor and a squealeri' cried Barkley,
'You're a damned cad!' retorted Dan Anderson, calmly. He stepped close to the other now, although his hands remained in his
pockets, 'I dislike to make these remarks to an oiled and curled
Assyrian ass,' he went on, smiling, 'but under the circumstances,
I do; and it goes' (Heart's Desire^ pp, 252-3)©
Dialect

Dialect is a popular device in the novel of the Southwest from
its very beginnings.

Starting with Timothy Flint's Francis Berrian

(1826), the region's second novel, and the first by an Anglo-American,
and continuing through Ruth McEnery Stuart's Sonny (1908), the device
appears frequently.

Moreover, dialect is shown to extend to virtually

all the nationalities Inhabiting the region,

Flint's novel seizes on

the speech of a German merchant, one Benvelt, who, in this example, is
addressing Francis Berrian?

"I have monies enough, I tank mein Gott©

But it's the liberties, my prave poy, it's the liberties we want" (I,
p, 257) • Creole dialect is used by J, Ho Ingraham in this dialogue in
Lafitte (1836)?

"'Cudjoe no spill one drop,' replied the slave; 'one

sojer tinky me alligator, curse him; he make one yell and den go to de
debil, dead directly,
(II, p, 89)©

Dis oder big soJer -- Je only little bit choke'"

The mixed speech of the mountain man, compounded as it

were of many tongues, George F. Ruxton captures in the fcllcving passage from Life in the Far West (l81;9)o

The speaker is Killbuck.

'Thirty year have I been knocking about these mountains from
Missoura's head as far sothe as the starving Gila, I've trapped
a "heap," and many a hundred pack of beaver I've traded in my
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time, waghi What has come of it, and whar's the dollars as ought
to be in my possibles? Whar's the ind of this, I say? Is a man
to be hunted by In J tins all his days? Many's the time I've said
I'd strike for Taos, and trap a squaw, for this child's getting
old, and feels like wanting a woman's face about his lodge for the
balance of his days; but when it comes to caching of the old traps,
I've the smallest kind of heart, I have. Certain the old state
comes across my mind now and again, but who's thra to remember ray
old body? But them diggings gets too over crowded now-a-days, and
its hard to fetch breath amongst them big hands of corncrackers to
Missoura, Beside, it goest against natur to leave Bufler meat and
feed on hog; and them white gals are too much like picturs, and a
deal too "fofarraw" (fanfaron) (Life in the Far West, pp.17-18)©39
Also very aware of the mixed speech of the mountain man and employing
dialect to carry many points is Mayne Reid©

In the following passage

he has the narrator of his story. Mo Henry Haller, overhear these sounds.
The accents of many languages fell upon my ear, I heard snatches
of French, Spanish, English, and Indian. The exclamations were in
character with the appearance of those who uttered them, 'Hllloa,
Dick! hang it, old boss, what are ye 'bout?' 'Sacre! enfant de
garceS' 'CarramboS' 'Pardleu, monsieur!' 'By the 'tamal airthquake!' 'Vayai hombre, vaya!' 'Carajo!' 'By gosh!' 'Santissima
Mariai' 'Sacr -r -re!' (Scalp-Hunters, p, 110),
Negro dialect is employed frequently by M, E. M. Davis in Under the
Man-Fig and by Ruth McEnery Stuart in Napoleon Jackson©

An example of

the use of dialect by the former is the following expression of Liberty,
a slave?

"'Neb-min, Mars Johnny,' said a voice at his elbow, 'Don't

you be skeered. She's /the trai^ gwine to wait ontell you git aboard
her. She aln» in no seech hurry ez she's mekin' out'" (p, 33)« An example of the latter's use follows?

"I'm not none o' yo' fancy laund'

39 Bruce Sutherland, "George Frederick Ruxton in North America,"
Southwest Review, XXX (Autumn, 191;!;), Po 86, contends that so "accurately did he /Ruxton7 transcribe their /^he mountain men'^/ colloquial
language that his version has since become standardized by writers of
fiction as the normal speech of the American trapper."
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esses, but Jes a plain grass-bleachin', sun-dryin', clalr-starchin',
muscle-polishln' washerwoman," says Rose Ann Jackson (Napoleon Jackson,
p, 3)0

The dialect of Southern Anglo-Americans is recorded by many

authors who attribute it to as many states in the Southwest, Ma E. M,
Davis' Under the Man-Fig records the following example of dialect in
Texas?

"'Hold your Jaw, Rufe Drennon,' replied the man Badgett,

'Gentlemen,' he continued, , , , 'I saw a man come out'n one of them
long winders an' stan' a minit on the side-gall'ry. Then he Jumped
down an' come acrest Miss Elinor's rose-garden; an' as I drove past,
he opened the gate an' come out , , ," (p© 8)©

Southern Anglo-American

dialect in Arizona is recorded as follows by Annie Fellows Johnston?
"'See all the funny little illustrations on the edge /of the letter from
Joyce Ware7 o^ the papah©
(Little Colonel, p, 80)©

And heah is a note inside for you, mothah"
The speaker is Lloyd Sherman, a girl from

Kentucky, Finally, Ruth McEnery Stuart, in Sonny, records the AngloAmerican Southern dialect as follows?

"That sort o» fallin' in love,

why, it comes same by the measles as the two-year old teeth, an' th'
ain't nothin' sweeter if it took philosophical" (Sonny, p. 97)• The
dialect of the Anglo-American resident of the mountains is closely
akin to that of the Southerner, as this passage from Harold Bell
Wright suggests.

"Preachin' Bill says, 'Hit's plumb a shame there

ain't more men in th' world built like old man Matthews and that thar
boy o' his'n. Men like them ought t' be as common as th' other kind,
an' would be too if folks cared half as much 'bout breeding folks as
they do 'bout raising hogs an' horses'" (Shepherd of the Hills, p. 23),
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Folklore

Rather closely related to the practice of employing dialect is
that of utilizing such folk material as the tall tale and the song.
Although only a few novelists introduce such materials, their practice
extends throughout most of the novels to 1918©

For example, Charles

Sealsfleld's Cabin Book (l8i;l;), one of the earlier works, includes the
following Irish folk tale recounted by Edward Morse?

My Catholic nurse had told me a tale in my youth? a man who had
committed twelve murders and who had already been beheaded, hung,
and quartered twelve times in the different counties of Ireland —
but always restored to life the night after the execution, by a
bad magician who in the form of a monstrous black cat would Join
and revive the torn and separated parts of the body, — was decapitated for the thirteenth time by a sword consecrated by St,
Patrick, over which the wicked magician had no power, so that he
only could Join those parts of the body which had not been
touched by the sword, and now those parts have continued ever
since haimting some parts of Ireland (p. 81^)©

Mo Eo M. Davis' Under the Man-Fig (1895), written slightly more than
midway through the early period, contains the following Negro folk song
that is rendered by cane cutters on Duncan Jeffrey's plantation?

'Stan' right still, an' steady yo' self. Sinner!
Zoom-ba-loom-ba!
De Lawd gwine ter move dis Ark his-self. Sinner!
Zoom=ba-loom-ba!
Look to de eas' an look to de wes'. Sinner^
Zoom-ba-loom-ba!
De saints o' de Lawd marchin' abreas',
Zoom-ba-loom-ba! Zoom!' (pp. 137-8)o

Additional examples of the tall tale appear in three western novels
written near the end of the early period,

Andy Adams' Log of a Cowboy

(19 03) records the following one told by Rebel to the Narrator?
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'They used to tell the story in the anaiy, that during one of
the winter retreats, a cavalryman, riding along in the wake of
the column at night, saw a hat apparently floating in the mud
and water. In the hope that it might be a better hat than the
one he was wearing, he dismounted to get it. Feeling his way
carefully through the ooze until he reached the hat, he was surprised to find a man underneath and wearing it, "Hello, comrade,"
he sang out, "can I lend you a hand?"
'"No, no," replied the fellow, "I'm all right; I've got a good
mule yet under me"' (p© 69)©

In Emerson Hough's Heart's Desire, Curly tells a tall tale about a
wandering osteopath whose only patient was a cross-eyed horse (pp©
202-20)©

The horse became known as the "osteopathic" horse. And

Stewart Edward White, in Arizona Nights, devotes one of his stories to
an account of the "honk-honk" breed, chickens that derived their name
from their habit of chasing automobiles ^ich passed the farm and honked
their horns, Indian folk material is utilized considerably by Adolph
Bandelier and Marah Ellis Ryan. A representative example is the following tale recounted by Ryan in Flute of the Gods?
It was time for a god to walk on the earth, and one was b o m of
the pinon tree and a virgin who rested under the shadow of its arms.
The girl was very poor, and her people were very poor; when the
pinon nut fell in her bosom, and the winds told her a son was sent
to her to rest beneath her heart, she was very sad, for there was
no food.
But wonderful things happened. The Spirits of the Mountain
brought to her home new and strange food, and seeds to plant for
harvest? — need seeds of the melon, and big seed of the com?
—
before that time the seeds of the com were little seeds. When
the child was born, strange things happened, and the eagles flew
high above till the sky was alive with wings. The boy was very
poor, and so much a boy of dreams that he was the one to be laughed
at for the visions. But great wise thoughts grew out of his
mountain dreams, and he was so great a wizard that the old men chose
him for Po-Ahtun-ho, which means Ruler of Things from the Beginning© And the dreamer who had been born of the maid and the pinon
tree was the Ruler, He governed even the boiling water from the
heart of the hills, and taught the people that the sickness was
washed away by it. His wisdom was beyond earth wisdom, and his
visions were true. The land of that people became a great land,
and they had many blue stones and shells. Then it was that they
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became proud. One day the god came as a stranger to their villages — a poor stranger, and they were not kind to him! The
proud hearts had grown to be hard hearts, and only fine strangers
would they talk with. He went away from that people then. He
said hard words to them and went away. He went to the South to
live in a great home in the sea. When he comes back they do not
know, but some day he comes back, — or some night! He said he
would come back to the land when the stars mark the time -vhen
they repent, and one night in seven the fire is lit on the hills
by the villages, that the earth-bom god, Po-se-yemo, may see it
if he should come, and may see that his people are faithful and
are waiting for him to come.
Because of the day when the god came, and they turned him away
for that his robe was poor, and his feet were bare; — because of
that day, no poor person is turned hungry from the door of that
people. And the old men say this is because the god may come any
day from the South, and may come again as a poor man (pp. 6-7)©
Then, again in Flute of the Gods, Ryan presents an Indian folk song,
which follows?
Brothers? — you of the life
— of also the fire divine!
You of the mountains
Of also the Mother Mist!
Out of the mist is a voice.
It is not the voice afraid!
Out of the shadows.
Out of the forests.
Out of the deserts
It is born!
In a good hour it is bom.
The wind of the Sun sends it breath!
Brothers? — the Dawn drives the Darkness
And in the mountain strong
No one sings fear!
Out from far worlds it comes.
With the strong Dawn it comes
Brothers? — be mountain strong
Sing not of fear (p. 102)!
Humor
Although not excessively evident in the early novel, humor
appears at the beginning of the early period and continues to find a
place in works to 1918©

In add.ition to the tall tale, previously dis-
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cussed under folklore, various types of humor are found©

That of a

descriptive nature is employed by Timothy Flint in discussing the reaction of a Jealous Indian maid to the reference to a rival Spanish
girl©

"The Red Heifer /Irci, the Indian m a l ^ instantly proved,

against all galnsayers of our common origin, that she was a lineal
descendant from Eve. She drew up at once, manifested temper, , , ."
(Francis Berrian, I, p, 62), Again, Flint uses humor of a descriptive
nature to portray a servant who is a comic figure in the novel, Bryan
snored in tones "that would not have discredited a bassoon" (Francis
Berrian, I, p, 235)©

A third instance from Flint's novel of descriptive

humor is his portrait of a servant, Martha Alvaro°s duena. Dona Dorothea,
whom the author calls "an exact female Sancho Panza" (Francis Berrian,
I, p, 112),

The slapstick brand of humor is utilized by Sam Hall in

Kit Carson, Jr,, Chapter 7 of which is devoted to a trick that rangers
play with a harmless snake on a naive Irishman. The victim mistakes
the snake for a rattler and runs amuck in fear. Understatement typical
of Indian humor is introduced by Adolph Bandelier in Delight Makers in
which Say Koitza remarks?

"Hayoue goes to every one; he is like a fly,

— he sits down everywhere and stops nowhere" (p, 197)• Charles King
uses a play on words to achieve humor in Apache Princess?
Mre^

"She /Janet

had grown, it must be admitted, somewhat gaunt and forbidding in

these later years, a thing that had stirred certain callow wits to
differentiate between the Misses Wren as Angela and Angular" (p, 29)©
A similar device is that of George Pattullo, who refers to Grace Hawes
as having "bathed dishes" and done "other useful tasks" at a restaurant
(Sheriff of Badger, p. 35)^
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Gothic Tendencies

Another special fictional device in the novel during the initial
part of the early period is the Gothic element, Timothy Flint instigated the practice in the Southwest by placing his hero in a delirium
in which he believes himself to be in a cemetery digging up skulls
(Francis Berrian, I, p» 3 6 ) , A Gothic description of a character in
his novel. Old Hicks the Guides, is used as follows by Charles W. Webber?

The face , . . was contracted with a savage frown, \jh±ch rendered
his expression demoniacal. His black eyes shot fire from beneath
broad, dark brows, above which the purple veins were knotted like
snakes; his arched nose was white across the bridge, while the
thin nostrils spread like those ^of a panting charger; the lower
part of his face was covered with a black, heavy, and close-curled
beard, and his thin, parted lips were stretched pale across large
white teeth — altogether, with his tall, lithe, powerful frame,
and his inconceivably fantastic costume, he presented the most
striking ensemble of a wild savage chieftain crossed upon the
European outlaw (p, 191)o

By the l850's, however, the Gothic element disappears, with one of the
last examples being found in Emerson Bennett's Viola (l852)'©

This novel

describes an outlaw's manorial home, D'Estang ville, as having a tower
and moat in the tradition of a European castle.

Conscious and studied symbolism is not readily discernible in
the early novel.

Of course, from the very beginning of the early period

through its conclusion, the novelists give some degree of concreteness
to such abstract conceptions as love, beauty, birth, death, evil, loyalty,
fear, inheritance, poverty, and madness. Yet it, is more nearly by chance
than by intent that they introduce these symbols into their worx.

On?

of the first to consciously employ the symbol, Hesper Bendb»cw, is clumsy
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in his treatment in that he openly explains his symbolism?

"Ah, how

blind we are, at times, to all the eloquent emblems which kind Nature
spreads out so profusely about us, that we may read in them our fate,
if we only will!

These two saw not that heaven's smile upon their

plight was quite shut out by the gloomy canopy of cypress above their
devoted heads" (More Than She Could Bear, p, 233), A more sophisticated handling of sjnmbolism is accomplished by Zane Grey as follows?

Here was the unknown and the perilous. The whole scene impressed
Venters as a wild, austere, and mighty manifestation of nature.
And as it somehow reminded him of his prospect in life, so it
suddenly resembled the woman near him, only in her there were
greater beauty and peril, a mystery more unsolvable, and something
nameless that numbed his heart and dimmed his eye (Riders of the
Purple Sage, p. 21)©

Perhaps the best treatment of symbolism in the early novel is that of
Marah Ellis Ryan,

Her Flute of the Gods is fashioned in the recognition

that, to the Indian mind, all signs are "symbolic"* (p, 52)©
By way of recapitulatiouo this chapter has demonstrated that the
early novel of the Southwest constitutes a panorama of regional history,
treating such topics as the following?

aboriginal and contemporary

Indian life, early Spanish exploration, Spanish-Mexican settlement,
French settlement, Anglo-American settlement, the activities of such
figures as mountain men, Santa Fe traders, scalp hunters., and AngleAmerican explorers, cattle empire life, Spanish-Mexican conflict,
Anglo-American and Spanish-°Mexican conflict, and Anglo-American aiid
Indian conflict, and typical Southwestem activities that unfold day
by day.

With respect to plot type and method, this chapter has shown

that the novel utilizes mainly the type built around external conflict"
especially that of man against man but also that of man against nature?
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and it employs the basic method of the closed plot, which resolves conflict, rather than the open plot, or straight narrative, which does not
resolve conflict.

Two other important plot devices have been shown to

be the utilization of picaresque, or aimless, wandering and the deus ex
machina, or unexpected incident.
=- the "P, S," —

Minor devices include the "postscript"

which projects the ending of the story, apologies or

excijses by novelists for artistic failure, digressions, and Journalistic,
epistolary, and dramatic style. With respect to point of view, this
chapter has demonstrated that the simple observer is the predominant
type, followed in order of frequency of usage by the narrator within
the story, the narrator outside the story, and a combination of narrator within and outside. The omniscient point of view is never used.
Focus has been shown to be more often expository than dramatic.
Dialogue in the early novel ranges from clumsy to refined, and, generally,
is often inappropriate to the speaker. To some degree the early novels
are characterized by dialect, the folklore devices of the tall tals
and song, humor (though never to excess), Gothic elements, and symbolism.

CHAPTER IV
CHARACTER PORTRAYAL

Nationals Ethnic, and Regional Types

As might be expected from the scope of this study, the early
novelists of the Southwest introduced an Impressive number of characters into their pages.

Their practice of including a multitude of

characters representing numerous nationalities and mixed races tends
in one respect to detract from their art, since it precludes a thorough
treatment of the major ones©

But it does provide a noteworthy service,

namely, that of indicating that the region was populated by a rich
variety of ethnic groups.

The novels, however, do more than serve as

a mere catalogue of peoples; they represent an index to the prominence
of any group of inhabitants of the region. When a particular race was
in its ascendency economically, politically, and socially in the Southwest, novelists tended to draw more generously on it for fictional
figures.

Conversely, when the prestige of the race declined, fiction

writers tended to relegate its members to relatively minor roles in the
novels,
Thus, the early novels focus primarily upon the dominant races
Indian, Spanish, Mexican, and An.glo-American,

—

The Indian receives major

attention in three novels and minor attention in eleven others. Five
novels devote major emphasis to the Spaniard and the Mexican; althoughr
except for Gustave Aimard's The Trappers of Arkansas (1858), each employs
at least one Anglos-American figure in a principal role, Spanish and
Mexican types receive minor attention in nine other works.

Throughout

the novels the Anglo-American character dominates. He is a central
3 21;
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figure in twenty-eight of the forty novels examined in this study and
a minor one in six others,l
Curiously, the Indian, who might be expected to figure in the
earliest novels of the period before the Civil War because of his
existence in the Southwest prior to exploration and colonization,
actually does not come in for extensive consideration until later in
the period. On the other hand, the emphasis upon the Spaniards and
Mexicans in novels coincides more closely with Spanish dominance in
the region; and the neglect of this character type in Southwestem fiction accompanies their decline, Anglo-American characters occur most
often in the later novels which were written after the Anglo-American
culture became a dominant force in the region. French and Negro
characters figure to a lesser, but still to a notable, degree in the

•" Specifically, the Indian receives major attention in these
three novels? Great-Grandmother's Girls in New Mexico (1888), Delight
Makers (I890), and Flute of the^ods (1909), He receives minor treatment in these eleven other works? L'Heroine du Texas^ Francis Berrian,
Mexico versus Texas, Old Hicks, Life in~the Far West,
Rangers
and Regulators, Trappers
of Arkansas. Trail Hunter, Kit Carson^
^
__
Jr,, and Apache Princess, Spanish and Mexican receive major emphasis
in Francis Berrian (I826), Mexico versus Texas (I838), Trappers of
ArkansasTI858), Trail Hunter (1863), and Remember the Alamo CI888)
*»
and they receive minor emphasis in nine other works? Laf.itte, Monsieur
Violet, Viola, Inez, Mustang Gray, More Than She Could Bear, GreatGrandmother's Girls in New Mexico., Flute of the Gods, and Desire of :he
Moth© Anglo-Americans receive major emphasis in twenty-eight work?s
Cabin Book (181;!;), Old Hicks (.181|8), Life in the Far West (l8i49), ScalpHunters (l85l), Viola (185277 Inez (1855), Rangers and Regulators TlBF^),
Mustang Gray (1858), "More Than She Gould BearTl872}g Kit Carson, Jr.
(1878)7 Kit Fox (l886T7^der the Man^Fig (1895) ^ Arkansas PlanteTTl896),
Expiation (1901), Log of a Cowboy {1903)s> Heart's Desire (1903), Apache
Princess (1903), Little Colonel (1905), Shepherd of the Hills (1907jo
Arizona Nights
7 Arkinsaw Cousins (1908), Som^ (l90l
_^
ance (1910
Good Men said TinTe (1911) c, Sheriff of Badger
il9±2T7~Riders
of the Purple Sage (1912) Buffalo Bill
^ ' i > and Desire of the Moth
(I9I6) • They rec'eive minor attention in six others Francis Berrian,
Lafitte, Mexico versus Texas, Trail Hunter<, Remember the Alamo, ard
Napoleon Jackson,
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early novels©

The first Southwestem novel, L'Heroine du Texas (l8l9)

and three other extremely early ones stress the French, Four others
contain French :flgures in minor roles. The Negro plays major roles in
three novels and lesser ones in eight others. Seven of the novels cast
in major roles members of such other nationalities and mixed races as
Anglo-American-Spanish, French-American, creole, Italian-American,
English-American, and Scotch-Irish,

Eleven novels introduce in minor

roles such less-numerous ethnic groups as Canadian, Chinese, English,
French-American, German, Gypsy, Irish, Italian, Mulatto, Quadroon,
Scotch, Spanish-German, and Spanish-Indian.2

The lack of emphasis upon

the French characters can possibly be attributed to the fact that the
race was never prominent in the Southwest, And the scarcity of Negro
characters is the resiilt in all likelihood of the fact that they occupied a very low station in life here,3

2
Novels in which the French play important character roles are
L'Heroine du Texas, Lafitte, Monsieur Violet, and Old Hicks© Those
placing the French in minor parts are Scalp-Hunters, Viola, Trappers of
Arkansas, and Arkansas Planter© The Negro plays major roles in three
novels — Under the Man-Fig, Napoleon Jackson, and By Inheritance —
and lesser ones in these works? Lafitte, Cabin Book, Viola, Inez,
Rangers and Regulators, Trappers of Arkansas, Sonny, and Buffalo Bill,
The Anglo-American-Spanish is cast in a major role in Mexico versus
Texas and Remember the Alamoj French-American, Life in the Far West;
Creole, Scalp-Hunters; Italian-American, Inez; English-American,
Expiation; and Scotch-Irish, Log of a Cowboy. The ethnic groups designated as less numerous are assigned to minor roles in the following
novels? Canadian, Scalp-Hunters and Trappers of Arkansas; Chinese,
Apache Princess and Arizona Nights; English, Life in the Far West,
Arkansas Planter, and Arizona Nights; French-American, Life in the
Far West; German, Francis Berrian, Scalp-Hunters, Mustang Gray, and
Apache Princess; Gypsy, Great-Grandmother's Girls; Irish, Francis
Berrian, Mexico versus Texas, Monsieur Violet, Old Hicks, Kit Carson, Jr.,
and Apache Princess; Italian, Monsieur Violet; Mulatto, Cabin Book;
Quadroon, Mexico versus Texas| Scotch, Old Hicks; Spanish-German, Mustang
Gray; and Spanish-Indian, Great-Grandmo^ier's Girls,
•^ With the single exception of Sidney Danton, in By Inheritance,
the Negro is cast as a slave or servant. This tendency reflects the
actual menial station of the race in the region.
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In addition to its focus upon dominant races, the early novel
strongly stresses male characters, a natural tendency resulting, as
suggested elsewhere, from the fact that early Southwestem novelists
were usually concerned with action. In terms of frequency, as the
statistics show, the adventurer is the dominant male character type©
He appears in twenty-two of the forty novels examined in this study,
and is cast in a major role in fifteen of the works. The priest, or
his equivalent, is the second-leading type in terms of appearance©
Fourteen novels present such a figure, and seven make him a major
character©

Frequently, however, as shown in the discussion of lesser

character types in this chapter, the priest is cast as a "confidence
man," or villain. The landed aristocrat appears as a character in
eleven novels, but he has a major part in only two,^

^ Novels employing the adventurer in an Important role are as
follows? Francis Berrian, Francis Berrian; Lafitte, Achille or Lafitte;
Monsieur Violet, Monsieur Violet; Cabin. Book, Bob Rock; Old Hicks, the
Narrator, never identified by name; Scalp-Hunters, M. Henry Haller;
Viola, Henry Walton and Morton Harley; Rangers and Regulators, William
Boiling; Trappers of Arkansas, Rafael Garillos de Saavedra or Loyal
Heart; Mustang Gray, Mabry Gray; Trail Hunter, Don Valentine or Valentine
Guillois; More Than She Could Bear, John Gatley or Carlos King; Kit
Carson, Jr,, Joe Booth; Expiation, Fairfax Rutherford; and Buffalo Bill,
Buffalo Bill Cody and Whislqr Jim Barnard. Works in which the adventurer
appears in a minor role are Life in the Far West, Great-Grandmother' s
Girls, Under the Man-Fig, Arkansas Planter, Heart's Desire, Flute of
the Gods, and Riders of the Purple Sage, Works employing the designated
priest, or his equivalent, in a significant role are Francis Berrian,
Father Josephus; Inez, Father Alphonso Mazzolin; Great-Grandmother's
Girls, Fray Ignacio Mendoza; Remember the Alamo, Fray Ignatius; Shepherd of the Hills, Daniel Howitt Cha—; Flute of the Gods, Padre
Vincente de Bemaldez and Tahnte; and Riders of the Purple Sage, Elder
Tull and Bishop Dyer. Works in which the priest, or his equivalent,
appears incidentally are Mexico versus Texas, Monsieur Violet, Rangers
and Regulators, Mustang Gray, More Than She Could Bear, Under the ManFig, and Arkansas Planter© The designated landed aristocrat is cast
in a major role in two works — Trail Hunter, Don Miguel Acamarichtzin
Zarate, and Heart's Desire, John Ellsworth. His role is minor in Francis
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Although the early novelists introduced an abundance of racial
types, they failed, strangely, to present characters common to the
Southwest as a unique regional area. Adventurers, religious leaders,
and landed aristocrats are common enough and are the dominant male
types; yet these are a stock in trade of fiction of any region. The
distinctively regional types —

Indian, guide, ranger, mountain man,

Santa Fe trader, scalp hunter, rancher, cattle buyer, cowboy, ranch
foreman, and trail-drive boss — appear only rarely. The small farmer
is never mentioned©

Statistical accounts of the above types goes as

follows. The Indian in a major role can be found in only two novels,5
though he does play minor roles in several others,^ Only Charles W©
Webber's Old Hicks the Guide portrays fully a guide, Sam Hicks; one
other. Kit Carson, Jr,, contains such a character, an imaginary nephew
of the famed scout. The ranger, originally a sort of frontier militiaman, and later a bonafied law enforcement officer, appears prominently
in Kit Carson, Jr, in the person of Big Foot Wallace, and in minor roles
in Old Hicks the Guide and Mustang Gray©

Although a major character in

Life in the Far West, which features Killbuck and La Bonte, the mountain
man sometimes plays only a minor role, for example in Scalp-Hunters ©
Santa Fe traders appear in a major role only in Scalp-Hunters, which

Berrian, Lafitte, Viola, Inez, Trappers of Arkansas, Mustang Gray,
Remember the Alamo, Under the Man-Fig, and By Inheritance.
^ Delight Makers, Okoya, Zashue, Tyope, and Hayoue; and Flute
of the Gods, Tahnte,
L^Heroine du Texas, Francis Berrian, Scalp-Hunterso Trapperg
of Arkansas, Trail Hunter, Great-Grandmother°s Girls, and Agach^e
Princess©
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features St© Vrain, Again, Scalp-Hunters is the only novel to portray
a scalp hunter. Colonel Seguin, in a major character part. Three
novels cast the rancher in a prominent role?

Kit Fox, Emory Dearin?

Arizona Nights, Buck Johnson; and Desire of the Moth, Christopher Foy.
One other. Sheriff of Badger, contains a rancher in a minor role.

Only

Log of a Cowboys, with Don Lovell, and Sheriff of Badger, with H o m e ,
contain cattle buyers, and neither seems to stress them as important
types.

Again, only Log of a Cowboy focuses on the cowboy as a major

character, casting Thomas Moore in this role.

Three other novels

Kit Fox, Heart's Desire^ and Arizona Nights —

employ this type to a

lesser degree.

—

Somewhat more thorough, however, is the portrayal of

the foreman, both on the ranch and on the trail drive?
princiapl figure in four novels?

he is a

Jim Flood in Log of a Cowboy; Je.ff

Bransford in Good Men and True; Jim Lassiter iii Riders of the Purple
Sage; and John Wesley Pringle in Desire of the Moth©

The foreman as

a minor character is represented in Kit Fox, Heart's Desirer, Arizona
Nights, and Sheriff of Badger©"^

7
' Of other minor male character types, the following play the
designated major role? soldier, Henri d' Oyley, Lafitte, Captain
Ambrosio Letinez Faring, Mexico versus Texas, Captain Zuniga, GreatGrandmother's Girls, and Lieutenant Neil Blakely, Apache Princess;
government official. Governor Conde Al^rarc, Francis Berrian, and
Congressman V.anborough Herring, Under the Man-Fig; merchant. Will
Thronberry, Arkinsaw Cousins; child. Pope, Great-Grandmother's Girls,
Shyuote, Delight Makers, and Norman Ware, Little Golonej., doctor,
Frank Bryant, Inez, and Robert Worth and Darius Grant, Remember "^bg
Alamo; teacher, Dudley Stewart, Inez; law enforcement officer, Carl
Wesendorf9 Kit Fox, Lafe Johnsonc Sheriff of Badger, arid Matthew Li?rer,
Desire of the Moth; lawyer5 Dan Anderson, Heart's Desire; squatter,
Wilchasta (Red Cedar) Jonte, Trail Hunter© These other mirier male
character types do not play major roles? revolutionist, colonizer,
settler, servant or slave, tavern keeper. Jurist, lar:!' agi-.atcr, cook,
mule skinnero mine owner, artist, banker, restaurant operator0 inventor,
botanist, prospector, and student.
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Women Characters
The Frontier Flower
In much the same manner that they do with reference to men
characters, novelists fail in portraying women characters to present
types unique to the region. For example, a favorite type of youthful
heroine, commonly designated by critics of early fiction as the "frontier flower," and the equally stereotyped "homemaker" — both of which
are generously represented in early novels of the Southwest as the following pages show "- may be found in much early American fiction generally*
Thirty-five of forty novels examined in this study cast the "frontier
flower" in a major role©8 Only rarely did the genuinely Southwestem

° Listed with the work in which each appears as a major character,
the "frontier flowers" are as follows? Ernestine Dormeuil, L'Heroine du
Texas I Martha Alvaro, Arcl, Dorothea Manrlquez, Wilhelmina Benvelt,
Sophia Benvelt, and Annette Benvelt, Francis Berrian; Gertrude Langueville and Constanza Velasquez, Lafitte; Sophia Linton, Mexico versus
Texas; Emilie Landeville, Old Hicks; Mary Brand, Sahquamanish, and
Chilcothe, Life in the Far West; Zoe Seguin, Adele Seguin, and Luna,
Scalp-Hunters; Viola St. Aubum Alverda and Clara Moreland, Viola;
Florence Hamilton, Mary Irving, and Inez de Garcia, Inez; Mary Miles,
Rangers and Regulators; Dona Luz de Bermudez, Trappers of Arkansas;
Julia Allison and Inez Montero, Mustang Gray; Dona Clara Zarate and
Ellen Jonte, Trail Hunter; Isabella Delgado and Filly, More Than She
Could Bear; Martha Wells, Kate Luby, and Celestie, Kit Carson, Jr,;
Monita and Maria Geronima Montezuma, Great-Orandmother's Girls; Antonio
Worth and Isabel Worth, Remember the Alamo; Mitsha, Delight Makers;
Olive Herring and Rose Drennon, Under the Man-Fig; Louise Cranceford
and Sallie Prultt, Arkansas Planter; Adele Rutherford, Expiation,, Constance Ellsworth, Heart's Desirej Angela Wren and Natzie, Apache
Princess; Lloyd Sherman and Joyce Ware, Little Colonel; Samantha Lane,
Shepherd of the Hills; Estrella Sands, Arizona Nights; Mary Eden and
Goldie Pickens, ArkJnsaw Cousins; Mary Wallace, Sonny; Kayepcvi., Yahn
Tsyndeh, and Dona Bradamante, Flute of the Gods; Lee Montgomery and
Lily Pearl Rutherford, By Inheritance; Grace Hawes and Hetty Ferrier,
Sheriff of Badger; Jane Withersteen and Bess Oldring E m e , Riders_£f
the Purple Sage; Rachel Gordon, Buffalo Bill; and Stella Vorhis, Desire
of'the Moth© The five novels failing to cast the "frontier flower" in
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Indian maid or the ranch woman achieve prominence©^ This failure to
seize upon Indigenous characters and to rely on stereotyped ones, of
course, suggests further that the early regional novelist was imitative of the more established writers elsewhere in America and abroad©
Although, as already stated, in terms of number the male character predominates in the early Southwestern novel, novelists are far
less concerned with him insofar as the treatment of his physical, personal, mental, and moral characteristics are concerned. To the woman
characters, especially the "frontier flowers," substantially more detail
is devoted. As a type, the "frontier flower" may appear as a member of

a major role are Monsieur Violet, Cabin Book, Napoleon Jackson, Log of
a Cowboy, and Good Men and True© The designated homemaker has a major
role in four novels? Mrs, Robert Worth, Remember the Alamo; Say Koitza,
Delight Makers; Mrs. Emily Ware, Little Colonel; and Mowathe, Flute of
the Gods© Casting the homemaker in minor roles are these works? Mexico
versus Texas, Scalp-Hunters, Inez, Rangers and Regulators, Trappers of
Arkansas, Mustang Gray, Great-Grandmother's Girls, Arkansas Planterj
Shepherd of the Hills, Arkansaw Cousins, Sonny, and Sheriff of Badger©
9
Only three novels, for example, cast the Indian in a prominent
feminine role? Delight Makers, with Mitsha, Say Koitza, and Shotaye;
Apache Princess, Natzie; and Flute of the Gods, Mowathe, Yahn Tsyndeh,
and Kayepovi, Francis Berrian, Life in the Far West, and Scalp-Hunters
portray this type in a minor way. Only Riders of the Purple Sage, with
Jane Withersteen, and Desire of the Moth, Stella Vorhis, utilize the
ranch woman prominently.
Other minor women character types, with any holding an important
role identified by name and novel, are as follows? nun, Gertrude
Langueville, Lafitte; housekeeper; diva; waitress, Hetty Ferrier,
Sheriff of Badger; child, Monita, Great-Grandmother's Girls; teacher;
arltst, Mary Ware, Little Colonel; displaced person; official's wife;
servant or slave. Rose Ann Jackson, Napoleon Jackson, and Lily Pearl
Rutherford, By Inheritance; tavern keeper; and property owner, Agatha
Danforth, By Inheritance, and Jane Withersteen, Riders of the Purple
Sage,
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one of the four major nationalities or as one cf a lesser ethnic
group©

Her physical qualities may differ slightly with the particular

role for which she is designed, as may her intellectual and spiritual
qualities and the other facets of her personality. But essentially she
is a type, a paragon of womanly virtues which for many writers of the
day obviously represented, as one of the novelists suggests, "a model
closest approaching ideal perfection,"10

This is further suggested

by the following typical descriptions,
Clara Moreland?
Clara Moreland was both young and beautiful. Her age was about
eighteen, and her form well developed and symmetrical. Every motion
combined grace and dignity, with a sort of winning, affectionate
ease, © , , which made her very charming. Her complexion was
light, and her skin soft, and clear. She had sunny hair, and mild,
liquid blue eyes, irtiich beamed upon you, through their long lashes,
a soul of intellect and tenderness. Her face was full, almost
round, with a kind of radiant expression, which even in repose
gave her an animated appearance. Her lips were full, and slightly
pouting, and Just sufficiently open to display a row of pearly
teeth© A warm tint, of rosy health, rested on her cheeks; and her
color came and went in keeping with her feelings — presenting,
not unfrequently in the same moment, the varying shades of an Aurora
Borealis, Nothing could exceed in beauty the pltunpness of her arms
, , , and the lady-like taper of her hand and fingers. Her smile
was the most bewitching I had ever seen and her laugh the most
musical I had ever heard (Viola, p, ij.U)«

Ernestine Dormeuil?
Can you imagine a young woman of rich proportions, of the most
regular beauty, whose complexion was far whiter than the lily and
more delicately pink than the rose? She had the beautiful eves,
and the artless arrangement of her heavy hair coiled carelessly
upon her head, but enhanced her charm; a fresh mouth, set with
two rows of pearls, two small white hands -vdiich beautified everything they happened to touch (L'Heroine du Texas, p, li;).

10 The appraisal of Ernestine Dormeuil in L'Heroine du Texag., p. 32©
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Martha Alvaro?
© © © a vision, as fair as the poet's dream, , , , ^bout
fourteen years of a g ^ but tall, finely formed, with an Italian
face, an almost imperceptible shade of olive softening the glow
of health and freshness in her cheek; eyes of that black and
lustrous brilliancy, that so struck Lord Byron; as the peculiar
trait of a fine Spanish woman. Raven tresses cxacls luxuriantly
upon a head, moulded in tlie finest form for intelligence (Francis
Berrian, I, pp© 611-5) •
Gertrude Langueville?
, , , a noble creature, with a form of faultless symmetry,
voluptuously rounded, and Just developing into woman-hood — a
rich bud bursting into a full-blown rose (Lafitte, I, p© 30)©
Emilie Landvllle?
The extraordinary and voluptuous beauty of her form was singularly set off by this close-fitting dress, and her waved, glossy hair,
flowing from beneath her small cap, fell down an ebon veil over
the snowy back of the white steed (Old Hicks, p, 2i;8),
Dona Luz de Bermudez?
Her large black eyes, surmounted by eyebrows whose deep colour
contrasted finely with the whiteness of her .fair, pure forehead,
were veiled by long velvety lashes, which modestly concealed
their splendour; her little mouth was set off by teeth of pearl,
edged by lips of coral; her delicate skin wore the down of the
ripe peach . . , (Trappers of Arkansas, p, 6U)©
Isabella Delgado?
The beauty of the lady — both in her oval face and her slender,
yet well-rounded person — would, at a glance, have struck the
most indifferent beholder as of no common order . , . (More Than
She Could Bear, p, 92)©
Olive Herring?
/She7 had far outstripped her childhood's promise of beauty. The
reddish-brown ringlets had given place to a crown of dusky braids,
with glints of gold in their curling ends; the level eyebrows and
the long lashes shading the shining eyes, with their frank, vi.rglnal
expression, had darkened; the pale oval of the cheeks was touched
with a faint and exquisite color; there were adorable diinples in
the comers of the expressive mouth; the round white throat sloping
away from the chin softened its somewhiat too severe outlines; the
slim, erect figure had the supple grace of a wildwood sapling© The
sorrows which had touched her young life had left a certain questioning wlstfulness at times in the girl's face; but the healthful Joy
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of living pervaded her whole being; it radiated from her like an
atmosphere, and wrought consciously upon those about her (Under
the Man-Fig, p. Ill)©
^
Angela Wren?
Her mouth was delicately chiseled and the lips were pink as the
heart of a Bridesmaid rose, © © © Eyes, eyebrows, lashes, and a
wealth of tumbling tresses of rich golden brown were all superb,
• , , (Apache Princess, p. 10)©
Samantha Lanes
, tall; beautifully tall, with the trimness of a young pine,
deep bosomed, with limbs full-rounded, fairly tingling with the
life and strength of perfect womanhood , , . (Shepherd of the
Hills, p, 25),
©

,

Hetty Ferrier?
Indeed, she was a strapping, fine woman. Black hair, heavy
black eyebrows, blue eyes and a dazzling skin — they made an
unusTial combination, Hetty carried herself fearlessly erect©
Her figure was full but supple, and she walked as if her body
held inexhaustible reserves of strength (Sheriff of Badger, p. 96).
Whether the "frontier flower" is extremely young, as Zoe Seguin,H or
more mature, as Jane Withersteen, 1^ she invariably appears as a "beautiful Dream-Maiden" — the sobriquet of Lloyd Sherman in Little Colonel
in Arizona — and the "only rose without a thorn upon the Rio Grande,"
a phrase applied to another character, Kate Luby, by the author of Kit
Carson, Jr,

Despite the fact that he casts her in the role of a twelveyear-old child, Mayne Reid, in Scalp-Hunters, p, 81;, explains how Zoe
Seguin can be loved as a woman by M. Henry Haller? "I had often seen
at that age ^welv^^^ under the warm sky of Mexico, the wedded bride,
the fond mother,"
12
Unlike most "frontier .flowers," whose ages are set in the teens
Jane Withersteen is twenty-eight years old. Logically the author. Zane
Grey, in Riders of the Purple Sage, might have portrayed her in this
mature age in order to be consistent with the role of ranch owner in
which she is cast, to provide a contrast between her and a more youthful
heroine in the novel, Bess Oldring Erne, who is only eighteen years old,
and to make Jane a more suitable companion for the hero, Jim Lassiter,
-.- --^ure,
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Intellectual and spiritual qualities, as well as other facets
of personality, vary more than physical chann with the individual
"frontier flower," As indicated by the author of Remember the Alamo
of Antonio Worth, this character type usually is "alert, self-reliant,
industrious," a "responsive companion, a neat and capable housekeeper"
(p© 19)©

Generally, she is resourceful, graceful, and loyal; she is

intelligent and accomplished, and above all she is moral. Indicative
of the resourcefulness of the "frontier flower" is her ability to adJust from one way of life to another diametrically opposite, Ernestine
Dormeuil, who abandons a Paris drawing room for the wilds of the Texas
Gulf Coast to remain with her French colonist-husband, is an example, 13
Early maturity as another sign of resourcefulness is reflected in the
characters of Zoe Seguin, loved, and capable of loving, even at the
early age of twelve; and in Monita, the precocious Indian child, who,
in Great-Grandmother's Girls in New Mexico, thwarts for a long time the

13
Other "frontier flowers" who prove adaptable to environment
are as follows? Gertrude Langueville, in Lafitte, who renounces a life
that unquestionably would have been promising for a person of such
beauty to embrace the orders of the church; Adele Seguin, in ScalpHunters, kidnapped by Indians from her civilized home and, then, after
having adjusted herself to primitive existence, taken again and returned to civilization; Emilie Landvllle, in Old Hicks, transported from
Paris to the Southwestern Rockies; Florence Hamilton and Mary Irving,
in Inez, products of a New Orleans finishing school, who make a new
home in early Texas; Isabella Delgado, in More Than She Could Bear,
daughter of a wealthy Spanish family, who finds haven in an East Texas
outlaw's camp; Monita, in Great-Grandmother's Girls, lured from her
Indian mountain home to civilized Spain; Angela Wren, in Apache
Princess, who leaves comfortable Midwestem life to take her place beside her soldier-father in a remote Arizona outpost; and Constance
Ellsworth, who Journeys from the luxuries of life in the East to barren
New Mexico in Heart's Desire. In fact, not a single "frontier flower'^
fails to make a successful adaptation from one way of life to another
much more arduous.
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power of imperial Spain, Again, the "frontier flower" demonstrates
her resourcefulness by acquiring facility at an existence normally led
by men, Martha Wells, in Kit Carson, Jr©, for example, is a "fair
horsewoman," and when "worst comes to worst" can "shoot a rifle or
revolver well enough" to make it "dangerous for those who oppose her"
(p, !;)•

Showing resourcefulness by earning their way in life are women

such as Hetty Ferrier and Rose Ann Jackson, in Sheriff of Badger and
Napoleon Jackson, respectively, the latter even supporting her entire
family neglected by her gentle but Indolent husband. Napoleon Jackson©
Hetty, lured west by the promise of marriage, is abandoned in dismal
Badger, New Mexico, where she works in a restaurant. Resourcefulness
in caring for others proves characteristic of Kate Luby, in Kit Carson,
Jy©, who nurses back to health Texas rangers wounded in fighting with
the Mexican bandit Cortina and his men. Adjusting to the loss of loved
ones through death is another aspect of womanly resourcefulness, shown
by Florence Hamilton, in Inez, whose father and whose cousin, Mary
Irving, die, but who finds happiness with her lover, Dudley Stewart;
Antonio Worth, in Remember the Alamo, bereft by the demise of brother
and of lover, only to find consolation in marriage to the faithful
Navarro Lopez; Samantha Lane, in Shepherd of the Hills, whose loss of
a murdered father is offset by her marriage to young Grant Matthews;
and Louise Cranceford, in Arkansas Planter, widowed by the death of
Carl Pennington but saved from possible disgrace in a career as a dance
hall hostess by her marriage to Jim Taylor,
The resourcefulness of the "frontier flower," of course, has
its limits. Those women who oppose force may completely succeed.
Inez Montero, in Mustang Gray, prevails against the amorous advances
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of the lustful Padre Jose and the smuggler, Bartolo Piedras, Emilie
Landvllle, in Old Hicks the Guide, resists Albert, who has deluded her
into thinking they are married,

Chilcothe, in Life in the Far West,

defies Blackfeet warriors, who spirit her away from her husband La Bonte
to whom she eventually returns©

Antonio Worth, in Remember the Alamo,

opposes the materialistic Fray Ignatius and her own mother, both of
idiom want her to forego loyalty to her father and to all Americans in
the Texas Revolution,

Samantha Lane, in Shepherd of the Hills, resists

the brutal and lascivious Wash Gibbs, And Mitsha, in Delight Makers,
prevails against her mother Hannay and her father Tyope, as well as
other Koshares, On the other hand, the "frontier flower" may succeed
only to a limited extent in opposing force used against her. Whereas
Inez de Garcia, in Inez, stands firm against her own father and Father
Mazzolin in their insistence that she marry Manuel Nevarro, she eventually dies without consumatlng her love for Dr, Frank Bryant. Mary
Irving, also in Inez, opposes the proselytlc scheming of Father Mazzolin
long enough to save her cousin, Florence Hamilton, from what she deems
to be the pitfalls of Catholicism, but loses her life in the ordeal©
Monita,, in Great^Grandmother' s Girls in New Mexico, and Lily Pearl
Rutherford, in By Inh.erltance, also lose their lives, the former to the
brutal Captain Z\miga bent on getting Indian wealth at any price and
the latter to her estranged husband, Lafe Meadows©
Thus, although she may be quite capable, the "frontier flower"
at times may be equally helpless. Constanza Velasquez, in Lafitte,
cannot cope with the treachery of her cousin, Herberto Velasquez, who
aids Lafitte in the plunder of the girl's home, and reluctantly
depends upon the inherent nobility of the pirate, Mary Miles, in Rangers
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and Regulators of the Tanaha, proves unable to prevail against storm
and bandits until William Boiling comes to the rescue. Dona Luz de
Bermudez, in Trappers of Arkansas, almost loses her life in a prairie
fire, only to be saved by Loyal Heart, Fate takes a hand to thwart the
attempted murder of Ellen Jonte at the hands of the conspirator, Don
Miguel Zarate, in Trail Hunter©

Mary Brand and her family, in Life in

the Far West, are saved from Araphaho raiders only through the daring of
La Bonte, Isabella Delgado and Filly, in More Than She Could Bear,
can escape the danger of Spanish retaliation and an outlaw's ardor, as
with the former, and the heartbreak of a lost lover, as with the. latter, only by suicide. Emory Dearin, in Kit Fox, must brave a cattle
stampede and the guns of father and son, Carl and Victor Wesendorf, to
rescue Wilda Gale from several pitfalls. Both Buffalo Bill Cody and
Jim Barnard, in Buffalo Bill, are needed to rescue Rachel Gordon from
the villainous Harry Graham. And the kind knife of her lover Tahnte,
in Flute of the Gods, alone enables Kayepovi, whom Tahnte is permitted
to scarifice instead of surrendering to another tribe, to escape torture by her Indian captors. The "frontier flower" thus sometimes
succumbs to the weakness of her sex©
In much the same manner that the early novelists reveal the
"frontier flower" to be resourceful within her environment, they describe her characteristic grace in terms of typical environmental
pattems. Her allurements may be in the conventional, or drawing room,
sense as whenever the background is that of an urban nature, as is the
case in many of the novels. They may be in the rustic sense, or somewhat less sophisticated, as in the instances of Mary Wallace, in Sonny;
Estrella Sands, Arizona Nights; and Hetty Ferrier, Sheriff of Badger©
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Mary is the bride of the rustic young mountaineer. Sonny Jones;
Estrella, the mail-order wife of the rancher, Buck Johnson; and Hetty,
after her Jilting by Harris or Jackson, the mate of Lafe Johnson, the
sheriff of Badger, New Mexico, Graceful qualities, again, may be a
blend of the conventional and the rustic, as in the instances of Adele
Seguin, in Scalp-Hunters; Emilie Landvllle, Old Hicks the Guide| Filly,
More Than She Could Bear; Martha Wells, Kit Carson, Jr,; Jane Withersteen,
Riders of the Purple Sage; and Stella Vorhis, Desire of the Moth©

Adele,

steeped in conventional grace in her Creole, but western, home, is kidnapped by Indians whose ways she adopts until, returned to her parents;
Emilie, product of civilized life in Paris, comes to the mountains and
lives among Indians with the man to whom she thinks she has been married;
reared in an outlaw's camp. Filly tempers a naturally free demeanor with
surprisingly graceful conduct at times; Martha, Jane, and Stella, although all able horsewomen and capable of doing man's work, still retain
many graceful qualities expected of the fairer sex©

Finally, the heroine'«

graceful qualities may be those of the primitive Indian rather than of
the more civilized tradition, Sahquamanish, Chilcothe, Monita, and Yahn,
In Life in the Far West, Great-;^_randmother ° a Girls in New Mexico, and
Flute of the Gods?, respectively, represent these traits©
mmn M M I H mr uni irrnw i

.• One of the special qualities of the »»frontier flower" is loyalty
which ...is characteristically demonstrated to parents, lover, friends,
and members of other races. Generally, loyalty is prcductive of r.cble
ends; although, occasionally, as shall be shown subsequently, it leads
to misconduct. Typical examples of loyalty in terms of filial devotion
are those of Ernestine Dormeuil;, in L'Heroine du Texas, »«who comes i:
embrace her father, her mother, and her brother, and to wish them good-

day in such delightfully sweet and harmonious voice" (p. li;); Zoe
Seguin, in Scalp-Hunters, who requires her lover, M, Henry Haller, to
help her father rescue her sister Adele before she will consent to
marriage; Isabella Delgado, in More Than She Could Bear^ who consorts
in a genteel way with an outlaw in order to enlist his support in her
father's revolutionary cause; Antonio Worth, in Remember the Alamo,
who remains loyal to her father and his Texan cause even at the cost
of life to her brother and lover; Louise Cranceford, in Arkansas
1 1 ^ ©
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Planter, who, widowed after an imprudent marriage, almost embraces a
life of ill-repute in order to avoid the possibility of being a burden
to her parents; and Constance Ellsworth, in Heart's Desire, whose
loyalty to an overbearing father almost costs her the idealistic man
she loves. Loyalty in terms of love is revealed by Constanza Velasquez,
in Lafitte.o Gertrude Langueville, in Lafitte, Sahquamanish and Chilcothe,
in Life in the Far West, Isabella Delgado, in More Than She Gould Bear a
Samantha Lane, in Shepherd of the Hillsc, Wilda Gale, in Kit Fox, Louise
Cranceford, in Arkansas Plan ter ^ Rose Ann Jackson, in Napoleon Jackson,
and Jane Withersteen, in Riders Q.f the Purple_Sa£e —
faithful to lovers despite extreme risk.

all of whom remain

Taking them .individually,

Constanza and Gertrude, in love at separate times with Hen:*i,o or CQ-ijrL+'.
d'Oyley,c, both spurn, the pirate Lafitte; Sahquamanish and Chil:;othe,
stolen from their common-law husband La Bcnte, a^temp^. to e;?.;,ape i\i^±£
Blackfeet captors, with Chilccthe being success.ful^ Isabella, 5V_-ivl,ng
to aid Carlos King^, permits the outlaw Gatewood to woe her; Sammr
Lane foregoes marriage to wealthy Ollie Stewart to remain with jcjtg
Grant Matthews; Wilda Gale refuses marriage out of loyalty to Calvin
Taylor, whom she mistakenly takes; for dead; Louise Cranceforl ir^t^rl'^^^
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Carl Pennington, a dying man, to save his soul; Rose Ann Jackson earns
a living for her indolent husband Napoleon; and Jane Withersteen
loses ranch and Mormon friends for the "gentile" gunman, Jim Lassiter,
whom she hopes to redeem. Loyalty as exhibited by steadfastness to
friends and to members of other races are qualities shown by Mary
Irving, in j^iez, an example of the former, and Emilie Landvllle, in
Old H.icks the Guide<> Inez de Garcia, Inez, and Natzie, Apache
Princess, the latter. When her uncle offers to m ^ e more suitable
arrangements for her care in order to prevent her having to go to
an arduous life in Texas, Mary Irving replies?

"Oh, uncled

you do

not, can not believe me so ungrateful, so devoid of love as to wish,
under any circumstances, to be separated from you" (Inez, p, 25), She
then reaffirms her position by going to Texas, In the case of Emilie
Landvllle, a French girl who is an honorary member cf an Indian tribe,
she aids white trappers in their f i ^ t against her adopted people, Inez
de Garcia likewise turns against family, church, and state to aid the
Americans during the Texas Revoliitioni and Natzie, the Apache princess,
saves her Anglo-American friends, Neil Blakely and Angela Wren, from
death at the hands of her rebellious people©
In the main, the "frontier flower" is portrayed as a young woman
of superior intellect and unusual a.ccomplishmentoln

Gertrude Langt^e'-'iille,

^ "Frontier flowers" possessing superior intellects include the
following8 Ernestine Dormeuil, L'Heroine du Texas; Martha Alvaro,
Dorothea Manrlquez, Wilhelmina Benvelt, Sophia Benvelt, and Annette
Benvelt, Francis Berrian^ Gertrude Langueville and Constanza Velasqa?:^
Lafitte; Viola St, Auburn Alverda and Clara Moreland, Viola; Florence
Hamilton and Mary Irving, Inez; Don? Luz de Bermudez, Trappers of Ark.a:>
sas; Julia Allison, Mustang Grayc; Dona Clara Zarat9, j^I^ilJfunterJ "^
iSbella Delgado, More Than She Could Bear; Martha Wells and Kate Luby,
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in Lafitte, for example, at the early age of sixteen is shown to be of
such endowment that few "of her sex were gifted with a mind of higher
order, or more accurately cultivated" (l, p. 30)©

Martha Alvaro and

her companions, Dorothea Manrlquez, Wilhelmina Benvelt, Sophia Benvelt,
and Annette Benvelt, in Francis Berrian, are unusually gifted musicians
and singers, having in their repertoire songs of "an inexhaustible
variety" (I, p, 102)©

Gifted, too, in music are Isabel Worth, in

Remember the Alamo, and Goldie Pickens, Arkinsaw Cousins, the latter
of whom is a piano teacher.

Then, Florence Hamilton, whose heart is

ruled by the two master passions of "love for her parent, and fondness
for books" has "a glowing imagination in connection with fine mental
powers" (Inez, p, 13)©

Ernestine Dormeuil, in L'Heroine du Texas, and

Angela Wren, in Apache Princess, prove particularly accute as amateur
biologists; Mary Irving, in Inez, and Antonio Worth, in Remember the
Alamo, demonstrate an impressive knowledge of classical literature;
and Lee Montgomery, in By Inheritance, and Joyce Ware, in Little Colonel
in Arizona, display substantial talent in art. The intellectual power
of Isabella Delgado, in More Than She Could Bear, and Jane Withersteen,,
in Riders of the Purple Sage, reveals itself more nearly in the covert
form of womanly wiles than in the outward manifestation of formal

Kit Carson, Jr©; Monita and Maria Geronima Montezuma, Great-Grandmother°s
Girls; Antonio Worth and Isabel Worth, Remember the Alamo; Olive Herring
and Rose Drennon, Under the Man-Fig; Louise Cranceford, Arkansas Planterg
Constance Ellsworth, Heart's Desire; Angela Wren, Apache Princess; Joyce
Ware and Lloyd ShermanTlittle Colonel; Samantha Lane, Shepherd of the
HillsI Goldie Pickens, Arkinsaw Cousins; Dona Bradamante, Flute of the
ITipdjB; Lee Montgomery, By Inheritance; Jane Withersteen, Riders cf the
Purple Sage; and Stella Vorhis© Desire of the Moth.
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learning. Both succeed in regenerating men of strong will through the
combined forces of mind and beauty. The intellectual achievement of
a character like Monita, a precocious Indian girl in Great-Grandmother's
Girls in New Mexico, is also shown less obviously by virtue of the fact
that she is one of a limited number of her race to become lettered in
the language of the white man. Though unlettered and conditioned in
their thinking by the mores of their race, the "frontier flowers" of
the Indian variety such as Monita demonstrate keen native intelligence©l5
Unlettered but perceptive, too, is the Negress, Lily Pearl Rutherford,
in By Inheritance, Intellectual growth is reflected by Samantha Lane,
in Shepherd of the Hills ^ who reveals an ability to progress from an
illiteracy to a full competence in the art of reading.
Yet, although most of the "frontier flowers" are portrayed with
superior intellects, some are shown to be of only average intelligence©!^
Zoe Seguin, in Scalp-Hunters, for example, is an extremely naive person
as might be expected of one who is only twelve years old and has "never

l-^ Arci, Francis Berrian; Sahquamanish and Chilcothe, Life in the
Far West; Luna, Scalp-Hunters; Mitsha, Delight Makers; Natzie, Apache
Princess; and Yahn Tsyndeh and Kayepovi, Flute of the Gods,
16
"Frontier flowers" of only average intellect include the following? Sophia Linton, in Mexico versus Texas; Emilie Landvllle, Old
Hicks I Mary Brand, Life in the Far West; Zoe Seguin and Adele Seguin,
Scalp-Hunters; Mary Miles, Rangers and Regulators; Inez Montero, Mustang
Gray; Ellen Jonte, Trail Hunter; Filly, More Than She Could Bear;
Celestie, Kit Carson, Jr,; Wilda Gale, Kit Fox; Sallie Prultt, Arkansas
Planter; Adele, Expiation; Estrella Sands, Arizona Nights; Mary Eden,
Arkinsaw Cousins; Mary Wallace, Sonny; Grace Hawes and Hetty Ferrier,
Sheriff of Badger? Bess Oldring Erne, Riders of the Purple Sage; and
Rachel Gordon, Buffalo Bill,

11;!;
been kissed©"

Filly, in More Than She Could Bear, and Bess Oldring

Erne, in Riders of the Purple Sage, are in the same circumstance.
Emilie Landvllle, in Old Hicks the Guide, older but equally naive,
allows herself to become the victim of a mock marriage, Hetty Ferrier,
in Sheriff of Badger j) almost equally gullible, sxiff ers a similar fate
by becoming the mail-order bride of a bigamist. Reflecting a shallow
intellect through an attempt to pass herself off as "an intelligent and
refined lady" (Arizona Nights^ p, 286) is Estrella Sands, another mailorder bride who leaves her naive rancher-husband for a younger cowboy©
In the same manner that she is shown usually to be a person of
superior intellect, the "frontier flower" is normally depicted as one
of unquestioned morality. Mary Miles, for example, is described as
"a virgin lovely and pure" (Rangers and Regulators, p, 18)© Several,
in fact, retain their virtue \inder exceedingly trying circumstances©
The same Mary Miles repulses the advances of the bandit. Captain Carlyle.
despite the fact that he threatens to discredit her father. Filly, in
More Than She Could Bear, remains untouched even in an outlaw's camp,
where she is reared. Indeed, among the white "frontier flowers" only
Julia Allison, in Mustang Gray, is shown definitely to have lost her
virtue©

And in her case, the deceit of a man, more than a tendency

toward promiscuity, causes her to surrender "all a woman has to give"
(p, i;l)©
woman©

In other respects, Julia is shown to be a very respectable

Two other "frontier flowers" — Kate Luby and Celestie in Kit

Carson, Jr. — have possibly strained their virtue; because the former
is a dance hall hostess and the latter an unabashed coquette. Then^
although several others are superficially immoral, the exceptional circumstances of their deviation, as well as their subsequent regeneration.
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tend to make them in truth virtuous women, Emilie Landvllle, in Old
Hicks the Guide, is an example; she is duped into thinking that she has
married the villainous Albert; but, once she discovers that she is not,
she foreswears him,

Julia Allison, in Mustang Gray^ is another example,

being taken in by the scheming Robert Taliafero, but who, after his
death in a duel, becomes again a virtuous person.

The Indian maidens,

Sahquamanish and Chilcothe, in Life in the Far West, are common-law
wives of La Bonte, but their conduct in the ultimate sense is to be
measured by the code of their own people, ^ o sanctioned such marital
arrangements, rather than by that of the white man.
Typically, the "frontier flowers" are not only confirmed moralists
but conscientiously practice religion, too. Three representative exair^Dles follow©

Ernestine Dormeuil is called a "divine being" (L'Heroine

du Texas, p. ll;); Constanza Velasquez is likened to the "blessed Virgin" (Lafitte, I, p, 69); and Viola St, Aubum Alverda is cited as "a
Peri Just dropped from Paradise" (Viola, p. 27), Indicative of even
stronger religious convictions are Gertrude Langueville, in Lafitte,
who abandons a life imdoubtedly promising for one of such beauty to
serve the church as a sister, and Mary Irving, in Ine_a, who mainta.in£
her staunch Protestantism against the onslaught of Catholicism in the
Catholic stronghold that is San Antonio©

Jane Withersteen, a Mormon

oblivious of creed in her concern for "gentiles," demonstrates, in
Riders o.f the Purple Sage, the self-sacrificing quality of her religious
principles in her determination to regenerate Jim Lassiter,

Jane felt swayed by a strength that far exceeded her own. In a
clash of wills with this man she would go to the wall. If she
were to Influence him it must be -^olly through womanly allurement© There was that about lassiter which commanded her respect;;
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she had abhorred his name; face to face with him, she found she
feared only his deeds. His mystic suggestion, his foreshadowing
of something that she was to mean to him, pierced deep into her
mind, . , , At any cost she must placate this man; she knew the
die was cast, and that if Lassiter did not soften to a woman's
grace and beauty and wiles, then it would be because she could
not make him (Riders of the Purple Sage, p, ?!;)©

Emotional qualities, varying from average to strong, are attributed to most of the "frontier flowers," Especially strong in this
respect is Florence Hamilton, in Inez, who bears up well under the
deaths of her father and of her cousin, Mary Irving,

Kate Luby, who

braves the battlefield to nurse wounded Texas rangers, also demonstrates
emotional stability.

And, as might be expected, all of the Indian

characters, true to their instinctive stoicism, belong to the group
with strong emotional qualities. Somewhere in between is Louise
Cranceford, in Arkansas Planter, who displays firm emotion through the
tragic marriage to Carl Pennington, but who weakens upon his death and
almost ruins her own life as a dance hall hostess.

In a similar sit-

uation is Constance Ellsworth, in Heart's Desirec, who, though revealing
a weak will in allowing a domin.eering father to block her marriage,
finally musters the emotional determination to wed the man she loves©
Extremely weak is the will of Isabella Delgado and Filly, in More Than
She Could Bear, who commit s-iicide when they think their levers haria
died in battle.
Finally, the "frontier flower" is revealed throughout the no-jrl?
as a woman of unusually attractive personality©

Lloyd Sherman, a :rath'^>-

gregarious beauty, is described in Little Colonel in Arizona as »^t>e
Princess Winsome, the heroine of a hundred familiar tales" -'c, I36)©
And the "very charming" Clara Moreland, who constantly wears a "brwltcriing" smile, has a "most musical" laugh (Viol^., p, Ui). Ocrasionally,

li;7
however, personality is deceiving,

Florence Hamilton, for

exaseple,

's>

outwardly appears "cold and impenetrable"; but inwardly she has a
"nature truly noble" (Inez, p, 13)©

Then, all of the Indian maidens,

*s

with the exception of the forward Arci, of Francis Berrian, are very
reserved.

Other Feminine Types

Although the "frontier flower" is the most fully drawn of the
women characters, a few others receive fragmentary portrayal, with
primary emphasis upon physical description. One of these is the homemaker©

For example, Condesa Alvaro, in Francis Berrian, is shown to be

the "mellowed and impressive original, of which the daughter

^arth^

was the fresh and beautiful copy" (I, p, 110), And Marian Gray, Mabry
Gray's widowed mother, is called a woman with "many traces of the touching loveliness of her earlier years" (Mustang Gray, p, 13)©

Of strong

character, the homemaker such as Mrs, Gray may have experienced "sorrow"
that has "blighted the blossom," but she remains "the stem" that is
"yet green and flourishing with a warm life no sin" ha.s "prematurely
blasted" (Mustang Gray, p, 13) • Again, in the case of Mrs, Grant
Matthews, in Shepherd of the Hlllip, the strong character of the homemaker becomes evident.
The old scholar looked at the sturdy figure /of Mrs. Matthew^
in its plain calico dress; at the worn hands, busy with their
' homely task; and the patient, kindly .face, across which timce
had ploughed many a furrow, in which to plant the seeds of
character and worth. He thought of other women who had sat
with him on hotel verandas, at fashionable watering places;
women gowned in silks and l.aces; women whose soft hands knew
no heavier task than the filmy fancy work they toyed with, and
whose greatest care, seemingly, was that time should leave upon
their faces no record of the passing years (pp, l;l-2)©

m8
Of equally strong, but more refined, character is the homemaker like
Condesa Alvaro, who "possessed great talents," Including conversation
that is "rich and interesting," and whose "depo,rtment, and in hers
alone, there seemed nothing like Inconstancy or caprice" (Francis
Berrian, I, p© llO)©

Finally, the homemaker, if she be Indian, may

have mystical qualities, Mowathe, or Saahanhqueah, the woman "who has
come out from the mists of a Shadow of Twilight Land," is likened to
a "medicine-woman;" because "she knows these things" sacred and mystical
to her Indian people (Flute of the Gods, p, 17)©
Another partially-drawn woman character type is the maiden aunt©
Janet Wren, "it must be admitted, somewhat gaunt and forbidding in these
later years, /is7 a thing that had stirred certain callow wits to differ•
entiate between the Misses Wren as Angela ^ e r n i e c ^ and Angular"
(Apache Princess, p, 29)o

Still another type, the prostitute, is shown

to have inhabited the Southwest of the early novel.

In Badger, New

Mexico, "the habitation of Dutch Annie and her hand-maidens" emits
usually "the tinkle of a piano" that ^'greets the wayfarer, and sometimes bursts of laughter whi.ch have no tinkle in them, nor any musical
quality idiatever" (Sheriff of Badger, p. 55) *> Picnic Kate, who loves
the outlaw, Steve Moffatt, is the .foremost, practitioner' cf the trade
at Dutch Annie's. A prostitute of considerably elder ulrrage is the
mulatto T^fe of Johrmy Down in Cabin Book©
betrayed an old sinner,»«

"Every on- of her featurec.

She pos£«esses "an ugly .face^ coarsely

sensual, in which vice and debauch had left legible traces" (p. 28)©
Finally, among the Indians is on?^ other partially-drawn womar. cr.ara:ter type, the sorcerer,
woman.

Shotaye, in Delight Makers, is "a very st-ar.ge

She was heartless, cold-blooded, merciless, remorseless, in

everything that concerned her relations to others" (p, 183). And she
practices black magic to the detriment of herself and her friend. Say
Koitza©

Men Characters
The Adventurer

The dominant male character in the early novel of the Southwest
in terms of frequency of appearance is the adventurer, who is shown at
once and variously to possess a handsome appearance, physical strength,
a keen intellect capable of great accomplishment, high morality, strong
emotions, and a good personality.
of what he will become as a man.

Even in childhood he shows promise
Ten-year-old Mabry Gray is an example,

. , , never was there a young prattler vfco seemed better calculated to call forth all the deep stores of a mother's love . , ,
^ e h a ^ a head which a painter might have taken as his model for
an angel. . . delicately pencilled brows . . . dove-like eyes
, , , Beautiful as was Mabry Gray, tender and delicate as he
seemed, a close observer would, have detected in the long and
muscular thigh, the broad chest, and the arm which even then was
sinewy and knotted, the germs of a physical strength which would
be tremendous in its .full development (Mustang Gray9 pp. 13"li;)o

In manh.ood, the adventurer may take on the Ie?s robivst, birt more refined, physical characteristics of a Mcrton Harley, who is characterized
as ha'vlng a "disting'Ge air" 8

In person he was slender, and slightly made — tho'jgh in reality
he possessed a muscular p'.cwer that belied his looks. Hi? etava:"-?
was about five feet ten .inches, and his age some three or fcur and
twe.nty, with an a,lmost beardless chin, that made him appear boyish
and effeminate. His features were regular and intellectual, b-^
lacked what ma.y be termed manly beauty. His face was long arid
thin, with a prominent nose, that was neither Roman, Grecian, r)o~-'
Aq-oiline, and yet to a certain degree partook of each. His mou-ti
and chin were beautiful, and his bluish gray eyes had in general
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a winning, fascinating expression, though there were times when
they exhibited a restlessness and wildness really painful to behold© His forehead was high, full, and expansive, from which his
light brown hair was carefully brushed back, in the most approved
mode (Viola, p, U;)©

Or, in manhood, the adventurer may be moulded along the sturdier lines
of a Carlos King, who is —

a strong mang his physique was a splendid one, or his skeleton had
long since mouldered piecemeal in the dungeon of Queretaro, or had
lain bleaching in the desert of this side. His nerves were of the
firmest — his thews almost as iron for strength and endurance
(More Than She Could Bear, p, 330)©
The intellectual endowments of the adventurer range from peaks
to valleys, but tend to be average or better. Some are steeped in
languages, literature, and philosophy, Francis Berrian, for example,
serves as a tutor to his beloved Martha Alvaro and her women friends;
M. Henry Haller, in Scalp-Hxmters, is given to philosophical soliloquies
discussed in Chapter VI of this study; Henry Walton and Morton Harley,
in Viola, are products of Virginia universities; and "Reckless" Joe
Booth, in Kit Carson, Jr,, quotes Shakespeare as readily as he shoots
Mexican bandits and Indians, Others, like Lafitte, possess latent
qualities of Intellect that they never quite develop. At the university,
Lafitte had been known "by the professors as one, who, never in his
study, or a consumer of midnight oil, yet always prepared for the
recitation room" (Lafitte, I, p, 26), And the intellectual qualities
of still others, such as Loyal Heart, or Rafael Garillos de Saavedra,
in Trappers of Arkansas, are sensed more than they are readily shown.
With Loyal Heart, all "often had recourse to his counsels" (Trappers
of Arkansas, p© h5)*

Then, the combination of quick wit, indicative
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of Intellect, and of physical strength enables the adventurer to perform amazing feats, such as the following by Don Valentine Guillois,
already quoted in another context©
The Jaguars seemed to comprehend that the moment of action had
arrived. As if by one accord, they drew themselves up and
bounded on their enemy ^ o n Valentine/© The first struck in
its leap by a bullet which passed through its right eye, rolled
on the ground, where it remained motionless. The second was
received on the point of the hunter's machete, who, after discharging his rifle, had fallen on his knee, with his left arm
folded in his blanket in front, and the machete in the other
hand. The man and the tiger writhed together in a deadly embrace, and after a few seconds only one of the adversaries rose;
it was the man. The tiger was deads the hunter's machete,
guided by a firm hand, had passed right through its heart
(Trail Hunter, p, 10)©

Morally, the adventurer usually proves beyond reproach ~ even
under the most trying circumstances. His conduct, in fact, seems based
upon the ancient code of chivalry, a point made explicitedly in Chapter
VI of this study©

For example, almost every adventurer at one time or

other finds himself in what could easily be a compromising position with
a woman. Francis Berrian, in fact, spends several months in a cave
with the three Benvelt girls. Yet, while the three are there and even
after two of them have died, leaving the third alone with Berrian, he
never evidences even the slightest tendency toward the violation of
virtue,

"Fear me not," William Boiling tells the frightened Mary Miles

whom he has rescued from storm and bandits in the woods, "I am a gentleman, and as such would sooner behold my right hand wither than harm, or
even insult, by word, look, or gesture any being bearing the sex of my
sainted mother, much less a virgin lovely and pure as the one now before
me" (Rangers and Regulators, p. l8). Even the pirate Lafitte, earlier
shown to have raped a Moorish girl who had rescued him from prison,
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proves capable of moral restraint©

After spiriting Constanza Velasquez

away from her island home that he has raided, he carefully refrains
from laying a hand on the girl. Other aspects of strong morality among
the adventurer are honesty, a virtue supposedly violated only by Bob
Rock, in Cabin Books who actually is innocent, and a readiness to defend,
rather than to oppress, the weak.
Yet, despite his strong tendency toward morality, the adventurer
displays no special inclination toward religion. None but Lafitte, who
finally realizes that his career in piracy has shown him to be in danger
of losing his soul, shows any evidence of being religious. None of the
emotional and personality characteristics of the adventurer are touched
upon directly. They are for the most part emotionally stable, only
Lafitte, Bob Rock, in Cabin Book, and Jim Barnard, in Buffalo Bill, by
their fits of remorse or drunken stupor showing evidences of weakness.
Lesser Character Types
In addition to the adventurer, numerous lesser character types
populate the early novel of the Southwest, The priest or his equivalent
appears in the second novel, Francis Berrian (1826), and continues in
many through Zane Grey's Riders of the Purple Sage (1912). Ironcially,
however, he is often portrayed not as an honest and Godly person but,
rather, as a "confidence man,"17 Several of these can be cited. Father

•'•^ Richard Chase, in Herman Melville (New York, 19U9), p, 263.
attributes to one kind of confidence man the qualities of being
"subtly obsequious, outwardly frank and friendly . . . a 'fairspoken man,' speaking in silvery accents with a 'confidential'
tongue. Conducting himself, as is his wont, with an 'uncommon
prudence' and speaking with a Pharisaical sense of 'retributive
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Josephus, in Francis Berrian, for example, has "all the external suavity
and observance of a courtier, the training and adroitness of a Jesuit,
and a sufficiency of intrigue to have been minister of the Grand
Seignior , . . Seen at a distance, his countenance and manner inspire
respect.

Contemplated more nearly and intensely, there was something

in it sinister and repressing to confidence and affection" (I, p. 111).
With an "inward depravity" (I, p, 219), he opposes Francis Berrian because of the latter's Protestant affiliation. Another unpriestly
priest. Father Mazzolin, is shown to have a "large amount of Jesuit
determination" that is "expressed in his iris, blended with cunning,
malignity, and fierceness" (Inez, p, 31) • Bent on destroying Hamilton,
whose illigltlmate son by an Italian woman he is, Mazzolin seeks also
to destroy Hamilton's daughter Florence by luring her into Catholicism
f

and his niece, Mary Irving; the latter's staunch Protestantism, however, thwarts the cleric.
of inward degeneracy.

Several others also display various degrees

Padre Jose, in Mustang Gray, is portrayed as a

lustful priest who attertipts to rape Inez Montero.

In More Than She

Could Bear, Padre Clemente Delgado persuades his niece, Isabella Delgado,
to use her womanly wiles to enlist the support of the bandit Gatewood
in the patriot cause in the Mexican Revolution.

Fray Ignatius, in

Remember the Alamo, turns Mrs. Robert Worth against her husband and
children, who are supporting the Anglo-American cause in the Texas
Revolution, in an attempt to secure their property for the church.

righteousness,'
depravity. The
the early novel
Protestant bias

In

he sells his case . . ." He may also have an inward
association of the confidence man with the priest in
of the Southwest stems in part, no doubt, from the
of the writers.
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Flute of the Gods, Padre Vincente de Bernaldez seduces the innocent
Indian maiden Mowathe, thereby becoming the father of her mystic son
Tahnte, whose life he then succeeds in snuffing out.

In Riders of the

Purple Sage, the Mormon religious leaders. Bishop Dyer and Elder Tull,
drive Jane Withersteen off her ranch ostensibly because of her association with "gentiles" but really because of their desire for her ranch, 18
Despite these few corrupt ecclesiasties, however, the early novel
portrays favorably many persons pursuing their religious duties, Don
Fernando de Larribal and Abbatte Letinez, in Mexico versus Texas^ for
instance, are both noble men.

The former, who has an income of five

thousand dollars a year from his church, spends "upon himself barely
what was sufficient for the actual necessaries of life, and employed
the remainder in supporting a public school and relieving private distress" (p, 12), Abbatte Letinez holds a comfortable position in
civilized Mexico City, but exposes himself to the hardships of the
rural areas in service beyond the call of duty.

Padres Polidori,

Marini, and Antonio, in Monsieur Violet, Journey from Italy to the
American wilderness to lose their lives in an effort to Christianize
the Indians,

In Great-Grandmother's Girls in New Mexico, Fray Ignacio

Mendoza risks his life in an effort to restrain the Spanish soldiers
from exploiting Indians, Among Protestants, the Reverend Mark Kennison^
15
in Under the Man-Fig, sometimes lacks faith in his fellow man, and the

•^^ Some confidence men are not associated in any way with the
church, Robert Taliafero, an "arch-fiend" who pleads in "seraph tones"
(Mustang Gray, p. 36), is a businessman who seduces Julia Allison,
And Buffalo Jim, who sells his worthless mine for $i;00 to an unsuspecting "gentleman from Illinois" (Sheriff of Badger, p, 26), is an old
prospector.
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skepticism costs him the love of Olive Herring; but he is basically a
good man and a competent minister. Father Brannon, in Arkansas Planter,
helps thwart labor agitators, Larnage and Mayo, in their attempt to incite Negroes against whites. To the Indian mystic Tahnte, thought by
many to be "the son of a god" (though actually the illigltlmate offspring of the priest. Padre Vincente de Bernaldez), "belonged the
fasting and the prayer of tribal penance, and the loves and the hates
of the children of Te-hua were luxuries not for him. He was enemy to
no man — and he could be lover to no woman" (Flute of the Gods, p.
113). And the stranger to the Ozarks, Daniel Howitt Cha—, struggling
himself to find the God he has lost in civilization, brings peace and
enlightenment to a backward area©
His form stooped a little in the shoulders, perhaps with
weariness, but he carried himself with the unconscious air of
one long used to a position of conspicuous power and influence;
and, while his well-kept hair and beard were strongly touched with
white, the brown, clear lighted eyes, that looked from under their
shaggy brows, told of an intellect unclouded by the shadows of
many years. It was a face marked deeply by pride; pride of birth,
of intellect, of culture; the face of a scholar and poet . . .
(Shepherd of the Hills, pp. l5-'l6)©
Another lesser character type is the soldier, who may also be a
real historical figure. Bernardo Gutierrez, who with the American Army
lieutenant, Augustus Magee, led an expedition in 1812-13 against Spanish
authority in Texas, appears as a character in the novel, Francis Berrian,
and along with Magee in More Than She Gould Bear©

Andrew Jackson has

a small part in Lafitte, in connection with the battle of New Orleans
during the War of 1812. James Fannin, whose Texan forces were massacred
at Goliad during the Texas Revolution, appears briefly in a character
role in Mexico versus Texas, Inez, and Remember the Alamo, So also does
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Sam Houston, lAio led the Texans to ultimate victory at San Jacinto,
Mustang Gray, the hero of the novel that bears his name, served as
captain of a ranger force during the Mexican War of l8i;6© Among the
chief soldier characters who have no historical connection are Edmund,
a French Army officer in L'Heroine du Texas; Don Pedro, a Spanish officer in Francis Berrian; Ambrosio Letinez, a Mexican Army captain in
Mexico versus Texas; Captain Zuniga, a Spanish officer in Great-Grandmother's Girls in New Mexico; and Lieutenant Neil Blakely, a United
States Army officer in Apache Princess, Two of these are villainsg
Don Pedro, who vies with Francis Berrian for the hand of Martha Alvaro
in the sitting room and for the perpetuation of royalist Spain on the
battlefield, and Zuniga, a tyrant who tortures Indians for their
wealth. The chief characteristic of Letinez is his humanity in sparing
Texan lives at Goliad, although he is an officer on the Mexican side
in the Texas Revolution. The son of an American father and a Spanish
mother, he has been thoroughly educated by his grandfather in Mexico,
and has many admirable traits. The French officer Edmund is an accomplished violinist and botanist, as well as a soldier. And Blakely
is cast as a gentle but virile soldier, who is "a squire of dames in
San Francisco and other cities when serving on staff duty, a society
'swell' and clubman" (Apache Princess, pp. 17'=-l8), who is characterized
as having "no incumbrances whatever" and with a "fine professional
record" and "personal traits and reputation to make him enviable,
comparative wealth, and, as a rule, superlative health" (Apache
Princess, p, 19)o
The mountain man, or trapper, one of the truly colorful Southwestem figures, unfortunately remains largely neglected in the regional
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novel. Yet his treatment in an impressive manner by George F. Ruxton,
in Life in the Far West, and in a somewhat less impressive fashion by
Captain Mayne Reid, in Scalp-Hunters j reveals a rather clear-cut picture. The mountain man's speech, shown both by Ruxton and Reid to be
compounded of mixed tongues, is treated in Chapter III of this study©
His bearing and dress, however, are shown by Ruxton through the character of Bill Williams, who shares a major role with Killbuck and La
Bonte.
Williams always rode ahead, his body bent over his saddle-horn,
across which rested a long heavy rifle, his keen gray eyes
peering from under the slouched brim of a flexible felt-hat, black
and shining with grease. His buckskin hunting-shirt, bedaubed
until it had the appearance of polished leather, hung in folds
over his bony carcass; his nether extremities being clothed in
pantaloons of the same material . . . Acquainted with every inch
of the Far West, and with all the Indian tribes who inhabited it,
he never failed to outwit his Red enemies, and generally made his
appearance at the rendezvous, from his solitary expeditions, with
galore of beaver (Life in the Far West, pp. 112-11;),
That the mountain man is self-reliant and a capable foe in combat is
shown by Rtocton in the following rhapsodyg

"Fourteen good rifles in

the hands of fourteen mountain men, stout and true, on fourteen
strong horses, of true Indian blood and training — fourteen cool heads,
with fourteen pairs of keen eyes in them, each head crafty as an Indian's,
directing a right arm strong as steel, and a heart as brave as grizzly
bear's** (Life in the Far West, p. 139). Because of his constant contact
with the Indian, the mountain man acquires many of his adversary's moral
traits, which are appropriate enough to the savage but which are not so
savory in the white. For example, Killbuck relates the experience of
a group of mountain men, who, having raided an Indian village and kidnapped several squaws, resort to cannibalism by eating their victims
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after all other sources of meat are exhausted; and La Bonte blandly
takes two Indian maidens, Sahquamanish, a Shoshone, and Chilcothe, a
Ute, for wives simultaneously.

In Scalp-Hunters mountain men are seen

to converge upon such settlements as Taos to reap destruction at the
social functions such as the fandango and to steal en masse the Mexican
women.

If the victims' husbands protest too keenly, they suffer the

loss of limb or life.

In short, the mountain man of the early novel

looms as only slightly more civilized than the savage.
Rather closely akin to the mountain man as a fictional character is the Santa Fe trader —

again another colorful regional figure

only slightly portrayed in the early novel. But some insight into the
character of the trader is provided by one novel. In Scalp-Hunters,
Mo Henry Haller, Joining a party of traders out of Missouri, quickly
appropriates the dress of the trade,

I wear a hunting-shirt of dressed deer-skin. It is a garment
more after the style of an ancient tunic than anything I can think
of. It is of a light yellow colour, beautifully stitched and embroidered; and the cape, for it has a short cape, is fringed by
tags cut out of the leather itself. The skirt is also bordered by
a similar fringe, and hangs full and low. A pair of 'savers' of
scarlet cloth cover my limbs to the thigh; and under these are
strong Jean pantaloons, heavy boots, and big brass spurs. A
coloured cotton shirt, a blue neck-^tie, and a broad-brimmed
Guayaquil hat, complete the articles of my every day dress (ScalpHunters, p. 17)©

With Haller, incidentally, are such historical traders as Bill Bent,
Young Sublette, Jerry Folger, and St. Vrain, none of whom, however,
plays a prominent role|

as the interest shifts in the novel to another

figure, the scalp hunter, whose portrayal is very similar to that of
the mountain man. About the only other insight given by the early
novel with reference to the trader is that, as a type, barring the
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loss of goods through Indian attack or natural disaster, he prospered,
Haller, in Scalp-Hunters, Invests ten thousand dollars in merchandise,
which brings him an income of thirty thousand.
Similar to the mountain man and the trader is the scout, portrayed in only one of the novels, Sam Hall's Kit Carson3 Jr© Although,
because of his age. Kit Carson, Jr,, is not a typical scout, he is a
strong and competent ones

"A powerful built boy, not over fourteen

years of age, with rosy cheeks, and beardless, girlish face; his long,
dark brown hair hanging below the shoulders, now stepped within the
circle of firelight, causing a murmur of admiration and love from all
the Rangers, for he was the pet of the company, and although seemingly
of feminine appearance, yet was able to ride or follow a trail with
any of them" (Kit Carson, Jr,, p, 3)© More typical are a group of
scouts described as follows.
These five Texans are clad in buckskin, fringed, and beautifully
embroidered, with red silk sashes twisted around the heavy leather
belts, and dangling their long fringes at each side. The belts,
with heavy silver clasps — upon which the star of Texas is heavily
engraved — supporting two large-sized Colt's revolvers, and a long
bowie-knife; a sharpe's carbine hangs with the lariat at the horn
of the saddle; blankets, tin cup, and canteen, on the cantel behind,
show that the men are used to 'roughing it,' and prepared to defend
themselves against odds (Kit Carson, Jr., p, 2),
Several medical men appear as characters in the early novel of
the Southwest and are usually portrayed as individuals with a wide
range of interests outside the field of medicine, Dr, Martin, in 0 ^
Hicks the Guide, for example, devotes far more of his time to the perfection of a deadly air rifle he has invented than to the practice of
healing. Again, Dr. Richter, in Scalp-Hunters, has virtually foregone
his practice in the interest of botany, the pursuit of which originally
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led him to the Southwest©

Dr© Frank Bryant, in Inez, mixes politics

with medicine. Joining the Texas Revolution in which he ultimately
loses his life. In the Trappers of Arkansas, Jerome Duveus also
combines medicine and fighting, but his role of an army surgeon anticipates such division of duties. Like Bryant, Dr, Robert Worth devotes
as much time to politics as to medicine, with his interest in the former pursuit during the Texas Revolution costing him considerable
property, the loss of a son, and almost that of his wife. Of the
doctors. Worth is the most fully pictured©

He was a tall, muscular man of a distinguished appearance. His
hair was white. His face was handsome and good to see. He was
laconic in speech, but his eyes were closely observant of all
within their range, and they asked searching questions. He had
a reverent soul, wisely tolerant as to creeds, and he loved his
country /the United State^ with a passion which absence from it
constantly intensified. He was believed to be a thoroughly
practical man, fond of accumulating land and gold; but his
daughter Antonia knew that he had in reality a noble imagination,
When he spoke to her of the woods, she felt the echoes of the
forest ring through the room; when of the sea, its walls melted
away in an horizon of a long rolling wave (Remember the Alamo, p,

8).
The outlaw, although prominent in the Southwest, does not figure
largely in the early novel. Usually, he is portrayed as a Gothic
villain such as Albert, whose face —
was contracted with a savage frown, which rendered his expression
demoniacal. His black eyes shot fire from beneath broad, dark
brows, above which the purple veins were knotted like snakes; his
arched nose was white across the bridge, while the thin nostrils
spread like those of a panting charger; the lower part of his
face was covered with a black, heavy, and close-curled beard, and
his thin, parted lips were stretched pale across large white teeth
— altogether, with his tall, lithe, powerful frame, and his inconceivably fantastic costume, he presented the most striking
ensemble of a wild savage chieftain crossed upon the European
outlaw (Old Hicks, p, 191).
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The outlaw, however, is sometimes shown in a totally different light,
as a suave gentleman, Bartolo Piedras, the smuggler in Mustang Gray,
for example, is "no common man," having been "educated in a convent of
the Jesuits" (p, 81;)© Another literate outlaw is Curran, in Rangers
and Regulators of the Tanaha, who finds that his adversary, William
Boiling, shares his Interest in "the divine science, astrology," and
sayss

"I inferred that you worship at the altar of the sweet Paphian

divinity, rather than before the shrine of the wiser Muses" (p, 23)©
And D'Estang, the counterfeiter in Viola, is unexpectedly cultured©
In addition to his literacy, the outlaw may be pursuing his career out
of rather lofty motives. Mustang Gray, in the novel of the same name,
operates as a smuggler against the Mexicans out of patriotic motives
(p© 100), For the most part, however, the outlaw is crude and hard©
If he is a gunman, he will have "a quiet grey eye, with the glint of
steel that bore out the inference of the tied holsters" (Arizona Nights,
p© 251)©

And like Texas Pete, the gunman in Arizona Nights, he will be

"a sidewinder and a diamond-back and a little black rattlesnake all
rolled into one," who cares "about as little for klllin' a man as for
takin' a drink — and he shorely drank without an effort" (p, 2?)©

In

fact, as Jed Parker, in the same novel, observes §

There's a good deal of romance been written about the 'bad man,'
and there's about the same amount of nonsense. The bad man is
Just a plain murderer, neither more or less. He never does get
into a real, good, plain, stand-up gun fight if he can possibly
help it. His klllin's are done from behind a door, or when he's
got his man dead to rights (Arizona Nights, p, 72),
The outlaw's major foe, the lawman, although thinly drawn in the
early novel, is generally shown to have physical qualities to match
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those of his opponent; e, g©, Lafe Johnson is "tall and big of bone,
and his shoulders had an indolent droop" (Sheriff of Badger, p, 5)©
His courage will be unequaled, Johnson "was never one to accept anything handed him merely because of his situation. That policy of
compromise might befit the weak, but Johnson was made of sterner stuff©
No matter in what straits his mistakes landed him, he forever kept his
own valuation at a certain figure. And usually other men accepted his
estimate" (Sheriff of Badger, p, 1;6)©
The cowboy, though an actual figure in the Southwest, appears
rarely in the early novel even in the latter stages of development when
ranching was well established. His most characteristic features in the
fiction about him are his sturdy physique and his quiet restraint, Jim
Lassiter, for example, has all the characteristics of the typical range
rider —

"the leanness, the red burn of the sun, and the set changeless-

ness that came from years of silence and solitude. But it was not these
which held her /Jane Withersteer^; rather the intensity of his gaze, a
strained weariness, a piercing wlstfulness of keen, gray sight, as if
the man was forever looking for that which he never found" (Riders of
the Purple Sage, p. 8).

The cowboy frequently finds his home life

only on the range, "The campfire is to all outdoor life what the
evening fireside is to domestic life. After the labors of the day are
over the men gather around the fire, and the social hour of the day is
spent in yarning" (Log of a Cowboy, p, 30), Quite frequently, such
"social life" becomes robust, "The stories told may run from the sublime to the ridiculous, from a true incident to a base fabrication,, or
from a touching bit of pathos to the most vulgar vulgarity" (Log of a
Cowboy, p, 30).
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The cowboy's employer, the rancher, similarly a comparatively
neglected character in early fiction, is also a physically rugged
individual. Kit Foy —

was about thirty, above middle height, every mold and line of him
slender and fine and strong. His face was resolute, vivacious.
Intelligent; his eyes were large and brown, pleasant, and fearless, A wide black hat, pushed back now, showed a broad forehead
white against crisp coal-black hair and the pleasant tan of neck
and cheek. But it was not his dark, forceful face alone that lent
him such distinction. Rather it was the perfect poise and balance
of the man, the ease and unconscious grace of every swift and sure
motion (Desire of the Moth, p. 311)©
Complementing such strength is fearlessness, such as is demonstrated by
Emory Dearin to whom nature, it seems, had forgotten to give "any nerves"
(Kit Fox, p. 11), The rancher is mentally tough, too. Buck Johnson is
"lord of the high, the low, and the middle Justice, He violated international ethics, and for the laws of nations he substituted his own"
(Arizona Nights, p, 272)©
One or two more lesser character types may be mentioned. Health
seekers abound, including "a Boston law-student, a Wyoming cowboy, a
Canadian minister, a Scotchman from Inverness, and a Jolly Irish lad
from Belfast" (Little Colonel, p, 33)- Occasionally there appears an
effete dilettante like Johnny Thomham.

"His busy thoughts had already

leaped forward to his city life /in New Orlean^g

his elegant bachelor

apartments, his club, the opera, the races, the never-ending round of
amusement and distraction which had become so necessary to his wellbeing" (Under the Man-Fig, p, 29). Perhaps at the lowest scale of
Southwestern fictional characters is the one like Jack Hodge, in Ki;

+•

Carson, Jr,, "the laziest man in town" (p, 1;)©
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Charac terIzation

Although, as has been shown, the early novelists portrayed a
vast number of characters, there is no major emphasis on characterization as such.

Plot action, too often, is the novelist's objective©

And he found convenient stereotypes at hand.

If the dominant male

character is to be an adventurer, a lover of action and a paragon of
manly virtue, a novelist need not waste his time on subtle characterization; moreover, it is insignificant whether the figure be Spanish,
Mexican, French, Anglo-American, or a mixed breed.

And the same can be

said of the principal feminine character, the "frontier flower,"

Even

those novels which do emphasize characterization, or any aspect other
than action, fail rather universally to lend any verisimilitude to the
figures peopling their pages, M» E. M. Davis' Under the Man-Fig, Ruth
McEnery Stuart's Napoleon Jackson and Sonny, and J« B. Ellis' Arkinsaw
Cousins —

all local color novels which traditionally are supposed to

stress distincti-ve characters —

each, interestingly enough, illustrates

the same failure. Vanborough Herring and his daughter Olive, principal
figures in Under the Man-Fig, do not differ, respectively, from any
other lawyer or "frontier flower,"

Napoleon Jackson, an indolent hus-

band, and Rose Ann, his industrious wife, si'iffer as characters by the
fact of the author's condescending Southern attitude toward the Negro
in Napoleon Jackson; whereas Sonny Jones, another of Stuart's creations,
is unique among children only in that, in Sonny, he arrived only after
his parents had had seventeen years of childless marriage, Ellis'
cousins are legion in number in the novel and so much alike that the
reader must hold tenaciously to their family tree to distinguish among
them©
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It is really little wonder, then, that fewer than a dozen
characters in the forty novels examined in this study emerge as distinctive figures essential to the work in which each appears.
mountain men of Life in the Far West —
Williams —

The

Killbuck, La Bonte, and Bill

are carefully drawn individuals, being actual historical

figures whom Ruxton knew,

Monita, a precocious Indian girl in Great-

Grandmother's Girls in New Mexico, stands out above children characters©
As previously shown, she is the only Indian, small or large, successfully
to thwart for a substantial period of time the power of the white man;
and she is the only Indian shown to become lettered in the white man's
language.

Another Indian character, Tahnte in Flute of the Gods, is

distinguished for his exceptional character and for his mysticism, as
discussed in Chapter VI of this study.

Daniel Howitt C h a — , although

sentimentalized and treated somewhat melodramatically in Shepherd of
the Hills, is unique among religious leaders in that he is in search
of understanding.
The basic method of character portrayal, used by the early
novelists of the Southwest, is that of static description, which tends
to render the figure immobile.

This is especially true in the initial

novels of the early period, where the authors devote long paragraphs,
even pages, to physical description of the various characters. With
the single exception of Life in the Far West (l8i;9), this tendency
prevails generally through the l880's; although Great-Grandmother's
Girls in New Mexico (1888) is one of the first novels of the Southwest
to employ the sort of dynamic description which views the character ir.
motion rather than some sort of tableau.

A representative example of

this method is Heart's Desire from which the following passage, in
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which a cowboy and the narrator are discussing home, is taken.
'Yours is up that-a-way;' Curly pointed to the northeast, 'Mine
was that-a-way©' He shifted his leg in the saddle as he turned to
the right and swept a comprehensive hand toward the east, meaning
perhaps Texas, perhaps a series of wild frontiers west of the Lone
Star state, I noticed the nice distinction in Curly's tenses. He
knew the man more recently arrived west of the Pecos, possibly
later to prove a backslider. As for himself. Curly knew that he
would never return to his wild East; yet it may have been that he
had Just a touch of the home feeling which is so hard to lose,
even in a homeless country, a man's country pure and simple, as
was surely this which now stretched wide about us (Heart's Desire,
p, 2)©

Since most of the characters in these novels represent stereotypes, it is not surprising that imusual methods of portrayal involving
original touches should not be employed. Yet, one or two practices are
noteworthy, Gustave Aimard, who has been called the "French Cooper,-'
borrows a leaf from his model's novel. The Prairie, by balancing his
white characters with his Indian in Trail Hunter, In The Prairie,
Cooper introduces white characters who occur in four social levels,
Duncan and Inez represent the aristocratic level; Ellen Wade and Paul
Hover, the transitional level; Ishmael Bush, the fringe level; and the
Trapper, the level outside society.

Cooper also introduces Indian

characters who arrange themselves on levels corresponding to those of
the whites, Hard-Heart can be equated with Middleton; any lesser
Pawnee with Paul Hover; Mahtoree with Ishmael; and LaBalafre with the
Trapper, In much the same manner, in Trail Hunter, Don Miguel Zarate,
a landed aristocrat, may be compared with Mookapes, cacique of the
Coras; Valentine Guillois, a hunter, with Curumilla, also a hunter;
and Wilchasta (Red Cedar) t^onte and his sons, outlaws and squatters,
with the warlike Coras braves. Another method of character present-
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atlon that should be considered is that of George Pattullo —-> namely
the assigning of colorful names to his characters©

Pattullo's

practice pretty much follows Bret Harte's practice in this respect©
His character, Dutch Annie, is similar to Harte's Mother Shipton in
that both are proprietors of houses of ill-repute.
Character movement in the early novel, that is its deepening
or change as a result of plot crises, is primarily static, though
there are instances of maturation. Several novels —=- Lafitte, Mexico
versus Texas, Monsieur Violet, Life in the Far West, Mustang Gray,
Great-Grandmother's Girls in New Mexico, Under the Man-Fig, Shepherd
of the Hills, Sonny, Flute of the Gods, and Sheriff of Badger -^ depict
figures progressing from childhood to adult life. In several novels —
Lafitte, Cabin Book, Mustang Gray, More Than She Could Bear, Kit Fox,
Arkansas Planter, Expiation^ and Heart's Desire =- there is moral, or
psychological, change. In three of these the principal character
undergoes a disintegrations

Lafitte changes from a basically good

youth to a corrupt pirate; Mabry Gray changes from a model youth to a
murderer and smuggler; and Isabella Delgado and Filly lose all human
validity by turning to suicide. The other five novels reveal moral
triumph. In Cabin Book, Bob Rock turns from an alcoholic into a
patriot; in Kit Fox, Abner Gale abandons drink; in Arkansas Planter,
Louise Cranceford turns ultimately from a career as a dance hall
hostess; in Expiation, Fairfax Rutherford overcomes his basic cowardice
to become a man; and in Heart's Desire, John Ellsworth, a robber baron,
undergoes something of a change of heart.
As this chapter has shown, then, the early novel contains a
multitude of characters, indicating that the region was populated by a
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rich variety of ethnic groups©

Character portrayal serves as an index

to the prominence of any group, because, when a race is in economic,
political, and social ascendency, its members are prominent in fiction©
Conversely, when a race is on the decline in such respects, its members
are neglected by the novel. Furthermore, the early novel focuses upon
the dominant races —

Indian, Spanish, Mexican, and Anglo-American

—

and devotes somewhat less attention to the French, Negro, and other
groups,

Male characters are stressed over the female; although, from

the standpoint of space devoted by the novelists to description of
personages, the woman becomes dominant.

Of the women characters, the

"frontier flower," or youthful heroine, relegates to very secondary
consideration such others as the homemaker, maiden aunt, and prostitute©
Of the men characters, the adventurer receives primary attention from
the writers©

Interestingly, among the lesser men characters, the

priest or his equivalent is frequently shown to be a "confidence man,"
or villain; although several priests and other religious leaders are
portrayed as being excellent men.

Rounding out the picture of lesser

male characters are the soldier, mountain man, Santa Fe trader, scout,
doctor, outlaw, lawman, cowboy, rancher, and others.
is given by the early novel —

No major emphasis

even the local color ones —

to true

character development and, consequently, fewer than a dozen characters
emerge as distinctive.

The basic method of character portrayal is

that of static description, with little or no development in the
normal sense.

CHAPTER V
SETTING AND STYLE

Impressions of Geography
The Landscape

By and large landscape description in the early novel of the
Southwest is relegated to a secondary position. As in the case of
characterization, it plays a rather insignificant role in contrast to
action.

Moreover, description of the land occurs in brief comments, a

phrase or a sentence, rather than in lengthy passages. As a matter of
fact, of the forty novels examined in this study only two — Harold
Bell Wright's Shepherd of the Hills and Annie Fellow Johnston's Little
Colonel in Arizona =•- provide landscape descriptions in any great detail.
Taken as a whole, however, the novels provide a reasonably accurate
picture of the four geographical areas of the regiong

Woodland and Gulf,

Plains and Prairies, Desert, and Mountains and Plateaus.

In addition,

they provide an interesting early impression of the towns and villages
of the region.
The Woodland and Gulf area, or the eastern extremity of the
Southwest, serves as at least the partial setting for seventeen of the
region's early novels. Extending for hundreds of miles from the Texas
Gulf Coast to the Ozarks, Woodland and Gulf encompasses rolling coastal
plains on one hand and mountains on the other, with variations between
the two extremes.

Of the seventeen novels bearing on this area, ninel

L'Heroine du Texas, Lafitte, Mexico versus Texas, Monsieur
Violet, Cabin Book, Rangers and Regulators, More Than She Gould Bear,
Under the Man-Fig©
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confine themselves largely to the coastal plains environment, and
eight^ concentrate on the mountainous. The coastal plains environment
is most thoroughly treated in four of the novels — L'Heroine du Texas,
Lafitte, Cabin Books and Under the Man-Fig — which will serve to
demonstrate the general method and quality of description; and the
mountainous area most adequately by a single novel. Shepherd of the
Hills, Where appropriate, material will also be drawn from other
novels to supplement these.
In presenting the setting of his Cabin Book, Charles Sealsfleld
accurately describes the general features of the coastal plains. Of the
terrain immediately north of Galveston island, he reports that it is —an immeasurable plain, extending for a hundred miles or more before your eyes, this plain without the least elevation or
depression, overgrown with the most delicate grasses, favored by
each breath of the sea breeze, rolling like waves, interrupted by
nothing, no tree, hill, house, or hut . . . (Cabin Book, p, 6)©
Shortly beyond this point, as Sealsfleld further notes, however, changes
in the landscape become pronounced.
Fifteen miles above the mouth of the Rio Brazos, we entered the
first forest. Sycamores, and afterwards pecans arched themselves
on both banks, over the river, and a band of deer and a flock of
turkeys added to the beauty of the landscape. . • on the coast we
had foimd it /the soil/ consisting of a light sand, covered with
a very thin stratum of fertile vegetable soil, but without any
indication of marsh or mire; as we proceeded upwards, the vegetable soil increased in thickness, reaching from one to four,
eight, twelve, and at least fifteen feet; and at Brazoria twenty
feet over the sub-soil of sand and clay (Cabin Book, p, ?)©

2 Trappers of Arkansas, Arkansas Planter, Expiation, Napoleon
Jackson, Shepherd of the Hills, Arkinsaw Cousins, Sonny, and By
Inheritance©
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Here, then, Sealsfleld has observed that, as contrasted with most other
sections of the Southwest, Woodland and Gulf is plentifully and beautifully wooded. Also aware of this fact is the anonymous author of
L'Heroine du Texas» who, through his hero, observes that trees "which
keep their leaves nearly all the year rose majestically toward heaven"
(p, 85). Again, the region's sylvan beauty is captured by Joseph Holt
Ingraham.

, , , the handsome edifice , . . reared its lofty walls amid a
grove of oaks, whose hoary bodies, and the majestic spread of
their gnarled and giant limbs, while they told of their great
age — numbered by centuries, not years —• bore testimony to
the dignity and grandeur of the primeval forest, of which they
were alone the representatives (Lafitte, I, p. 12),
Occasionally, however, a whimsical nature injects deformity and ugliness
in the midst of beauty. Such a scene is presented in the fig tree from
which M. E. M. Davis' Under the Man-Fig derives its name. The man-fig
is "an enormous fig-tree, whose gnarled and knobby branches overhung
one comer of an abandoned dooryard," and it "had long ceased to bear
the luscious fruit" (Under the Man-Fig, p. 9)©
Complementing the sylvan grandeur of Woodland and Gulf's coastal
plains area, flowers of myriad color grow in great profusion. As the
author of L'Heroine du Texas observes, "bushes, such as the aloe, the
red laurel, sunflowers . . . bloomed there in great profusion of
color and perfume" (p. 85), Then, as Davis records an autumn day, she,
too, focuses on the floral splendor©
The autumn day was perfect; the sky was absolutely cloudless,
except where the vapory smoke from the sugar-house chimneys
banked itself against the eastern horizon. A soft breeze
stirred the tall cane, which moved with an incessant murmurous
rustling. The broad ditches intersecting the fields were ablaze
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with ragged sunflowers and wide-disked coreopsis; the grass,
still green underfoot, was sprinkled with coarse purple daisies
(Under the Man-Fig, p. 13?).

As an accompaniment to the flowers go exotic odors, another characteristic
the early novelists attribute to place. At an East Texas plantation,
as it is described by Davis, the "smell of honeysuckle and roses intermixed came in whiffs from the dooryards of the Quarter" (Under the ManFig, p, 137)©
That an abundance of surface water, frequently in the form of
rivers such as the Brazos, characterizes the coastal plains area, again
in sharp contrast to adjoining sections of the Southwest, is shown by
Davis•
The bed of it is very deep; and the color of the water — when it
creeps sluggishly along between its banks, so shallow in places
that the blue heron may wade it without wetting his knees — the
color of tarnished brass. But when it comes roaring down from the
far-away Redlands, a solid foam-crested wall, leaping upward a
foot a minute, and spreading death and destruction into the outlying lowlands, then it is as red as spilled blood (Under the
Man-Fig, p. l)©
Evident in this description of the Brazos River is that all is
not placid in nature in the coastal plains area. Further evidence of
natural hostility is shown by Charles Summerfield, who, in Rangers and
Regulators of the Tanaha, devotes much detail to a storm referred to
conflictingly on page twenty of the novel as a "hurricane" and on page
twenty-seven as a "tornado," Despite this discrepancy, the storm conveys amply the idea that with the beautiful exists the force of
destruction.
Harold Bell Wright's Shepherd of the Hills, set in the Ozarks,
describes accurately and comprehensively the other extreme of Woodland
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and Gulf —

its mountainous area. Wright resorts largely to the use

of contrast in his descriptive passages. The weather he Illustrates
by the Juxtaposition of the extremes of rain and drought; scenes, by
day and night; seasons, by autumn-winter and spring-summer. Only in
his presentation of animal life, in fact, does the author deviate from
this pattem, and even then only to a limited extent.
Like Sealsfleld, Wright recognizes that Woodland and Gulf is a
moist area even in its mountainous reaches, "All day," he records,
"a fine rain had fallen steadily, and the mists hung heavy over the
valley. The lower hills were wrapped as in a winding sheet; dank and
cold. The trees were dripping with moisture" (Shepherd of the Hills,
p, 15) o On the other hand, Wright further notes, climatic whim often
produces diametrically opposite conditions in the form of drought.
The moon changed and still the same hot dry sky, with only now
and then a shred of cloud floating lazily across the blue. The
grass in the glades grew parched and harsh; the trees rattled
their shriveled leaves; creek beds lay glaring white and dusty
in the sun; and all the wild things in the woods sought the
distant river bottom (Shepherd of the Hills, p.
Just as the weather is contrasting, Wright shows, so are the
scenes in the mountains. On a given days
far away.

"The clouds were drifting

The western sky was clear with the sun still above the hills,

In an old tree that leaned far out over the valley, a crow shook the
wet from his plumage and dried himself in the warm light; while far
below the mists rolled . . ." (Shepherd of the Hills, p, 22). On the
other hand, night diminishes the perspective even of a native, sitting
in his cabin doorway and hearing and feeling more than seeing nature's
panorama.

"He heard the short bark of a fox in the brush back of the

stable; and the wild cry of a catamount from a cliff farther down the
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mountain was answered by another from the timber below the spring. He
saw the great hills heaving their dark forms into the sky . . . "
(Shepherd of the Hills, p. I33), The contrast of seasons Wright captures in the deepening or the diminishing of colors and in the effects
produced upon the people of the region. From autumn to winter.
The soft green of tree, and of bush, and grassy slope changed to
brilliant gold, and crimson, and russet brown, while the gray
blue haze that hangs always over the hollows took on a purple
tone. Then in turn this purple changed to a deeper, colder blue,
when the leaves had fallen, and the trees showed naked against
the winter sky (Shepherd of the Hills, pp. 166-7),
From sprlng3 to summer there came first the —
soft beauty of tender green; its wealth of blossoms, and sweet
fragrance of growing things. Then came the summer; that terrible
summer, when all the promises of spring were broken; when no rain
fell for weary months, and the settlers, in the total failure of
their crops, faced certain ruin (Shepherd of the Hills, p. 16?),
Wright's portrayal of animal life in the eastern mountains tends
to center on their savagery, a tendency probably suggested by the remoteness of the area that, largely isolated, retains primordial traits.

"^ An appropriate description of spring in the mountainous area
of Woodland and Gulf is given by Octave Thanet, who writes? "Very
tender and lovely looked the first dawn of the spring foliage. The
cypress-trees were newly pricked out in green, and the sullen blackwalnuts had not so much as ventured a bud on the chances of summer; but
already the live-oaks and the willows glittered in woodland bravery.
The sycamores looked like illuminations in an old missal, with dullgold leaves on silver boughs. Gorgeous vermilion and orange blooms on
the maple, yellow sassafras blossoms, velvet hickory-buds, shaded
darkly red, brilliant tassels swinging from cotton-wood limbs, white
dogwood, tier on tier, in the woods, scarlet buckeye bells and purple
masses of rose-bud were blended in a magical tapestry hung between
earth and sky for the poorest's Joy" (Expiation, pp. 200-1).
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Often, in the years of our story, swift leaping deer would cross
the ridge at the low gap and follow along the benches to the
spring. And sometimes a lithe bodied panther, in the belt of
timber, watched hungrily for their coming, or a huge-pawed
catamount, or doe. Or perhaps a gaunt timber wolf would sniff
the trail, and with wild echoing howls call his comrades to the
chase (Shepherd of the Hills^ p, 13)©
Taken altogether the twenty-two early novels that touch in part
on plains and prairies give a fairly adequate picture of the area©!^
Of special value in capturing salient characteristics of the area's
landscape, however, are eight of the workss

Francis Berrian, Monsieur

Violet, Cabin Book, Scalp-Hunters^ Inez, Mustang Gray, Trail Hunter,
and Riders of the Purple Sage. Collectively, these novels, as subsequent
discussion indicates, show the plains and prairies to be of vast expanse,
with an abundance of animal and plant life, much of the latter of which
is characterized by exotic color and odor, and of generally moderate
climate.
The vast expanse of place Mayne Reid shows through his narratorhero, who relates?

"I stand in an open plain. I tum ray face to the

north, to the south, to the east, and to the west; and on all sides
behold the blue circle of heavens girdling around me. Nor rock, nor
tree, breaks the ring of the horizon" (Scalp-Hunters, p, 7 ) . ^

h See Francis Berrian, I, pp. i;0 ff,; Mexico versus Texas, pp,
208 ff,; Monsieur Violet, p, 22 and pp, 67 ff.; Cabin Book, pp. 6-7;
Old Hicks 9 p, 69; Scalp-H\mters, Chapter XUC; Inez, p© 2d, p, 191;, and
p, 2l6s Trappers of Arkansas, p, 50; Mustang Gray, p, 176; Trail Hunter,
p. 6; Kit Carson, Jr,, p,TF Kit Fox, p. 3; Remember the Alamo, Chapter
I; Delight Makers, pp. h-5$ Log of a Cowboy, passim; Apache Princess,
pp, 9-10, 212, 221, 260; Arizona Nights, p, 271; Good Men and True,
passim; Sheriff of Badger, p, 55J Riders of the Purple Sage, pp. 32-3j>
322; Buffalo Bill, p. zTand Desire of the Moth, p, 301.
^ Trail Hunter, p, 6, and Mustang Gray, p. 176, make similar
statements with respect to the vast expanse of plains and prairies.
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Within this vast expanse abounds animal and plant life, much of
the latter of which is characterized by exotic color.

Gustave Aimard

refers to deer "browsing with security" (Trail Hunter, p. 6 ) , and
Augusta Jo Evans observes them "lifting proudly their antlered heads,"
seemingly scorning "danger from the hand of man" (Inez, p. 19i;)©

And

the latter, as many authors whose works are set in the plains area,
portrays "groups of cattle, starting at the slightest sound," which
"tossed their horns in defiance, and browsed among the mosquit" (Inez,
p, 19l;)«

Frederick Marryat, through his narrator, adds "buffaloes and

wild horses" that could be "seen grazing in every direction.

Sometimes

a noble stallion, his long sweeping mane and tail waving to the wind,
would gallop down to the water's edge, and watch us as if he would know
our intentions" (Monsieur Violet, p. 22), Providing food and shelter
for the animals, as well as offering beautiful sights for the observer,
plant life in prairie and plain includes some trees.

Not nearly so

prevalent as in Woodland and Gulf, the trees appear mainly along the
streams, as Marryat points out, " . . . both shores of the river wera
lined with evergreens" (Monsieior Violet, p. 22), Occasionally, however, as Evans shows, they crop up elsewhere, "Far away stretched the
prairie, bounded, ocean-^like, only by the horizon; the monotony
occasionally relieved by clumps of aged live oaks, which tossed their
branches to and fro in summer breezes and ;ln wintry blasts, and lent
a mournful cadence to the bowlings of the tempest" (Inez, p. 191;), Then,
of course, as Aimard points out, trees may frame an area, where, "on
the other side, the forest, wilder than ever, on the contrary, an
impassable wall of verdure" (Trail Hunter, p. 6 ) , But, generally, as
Reid reminds the reader, trees do not abound?

"What covers the broad
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expanse between? Wood? Water?
p, 7)i

grass? No; flowers" (Scalp-Hunters,

It is the flower, in fact, which lends much of the color to

place. Says Reid, "As far as my eye can range^ it rests only on
flowers, on beautiful flowers" (Scalp-Hunters^ p, 7). When the color
of flowers blends with that of the sky, it casts striking hues like
these pictured by Zane Greys

"Slumbering, fading purple fire burned

over the imdulating sage ridges. Long streaks and bars and shafts and
spears fringed the far western slope. Drifting, golden veils mingled
with low, purple shadows. Colors and shades changed in slow, wondrous
transformation" (Riders of the Purple Sage, p. 322), Or, as Sealsfleld
sees it, "Lights — veils of blue and gold, were hanging there," shining
"with the most splendid hues of the rainbow" (Cabin Book, p, 17),

Color,

too, stems from the sky, whether by day or night. By day, the "deep
blue vault arching inimitably above . . . the mosquit, bent and
glittering with its frosty mantle, blended with the blazing camp-fire
and the busy hum of preparation for the day, stole pleasingly into the
heart" (Inez, p. 216). And at night "the deeply dark blue firmament,
with its army of brightly scentillating stars" emits "an ocean of magic
light" (Cabin Book, p, li;)© The "moon and the stars shed their loveliest
light" (Mustang Gray, p, 176),
The beauty of plant life in plains and prairies is nurtured by
the streams, not nearly so abundant as in the eastern Southwest, but
nevertheless picturesque. Amber Spring, as Zane Grey describes it,
"was a magnificent outburst of clear, amber water pouring from a dark,
stone-lined hole" (Riders of the Purple Sage, p, 6)©

And in San Antonio,

the "river wound like an azure girdle round the town; not confined by
precipitous banks, but gliding along the surface, as it were, and re-
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fleeting, in its deep blue waters, the rustling tule which fringed the
margin" (Inez, p© 28).
Streams notwithstanding, plains and prairies have a generally
"arid soil, a dry climate, elevated table land, which is ventilated in
its southern extremity by the unchangeable gales of the tropical sea,
and on the north by breezes brought down from snow-capped mountains"
(Francis Berrian, I, p, 1^0), The winds

it remained for Dorothy

Scarborough in another age — 1925, with her publication of The Wind —
to capture the truly devastating effects of wind on people and place©
But Timothy Flint, the first Anglo-American novelist of the Southwest,
saw something of it in the passage above, and Jeremiah Clemens implies
it when he remarks that "the free winds blow unobstructed" (Mustang
Gray, p. 176).
Six novels devote varying degrees of attention to that part of
the region comprehended by the term desert," Of these, Annie Fellows
Johnston's Little Colonel in Arizona presents the most comprehensive
and representative landscape picture, although, as this study shall
show shortly, it perpetuates Zebulon M. Pike's misconception that the
desert occupies a much greater area than is actually true. It captures
the nuances of climate, topography, and animal and plant life; senses
the exotic characteristics of color and odor; and records the ocular
deceptions that man encounters in such vast expanses. Although focusing

Monsieur Violet, pp. 69 ff», Scalp-Hunters, pp, 60 ff,, and
Desire of the Moth, p. 301, deal briefly with the Jornada del Muerte
desert in New Mexico, with the former two placing key figures in the
position of having to struggle with the desert. Desire of the Moth
simply describes the desert, Apache Princess, passim. Little Colonel,
passim, and Arizona Nights, especially in Part Three called "Rawhide,"
all deal with the desert in Arizona,
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primarily on the Arizona desert, Johnston indirectly brings into consideration a wider area that she mistakes for desert country.

The

train carrying her principal characters to their new home passes through
Western Texas and New Mexico,

As it does, the author remarks that half

"the passengers had gone to sleep and forgotten that they were being
whirled across the great American Desert" (Little Colonel, p, 3)©

She

thus assumes incorrectly, as Pike had done, 7 that strips of desert such
as the Jomado del Muerto represent an index to the quality of the
entire region.
In most respects, Johnston proves to be a rather accurate
observer of the desert. As one might expect, she points out that the
temperature is blistering hot, so warm, in fact, that even when the
sun has set of a December night a health-seeker scarcely needs "the
shawl" which is drawn "around her shoulders" (Little Colonel, p, 13).
The heat notwithstanding, the climate is invigorating.

Lieutenant Zebulon Montgomery Pike's Southwestem expedition
of 1806 is memorable partly because of the controversy surroimding its
purposes and findings. Because it was ordered by General James
Wilkinson, it was linked with the Burr-Wilkinson scheme for Southwestern
empire, although Pike stoutly denied any connection with the plot and
was cleared officially of suspicion by Henry Dearborn, United States
secretary of war. Again, the expedition proved controversial as a result
of Pike's report that much of the area he traversed — Eastern Colorado,
Eastern New Mexico, and Western Texas -~ was the "great American desert,"
This assumption, accepted by the later Long expedition and by others,
probably deferred by several years any widescale settlement of the
region. Finally, Pike erred by asserting that the Colorado peak which
bears his name could not be scaled.
Here this study has followed, Edwin W. Gaston, Jr., "Travel
Accounts of the Southern Plainss 1800-1850," The Texas Journal of Science,
XI (March, 1959), pp. 3=l6; Hafen, Western America, p. 181;j Edwin James,
Account of an Expedition to the Rocky Mountains /the record of the Long
expedition/0 in R, G. Thwaltes, ed,. Early Wistem Travels (Cleveland,
190i;-7), % and Major Z, M. Pike, An Account of Expeditions to the Sources
of the Mississippi (Philadelphia, 1810)•
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The pure, fresh air blowing over the desert was unlike any she
had ever breathed before, it seemed so much purer and more lifegiving. It was a Joy Just to be alive on such a day and in such
a place. She felt that she knew some of the delight a bird must
feel winging its wild, free way through the trackless sky (Little
Colonels pp, 165-6).

The topography of the desert Johnston portrays as straight and level,
stretching "away toward the horizon, where a circle of mountains seemed
to rise abruptly from the sands" (Little Colonel^ p, 23)©8

One of the

mountains, old "camel-back," appears to the author as a thing victimized
by the desert, kneeling "there in the sand, day after day, like a poor
old broken-down beast of burden, imable to move another step" (Little
Colonel, p, 22)©
In the desert, as Johnston points out, bizarre specimens of
animal and plant life are to be found,
you know Just where to look, —

"You'll find almost anything if

a whole menagerie.

There are owls and

snakes living together in the same holes" (Little Colonel, p. 163)©
In other words, in the desert live "more strange things" than one
"could have seen in a whole afternoon in the streets of Paris or London,
There were the wonderful tiny trap-doors leading down into the silklined tunnels of the cunning trap-door spiders; the hairy tarantulas;
the lizards; the burrows of the Jack-rabbits; a trail made by the feet
of coyotes on their way to the White Bachelor's poultry-yard" (Little
Colonel, p, 161;),
life,

In the desert, too, exist unique examples of plant

Johnston describes a "great cactus, sixty feet high, branched

Eugene Manlove Rhodes describes the great Chihuahuan desert
that extends into New Mexico as "a boot . . . /~aJ7 larger boot than
Italy" (Desire of the Moth, pp, 317-8)©
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like a candelabrum," and shows that "the thorny trunk is like a great
sealed cup, full of the purest water, and that more than one traveller
has saved his life by boring into one of these desert wells when he was
perishing of thirst" (Little Colonel, p© 165). In such a cactus, the
author sees almost human qualities, such as "two great arms, thrown up
as if to ward off" a person's coming. "Its resemblance to a human figure
was uncanny" (Little Colonelo p. 276)©
The nuances of climate, topography, and plant and animal life,
as Johnston sees them, blend with exotic color and odor to make the
desert further distinctive.
It was the first of March, Where the irrigating ditches ran,
almond and peach orchards were pink with bloom, Califomia
poppies, golden as the sunshine, nodded on the edges of the waving
green wheat. Even the dry, hard desert was sweet in its miracle
of blossoming, A carpet of bloom covered it. Stems so short
that they could scarcely raise the buds that they bore above the
sand bravely pierced the hard-baked crust. Great masses of yellow
and blue, white, lavender, and scarlet transformed the bleak solitary places for a little while into a glory of colour and perfume
(Little Colonel, p. 2i;0)©9

The romantic odors Johnston records in this manner, "The sweet odours
of the night came blowing up .from every direction, the ethereal
fragrance of the mistletoe bloom, the heavy perfume of the orangeblossoms hanging white in distant orchards" (Little Colonel, p. 25l)©
In the vastness and wonder of the desert, man frequently experiences
ocular deception, as Johnston notes. One of her characters discovers that

9
Stewart Edward White describes the colorful desert around a
ranch in this manners "And all about lay the desert, shimmering,
changing, many-tinted, wonderful, hemmed in by the mountains that
seemed tenuous and thin, like beautiful mists, and by the sky that
seemed hard and polished like a turquoise" (Arizona Nights, p. 271)©
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"there is something extremely deceptive in the clear Arizona atmosphere, and had been told that the distance to the mountain was over
five miles.

But it was hard to believe.

It looked so near that she

was sure that she could reach it in a few minutes' brisk ride, —

that

she could easily go that far and back before daylight was entirely gone"
(Little Colonel, p. 275)©
Mountains and plateaus of the Southwest serve as the setting of
fourteen of the region's early novels,10 the following three of which
are representative in their treatment of landscapes

Francis Berrian^

Apache Princess, and Heart's Desire, The towering peaks, hidden valleys, and steep-walled canyons characteristic of this area, with its
breath-taking views, colorful scenes, rugged terrain, and a commensurately
hostile nature, are accurately reflected in these novels,
A representative view is sketched by Charles King as followss
Over the gloomy depths, a mile away about a Jutting point, three
or four buzzards were slowly circling, disturbed, yet determined.
0 ve r the broad valley that extended for miles toward the westward range of heights, the mantle of twilight was slowly creeping,
as in his expressive sign language the Indian spreads his extended
hands, palms down, drawing and smoothing imaginary blanket, the
robe of night, over the face of nature. Far to the northward,
from some point along the face of the heights, a fringe of smoke
was drifting in the soft breeze sweeping down the valley from
the farther Sierras, Wild, untrodden, undesired of man, the
wilderness lay outspread — miles and miles of gloom and desclation,
save where some lofty scarp of glistening rock. Jutting from among
the scattered growth of dark-hued pine and cedar, caught the
brilliant rays of the declining sun (Apache Princess, p. 260).

Francis Berrian, Mexico versus Texas, Monsieur Violet, Old
Hicks, Life in the Far West, Scalp-Hunters, Great-Grandmother's Girls^
Delight Makers, Heart's Desire, Apache Princess, and Desire of the
Moth.
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Or, as one of Emerson Hough's characters remarks, the view is a long
one.

"It looks like a long way acrost from here to the States"

(Heart's Desire, p. l).ll

An integral part of the view of mountain and

plateau, scenes, such as this one described by King, typify places

All in the valley was wrapped in shadow, though the cliffs and
turrets across the stream were resplendent in a radiance of
slanting sunshine. Not a cloud tempered the fierce glare of the
arching heavens or softened the sharp outline of neighboring
peak or distant mountain chain. Not a whisper of breeze stirred
the drooping foliage along the sandy shores or ruffled the liquid
mirror surface. Not a sound, save drowsy hum of beetle or soft
murmur of rippling waters, among the peebly shallows below, broke
the vast silence of the scene. The snow cap, beaming at the
northern horizon, lay one hundred miles away and looked but an
easy one-day march. The black upheavals of the Matitzal, barring
the southward valley, stood sullen and frowning along the Verde,
Jealous of the westward range that threw their rugged gorges
into early shade. Above and below the still and placid pool and
but a few miles distant, the pine-fringed, rocky hillsides came
shouldering close to the stream, but fell away, forming a deep,
semicircular basin toward the west, at the hub of which stood
bolt-upright a tall, snowy flagstaff, its shred of bunting hanging
limp and lifeless from the peak . . . (Apache Princess, pp. 9°10)©

Typical of the scenes also is this one described by Timothy Flints

From the basin the stream seeks to partake of the repose of the
valley; for it broadens into a transparent and quiet water, whose
banks are fringed with pawpaw, persimon, laurel, and c atalpa
shrubs and trees. Interlaced with vines, under which the green
carpet is rendered gay with flowers of every scent and hue. The
soil is black, tender and exuberantly fertile (Francis Berrian, I«

p. 52),

Another representative view of the mountains is the following
by Eugene Manlove Rhodess "Close behind. Organ Mountain flung up a
fantasy of spires, needle-sharp and bare and golden. The long straight
range -- saw-toothed limestone save for this twenty-mile sheer upheaval
of the Organ — stretched away to north and south against the unclouded
sky., till distance turned the barren gray to blue-black, to blue, to
misty haze; till the sharp, square-angled masses rounded to hillocks —
to a blur — a wavy line — nothing" (Desire of the Moth, p. 301)©
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That terrain is rugged in the Southwestem mountain and plateau
area is a point made by Emerson Hough.

The dark sides of the Patos Mountains edged around to the back
. , , and the scarred flanks of big Carrizo came farther and
farther forward along , , . Then the trail made a sharp bend to
the left, zigzagged a bit to get through a series of broken
ravines, and at last topped the low false divide which rose at
the upper end of the valley of Heart's Desire (Heart's Desire,
p, 11),
An even more stark scene of rugged terrain is the canyon shown by King,
Deep down in a ragged cleft of the desert, with shelving rock and
giant boulder on every side, without a sign of leaf, or sprig of
grass, or tendril of tiny creeping plant, a little party of haggard
men lay in hiding . . • Bulging outward overhead, like the counter
of some huge battleship, a great mass of solid granite heaved unbroken above them, forming a recess or cave . . . (Apache Princess,
p, 213)©
The climate of the moimtains and plateaus, like that of the
region as a whole, is generally warm, even in December. Hough makes
this point, contending —
It was the day before Christmas. Yet there was little winter in
this sweet, thin air up on the Capitan divide. Off to the left
the Patos Mountains showed patches of snow, and the top of Carrizo
was yet whiter, and even a portion of the highest peak of the
Capitans carried a blanket of white; but all the lower levels were
red-brown, calm, complete, unchanging, like the whole aspect of
this far-away and finished country , . . (Heart's Desire, p. 3 ) .
Again, the warmth is shown by Kings

"Windows were closed and blanketed

by day against the blazing sun and torrid heat, but, soon after nightfall, every door and window was usually opened wide and often kept so
all the night long, in order that the cooler air" might drift into the
rooms (Apache Princess, p, 1;2), Nevertheless, the region does have its
colder moments, as George Fo Ruxton points outs

"It was the month of
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October, when the early frosts of the coming winter had crisped and
dyed with sober brown the leaves of the cherry and quaking asp, which
belted the little brook; and the ridges and peaks of the Rocky
Mountains were already covered with a glittering mantle of snow, which
sparkled in the still powerful rays of the autumn sun" (Life in the
Far West, p. 3 ) .
A hostile nature exists in mountains and plateaus. Just as it
does in other sections of the Southwest,

Timothy Flint captures the

savage splendor of an impending rainstorm in a passage such as this?

the thunder, which had been rolling at a distance in the
mountains, approached nearer. The peals were more frequent, and
the echoes more loud and awful. The brassy edges of clouds rolled
together, and sweeping forward, like the smouldering pillars of
smoke from some mighty conflagration, were seen lowering from the
heights, and beginning to cover the sun. Gleams of lightning
darted far into the regions of the atmosphere, that were as yet of
cloudless blue (Francis Berrian, I, p. l8o)©
,

,

«

Once the storm arrives, it reaps destruction;

The rain did not descend in drops, or in sheets, but the terrible
phenomenon of the bursting of the clouds upon the mountains took
place. The roar of the new formed torrents and cascades., pour.ing
from the mountains, mingled with that of the rain, the thunderr,
and the winds. The atmosphere was a continued and lurid glare of
lightning, which threw a portentous brilliance through the descending waters and the darkness of the storm. Many an aged treec, that
had remained unscathed for ages, was stript from its summits to its
roots by the descending fires of the sky (Francis Berrian, I, p.
190)©

Towns and Villages

The setting of the Southwestern novel includes, in addition tc
nature, the scenes suggested by the locales of regional towr).3 and 'fillages.

This is particularly true of nine of the novels, which describe
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in some detail certain Southwestern communities, 12 Predominantly, the
novelists focus on the town in its total aspect rather than on its
component parts. At least five handle the matter of locale in this
manner, Eugene Manlove Rhodes, for example, portrays Las Uvas as the
"chief town of the valley," which "lay basking in the sun, tiny square
and street bordered with greenery?

its domino houses white-walled in

the sun, with larger splashes of red from the courthouse or church or
school" (Desire of the Moth, p, 302)©
spection©

He does not make a closer in-

Somewhat more extended, however, is the picture that George

Pattullo paints of Badger, New Mexico, which, he says,

suggests in its exterior a woman of the street, made up carefully
as to the face and run-down at the heel. To left and to right as
you enter from the west, are the Fashion and the Cowboys' Rest,
both of frame, and pretentious structures for that region. Then
there is the Wells-Fargo express office, with a tin roof which
catches all the heat of the ages and sends it sizzling over
Badger© There are a general store and a butcher shop; two Eating
Houses, one at the Fashion, the other conducted by a Chinaman; and
a broken line of one-story, two-roomed dwellings of rough boards.
Beyond that again, a few adobe huts straggle for a full half-mile©
They are the abodes of natives. The cattle company's corral is at
the extreme edge of town, and there is a stable attached. From
there one can see the habitation of Dutch Annie and her hand-maidens,
(Sheriff of Badger, p, 55)^
In a similar manner, Andy Adams speaks of the licentious qualities of
Ogalalla, a small town in the Valley of the South Platte, which he
refers to as the "Gomorrah of the cattle trail," where "no churoh spire"
rises and where "three fourths of its business houses were dance hall^,
gambling houses, and saloons" (Log of a Cowboy, p, 216), To the east.

Cabin Book, p. 8; Viola, p. 58; Inez, pp. 28, 29-00, l;l-2/
Remember the Alamo/ Chapter I; Under the Man-Fig, pp, i;-6; Log cf a
Cowboy, p, 216; Heart's Desire, p, 85; Sheriff of Badger, p, 55; and
Desire of the Moth, p, 302.
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slightly more sedate towns are to be found; although even they are
quite rustic©

Such a town is Brazoria, Texas, as it is seen in 1832

by Charles Sealsfleld, Brazoria "contained more than thirty houses,
three of which were of brick, three frame, and the remaining ones log
houses, all strikingly American, as well as the streets, which were laid
out in our favorite fashion, in straight lines, intersecting each other
at right angles" (Cabin Book, p, 8)©

In the San Antonio portrayed by

Augusta J. Evans,

The streets were narrow, and wound with a total disregard of
the points of the compass. Could a stranger have been placed
blind-fold in one of them, and then allowed to look about him,
the flat roofs and light appearance of most of the houses would
have forced him to declare that he had entered a tropical town
of the far-east©
Many of the buildings were of musquit pickets, set upright in
the ground, lashed together with strips of hide, and thatched with
the tule before mentioned. There were scarce three plank-floors
in the town; by far the greater number being composed of layers of
Peebles, lime, and sand, rolled with a heavy piece of timber till
quite compact; daily sprinkling was found necessary, however, to
keep down the dust, produced by constant friction.
The wealthy inhabitants build of sun-dried bricks, overcast with
a kind of stucco© Yet, unfortunately, the plastering art died with
the Montezumas, for the most vivid Imagination failed to convert
this rough coating into the 'silver sheen' which so dazzled Cortes's
little band (Inez, p, 28)©
In some Southwestem towns, as M. E. M. Davis shows in the
example of Thomham, Texas, prosperity has given way to poorer times
so that a sort of changelessness prevails, Thomham —
was reckoned once a centre of luxury and refinement. But that was
during the epoch of the short-lived republic . . .
It has changed but little, however , , ,
The gray weather-beaten old stores fronting the river drowse in
the mellow sunshine like contented old folks who could, if they
would, wake up and babble of past glories with the best.
The shadows of the great live-oaks lie athwart the by-^streets,
and above them rise the roofs of the same many-^^galleried aristocratic old mansions that shelter larger generations of the same
aristocratic old families.
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The warehouse has not sloughed a shingle from its roof in all
these years, nor lost a brick of its sturdy old walls (Under the
Man-Fig, pp. I;-6)©

A closer inspection of individual segments of the Southwestern
town is given by some novelists, Emerson Bennett describes a mansion
that is set slightly apart from an East Texas towns
, , , a large, angular mansion, with its porticoes, piazzas,
colonades, balconies, turrets, roofs, and chimneys lifting
itself above a level landscape, in the centre of a charming
grove, and surrounded also by vines, and flowers, and arbours,
and statues, and sparkling fountains, and winding walks, that
led from sunshine to shade, and from shade into darker recesses
, . , The mansion itself stood back from the road some quarter
of a mile, and could be approached, in a direct line, along a
bowery footway, lined with statuary, and banked with the rarest,
brightest and sweetest of flowers, whose perfume regaled the
olfactory sense almost to satiety . . . (Viola, p. 58)©
A quaint hotel is described by Hough,
The hotel of Uncle Jim Brothers, to which Dan Anderson led Mr.
Ellsworth, was a long, low adobe, earthen roofed. The windowpanes were very small, where any still remained. The interior
of the hotel consisted of a long dining room, a kitchen, a room
where Uncle Jim slept, and a very few other rooms, guest chambers
where any man might rest if very weary from one cause or another.
The front was always open. The hotel of Uncle Jim Brothers, not
being civilized but utterly barbaric, was anchorage for the Dead
Broke, in a way both hotel and bank (Heart's Desire, p. 85)©
Augusta J. Evans describes a small house and a church in old San Antonio©
Half hid by a majestic live-oak which shaded the front, and
within a few yards of the river, stood a small white house. It
was built of adobes, and contained only three rooms. Instead of
reaching these by a broad flight, one step from the threshold
placed you on the ground. The floor was uncovered, and, as usual,
of cement. In one corner of the front apartment stood a sideboard, covered with glass of various kinds, and a few handsome
pieces of plate. Its vis-a-vis was a range of shelves, filled
with books; and on the plain deal mantle-piece stood a pair of
neat China vases, decked with brilliant prairie flowers. Before
the open window was placed the table, arranged for the morning
meal (Inez, pp, i;l-2)©
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The church was an ancient structure built in 1692©

It fronted the Plaza, and was a long, narrow building, flanked
as it were by wings lower than the main apartment, and surmounted
by a dome, in which five or six bells were. The roof was flat,
and the dark green and gray moss clung along the sides. The
interior presented a singular combination of art and rudeness; the
seats were of unpainted pine, and the cement floor between was
w o m irregularly by the knees of devout attendants. The railing
of the altar was of carved mahogany, rich and beautiful. Over
this division of the long room hung a silken curtain, concealing
three niches, which contained an image of the 'Virgin,' the
'Child,' and in the centre one, a tall gilt cross. Heavy silver
candlesticks were placed in front of each niche, and a dozen
candles were now burning dimly. A variety of relics, too niimeroiis
to mention, were scattered on the altar, and in addition, several
silver goblets, and a massive bowl for holding 'holy water,' A few
tin sconces, placed against the wall, were the only provision for
lighting that dark, gloomy church, and dreary enough it looked in
the twilight hour (Inez, pp. 29-30)©

General Attitudes Toward Setting
True to its predominantly romantic nature, the early novel of
the Southwest generally reflects complimentary attitudes toward the
locales, whether landscape or town, which it describes, A few in more
realistic moments point out such detractions as the shabby appearances
and licentious characteristics of towns and villages, as well as the
deadly monotony of existence amid the wild expanse.13

These and others,

as has been or will be shown elsewhere in this study, are sometimes
hostile toward people, activity, and philosophical points of view. But
without exception, either expressed or implied, the attitude expressed
in each of the forty novels examined here is generally appreciative of

•^3 Under the Man-Fig, pp. i;-6; Log of a Cowboy, pp. 216, 221;;
Apache Princess, p. 1;2; little Colonel, p. 19; and Sheriff of Badger,

p. 55.
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the Southwest as a geographical area. In this respect, the novel
corresponds to its counterpart throughout America during much of the
same tlme.^ Naive to a fault, the early Southwestem novelists

•^ Between l8l9 and 1918, the years of this study, American fiction reflected strong tendencies toward the glorification of setting©
James Fenimore Cooper's Leatherstocking Tales, among the first works to
take advantage of uniquely American settings, generally maintain the
highest admiration for the natural grandeur of forest and prairie (see
Henry Nash Smith's Introductory essay to Cooper's The Prairie, New York,
1950, pp. v-xx). Due largely to those of Cooper's contemporaries such
as John Pendleton Kennedy, author of Swallow B a m (I832), Virginia
received "an Idealization which made it seem the most romantic of
American states" (Van Doren, American Novel, p, 1;5)© Again, romantic
feeling for place, which, although not American is described by an
American writer, evidences itself in Herman Melville's Typee (l8Ij.6) and
Omoo (181;7), accounts of Polynesian life. Following Cooper's lead,
John Esten Cooke, author of Leather Stocking Silk (1851;), "set out to
celebrate" the "beauty" of the Shenandoah Valley (Van Doren, American
Novel, p, lOl;)© Meanwhile, from about I8OO to the Civil War, glorification of place frequently found expression in the works of numerous
sentimental novelists, including Lydia Maria Child, Susan Bo Warner,
Emma Southworth, and Maria S. Cummins (see H. Ro Brown, The Sentimental
Novel in America)© And, simultaneously, similarly favorable attitudes
toward setting appeared in many historical romances (Van Doren, American
Novel, pp, i;l;-5). Following the Civil War and extending through the
turn of the century, Howells, Twain, and Henry James loomed as eminent
figures of American fiction; but "the background itself belonged on the
whole to local color and romantic history" (Van Doren, American Novel,
p, 203), And both local color and romantic history, which "studied the
world with benevolence rather than with passion" (Van Doren, American
Novel, p, 203), tended to glorify setting. One of the local colorists,
Sarah O m e Jewett, for example, has been said to have been the first
since Hawthorne to picture "the New England world with such exquisite
freshness of feeling" (Van Wyck Brooks, New Englandg Indian Summer
1865-1915, New York, 19i;0, p, 353)* Finally, Mark Twain's The Adventures
of Huckleberry Finn (I88I;), one of the American classics, portrays
romantically the Mississippi River area in which it is set (see Lionel.
Trilling, The Liberal Imagination, New York, 1951;^ pp. 107-19). F.rom
around the beginning of the twentieth century, of course, critical
pictures of setting accompanied the ascendency of realism and naturalism
in American fiction. But this trend set in only near the end of the
period with which this study at hand deals, indicating, then, that
Southwestem writers glorifying their region were following an establishei
tradition in national letters©
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portray the region as a pastoral mecca, an Eden, in which man can bask
in the quiet, natural beauty and in the freedom from the fetters of
civilization©

They also dwell on the possibility of thrilling adventures

afforded by primitive conditions. Although most of the early novels
contain some type of feeling for the area, twelvel5 cover the topic
representatively©
The anonymous author of L'Heroine du Texas, viewing life in the
Texas colony as a pastoral one (p, 77), typifies the general feeling
in the matter. His attitude is extended by Mayne Reid, who calls the
prairies the "garden of God" (Scalp-Hunters, p, 8), and by Emerson Hough
and Harold Bell Wright, who also view the Southwestem locale as an Eden,
Speaking of the town of Heart's Desire, a small New Mexican mountain
community inhabited mostly by men. Hough observes § "It was well named.
Indeed; fit capital for the malcontents who sought oblivion, dreaming,
long as they might, that life can be left aside when one grows weary of
it; dreaming — ah^

deep, foolish, golden dream — that somewhere there

is on earth an Eden with no Eve and without a flaming sword" (Heart's
Desire, p, 12)1

Quoting one of his philosophical characters, Preachin'

Bill, Wright makes this point about the Ozark countryg

When God looked upon th' work of his hands an" called hit good, he
war sure a lookin' at this here Ozark country. Rough? Law jesl
Hit war made that a way on purpose. Ain't nothin' to a flat country
nohow, A man Jest naturally wear his self plumb out a walkin' on a

1^ L'Heroine du Texas, p, 77; Old Hicks, pp. 29, 69; Life in the
Far West, Chapter VI; Scalp-Hunters, p, 8; Liez, p. 2l6; Mustan^Jjray,
Trail Hunter, p, 6; Delight Makers, pp, l;°.5riJnder the Man-Fig. p7t7.
Heart's D'eslre, pp. 12, 99-100; and Shepherd of the Hills, pp. 11-12©
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level 'thout ary down hill t' spell him. An' then look how much
more there is of hit! Take forty acres o' flat now an' hit's Jest
a forty, but you take forty acres o' this here Ozark country an'
God »lmighty only knows how much 'twould be if hit war rolled out
flat, 'Taint no wonder 't all, God rested when he made these here
hills; he Jes naturally had t' quit, fer he done his beatenest an'
war plumb gin out (Shepherd of the Hills, pp. 11-1.2),

Consistent with this Eden, quiet and beauty prevail, Adolph
Bandelier captures the tranquility,
, , , the Rito must have appeared then much as it appears now, —
a quiet, lovely, picturesque retreat, peaceful when basking in the
sunlight, wonderfully quiet when the stars sparkled over it, or the
moon shed its floods of silver on the cliffs and on the murmuring
brook below (Delight Makers, pp, k-5)*
Centering also on the quietness, as well as on the beauty of place, is
Charles Wo Webber,
Let those /residents of clvilizatlon7 b o m to plod and fulfill a
destiny of dullness dole out their life in habitations they have
raised around them, and die, and be gathered to their fathers;
but let the bold, the Impulsive, and adventurous, those whose
souls can be moved to Joy in the contemplation of Nature in her
wild and wonderful mood, let such seek the solitudes of the vast
prairie, and, galloping over the boundless plains, or lolling at
the camp fire, beneath the giant trees that guard the river side,
drink in, with undisturbed hearts, the beauty and sublimity of
her fresh presence (Old Hicks, p. 69),
The beauty of the Southwest is seen, too, by Augusta Jo Evans. "In the
clear sunny light of morning," she observes, "how cheerful all things
looked; and to a heart at peace with God, nature seemed rejoicing. The
deep blue vault arching inimitably above — the musical murmuring cf
the creek, as it rushed along its rocky bed =- the mosquit, bent and
glittering with its frosty mantle" constitute a rich scene (Inez, p.
216), And Hough points out the beauty of place.
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The purple shadows had long ago deepened into half darkness, and
as they /the hero and heroin^ looked up above the long, slow
curve of old Carrizo, there rose the burnished silver of the
wondrous moon of Heart's Desire, The bare and barren valley was
softened and glorified into a strange, half-ghostly beauty. The
earth has few scenes more beautiful than Heart's Desire at moonlight (Heart's Desire, pp© 99-100)©

The feeling that Southwestem towns are beautiful is expressed
by Amelia Barr and M. Eo M. Davis, San Antonio is described by the
former as —

beautiful as the garden of God, It was shielded by picturesque
mountains, watered by two rivers, carpeted with flowers innumerable,
shaded by noble trees Joyful with the notes of a multitude of singing birds. To breathe the baliny atmosphere was to be conscious of
some rarer and finer life, and the beauty of the sunny skies —
marvellous at dawn and eve with tints of saffron and ameth^yst and
opal — was like a dream of heaven (Remember the Alamo, pp, 1-2)©
,

•

,

Davis reflects a romantic feeling for Thomham, an East Texas town,
when she says, "In short, the old town —= the lovablest, old-timiest,
easy-goingest old town that ever was —

sits there by the River, hug-

ging its traditions, and hoarding its stories , , ," (Under the Man-Fig^
p. 6)©
The previous quotation from Webber contains also the author's
belief that the Southwest affords freedom from the fetters of civilization©

A similar attitude is Implicit in a statement by George F©

R\3xton in Chapter VI of Life in the Far West, which depicts Killbuck,
a figure similar to Cooper's Trapper in The Prairie, shunning clvill"
zation for the freedom cf mountain life. And it is implied, +co, by
Jeremiah Clemens to whom the wide prairie looms as a place "where the
free winds blow" (Mustang Gray, p, 176),
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The Southwest, according to some early novelists, provides
thrilling adventure.

Gustave Aimard expresses this romantic attitude

in a passage such as the followingg

The clearing was of considerable extent. On one side the eye
could survey with ease, through the trees, the widely-extending
prairie, on which deer were browsing with security. On the other
side, the forest, wilder than ever, seemed, on the contrary, an
impassable wall of verdure. All was abrupt and primitive at this
spot, which the foot of man had so rarely trodden (Trail Hunter,
p, 6 ) ,

More specific is Webber's statement, "This sense of imcertainty and
ever-present peril /on the frontie^/ comes, after a while to afford a
spicy relish to the monotony of simple existence that is exceedingly
fascinating" (Old Hicks, p, 29)©
Andy Adams, who saw life more realistically than most of the
early novelists, shows the distastef'ol side of the Southwest, The
monotony of life here he points out as fellows g "Our long hours in
the saddle, coupled with the monotony of our work, made these supply
points of such interest to us that they were like oases in desert lands
to devotees on pilgrimage to some consecrated shrine" (Log of a Cowboy,
p© 221;),

And the evil of towns he sees in a place like Ogalalla,

which, as previously mentioned, he calls "the Gomorrah of the cattl-;
trail," where "three fourths of its business houses were dance halls,
gambling houses, and saloons" (Log of a Cowboy, p, 216), Bat on th^
whole the picture which the early novelists give the Southwest is
romantic ©

Setting in the early novel of the Southwest is used cbie*?ly for
two purposess

to provide an appropriate backdrop for the action; arii
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to perform functionally as a means of providing special tone or mood,
of motivating character, and of determining the direction of the plot.
In the preceding section of this chapter are numerous examples of the
first©

Others might also be cited©l6 Of those in which setting has a

functional role,17 the function is that of utilizing the Southwest
merely because it is the scene of a historical event with which the
novel deals©1° For example, L°Heroine du Texas is laid in Texas merely
because of the fact that it deals with a French colony established in
Texas, But for the fact that it would be inaccurate historically, it
might Just as well take place in Louisiana or Canada, such little use
it makes of its Texas locale©

Only nine of the forty novels examined

in this study, then, utilize setting in a functional role to any real
extent.
One of the chief functions of setting, as indicated above, is
to provide special tone or mood©

Good examples of this are Life in the

Far West and Scalp-Hunters, both of which deal with the mountain man
and employ the Southwestem Rockies to create a starkly-grand backdrop

Francis Berrian, Monsieur Violet, Cabin Book, Old Hicks. Violas
Rangers and Regulators, Trappers of Arkansas, Trail Hunter9 Kit Carson, Jr.,
Kit Fox, Arkansas Planter, Expiation, Napoleon Jackson.> Heart's Desirea"""^
Apache Princess, Arizona Nights, Arkinsaw Cousins, Sonny, By Inheritancea
Good Men and True, Sheriff of Badger, Riders of the Purple Sa^e,, Buffalo.
Bill, and Desire of the Moth.
I*'Heroine du Texas, Lafitte, Mexico versus Texas, Life in the
Far West, Scalp-Hunters, Inez, Mustang Gray, More Than She Could Bear,
Great-Grandmother's Girls, Remember the Alamo, Delight MakersT^nder"^
the Man-Fig, Log of a Cowboy, Little Colonel, Shepherd of the Hill3o
and Flute of the Gods©
I'Heroine du Texas, Lafitte, Mexico versus Texas, Inez, Mustar,|
Gray, More Than She Could Bear, and Remember the Alamo.
'~""
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for their characters who lead an habitually mgged and individualistic
existence. The mountains, which can be as hushed as they can be roaring, also provide a contemplative atmosphere, probably not available
elsewhere, for the better moments of Great-Grandmother's Girls in New
Mexico, Delight Makers^ and Flute of the Gods, each of which deals to
some extent with Indian mysticism. Under the Man-Fig, set in an easygoing town in Eastern Texas, which in culture and geography is possibly
more nearly akin to the slow-spaced South than to the fast-paced West,
furnishes the leisurely atmosphere consistent with the town loafers
commanding much of the novel's attention. By contrast. Log of a Cowboy,
set in the cattle country, provides both the necessary faster tempo and
the terrain — plains instead of forests — for the cattle drive on
which it focuses. The Arizona desert, with its bright sunshine, creates
an atmosphere of hope for health-seekers in Little Colonel in Arizona.
In seven of the nine novels which employ setting functionally,
the place motivates character. La Bonte, in Life in the Far West, is
shown to change from a reasonably civilized youth in his home in
Tennessee to a near-savage man in his adopted habitat in the West,
where, living as a mountain man, he engages in bigamy, cannibalism, and
other lurid acts. Such acts resiilt from the wildness inherent in the
setting. Colonel Seguin, in Scalp-Hunters, is shown to change from an
educated mining engineer, born and reared in the South, into a savage
scalp-hunter in the wild West, Setting motivates character also in
Delight Makers and Flute of the Gods in that, as shown elsewhere in the
present study, Indians are inclined to read symbolically almost every
event — natural and otherwise — and drought shapes character develop"
ment in Delight Makers, while other aspects of nature influence it in

Flute of the Gods©

In much the same way, setting motivates character

in Under the Man-Fig, Log of a Cowboy, and Shepherd of the Hills, In
the first, the leisurely atmosphere of the town makes man become indolent; in the second, the fast-paced life of the range encourages
industry; and, in the third, the tranquility of the Ozarks, enables
man to find peace of mind and a life worth living©
Finally, setting determines the direction of the plot in four
novels.

In Great-Grandmother's Girls in New Mexico and Flute of the

Gods the Indian comes in contact with the Spaniard and is headed for
destruction, which is what actually happened in the Southwest of the
novels' setting.

A prehistoric Indian civilization falls in Delight

Makers, a fact which also has historical precedence. And a successful
conclusion to a cattle drive is recounted in Log of a Cowboy, a work
based on an actual event.

Descriptive and Narrative Style

Because the role of sett.ing is relatively unimportant in the
early novel, the quality of descriptive passages relating to place is
not always good.

In their better moments, however, a few authors do

achieve excellence, aesthetically speaking, in their landscape pictures.
An example is the following by Octave Thanet8

Very tender and lovely looked the first dawn of the spring foliage©
The cypress-trees were newly pricked out in green, and the sullen
black-walnuts had not so much ventured a bud on the chances of
summer; but already the live-oaks and the willows glittered in
woodland bravery. The sycamores looked like illuminations in an
old missal, with dull-gold leaves on silver boughs. Gorgeous
vermilion and orange blooms on the maple, yellow sassafras blossoms,
velvet hickory-buds, shaded darkly red, brilliant tassels SALnging
from cotton-wood limbs, white dogwood, tier on tier, in the woois,
scarlet buckeye bells and purple masses of rose-bud were blendei
in a magical tapestry hung between earth and sky for the pcorest's
Joy (Expiation, pp. 200-1),
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Here the author captures the splendor of a spring day, when growing
things are beginning to take fresh life.
multi-colored —

green, dull-gold, silver, vermilion, orange, yellow,

velvet, red, >Aiite, scarlet, purple —
colored.

The picture she paints is

Just as nature itself is multi-

Furthermore, it is connotative, broadly suggestive because

of the author's use of the simile ("like illuminations in an old
missal") and the metaphor ("magical tapestry hung between earth and
sky"), as well as other unique phrases such as "sullen black-walnuts"
and "woodland bravery, "19
In some novels, especially in those of the earliest period, there
appear landscape descriptions characterized more by a naturalistic or
scientific emphasis rather than an aesthetic one. An example is the
following by Timothy Flint,

From the basin the stream seeks to partake of the repose of the
valley; for it broadens into a transparent and quiet water., whose
banks are fringed with pawpaw, persimon, laurel, and catalpa
shrubs and trees, interlaced with vines, under which the green
carpet is rendered gay with flowers of every scent and hue. The
soil is black, tender and exuberantly fertile (Francis Berrian, I,

p. 52),
Unlike Octave Thanet, who, in the passage above, concentrated on the
colors of the foliage, Flint here takes a more scientific approach by
cataloguing the plants and trees and then simply pointing out that

•^^ Other examples of descriptive passages aesthetically excellent
follows "Slumbering, fading purple fire burned over the undulating sage
ridges. Long streaks and bars and shafts and spears fringed +h9 far
westem slope. Drifting, golden veils mingled with low, purple shadows.
Colors and shades changed in slow, wondrous transformation" (Riders of
the Purple Sage, p, 322), "And all about lay the desert., shimm.ering,
changing, many-tinted, wonderful, hemmed in by the mountains that seemed
tenuous and thin, like beautiful mists, and by the sky that seemed hard
and polished like a turquoise" (Arizona Nights, p. 271).
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they are "of every hue©" Furthermore, his emphasis upon the fertility
of the soil is more nearly materialistic than artistic.20
Basically the descriptive and narrative style of the early novel
is concrete rather than abstract, connotative much more often than
denotative. In fact, of the novels examined in the present study, only
Marah Ellis Ryan's Flute of the Gods employs an abstract style extensively,
Building her work around Indian mysticism, Ryan employs a style that
seeks to emulate as nearly as possible the peculiarities and rhythms of
the Indian language©

She uses whenever possible Indian words, and

affixes to her novel a glossary of terms as an aid to the uninitiated
reader. Thus, it is the way she says things — the rhythms and the
vocabulary — more so than what she has to say that makes Ryan's work
abstract. The following passage is an example.

From a sheath of painted serpent skin the Ruler drew a flute
brown and smooth with age.
'Le-lang-uh, the God of the Flute sent me the vision of this
when I was a youth in prayer,' he said gently /to Tahnt^o 'I
found it as you see it long after I had become a man. On an
ancient shrine uncovered by the Four Winds in a wilderness I
found it. . . . 1 give it to you. Strange white gods are coming
to the earth in these days, and in the south they have grown strong
to master the people, I will be with the Lost Others'when you are
a man, but my words here you will not forget; —» the magic of the
sacred flute has been for ages the music of the growing things in
the Desert, The God of the Flute is a god old as the planting of
fields, and a strong god of the desert places. It may be that he
is strong to lead you here once more to your brothers on some day
or some night — and we will be glad that you come again. For
this I give the flute of the vision to you. I have spoken,
Lolomi' (Flute of the Gods, p, l6).

^^ Another example of descriptive passages with a scientific slant
followsg ", , , as we proceeded upwards, the vegetable soil increased in
thickness, reaching from one to four, eight, twelve, and at least fifteen
feet , , ." (Cabin Book, p. 7)«
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The concrete, connotative qualities associated with most early
Southwestern novels can be seen in representative passages of novels
written at various points of tJie early period. In Inez (1855), the following passage depicts the reaction of Colonel Fannin to news of the fall
of the Alamo,

Rumors of the fall of the Alamo, the overwhelming force of Santa
^ n a , and his own Imminent danger, had reached Colonel Fanning
/ s i ^ . In vain he entreated reinforcements, in vain urged the
risk hourly incurred. The Texan councils bade him save himself
by flight© 'Retreat, fly from the post committed to my keepingl«
The words sounded like a knell on the ear of the noble man to
whom they were addressed© He groaned in the anguish of his
spirit, 'I will not leave this fortress — Travis fell defending
with his latest breath the Alamol Oh, Crockett^ Bowie 1 can I
do better than follow thy example, and give my life in this true
cause?' (Inez, pp. 270-1),

Although melodramatic and sentimental, these words by Augusta Jane
Evans are clear and concrete enough. The same is true of the following
passage from Sam Hall's Kit Carson, Jr, (l878)§
It required but a moment to adjust the lariats around the necks
of the two bandits, who had attempted the assassination of Kate
Luby when she was proceeding up the river on her errand of mercy.
The ends of the lariats were drawn over the limbs of the m'lisquit
trees, which projected over the bank, and beneath which were the
rolling waters of the river, one hundred feet below.
Kit Carson addressed them in Spariish, telling them they had five
minutes to prepare themselves for the other world, and take a fare-^
well look at their country ^ e x i c ^ over the water,
,
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The lariats slackened, as if the Rangers hesitated in their
determination to execute the bandits,
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'Remember the oath over the murdered child, on the Reaaca de la
Palma,' said Kit,
No sooner had the words left his lips than the lariats were
suddenly Jerked, and the two bandits swung out, dangling and
twisting, over the waters of their Rio Bravo , . . (p. 21;).
Charles King's Apache Princess (1903) shows a slight refinement o.f styl.="*
but it is basically the same — concrete and connotative —- as ^he others o
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Three days later the infantry guard of the garrison were in sole
charge. Wren and Sanders, with nearly fifty troopers apiece, had
taken the field in compliance with telegraphic orders from Prescott,
The general had established field headquarters temporarily at Camp
McDowell, down the Verde Valley, and under his somewhat distant
supervision four or five little columns of horse, in single file,
were boring into the fastnesses of the Mogollon and the Tonto Basin
(Apache Princesss p, 119).

Certain stylistic mannerisms of the early novelists perhaps can
be attributed to the format of the publications for which they wrote.
Both Cabin Book (I8UI;) and Viola (1852) employ a format consisting of
two columns of type, rather than the standard one, to a page. Kit
Carson, Jr,, which is more nearly like one of the modem comic books in
format, contains three columns to a page. And Buffalo Bill (1913)
contains two. Each of these works, except Cabin Book, is more or less
Journalistic in style, having considerably shorter sentences than most
of the other novels. It appears likely, then, that the format of some
early novels exercises an influence upon style; because multiple columns
on a page reduce the amount of what printers call "white space" and make
the reader's task more difficult. Shorter sentences and more paragraphs,
characteristic of these works here, are usually employed to offset this,
problem.
Other mannerisms, however, can be attributed only to the artistic
weakness of the novelists. One of the more popular practices among
those writers before the Civil War is bathos, an effect resulting from
an unsuccessful effort to achieve dignity or pathos or elevation -f
style.

In Inez, the character Hamilton tells his daughter Florence that

he has discovered the fountain of perpetual youth and, reaper ding f, h-^inquiry as to whether it is in a certain locality, addss

"Yes, and if

you will rise to-morrow with Aurora, when 'she sprinkles with rc-y light
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the dewy lawn,' I will promise to conduct you to it" (p, 1;3)©

In

Rangers and Regulators of the Tanaha» Lieutenant Curran, a literate
bandit, speaks to William Boiling, whom he thinks may be "a devotee of
the divine science, astrology" § "I inferred that you worship at the
altar of the sweet Paphian divinity, rather than before the shrine of
the wiser Muses" (p, 23). Finally, in Mustang Gray, the character Mabry
Gray is described as having drunk "deeply of the intoxicating bowl" of
wine and then as having "sought the arms of Morpheus" (p, 98)©
A final consideration of style is the use of rhetorical devices
by the novelists. In the following passage, Emerson Hough employs
satire, attacking presidential candidates©
'People's Choice tore it off in fine shape, Comin' into Basswood
Jimction he turns to his Honorable Secretaryc, and says he, "Jimmy,
what's this?" Jimmy turns to his card cabinet, and says he§
"Prexie, this is Basswood Junction, Three railroads come in here —
and get away as soon as they can. Four overall factories and a
reaper plant. Population six thousand, and increasin' satisfactory,
Hon, Charles Do Bastrop, M« C , from this district, on the straight
Republican ticket for the last three hundred years; world without
end,"
'Then the train would pull into this station to the sad sweet
notes of the oompah horn, and the delegation of leadin' citizens
would file in behind the car, and the first leadin' citizen would
get red in the face with his Welcome talk, while we four slaves
^ewspaperm^7 of the people were hustling the President's speech
to the depot telegraph wire before he said it. People's Choice,
he stands on the back platform with one hand in his bosom, and
says hes "Fellow-citizens of Basswood Junction, I am proud to see
before me this large and distinguished gatherin' of our noble
North American fauna. My visit to your pleasant valley is wholly
without political significance. These noble et cetera; these
smilin' et cetera; these beautiful et cetera, fill me with the
proudest emotions of et cetera , , ,"' (Heart's Desire, pp, 58'='9).

Irony is a device used by Marah Ellis Ryan in commenting tpcn the early
Spanish burning of two hundred Indians at the stake. "One of the reasons
for the crusade to the north as written in the chronicles of Christiar.
Mexico was to save the souls of the heathen for the one god. -- and
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his advocates were sending the said souls for Judgement as quickly as
might be" (Flute of the Gods, p. k3).

Eugene Manlove Rhodes uses

understatement in this passage in which John Wesley Pringle is shown
holding a revolver against the side of Jose Espalin, "Mr, Espalin
gathered that Pringle desired no outcry and shunned observation; he sat
motionless accordingly; he felt a hand at his belt, which removed his
gun" (Desire of the Moth, p. 313).
This chapter, then, has shown that, with regard to setting,
landscape description takes a secondary position, though in the novel
as a whole it is relatively accurate in depicting the four geographical
areas of the Southwest § Woodland and Gulf, Plains and Prairie, Desert,
and Mountains and Plateaus, Similarly, a rather accurate picture
emerges of village and town. The attitude reflected by the novelists
toward the Southwest, whether landscape or village and town, is
generally complimentary; although, vividly realistic thrusts by a few
authors criticize certain aspects of the region. Setting, as this
chapter has shown, is used for two purposes?

to provide an appropriate

backdrop for the action; and to perform fimctlonally as a means of
providing special tone or mood, of motivating character, and of
determining the direction of the plot. Of these, the first is more
often the purpose of the early novelist. Though basically weak,
descriptive and narrative style of the early novel occasionally rises
to an aesthetic level. Occasionally, style reflects the scientific
interest of an author.

CHAPTER VI
INTELLECTUAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL POINTS OF VIEW
In the same manner that the early novel of the Southwest leaves
much to be desired with respect to plot, characterization, and setting,
it is immature intellectually and philosophically©

Only a few works,

in fact, make any apparently conscious effort to introduce such matters,
and even fewer of them succeed in being effective.

Of the forty novels

examined in this study, only elght^ devote special attention to Intellectual and philosophical ideas; and, of the eight, only Delight Makers
and Flute of the Gods achieve -what could properly be considered a level
approaching distinction.

Nevertheless, overall the early novel touches

upon a variety of such ideas, which lend themselves to classification
by economic, political, religious, ethical or moral, social, and other
designations©
Economic
As a reaction perhaps to an acquisitive era and region, the
early novel in dealing with economic matters generally dwells on the
dangers or the limitations of the pursuit of material possessions. The
anonymous author of L'Heroine du Texas contends that money "is not all;
when one consults only the material side, happiness is not always
present" (p, 59) •

Yet, as Charles Sealsfleld points out, money is

Francis Berrian, Inez, Great-Grandmother's Girls, Delight
Makers, Under the Man-Fig, Heart's Desire, Shepherd of the Hills, and
Flute of the Gods,
201;
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"power" (Cabin Book, p, 107); or, as Emerson Bennett adds, it "is the
Archimedean lever of the present century" (Viola, p, 59).

As a con-

sequence, the pursuit of money can completely change a person, giving
him two diametrically opposite personalities, 0. P. Read points this
out in describing the two sides of the character. Major John Cranceford©
, , , there stood a small office built of brick. It was the major's
executive chamber, and thither he directed his steps. Inside this
place his laugh was never heard; at the door his SB41® always faded.
In this commercial sanctuary were enforced the exactions that made
the plantation thrive. Outside in the yard, in the 'big house,'
elsewhere under the sky, a plea of distress might moisten his eyes
and soften his heart to his own financial disadvantage, but under
the moss-grown shingles of the office all was business, hard, uncompromising (Arkansas Planter, p, 25),

The quest for money, too, can lead men to the use of dishonest means.
In other words, as Amelia Barr expresses the point, "when the devil of
money condescends to appear, every little devil rises up to do him
homage** (Remember the Alamo, p, 11)©

Such dishonesty is that of the

robber barons, John Ellsworth and Porter Barkley, in Heart's Desire©
They plot to take by legal, but inhumane means, land occupied by many
residents who have never bothered to lay proper claim. "We know there're
a lot of good mining claims in there, especially the coal lands on the
east side of the valley," Barkley tells Dan Anderson. "It isn't the
freight and passenger traffic that we're after /in proposing to extend
railroad service to the remote hamle^ "- we want to get hold of those
mines. Why, the inside gang of the Southern Pacific — you'll keep
this a professional secret, of course — has told us that they'll take
coal from us for their whole system west of Houston" (Heart's Desire,
pp, 198-9) • This is the Porter Barkley who has "bought a legislature
in his time** (Heart's Desire, p. 271;)©

In short, he is the type whom
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an earlier novelist, Charles Summerfield, had in mind when he voiced
strong opposition to land speculators (Rangers and Regulators« p, 3 9 ) .
Money, according to the early novel, can corrupt persons in ways other
than merely moral; it can tend them toward a superficial type of life.
Such are the women to whom Harold Bell Wright refers as having sat on
"hotel verandas, at fashionable watering places; women gowned in silks
and laces; women whose soft hands knew no heavier task than the filmy
fancy work they toyed with, and whose greatest care, seemingly, was
that time should leave upon their faces no record of the passing years"
(Shepherd of the Hills^ pp, l;l-2).

Political
Both the theoretical and practical aspects of political philosophy
find expression in early fiction. Linking the love of freedom to '*the
love of God" (Remember the Alamo, p© 25), Amelia Barr dwells on the theory
of liberty.

She introduces the character. Jack Worth, whose loyalty to

Texas is in conflict with his mother's loyalty to Mexico, and has him
ask himself8
freedom?

"Was it right to wound and disobey her for the sake of —

Mother was a certain good; freedom only a glorious promise.

Mother was a living fact; freedom an intangible idea, . . , Ah. but men
have always fought more passionately for ideas than for facts" (Remember
the Alamo, p, 101), The abstract quality of Justice, or law, is another
theoretical subject discussed under political philosophy.

As Emerson

Hough expresses it, law is "a beautiful thing if you Just hang to the
principles, and don't believe too much of the practice.
disgraced —

The law is

but at bottom what the law meant to do was to give humanity

some sort of a square deal; which, of course, it doesn't.

It ain't a
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science; but I love i t , because i t might have been" ( H e a r t ' s Desire,
II

IIIIHII I

I

I
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II

^

p© 6U)© Similarly, Jeremiah Clemens scorns the injustice of Justice,
contending*

"There are thousands who look down with scorn upon a

criminal at the bar of Justice whose natures are more base than that of
the felon they despise" (Mustang Gray^ p© 17), Touching upon the more
practical side of Justice, Charles Summerfield claims that severe acts
of corruption invariably produce severe Justice,

In the preface to

Rangers and Regulators of the Tanaha, he shows that "hetrogeneous"
elements —

the "enterprising and virtuous" on the one hand and the

"lawless" on the other —

settle new countries. Thus there results a

collision between the two groups, with such crimes as theft and murder
occurring coaunonly and with the brutal Justice of lynching arising as
an antidote©

By implication, the early novel advanced the political

theory of the right of revolution.

Sympathetic treatment of Mexico's

revolution with Spain is given in Francis Berrian and More Than Sh®
Could Bear,

In a similar manner, sympathy for Texas' revolution with

Mexico is given in Inez and Remember the Alamo,
Opposition to slavery appears at times in the early novels. By
means of an ironic twist, A. T. Myrthe recites a common Southern argument
in favor of slavery and treats it in such a way as to make clear his
opposition©

In the following passage, a Texan is speakings

"I can

produce good arguments to prove that negroes are an inferior race, made
purposely to be hewers of wood and drawers of water to the whites. Do
you wish scripture authority?

— I can quote the curse of Noah against

one of his sons and his posterity, and nothing prevents us from supposing
that our negroes are descended from Ham" (Mexico versus Texas, pp. 206-7).
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On the other hand, slavery is defended in other areas in the novel,
M. E. Mc Davis supports the practice by contending that the Negro
actually does not want his freedom and thinks that emancipation is bad©
She speaks through a slave named Liberty, who, having been offered his
freedom, spurns it, sayings

"I ain' made fer no free-nigger. I has

lived all my life 'long o' white folks, an' I ain' fitten to live 'long
o' free-niggers'" (Under the Man-Fig^ pp, 35-6)©

Religious
The bias of Christian Protestantism toward Roman Catholicism is
reflected frequently in the early novel. Although formerly a monk
under his real name of Karl Postl, Charles Sealsfleld is one of the
first to attack Catholicism, His hero, Edward Morse, says that "our
new friends, all countrymen of ours, assured us, laughingly, that they
had not turned Catholics, and that, by the way, they had as much taste
to become Catholics as negroes" (Cabin Book, p. 9),

Augusta Jane Evans,

through the character, Mary Irving, refutes certain beliefs of the
Catholic churchg
'Florry, my own dear Florry! hear me, for none on earth love you
as I do. Do you not believe the Bible — God's written word? Has
he not said, "There is one mediator between God and man — the man
Christ Jesus?" Has not Christ made propitiation for our sin, and
assured us there is but one way whereby we may be saved, repentance
for our past sins and faith in the sufficiency of his atonement?
Do you doubt the efficacy of Christ's suffering and death? Tell
me, Florry /a Catholi^, by what authority you invoke your saints?
Surely you do so in opposition to the express declaration of the
Bible already quoted — "there is one mediator between God and
man"' (Inez, p, 117).
A similar example of anti-Catholic philosophy is the following s
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In every church, the priests — more bitter, fierce and revengeful
than either "ttie civil or military power — urged on the people an
exterminating war /against AmericanjJ. ^ black flag waved from
the Missions; and fired every heart with an xmrelenting vengeance
and hatred. To slay a heretic was a free pass through the dolorous
pains of purgatory. For tlie priesthood foresaw that the triumph
of the American element meant the triumph of freedom of conscience,
and the abolition of their own despotism. To them the struggle was
one involving all the privileges of their order; and they urged on
the fight with passionate denunciations of the foe, and with magnify
icent promises of spiritual favors and blessings. In the fortress,
the plaza, the houses, the churches, the streets, their fiery words
kept society in a ferment (Remember the Alamo, pp, llA°2)©

In an equally critical manner, Harold Bell Wright attacks the
improper worship that he sees as existing throughout America, as well
as in "ttie Southwest©
We build temples and churches, but will not worship in them; we
hire spiritual advisers, but refuse to heed them; we buy bibles,
but will not read them; believing in God, we do not fear Him;
acknowledging Christ, we neither follow nor obey Him, Only when
we can no longer strive in the battle for earthly honors or
material wealth, do we tum to the unseen but more enduring things
of life; and, with ears deafened by the din of selfish war and.
cruel violence, and eyes blinded by the glare of passing pomp and
folly, we strive to hear and see the things we have so long refused
to consider (Shepherd of the Hills, p, 335).
Contrasting views of man are found, as might be expected, in the
novel, Eugene Manlove Rhodes, believing in man's inherent ability to
progress toward a better life, reveals his characters as basically gocd©
"A good many people lay their fine-drawn plans, but they mcstly dcn"t
come offi

Men are but dust, they tell us. Magnificent dustS

This nic-

little old world of ours, in the long run, is going right. You :aT:H
beat the Game5" (Desire of the Moth, p, 350), On the other hand, Z^ie
Grey feels that man is basically bad —

that he hasn't changed.

following dialogue, Bess Oldring Erne asks Bern Venters,

In "he
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'Who were they?'
'Cliff-dwellers, Men who had enemies and made their homes high
out of reach©'
•They had to fight?'
'Yes.«
'They fought for — what?'
'For life. For their homes, food, children, parents — for their
womenj'
'Has the world changed any in a thousand years?'
'I don't know — perhaps very little' (Riders of the Purple Sage,
pp, 180-1)©
^
"—
'-^—-'—-=
A synthesis of these two positions is that of Jeremiah Clemens, who sees
man as "a mixture of good and evil, the best of whom are liable to err"
(Mustang Gray, p, vi)©
A belief in fate, sometimes expressed as the intervention of God
in man's life, is frequently expressed, "But fate, fateS," exclaims
Lafitte, "I am the football of circumstancesS

How often have I been led

by my destiny to do deeds at which my soul revolted" (Lafitte, II, p.
62)©

To Frederick Marryat, "I'homme propose et Dieu dispose" (Monsieur

Violet, p. 7)o Through a woman character, Emilie Landvllle, Charles W©
Webber says, "Providence, grand captaine. Providence brought me here;
he who threw me in your way; and, as I am a host in myself, and you
certainly needed re-enforcements, the dispensation in your behalf is now
fulfilled" (Old Hicks, p. I68)© Annie Fellows Johnston through her
character, Joyce Ware, speaks of fate§

"I've been holding out against

fate so long that I can't do it any more, and I'm going to give up,
right here and now" (Little Colonel, p, 21), And Zane Grey, expressing
his idea through the character, Jane Withersteen, says that she "believed
fate had thrown in her way the lover or husband of Milly Erne" (Riders
of the Purple Sage, p. 71;)• That God intervenes directly in tne life
of man is implied by Mayne Reid. Reid's character, M. Henry Haller,
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who has fallen into quicksand, suffers remorse of conscience for having
killed two antelopes©

He asks himself?

"Was I suffering a retribution

of God?" (Scalp-Hunters© p, 32)©
Two other minor ideas with respect to religion are a belief in
the transmigration of souls that George Pattullo expresses in Sheriff
of Badger (p© 216) and a belief that many times a little child has
deeper religious insight than adults©

The latter idea Harold Bell

Wright implies in quoting his character Pete, a demented child, on the
afterlife 8

"Some folks used to laugh at Pete when he told about the

white hills, the flower things, the sky things, an' the moonlight things
that play in the mists, , , , But folks wasn't really to blame, 'cause
they couldn't see 'em, , , , Only he could see" (Shepherd of the HillSa

p . 331;).
Bandelier's Delight Makers and Ryan's Flute of the Gods, the
only two early novels approaching distinction in their treatment of
intellectual and philosophical ideas, may properly be considered
works on Indian religion. Each, of course, touches upon many aspects
of the red man's life —

all aspects of which, according to Bandelier,

are religious. To the Indian, life is a "succession of religious acts
called forth by utterances of what he supposes to be higher powers
surrounding him, and accompanying him on every step from the cradle
to the grave.

The Indian is a child whose life is ruled by a feeling

of complete dependence, by a desire to accommodate every action to the
wills and decrees of countless supernatural beings" (Delight Makers, p©
208)©

Primary among the religious ideas of the Southwestem Indian

is a unified view of nature and man, expressed with varied .symbolism
and various rites in a dozen or more tribal nations. As explained by
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Bandelier in connection with a discussion of the ayash tyucotz, a hcly
dance, the idea is as followss

It /the danc^7 gives public expression, under very strange forms,
to the idea that has found its most perfect utterance in the
German philosopher's definition of 'abject reliance upon God;'
whereas in its lowest form it is still »a vague and awful feeling
about the unity in the powers of nature, an unconscious acknowledgment of the mysterious link connecting the material world with
a realm beyond it' (Delight Makers^ pp. li;9-50)©

Prayer stands foremost among Indian ritual, as Ryan points outs

"All

work done was done in prayer to their , . . gods. From the blessing of
the seed corn laid away in the husk, until the time when it was put in
the earth, -- and the first ear ready for the roasting fire — at each
and every state , , . special ceremonies [orej
of the Gods, pp, 171-2)©

required . . ," (Flute

Prayer is an aid to the seer, as Ryan con-

tends through the character of Kayefah, who sayss

"It has been given

to me to see — and I see with prayer. When the God-thought is sent to
earth people is it not true that the child of dreams, or the man of
dreams, is the first to hear or to feel that thought? Was not the
earth-born god, Po-se-yemo, called a youth that was foolish" (Flute of
the Gods, p, 38), The demands of prayer, according to Ryan, are many,
"Indian prayer," she says, "is not the placid acceptance of thoughts
comforting.

The complete man is both mind and body — and all of him

must work when the gods are called upon for work, and by fasting and
exhaustion must the spirit path be made clear for dreams" (Flute of the
Gods, p, 123)0

Moreover, special places for prayer are essential,

Ryan further suggests 8
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And to the west is Tse-come-u-pin, the sacred mountain -idiere the
lightning plays, and westward also, but not so far, is the Cave
of the Hunters where prayers are made to the Trues — the guardian
spirits of the Sacred Ways, and the wild things of the forest,
symbolizing sacred ways and sacred colors. These places of prayer
and of sacrifices are here today — and the way to them is marked
by the symbols of stars and of planets — many eyes see them —
but the readers of them are not so many today. A te-hua man will
tell you they are the forgotten records of the Lost Others — and
will sprinkle prayer meal craftily to make amends for the truth
which is half a lie. The unspoken pagan gods of the Lost Others
have endless life, and eternal youth, in the land (Flute of the
Gods, p. Ill)©
Of the Indian gods, one — the Supreme Father —

is foremost. In dis-

cussing the "unmated" dance, Ryan points out beliefs relative to this
deity.
He /the Supreme Father 'who is named not often^/ is the One who
gives earth creatures to the world without earth matings. Thus
Po-se-yemo, the mountain god, was given to a maid as her child,
and only the eagles and the shadow of the pinon tree knew. He
also gave the two sons of wonder to the Apache goddess who slept
on the mountain alone under the shadow of a rock and brought the
birth dream, and the dream came true there in Apache land, . . .
Thus it has always been when the Ancient Father has sent the GodThought to the earth. Only the Wind, or the Sun, or the Mist of
the Cloud has been mate to the mother. Yet the sons have been
strong for magic and works of wonder (Flute of the Gods, pp. 120-1).
Under Indian religious philosophy exists the belief that "even untried
youth may speak prophet words" (Flute of the Gods, p. l8). Consequently,
certain youths enjoy high tribal position, as Ryan shows through the
character of Tahnte©

The Indian account of creation, as reported by

Bandelier, reflects the belief in pre-determination and intervention
paralleling that of the Anglo-American Christian Protestant religious
groups. It also accounts in part for the Indians' insistence upon
much ritual. The account follows?
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The holders of the paths of our lives, those who can close them
when the time comes for us to go to Shipapu, where there is neither
sorrow nor pain, have many agents among us, Paytayama our Father,
and Sanashtyaya our Mother saw that the world existed ere there was
light, and so the tribe lived in the dark. Four are the wombs in
which people grew up and lived, ere Maseua and Oyoyaya his brother
led them to where we are now, and this world which is round like a
shield is the fourth womb.
Haatze the earth is round and flat, but it is also thick like a
cake. The other three wombs are down below inside, one beneath
the other. At Shipapu the people came out upon this world which
is the fourth womb, but it was cold and dark. Then the great sun
rose in the heavens above. In it Paytayama dwells, and on it he
rides around the world in one day and one night to see everything
which happens. It is day and light, night and dark. We have also
siMmer and heat, winter and cold. For this reason there are summerpeople and winter-people, some who like to live when it is cold and
others who enjoy the heat© Every tribe, every clan, has some of
both kinds. Thus they came out of the third world, and thus they
have remained until this day. It was cold at Shipapu when the
people came out on the surface, and Those Above saw that they felt
weak. Toward the south it was warm and bright, so Maseua and his
brother said to their children, the men of our tribe, 'Go you where
there is more light;' and the summer people they directed to go
along the Rio Grande; the winter people they sent south also but
far around by the east over the plains where the great buffalo is
I'oaming, where the wind blows and it is cold and dry. To both kinds
of men they said, besides, 'Come together in the mountains and live
there in peace, each one getting food for himself and others as you
are wont to do,' But, lest the people might get weary on their long
Journey, Maseua and his brother commanded that from Shipapu there
should come forth a man whose body was painted white and black, and
who carried on his head dried com-leaves instead of feathers. This
man began at once to dance, to Jump, and to tumble, so that the
people laughed and their hearts became glad. This man led the
summer-men southward and as often as they grew tired he danced again
and made Jests; and the tribe followed him until they came to where
we are now, and all met again© The summer-people never suffered
hunger in all their wanderings, for their leader was precious, and
wherever they went he caused the fruits to be ripe. That man was
Koshare, Since that time there have been Koshare in every tribe.
Their task keep the people happy and merry; but they must also fast,
mortify themselves, and pray to Those Above that every kind of
fruit may ripen in its time, even the fruit in woman's womb. To
them is given the yellow flower from the fertile bottoms which
makes the hearts of men glad (Delight Makers, pp. 33-1;)©

Finally, an after-life of ease for everyone is envisioned by the
Indian©
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The Pueblo Indian knows of no atonement after dying; all sins, all
crimes, are punished during this life. When the soul is released
from the thralls of this body and its surrounding nature, it goes
to Shipapu, at the bottom of the lagune, where there is eternal
dancing and feasting, and where everything goes on as here upon
earth, but with less pain, care, anguish, and danger. Why therefore shun death?(Delight Makers5, p. 117)©

Ethical or Moral
Various aspects of ethical philosophy appear in the early novel.
One concerns the belief that man should not be inhumane to animals,
even those upon which he depends for his food and clothing.

Speaking

of the mountain man's treatment of the buffalo, George F. Ruxton says
that to his "credit be it spoken, no more was killed than absolutely
required —

unlike the cruel slaxighter made by most of the white travel^

lers across the plains, who wantonly destroy these noble animals, not
even for the excitement of sport, but in cold-blooded and insane
butchery" (Life in the Far West, p, 63)0

Similarly, Andy Adams looks

upon the kind treatment of horses as essential. He makes his point in
a speech given by the character, Jim Floods

"And I want to caution you

younger boys about your horses; there is such a thing as having ten
horses in your string, and at the same time being afoot. You are all
well mounted, and on the condition of the remuda depends the success
and safety of the herd.

Accidents will happen to horses, but don't let

it be your fault; keep your saddle blankets dry and clean, for no
better word can be spoken of a man than that he is careful of his
horses" (Log of a Cowboy, pp, 27°8)o

Adams' further belief that

huamnity should extend to cattle is implied in the statement that "our
craft never used a cattle irtiip> but if emergency required, the loose
end of a rope served instead, and was more humane" (Log of a Cowboy, pp.
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Il;-15)©

Finally, the ethical philosophy of the Southwestem novel

reflects mixed concepts about the necessity for reform movements aimed
at

making man more humane toward animals.

Stewart Edward White remarks?

Critical of such movements

s>

"I remember a New England movement look-

ing toward small brass tags to be hung from the ear /of a cow in lieu of
being brande^©

Inextinguishable laughter followed the spread of this

doctrine through Arizona,

Imagine a puncher descending to examine

politely the ear-tags of wild cattle on the open range or in a roundU-P" (Arizona Nights, p. 150)©

Apparently more favorably inclined

toward reform movements, Charles King, through one of his characters,
expresses the hope that an outrage against a group of Indians would
reach "the Indian Advancement Association in the imaginative East"
(Apache Princess, p© 256)©
A hostility to man's inhumanity to man is another part of the
ethical philosophy that characterizes the Southwestem novel. Protesting the practice of traders who use liquor to take advantage of the
Indian in a transaction, George F» Ruxton laments the effect this has
upon the red man.
Robbed of their homes and hunting-grounds, and driven by the
encroachments of the whites to distant regions, which hardly
support their bare existence, the Indians, day by day, are
gradually decreasing before the accumulating evils, of body and
soul, which their civilised persecutors entail upo.n them. With
every man's hand against them, they drag on to their final destiny; and the day is not far distant when the American Indian
will exist only in the traditions of his pale-faced conquerors
(Life in the Far West, p, 100)©
That man is inhumane to man is the contention of Elizabeth Champney
in this passages

"They /the Spanish soldiers carrying an Indian child

whom their captain has Just caused to fall and break an arm and ribj^/
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were not all devoid of every spark of divine pity, these rough men.
There were some among them who had done more cruel deeds than this of
their chief; but there were others who were like Spain's great knight,
the Old, who could be fierce and brutal when heated by battle, but
could not abide an act of cold-blooded barbarity, especially in others"
(Great-Grandmother's Girls, p, 75). And this passages
Public sentiment among the enlightened, the truly Christian and
benevolent, was then, as today, in favor of a humane treatment of
the Indians, But unprincipled adventurers, hard, reckless men,
whose crimes had banished them from society, are always toibe
found upon the frontier; and these, restrained by no fear of God
and beyond the reach of the arm of the law, oppressed and enslaved,
defrauded and murdered the Indians as they have ,continued to do,
to the perennial disgrace of our own fair Republic (Great'^randmother ° s
Girls, p, 11;5)©
~~~
'
Closely akin to the belief in humanity toward animals and man is
the belief in chivalrous conduct©

Hesper Bendbow makes this point in

discussing the relationship between his characters, Gatewood, an outlaw,
and Filly, a fourteen-year-old girl whom Gatewood had rescued when she
was about ten and had kept in his camp,

"Let it be recorded to the

credit of this in some respects remarkable man, that, notwithstanding
he was away off here in this howling wilderness, where no law ever
reached, he had hitherto refrained from availing himself of his position
to take advantage of the youth and Innocence of this lone girl, and of
her ignorance of the world's ways touching virtue, for the purpose of
wronging her, and then throwing her aside as a ruined bauble T^ich
purity and worth would henceforth spurn as they passed, should she ever
dare show her face within the pale of civilization" (More Than She Could
Bear, pp© 153-1;)•

Since such chivalric conduct is expected, the breech

of it is considered quite serious, as Charles W, Webber shows indirectly
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in describing his character, Albert©

In Paris, Albert has been a

"cavalier of poets" and his life has been "a heroic ballad;" but in
the Southwest, where he abandons his chivalric conduct, he has become
"the most feroiclous and relentless savage of them all" (Old Hicks, p©
255).

In short, the really desirable conduct is that extended by Charles

Slimmer field to one of his characters,

'Fear not, fair lady,' remarked the youth, tenderly, but with
a certain air of noble pride; 'I am a gentleman, and as such would
sooner behold my right hand wither than harm, or even Insult, by
word, look, or gesture any being bearing the sex of my sainted
mother, much less a virgin lovely and pure as the one now before
me and who has so nearly met death by ny side' (Rangers and
Regulators, p, 18)©

The ethical philosophy of the early Southwestem novel includes
the beliefs that gambling and drinking should be avoided. Charles
Sealsfleld attacks both practices and labels them as "sinful" (Cabin
Book, p, 33)©
pp, 16-17)©

Similarly, Emerson Bennett criticizes gambling (Viola,
Contending that the frank display of womanly charms in

public places such as taverns is undesirable, Jeremiah Clemens is
critical of "the polished hypocrisy, the insinuated slander, and the
lewd contact of the sexes, so familiar to the gilded saloons of cities
where well-bred damsels esteem it unfashionable to expose less than
half a leg, and all the breast" (Mustang Gray, p, 66), Behind the
opposition to liquor is the belief that its consumption will leal a
person to ruin. Such is the following claim of Sam Hall§

"Ohc, you

who legislate in favor of a license for the sale of, and you who verA
this vile poison, -vdiich brings misery, suffering, crime, and woe inf
this favored land than all other evils combined, think you that you
will be held guiltless of its work in the great day when all profit
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from its sale will be as naught to you?"(Kit Carson, Jr.s, p, 5 ) . A
like attitude Joseph Badger reflects in referring to drink as "poison"
(Kit Fox, p, 5)©
A cavalier philosophy, opposite in most respects to that which
opposes drinking and gambling, is reflected by some novelists, Andy
Adams' hero, for example, readily admits that he "easily assimilated"
the "vagabond temperament of the range" (Log of a Cowboy, p, 7)©

Such

a temperament, according to Emerson Hough, enables one to witness life
as having but two problems, "food and love" (Heart's Desire, p, 2l;5)©
In other words, George Pattullo says, "customs create standards of
l«havior," and in many areas people "are suspicious of a man who permits
himself no indulgences;" moreover, "what earthly honor is accorded the
man so palely good that he never takes a Jaunt into the pleasant byways?" (Sheriff of Badger, pp, 26-7)©

Take advantage of the opportunity

to be cavalier, Adams seems to imply; because in the west, where
"cattle cost money" and are carefully tended, men, or their lives, are
"cheap" (Log of a Cowboy, p, 51)o
Two minor view points with respect to ethics may be cited in
conclusion.

One is the belief that deviations from morality do net

actually produce the enjoyment that might be associated with them©
For exan^Dle, in the imaginary habitation cf Dutch Annie ar.cl h?t handmaidens in Badger, "the tinkle of a piano greex-s the wayfa-er, and
sometimes bursts of laughter which have no tinkle: in them., nor a.;jg
musical quality whatever" (Sheriff of Badger, p. 55)o

The :econd 1?

the belief that, contrary to rather popular opinion, there is no
decency in the average gunman.
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There's a good deal of romance been written about the "bad man,'
and there's about the same amount of nonsense. The bad man is
just a plain murderer, neither more or less. He never does get
into a real, good, plain, stand-up gtrn fight if he can possibly
help it. His klllin's are done from behind a door, or when he's
got his man dead to rights (Arizona Nights, p, 72)©
Social
Among the attitudes of social philosophy exhibited by the early
novel of the Southwest is that the presence of numerous races makes of
the region a melting pot©

Interestingly, this attitude is more evident

in the earliest novels, George F, Ruxton implies it in noting the
variety of races represented by mountain men,
A curious assemblage did the rendezvous present, and representatives
of many a land met there, A son of La belle France here lit his
pipe from one proffered by a native of New Mexico, An Englishman
and a Sandwich islander cut a quid from the same plug of tobacco,
A Swede and an 'old Virginian' puffed together. A Shawnee blew a
peaceful cloud with a scion of the 'Six Nations.' One from the
Land of Cakes — a canny chief — sought to 'get round' /in trade/
a right 'smart' Yankee, but couldn't shine' (Life in the Far West,
p. 78)©
Charles W. Webber tacitly recognizes the same principle by introducing
into his novel. Old Hicks the Guide, a heterogeneous group of rangers,
who were composed of Americans, a Frenchman, an Irishman, a Scotsman,
and a Massachusetts Yankee (pp, 39«1;0), In Scalp-Hunters, Mayne Reid
hears many langauges among mountain mens

"The accents of many langioages

fell upon my ear. I heard snatches of French, Spanish, English, ar.i
Italian, The exclamations were in character with the appearance of
those who uttered them" (p, llO)©

One of the forces causing the

merging of races in the Southwestern melting pot was mixed marriages.
In the opinion of some novelists this type of union often pro due e^^
noble results. In John and Thomas Worth, for example, the admixture of
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races (an American father and a Spanish mother) is cited as "only alloy
to metal©

Thomas Worth was but a darker copy of his father, John had

the romance and sensitive honor of old Spain, mingled with the love of
liberty, and the practical temper, of those Worths who had defied both
Charles the First and George the Third" (Remember the Alamo, p, 20)©
Certain of the early writers of the Southwest present a rather
prejudiced view of the country and its inhabitants, 2 Charles Sealsflelds>
for instance, speaking of Texas, says that "we are in a country, like
all countries without government," for the state has had "to receive
whatever came, even the dregs and outcasts of other countries" (Cabin
Book, p, Uk)c

Gustave Aimard observes a tendency toward widespread

brutality; he says that the "dwellers on the Mexican frontiers are
accustomed to fight continually with wild animals, both men and brutes,
that continually attack them" (Trail Hunter, p. 9)©

And Eugene Manlove

Rhodes, commenting on a posse , holds that it is "rather equally divided
between two classes — simpletons and fools" (Desire of the Moth, p. 325)
On the other hand, authorial attitude toward Indians is rather
favorable. Some writers, such as the anonymous author of L'Heroine du
Texas, cannot seem to admire enough the nobility of the red man as a
child of nature. Speaking of one, he sayss

"He was of the Coohatis

nation; and his name became proverbial so that in the future when one
of us wanted the superlative degree of humanitarianism, we saids
is a Coohatis'" (pp. 82-3)o

'He

Mayne Reid makes a similar statement, when

^ George Sessions Perry, in Roundup Time, p, viii, contends that
the reasons people inhabited this land were unstable ones. "Mostly it
was restlessness, and Impatience with the normal processes of earning a
living, A huge part of us had the constable on our heels,"
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he sayss

"These, then, were the celebrated Delawaress

descendants of

that great tribe who, on the Atlantic shores, first gave battle to the
plae-faced invader. Theirs has been a wonderful history. War their
school, war their worship, war their pastime, war their profession"
(Scalp-Hunters, p. 111;)©

The concept of the Indian as a stoic is

registered by Adolph Bandelier, "Whenever the Indian does not wish to
speak on any subject, whatever it be," he says, "no power on earth
can compel him to break the silence" (Delight Makers, p, 8)©
Adams observes the Indians' disregard for time§

And Andy

"In dealing with

people who know not the value of time, the civilized man is taken at a
disadvantage, and unless he can show an equal composure in wasting
time, results will be against him" (Log of a Cowboy, p, 125),
As might be expected by virtue of the novels' being written mostly
by Anglo-Americans, attitudes toward the Spaniards are basically unfavorable. Of Spanish peasants, Timothy Flint observes that they are "simple
and timid, and seem less capable of combination of thought than the
savages" (Francis Berrian, I, p. Ul)©
equally critical?

Of the Spanish aristocrats he is

"They were all staunch royalists, thorough Gauchu

pines, instinctive enemies to every form of republican government, and
contemplating with horror and disgust the development of republican
principles" (Francis Berrian, I, p. 130), Elizabeth Champney, on the
other hand, sees some good, as well as the bad, in the conduct of some
Spanish soldiers?

"They were not all devoid of every spark of divine

pity, these rough men. There were some among them who had done more
cruel deeds than this of their chief ^ h o has Just intentionally injured
a chil^; but there were others who were like Spain's great knight, the
Cid, ^ o could be fierce and brutal when heated by battle, but could not
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abide an act of cold-blooded barbarity, especially in others" (GreatGrandmother's Girls 5, p, 75) • Commenting on the Spanish atrocity of
burning two hundred Indians at the stake, Marah Ellis Ryan sayss

"One

of the reasons for the crusade to the north as written in the chronicles
of Christian Mexico was to save the souls of the heathen for the one
god, —

and his advocates were sending the said souls for Judgment as

quickly as might bei" (Flute of the Gods, p. k3)*
Hostility towards Anglo-Americans is sometimes reflected in the
works of the early novelists of the Southwest, Such a tendency might
normally be expected from those authors not of American nationality.
For example, Frederick Marryat reflects his British bias in contending
that the United States towns consist of "nine banks, eighteen chapels,
its one »a-b-c' school, and its Immense stone Jail, very considerately
made large enough to contain its whole population" (Monsieur Violet, p,
25) © Again, Marryat is critical of Texans in the following passage
previously quoted in another contexts
'Never deceive yourselves, Texans© I fight with you against the
Mexicans, because betwixt them and me there is an irreconcilable
hatred© Do not then flatter yourselves that it is through friendship towards you. I can give my friendship only to those who are
honourable both in peace and in war; you are all of you liars, and
many of you thieves, scoundrels, and base murderers' (Monsieur
Violet, p. ll;5).
Earlier, the French priest believed to be the author of Mexico versus
Texas, had expressed a more favorable attitude toward Texanss
He ^etlnez/saw in the Texian yoemanry, a bold, undaunted race,
of an outward bearing, bordering on the profane, which one might
have easily mistaken for ferocity; yet, at bottom, humane, hospitable and generous. He was peculiarly struck with the noble
liberty with which, in the more refined circles, the sexes commune
and converse together; whilst, in his own country, the least com-
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municatlon between them is looked upon as suspicious, and
sufficient to ruin the character of the most respectable
female. The process of husbandry, also, appeared to him to
have attained a high degree of improvement (pp, 208-9),
Charles Sealsfleld also expresses a favorable attitude toward Texans,
but he distinguishes between those who come from the South, an area he
admires, and those who come from the North, a section he dislikes.
Where I found an exception /to the 'easy, unassuming hospitality
of the inhabitants of this favored countryj^* that is to say,
where I had to pay for the accommodations, the settlers were from
the Middle States, or from New England. It is not less remarkable
that inns and boarding houses were exclusively kept by the Yankees,
or citizens of the Middle States, The descendants of chivalrous
Virginia, or North and South Carolina, are here too proud to sell
their hospitality (Cabin Book, p, 11)©3

The social philosophy in the early novels of the Southwest includes
the belief that the longing for a "paradise" or a Utopia is a foolish
dream. This point Emerson Hough makes in describing his imaginary community of Heart's Desires

"It was well named. Indeed; fit capital for

the malcontents who sought oblivion, dreaming, long as they might, that
life can be left aside when one grows weary of it; dreaming — ah J deep,
foolish, golden dream —

that somewhere there is on earth an Edfen with

no Eve and without a flaming sword" (Heart's Desire, p. 12), In fact.

-^ In another work. The United States of North America as They
are in Their Political, Religious and Social Relations (London, 1828),
p, lOU, Sealsfleld observess "In modem times, music, poetry, and
philosophy have been more especially fostered in monarchies, and are
not likely to flourish in the United States, amidst the bustle of
mercantile and public life, as they were wont to do in the delightful
regions of Greece and Italy. This kind of mental activity not being
calculated for 'money making', will never become popular, and the very
men who in later periods have distinguished themselves in polite learning, are Justly supposed to be more or less inclined to monarchy,"
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as George Pattullo insists, life must have its rough moments as well
as its smooth if it is to be worthwhile©
says, "cannot endure for long©

"Unruffled happiness," he

Perhaps it would pall if it did,

A

thing, to be deemed precious, must have contrasts to establish its
value" (Sheriff of Badger, p, 177)©
Among the more controversial social beliefs appearing in some
novels is that which advocates selectivity in the breeding of human
beings.

Through the character, Preachin' Bill, Harold Bell Wright

gives expression to this idea in a quotation previously given in
another contexts

"Hit's a plumb shame there ain't more men in tfe'

world built like old man Matthews and that thar boy o' his'n. Men like
them ought t' be as common as th' other kind, an' would be too if folks
cared half as much 'bout breeding folks as they do 'bout raising hogs
an' horses" (Shepherd of the Hills, p, 23)©

And by indirection, Andy

Adams implies the danger of careless breeding in talking about horses©
"Now a little boy or girl, and many an older person, thinks that a
spotted horse is the real thing, but practical cattle men know that
this freak of color in range-bred horses is the result of in-and-in
breeding, with consequent physical and mental deterioration" (Log of a
Cowboy, pp, 13-11;)o
The social philosophy touching upon love in the early novel
emphasizes that it is a "many-splendored" thing.

The anonymous author

of L'Heroine du Texas contends that "the land of dreams is the domain
of lovers" (p. 1;1), More rhapsodic, although equally nocturnal, is the
concept of Mayne Reid, who speaks through his character. M, Henry Hallers
"The moon is over all, and I watch her in her upward course.
a thought within me which she seems to rules

level

There is

How often have poets

sung of her power over the gentle passion^ With them it was only a
fancy, a graceful expression; but in all times, and in all climes, it
has been a belief" (Scalp-Hunters, p, 200)©

Amelia Barr, likewise,

expresses this idea, speaking through the character of Isabel Worth,
If a thing is delightful, nobody should do it, Luis said he knew
that it was decided that we should marry, but that he wanted me to
be his wife because I loved him. His face was shining with Joy,
his eyes were like two stars, he called me his life, his adorable
mistress, his queen, and he knelt down and took my hands and kissed
them, I was too happy to speak (Remember the Alamo, p, 58)©
Similarly, Ruth McEnery Stuart, speaking through her character^ one
Deuteronomy Jones, views love as a wonderful experiences

"That sort o'

fallin' in love, why, it comes same by the measles as the two-year-old
teeth, an' th' ain't nothin' sweeter ef it 's took philosophical"
(Sonny, p, 97)©
A social concept closely related to the belief that love is a
richly romantic thing is the one insisting that marriage is the true
measure of love. Octave Thanet gives implicit expression to this idea
in her two novels — Expiation and By Inheritance — included in this
study. Her best — and explicit — expression, however, appears in
another novel as follows?
If, my dear friend, you perceive that the love herein depicted
deals more with married folks than with youths and maidens, may
I humbly suggest that as we should call no man happy until he be
dead, so likewise may we hesitate to call a lover true until he
hath been proved by marriage, which is as a fire or an ireful
acid, releasing all the volatile and unsubstantial elements cf
love, and leaving only the pure gold of the heart©U

^ Octave Thanet, A Book of True Lovers (Chicago, 1897), preface.
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A similar belief is that of 0, P. Read, whose Arkansas Planter focuses
upon a woman who marries a man to save his soul. The man had told her
that, unless she married him, he would "die blaspheming the name of God"
(Arkansas Planter, p, 97).
Among the minor social b ellef s expressed in the early novel is
that which holds that man desires at once to be both savage and civilized, Emerson Hough articulates this idea in commenting upon the
influence of women on the wests

"Heretofore /before the arrival of

womei]7 Heart's Desire had wilfully been an unorganized section of
savagery; but your Anglo-Saxon, craving ever savagery, has no sooner
found it than he seeks to civilize it; there being for him in his aeon
of the world no real content or peace" (Heart's Desire, p, 16)©

Closely

akin to the concept that man craves savagery is that which insists that
he is hardened to life, "In all the philosophy of hardened hearts," says
George F. Ruxton, "our hunters turned from the spot where the unmoumed
trapper met his death©

La Bonte, however, not yet entirely steeled by

mountain life to a perfect indifference to human feeling, drew his hard
hand across his eye, as the unbidden tear rose from his rough bit kindly
heart , . . One tear dropped from the young hunter's eye, and rolled down
his cheek -- the last for many a long year" (Life in the Far West, p, 73)
Yet, ambiguous creature that he is, as Charles Wo Webber points out,
man can at once be hard and gentles

"Strange incongruous animal is manS

We were stepping over the corpses of the slain /Indians/* A few minutes
before, these men had been wilder than starved tigers for blood, and
their eyes were now moistened at the sight of these two childrer. and
their father /Old Hick^ " (Old Hicks, p, 27)©
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Miscellaneous
In addition to the intellectual and philosophical points of view
already described are a number of others of a rather miscellaneous
nature. For exan^Dle, possibly influenced by Chateaubriand, the anonymous
author of the first Southwestem novel, L'Heroine du Texas, introduces
into his work priraitivistic concepts that continue to appear in various
forms and in several later works©

L'Heroine's author sayss

"He was of

the Coohatis nation; and his name became proverbial, so that in the
future when one of us wanted the superlative degree of humanitarianism,
we saids

'He is a Coohatis'" (pp© 82-3)©

His lead is followed by

Timothy Flint, whose Francis Berrian devotes long passages to the discussion of nobility of the Indian and of nature (see I, pp. 132 ff,)©
Flint's work particularly seems inspired in part by Chateaubriand's
Atala©

Equally high in its praise of Indian and nature, Frederick

Marryat, in Monsieur Violet, sayss

"There was, perhaps, feeling, even

more powerful, which induced the Prince Servalle to return to tlrie
Indians with whom he had lived for so long, I refer to the charms and
attraction which a wild life offers to the man of civilization, more
particularly when he has discovered how hollow and heartless we become
under refinement" (p, 3)©
thuslyg

Again, Charles W. Webber expresses the idea

"Let those /residents of civilized areaj7 born to plod and

fulfill a destiny of dullness dole out their life in habitations they
have raised around them, and die, and be gathered to their fathers;
but let the bold, the impulsive, and adventurous, those whose seals can
be moved to Joy in the contemplation of Nature , , . seek the solit'jdeof the vast prairie , . ," (Old Hicks, p, 69)©

To Webber's statement
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can be added that of Stewart Edward Whites

"I've come back to the Big

Country, where the pay is poor and the work is hard and the comfort
small, but where a man and his soul meet their Maker face to face"
(Arizona Nights, p© 66) © One of the few anti-primitivistlc concepts
in the early regional novel is advanced by Sam Hall in an attack upon
James Fenimore Cooper, an American novelist inclined toward the worship
of the "Noble Savage."

Two years ago two boys ^uckskin Sam and Reckless Joe Bootl^,
who came away from Leominster, Massachusetts , . . their heads
full of romance and love of adventure, located here, felled the
trees, and built that little cabin. They lived there six weeks,
then the Indians came within five miles from here, and murdered
and mutilated men, women, and children. The boys, who had
previous to this thought a good deal of the noble Red-man, (been
readln' Cooper, I rec'on) got a sight of the scene of the massacre,
and that Just satisfied them about Mr, Lo; they broke up housekeeping, shouldered their rifles . , • Joined the Rangers , , ,
and have been a-fighting for the State since . . . (Kit Carson, Jr,,
p. 10),
Closely related to primltlvism is the belief reflected by the
early novel that civilization corrupts man. This idea is expressed by
George F. Ruxton in the following declaration of his character Killbuck,
an expression cited previously in another context©
•Many's the time I've said I'd strike for Taos, and trap a squaw,
for this child's getting old, and feels like wanting a woman's
face about his lodge for the balance of his days; but when it
comes to caching of the old traps, I've the smallest kind of heart,
I have. Certain the old state comes across my mind now and again,
but who's thra to remember my old body? But them diggings too
over crowded now-a-days, and its hard to fetch breath amongst them
big bands of corncrackers to Missoura, Beside, it goes against
natur to leave bufler meat and feed on hog; and them white gals
are too much like picturs, and a deal too "fofarraw" (fanfaron)©
No; d a m the settlements, I say' (Life in the Far West, p. 17)©
Again, the suspicion of civilization is expressed by Emerson Hough
through his character, Tom Osbys

", . , things happens fast out here.
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If I come and set in your parlor in New York, it takes me eight years
to learn the name of your pet dog. Lady comes out and sets in ^

parlor

for eight minutes, and I ain't such a fool but what I can learn a heap
of things In that time" (Heart's Desire, p, I89)©

Then, the idea finds

expression in this passage from Harold Bell Wrights

"One could see far

from here, I am sure. We, who live in the cities, see but a little
farther than across the street©

We spend our days looking at the work

of our own and our neighbors' hands. Small wonder our lives have so
little of God in them, when we come in touch with so little that God has
made" (Shepherd of the Hills, p, 32), Finally, it is expressed as
follows by Emerson Hough in discussing the laws
Goddess / l a ^ .

"She's there —

the

The law has come to Heart's Desire. May God forgive meS

Why could we not have stayed content?''(Heart's Desire, p. 53)o
From the worship of nature to that of prominent individuals, or
real-life "heroes," is only a step in the philosophy of the early novel©
Joseph Holt Ingraham's esteem for Andrew Jackson finds expression in
this passages

"His /Jackson'^ presence produced a sudden and healthy

change /in the people of New Orlean^/ In "the aspect of affairs, and
before he had been in the city one hour, his name was upon every lip,
either with hope, or pride, or hostility, and the eyes of all lovers of
their country turned upon him, and marked him as their leader in the
great struggle before them" (Lafitte, H , p. 81), The hero-worship of
Sam Houston is shown by A. T, Myrthe in dedicating his novel, Mexico
versus Texas, to "His Excellency Samuel Houston, President of the
Republic of Texas" —

"To whom with more propriety than to your

Excellency can I inscribe a work whose principal theme consists o.t the
glorious and successful struggles by which your fellow citizens
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attained their independence?

It is, under God, to your valor, prudence

and humanity they are indebted for their success, and now you stand
before the world as one of those master-spirits by whom mighty changes
are wrought in the economy of human affairs" (title page).

Similarly,

Augusta Jane Evans dedicates her novel Inez to an entire group —

"the

Texan patriots, who triumphantly unfurled and waved aloft the 'banner
of the Lone Star©' Who wrenched asunder the iron bands of despotic
Mexico I And wreathed the brow of the 'Queen State' with the glorious
chaplet of 'civil and religious liberty'" (title page)©
Equally naive philosophy is that -s^ich worships glory.

In

L'Heroine du Texas the anonymous author, through his character, Monsieur
Dormeuil, contends that "glory has its charms, for it elevates the soul
and is a valuable incentive to men, and, upon my word, one does well to
make sacrifices to it" (p. 60)©
Certain Intellectual concepts are reflected in the early novel,
particularly those which concern the scope of the intellect.

For

example, Timothy Flint suggests that "poesy and romance are the higher
and holler matters of the intellectual world" (Francis Berrian, I, p.
12)©

To many novelists, most persons are not intellectually inclined.

Even those who have come in contact with intellectual ideas, the
writers seem to feel, often fail to retain lasting impressions. As
Mayne Reid expresses the idea.

It is hard to yield up our college metaphysics; to behold the
worshipped men of our wrangling days, Stewart, Brown, Locke,
Mill, and him of my own name jailer/, become degraded under
modem light; to see their elaborate structure, like an inverted
pyramid, about to tumble down, because the apex on which it so
long balanced itself turns out to be a false foundation. It is
sad to look upon shelves filled with ponderous tomes, the very
existence of which only proves that our fathers were our children,
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as we in our time must become the children of our descendants.
It is sad to think that so many profound philosophers shall one
day receive credit only for their hair-splitting ingenuity. So
shall it be (Scalp-Hunters^ p. 200)©

By indirection, Charles King comments on the lack of appreciation for
intellectual ideas or pursuits in treating of one of his character's
penchant for butterfly mountings

It was one of Mr. Blakely's unpardonable sins in the eyes of the
sex /femal^ that he found so much to interest him in a pursuit
that neither Interested nor included them, A man with brains and
a bank account had no right to live alone, said Mrs, Sanders, she
having a daughter of marriageable age, if only moderately prepossessing (Apache Princess, p. 120)©
And, in a satirical stroke, Eugene Manlove Rhodes expresses his belief
that low taste with respect to motion pictures is indicative of low
intellectual attainment. Discussing his character, John Wesley Pringle,
Rhodes sayss
He turned his mind to the screen, where a natty and noble young
man, with a chin, bit off his words distinctly and smote his
extended palm with folded gloves to emphasize the remarks he was
making to a far less natty man with black mustaches, John Wesley
rightly concluded that this second man, who gnashed his teeth so
convincingly^ and at whom an incredibly beautiful young lady
looked with haughty disdain, was the villain, and foiled (Desire
of the Moth, p, 303)o

On the other hand, some authors are suspicious of formal intellectual
ideas and pursuits©

"It wasn't hard to learn things in Princeton,"

writes Emerson Hough.

"It's the things out of college that are hard

to learn" (Heart's Desire, p. 67)©

Speaking of his character, Samantha

Lane, Harold Bell Wright expresses substantially the same ideas "Unspoiled by the hot-house, forcing process, that so often leaves the
intellectual powers Jaded and weak, before they have fully developed.
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and free from the atmosphere of falsehood and surface culture, in which
so many souls struggle for their very existence, the girl took what her
teacher had to offer and made it her own" (Shepherd of the Hills, p, l65)©
The intellectual level of the early novelists is indicated in
part by the scope of their allusions to Greek mythology and other
literature,

Timothy Flint, for example, alludes to Daniel Defoe's

Robinson Crusoe, Cervantes' Don Quixote, and John Milton's Paradise
Lost (Francis Berrian, I, pp, 20 and i;2, respectively, and II, p. 31;).
Allusions to Greek mythology and Shakespearean poetry surprisingly
appear in Sam Hall's dime novel. Kit Carson, Jr, (passim),

Adolph

Bandelier's Delight Makers alludes often to Shakespeare's works (passim).
In Desire of the Moth, Eugene Manlove Rhodes' hero, John Wesley Pringle,
says that he has made "many such rides in the Odyssey of his wander years'"'
(p, 302), a reference to Greek iriythology. References to Oliver Wo Holmes'
Autocrat and to Shakespeare's verse also appear in Rhodes' novel (passim).
Stoic philosophy appears in certain of the early noTels, It is
evident in the following passage frcm George F« Ruxtons

Squaws, animals, and peltry, all were gone •=-- an Arapaho moccasin
lying on the groimd told him where. He neither fumed nor fretted,
but throwing the meat off his pack animal? and the saddle from hihorse, he collected the blackened ends of the lodge poles and mada fire -=- led his beasts to water and hobbled them, "hrew a piece
of buffalo meat upon the coals, squatted down before "^he fireo ani
lit his pipe. La Bonis was a true philosopher. No-withstand.ing
that his house, his squaws, his pe,^tries, wer.c- gone ''a*, one .I'ol.i
swoop,' the loss scarcely disturbed his equanimity,, .and before *.he
tobacco of his pipe was half smoked outc, he had ceasei to think c*"
his misfortune, Certes, as he turned his apolla of tender loin,,
he sighed as he thought of the delicate manipulations witn which
his Shoshone squaw, Sah-qua-manisho was wont to beat to teniernesB
the toughest bull meat -- and missed the tending care of Yute
Chil-co-the, or the 'reed that bends,' in patching the holes worr.
in his neatly fitting mocassin, ^.he work of her nimble fingers.
However, he ate and giriukei and smoke-^ and ate. and ^lep*. none
the worse for his mishap; thought, before he closed his eyes^, a
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little of his lost wives, and more perhaps of the 'Bending Reed"
than Sah-qua-manish, or 'she who runs with the stream,' drew his
blanket tightly round him, felt his rifle handy to his grasp, and
was speedily asleep (Life in the Far West, pp, 9h-5)o
Again, Ruxton shows knowledge of stoicism in this passages
Reckless, moreover, of the future, in order to prepare robes for
the traders, and procure the pernicious fire-water, they wantonly
slaughter vast numbers of buffalo cows every year (the skins of
which sex only are dressed), and thus add to the evils in store
for them. When questioned on this subject, and such want of foresight being pointed out to them, they answer, that however quickly
the buffalo disappeared, the Red man 'goes imder' in greater
proportion! and that the Great Spirit has ordained that both shall
be 'rubbed out' from the face of nature at one and the same time —
'that arrows and bullets are not more fatal to the buffalo than
the small-pox and fire-water to them, and that before many winters'
snows have disappeared, the buffalo and the Red man will only be
remembered by their bones, which will strew the plains©' — 'They
look forward, however, to a future state, when, after a long Journey,
they will reach the happy hunting-grounds, where buffalo will once
more blacken the prairies; where the pale-faces daren't come to
disturb them; where no winter snows cover the ground, and the
buffalo are always plentiful and fat' (Life in the Far West, p. 106),

One of Augusta Jane Evans' characters, Florence Hamilton, actually
professes to be a stoic, an "adherent to the philosophy of Zeno" (Inez,
p, 23)©

In Heart's Desire, Emerson Hough expresses a stoicism generally

typical of the west by having his character, Dan Anderson, contends
"It's not a question of being happy, . . . but of doing your work, and
taking your medicine" (p, 295)o

Likewise, Andy Adams reflects westem

stoicism in the following comment that his character. Rod Wheat, make?;
about death?

"I'm not going to fret. You can't avoid it /death/ when

it comes, and every now and then you miss it by a hair" (Log of a Cowboy, p, 225), And Marah Ellis Ryan reflects the stoicism of the Indian
in the following speech by her character, the old Ho-tiwa, c-^ ancier,^
of the village of Walpi?
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'The good seed is in the ground, and when the rain comes — '
'When it comes S' sighed one skeptic — 'We wait one year now, —
how Tnany more until we die?'
'If it is that you die — the rain or the no rain makes no
change — you dlei' reminded the old man (Flute of the Gods, p, 2)©
Current ideas of the nature and power of psychology appear in
some of the early novels. Dreams, or hallucinations, and other mysterious
acts constitute the major psychological subjects expressed in the works.
For example, this idea is advanced by Mayne Reid through his hero, who
sayss

"I sprang to my feet with the strange feeling uppermost that the

stale incidents of the Old World romance, amid antique ruins, were to
be ridiculously repeated here in the wilderness" (Scalp-Hunters, p, 272),
Earlier in the story, the character had awakened in a semi-conscious
dream-world state after being lost in the desert (see Scalp-Hunters, pp,
69-70)©

Again, Augusta Jane Evans expresses a belief in dreams in a

passage discussing her character, Florence Hamilton, whose mother had
died when the child was fours

"Even after the lapse of long years,

faint, yet sweet recollections of her lost parent stole, in saddened
hours, over her spirit, and often, in dreams, a face of angelic beauty
hovered around, and smiled upon her" (Inez, p. 12),

Then, the belief

in dreams is evidenced by Jeremiah Clemens in this passages "'MabryGray rose unrefreshed from a feverish sleep, in which pale corpses,
whose features were contorted by the agonies of an unnatural iea'h.,
flitted before his mental vision" (Mustang Gray, p. llO), Finally,
Amelia Barr expresses the belief through her character0 Mrs. Rcbert^
Worth, who is speaking here to her daughtersg
have seen Juani

I have seen Juanl

"AntonioS

Isabel^ J

/7uan is her son killed at Goltai,7

My eyes were shut, but I have seen him. He was a beautiful shadow,.
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with a great, shadowy host around him.
MotherJ

He bent on me such eyesS

Holy

their love was unfathomable, and I heard his voice" (Remember

the Alamo, p, 366)©

Earlier, the daughter, Isabel Worth, had dreamed

that Fray Ignatius was conspiring against the family (see Remember the
Alamo, pp, 267'=8)©
The belief in somnambulism, closely related to dreams, is shown
in the early novel, Augusta Jane Evans, commenting upon one of her
characters whose father has died, sayss

"More like somnambulism than

waking reality was now the life of Florence Hamilton" (Inez, p, 101)©
And Charles King, through his character. Colonel Byrne, speaking to
Major Plume, also expresses this beliefs

"You did not know — Mrs,

Plume was a somnambulist'?"'(Apache Princess, p, 85)©
Strange sights and feelings, elements of mystery, are recorded
rather frequently.

After placing his hero in the desert, where he

becomes lost, Mayne Reid has the victim see nine "or ten gigantic
columns . . . stalking over the plain and circling gradually . . ,
There is something unearthly in the sight.
of a phantom world.
p, 66)©

They resemble creatures

They seem endowed with demon life" (Scalp-Hunters,

Joseph Badger describes a mysterious horses

"A horse, seemingly

a mass of fire and sparks, rushed past in chase of the stamped:ing cattle.
From head, withers and hips rose balls of colored fire, exploding with
sharp reports. And high over all came that wild, unearthly la'jghtet'
(Kit Fox, p, 3 ) , The mysterious uncertainty cf scul is observH by
Amelia Barr, whose character Antonio is "conscious that her soul wamoving uneasily and questioningly in seme new arid ^Jincertain atmc.sphere"
(Remember the Alamo, p, 22), Superstition f.inds expression in George
Pattullo's Sheriff of Badger, which suggests that trees from which men
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are hanged die after the executions (p© 53) o Zane Grey refers to
strange, intuitive powers, advancing his point through the character
Lassiter, who warns Jane Withersteen?

"You may lose all /money, ranch,

positioi^,

I'm tellin' you, Jane, hopin' to prepare you, if the worst

does come©

I told you once before about that strange power I've got to

feel things" (Riders of the Purple Sage^ p. 173)©
Animal magnetism and phrenology are two further psychological
ideas of interest to the regional fiction writer, Emerson Bennett
gives expression to a belief in animal magnetism, using the character,
Henry Walton, who in this passage is speaking to Clara Morelands
"Tell me not there is no such thing as animal magnetism —

a something

which draws together souls, and unites them, like loadstone and steel"
(Viola, p, U2)©

Earlier, Timothy Flint revealed his belief in the

same idea, what he calls his "secret belief in the invisible communication between minds, of something like animal magnetism ^ h i c h he admits
has been refuted as a valid i d e ^ and repulsion" (Francis Berrian, I,
p, l ) . A belief in phrenology is expressed in Rangers and Regulatorv^
of the Tanaha (pp. 293 ff.) by Charles Summerfield,
This chapter, in summary, then, has shown that, while generally
immature intellectually and philosophically, the novels often ^cx^-h
upon a variety of subjects that lend themselves to arrangement by
categories such as the followings

economic, political, religlo-ae^

ethical or moral, social, and miscellaneous.

The eccnomi? pn.ilcsophy

in the novels is basically ant i.-mater talis tic.

In, terms of pclit;i.cal

philosophy, freedom in the abstract appears t-- be a rather pcT;.\lar
topic.

Some authors show advanced opinions on lync^i .law.rio t.-^ whicn

most are opposed, and to other aspects of Justice^ some espouse *he
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right of revolution, as well as both opposition to and advocacy of
slavery.

In terms of religion, a Protestant bias toward Catholicism

is evident in the early novel, as well as the following beliefs s that,
according to some novelists, man is inherently good, and, according to
others, inherently evilj that God intervenes directly in the affairs of
the world; transmigration of souls is possible; and that little children often have deeper religious insight than adults. Especially in
the matter of Indian religion is the novel philosophically significant
in demonstrating such points that, to the Indian, all of life's aspects
are religious, man and nature are unified, and prayer is of vital
importance to his way of life.

In terms of ethical, or moral, ideas,

the early novel of the Southwest expresses opposition to man's
Inhumanity to animals, including man, and asserts certain beliefs in
chivalry and the cavalier type of lifej it expresses opposition tc
gambling and drinking, on the one hand, and to reform movements, on
the other.

In terms of social philosophy the novels indicate a belief

that the Southwest is a melting pot of peoples | that love is a vital
aspect of life; and that marriage is the true measure of love. Some
novels, however, show a substantial prejudice toward various groups
of people in the region.

Miscellaneous philosophical and intellectual

ideas, appearing here and there in the novels, include hero worship,
primitlvlsm, somnambulism, an.imaT magnetism, and phrenology.

CONCLUSION
Fictional output in the Southwest has been substantial since
well before the Civil War, and, as represented by the novel, has become
perhaps the region's most adequate form of literary expression.

This

ultimate achievement has been one of the reasons why a study of its
origins and development is desirable©

This study, representing a

critical history of the early novel, is focused upon forty representative novels written between I819 and 1918 by authors who either lived
in or had first-hand knowledge of the Southwest and who employed the
region as the setting for these works.
Chapter II has surveyed the early novel through the two periods
—

pre- and post-Civil War —

falls©

into which its development naturally

On the whole the novels of these two periods were written mostly

by Anglo-Americans, but French, English, Austrian, Irish, and Swiss
novelists also contributed.

The general characteristics of works

produced in the pre-Civil War period includes

a pseudo-factual basis

for action and character| a predominant Texas setting| the glorification
of nature somewhat in the vein of Chateaubriand and of the Indian in
the tradition of the "Noble Savagej;" heroic deeds by colorful adventurers
coincidence; religious controversy; and plots characterized by ethnographical interest and interest in the exploits of guides, hunters,
rangers, and desperadoes©

In many respects the pre-Civil War novels

were imitative of Scott and Cooper,

Novels written after the Civil War

were still imitative and, generally speaking, didactic and sentimental.
These include many examples of the "dime novel," the historical novel,
and the range novel, and settings akin to those of the current local
color movement in American fiction©
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Chapter III has analyzed plot types and techniques. The findings have included, first, that the novels constitute a panorama of
Southwestem history treating the following topless

aboriginal and

contemporary Indian life, early Spanish exploration, Spanish-Mexican
settlement, French settlement, Anglo-American settlement, the activities
of such figures as mountain men, Santa Fe traders, scalp hunters, and
Anglo-American explorers, cattle empire life, Spanish-Mexican conflict,
Anglo-American and Spanish-Mexican conflict, and Anglo-American and
Indian conflict, and typical Southwestem activities that imfold day by
day. With respect to plot type and method, it demonstrated that the
leading type is one built around extemal conflict, especially that of
nan against man but also that of man against nature, and that the
dominant method is one of the closed plot, which resolves conflict,
rather than the open plot, or straight narrative, which does not resolve
conflict. This chapter has also demonstrated that two other important
plot devices of the early novel are the utilization of picaresque, or
aimless, wandering and the deus ex machina, or unexpected incident, and
the use of such devices as the "postscript" -- the "P. S." — which
projects the ending of the storyi apologies or excuses for artistic
failure on the part of novelists^ digressions; and Journalistic, dramatic,
and epistolary style. Chapter III further demonstrates that, from the
perspective of point of view, the simple observer is the dominant type,
followed in order of frequency of usage by the narrator within the
story, the narrator outside the story, and a combination of narrator
within and outside. The omniscient point of view is never u^ed. With
regard to focus Chapter III suggests that it is more often expository
than dramatic©

Dialogue in the early novel ranges from clumsy to
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refined and, generally speaking, is often inappropriate to the speaker©
To some degree the early novels are characterized by dialect, the folklore devices of the tall tale and the song, humor (though never to
excess), Gothic elements, and symbolism.
Chapter IV, dealing with character portrayal, has shown that, with
respect to national, ethnic, and regional types, the early novel contains a multitude of characters, indicating that the region was
populated by a rich variety of ethnic groups©

Character portrayal, in

the early novel, serves as an index to the prominence of any group,
becaiose, when a race is in economic, political, and social ascendency,
its members are prominent in fiction.

Conversely, when a race is on

the decline In such respects, its members are neglected by the novel©
Furthermore, the early novel focuses upon the dominant races —
Spanish, Mexican, and Anglo-American —

Indian,

and devotes somewhat less

attention to the French, Negro, and other groups, Male characters are
stressed over the female; although, from the standpoint of space devoted
by the novelists to description of personages, the woman becomes dominant.
Of the women characters, the "frontier flower," or youthful heroine,
relegates to very secondary consideration such others as the homemaker^9
maiden aunt, and prostitute.

Of the men characters, the adventurer

receives primary attention from the writers.

Interestingly, among the

lesser men characters, the priest is frequently shown to be a ''confidence man," or villain; although several priests and religious leaders
are portrayed as being excellent men. Rounding out the picture of the
lesser male characters are the soldier, mountain man, Santa Fe trader,
scout, doctor, outlaw, lawman, cowboy, rancher, and others. No raajc:emphasis is given by the early novel —

even the local color one —

t:
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true character development and, consequently, fewer than a dozen
characters emerge as distinctive.

The basic method of character

portrayal is that of static description, with little or no development in the normal sense©
Chapter V has examined the role played by setting and style in the
early novel.

With regard to setting, landscape description takes a

secondary position, though in the novel as a whole it is relatively
adequate in depicting the four geographical areas of the Southwest s
Woodland and Gulf, Plains and Prairie, Desert, and Mountain and Plateau©
Similarly, a rather accurate picture emerges of village and town.

As

this chapter shows, the attitude reflected by the novelists toward
the Southwest, whether landscape or village and town, is generally
complimentary; although, vividly realistic thrusts by a few authors
criticize certain aspects of the region.

According to the findings of

Chapter V , setting is used for two purposes s

to provide an appropriate

backdrop for the action^^ and to perform functionally as a means of
providing special tone or mood, of motivating character, and of
determining the direction of the plot.

Of these, the first is more

often the purpose of the early novelist.

Though basically weak,

descriptive and narrative style of the early novel occasionally rises
to an aesthetic level.

Occasionally, style reflects the scientific

interest of the author.
Chapter V I has examined Intellectual and philosophical ideas as
revealed in the early novel.

Its findings include the one that, while

generally .immature intellectually and philosophically, the novels often
touch upon a variety of subjects that lend themselves tc arrangement
by categories such as economic, political, religious, ethical, or moral.
...-.,
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social, and miscellaneous.

The economic philosophy in the novels is

basically anti-materialistic.

In terms of political philosophy, free-

dom in the abstract appears to be a rather popular topic. Some authors
show advanced opinions on lynch laws, to which most are opposed, and to
other aspects of Justice; some espouse the right of revolution, as well
as both opposition to and advocacy of slavery.

In terms of religion,

a Protestant bias toward Catholicism is evident in the early novel, as
well as the following beliefs s that, according to some novelists, man
is inherently good, and, according to others, inherently evil; that God
intervenes directly in the affairs of the world; transmigration of souls
is possible; and that little children often have deeper religious insight
than adults©

Especially in the matter of Indian religion is the novel

philosophically significant in demonstrating such points that, to the
Indian, all of life's aspects are religious, man and nature are unified,
and prayer is of vital importance to his way of life. In terms of
ethical, or moral, philosophy, the early novel expresses opposition to
man's inhumanity to animals, including man, and asserts certain beliefs
in chivalry and the cavalier type of life; it expresses opposition to
gambling and drinking, on the one hand, and to reform movements, on the
other.

In terms of social philosophy the novels indicate a belief that

the Southwest is a melting pot o.f peoples; that love is a vital aspect
of life; and that marriage is the true measure of love. Some novels,
however, show a substantial prejudice toward various groups of people
in the region. Miscellaneous philosophical and intellectual ideas,
appearing here and there in the novels, include hero WOT ship, primitivi fr.c.
somnambulism, animal magnetism, and phrenology.
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The early novel of the Southwest, as many details examined in
this study suggest, follows the incipient romantic tradition of much
European and American fiction. In its better examples, like the
American novel in general, however, it has "worked out its destiny and
defined Itself" by incorporating an element of mature romance — showing generally an evolution from the incipient to the mature in terms
of form and thought, as the following comments show.
Material contained in Chapter II of this study implies strongly
that the novels are essentially romantic. For example, the discussion
points out that, beginning with the first novel, L'Heroine du Texas
(1819), and continuing through those near the end of the initial period
-=• Riders of the Purple Sage (1912), for instance — a romantic concept
of setting, often bordering on the primitivistic, prevails. The tendency
to glorify nature, especially in the earliest works, as Chapter VI shows,
is reminiscent of the French romantic, Francois Rene de Chateaubriand©
Other Indications of the novel's romantic nature appear throughout the
study. They include the writers' preference for highly-colored plots,
action at the expense of characterization, and escapism, fantasy, and
sentimentality.

Each of these is an attribute not only of romance but

of incipient romance; and, since each appears in many works both of the
pre- and the post-Civil War divisions of the early period, there arises
the possibility that the early novel, without exception, is incipiently
romantic. Lending further credence to such an assumption are other
findings. In Chapter III, for example, the prevailing plot type is
shown to be the familiar one of extemal conflict, particularly that
of man against man, rather than the more complex internal, or psychological, conflict of man against himself. Then, the favorite plot
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method is shown to be the closed plot, idiich resolves conflict and
almost invariably produces a happy ending, rather than the open plot,
which does not resolve conflict.

In Chapter III, again, a preference

of novelists for picaresque, or aimless, wandering and for the employment of the deus ex machina, or unexpected and improbable incident,
suggests that the early novel is incipiently romantic. Finally, several
other tendencies add support to the assumptions

the predominance of

expository focus over dramatic, the practice of many writers of
apologizing or offering excuses for artistic failure, digressions, the
employment of inappropriate dialogue, and the infrequent use of symbols©
Certain findings of Chapter IV tend to add to the impression that
the early novel, almost without exception, is incipiently romantic. The
tendency to employ stock characters as the "frontier flower," or youthful heroine, and the adventurer, while neglecting truly distinctive
regional types, is one example. Another is that, even in the local
color novels which are supposed to stress character, no major emphasis
on characterization is placed. And a third example is the use of static
description, which depicts figures in a stationary manner rather than
in movement. To these may be added others developed by Chapter V of
the study; namely, the facts that landscape description is relegated to
a secondary position even though a strong interest m nature is manifest; that setting is used to provide an appropriate backdrop fc:r
action much more often than to perform functionally as a mear.3 of pr,0T;iding
special tone or mood, of motivating character, and of deteimining thdirection of the plot; and that style is rather ordinary in quality.
Finally, some findings of Chapter VI tend to support the same impres
><; p i.CTi
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of the early novel as Incipiently romantic.

Among these are the

general impression that the novel is immature intellectually and
philosophically, that religious bias is widespread among novelists,
that hero worship prevails, and that there exist beliefs in animal
magnetism and phrenology.
Although this accumulation of evidence demonstrates chiefly that
part of the thesis that states that the early novel follows the incipient
romantic tradition of much European and American fiction, its very mass
might seem to discredit the possibility that mature romance does exist
and that it evolves from the pre-Civil War period through the postCivil War period.

Yet this principle can be demonstrated, particularly

through an examination of several representative works,
George F. Ruxton's Life in the Far West (181;9), published thirty
years after the region's first novel, is the first to bring a substantial
element of romantic maturity to Southwest fiction.

Its special contri-

bution, pointed out in Chapter IV, is the vivid portrayal of a truly
indigenous character type ~

the mountain man.

Of the regional fictional

figures, Killbuck, La Bonte, and Bill Williams --= romantic, but in a
mature way —

must occupy positions of prominence.

These characters and

their deeds take on qualities of the picturesque and, in the case of
Killbuck's aversion to civilization pointed out in Chapter V I , the idylli
Both the picturesque and the idyllic, as Chapter I points out, are
characteristics of mature romance,
Evolving slowly over a period of nearly forty years from the
publication of Life in the Far West, romantic maturity next evidences
itself strongly in Elizabeth Champney's Great-Grandmother's Girls in
New Mexico (1888).

Although somewhat Inferior to Ruxton's work with
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respect to characterization in general, Champney's novel does present,
as Chapter IV has indicated, a memorable character in Monita, the
precocious Indian child,

A historical romance, it reflects the author's

substantial research work into early Spanish exploration and its impact
on Southwestern Indian life; and this quality of scholarship adds further
to the work's romantic maturity.

Then, as Chapter III has shown, the

novel is one of only six to utilize the open plot method, which is more
difficult to execute than the closed plot. Finally, the work, as shown
in Chapter VI, is mature intellectually in that it maintains a strong
ethical position opposing man's inhumanity to man.
The evolutlcai of romantic mat\iration quickens after the second
work, within two years of which a third notable novel appears, Adolph
Bandelier's Delight Makers (I890), as Chapter II suggests, is possibly
the foremost nineteenth century work dealing with the American Indian,
Organically written in that, like Indian life, it unfolds leisurely,
the novel, as Chapter III points out, graphically portrays the life
and times of the aborigines of the region.

Its vivid characterization,

discussed in Chapter IV, and memorable landscape description, shown in
Chapter V, contribute further to the novel's stature. Finally, the
thorough presentation of intellectual and philosophical ideas of the
early Indians, as taken up in Chapter VI, lends maturation to the
work's romanticism,
A fitting successor to Delight Makers in the chain of works
effecting an evolution of mature romanticism in the early novel of ^,he
Southwest is Andy Adams' Log of a Cowboy (1903).

Shown by Chapter II

to be perhaps the finest piece of range fiction in the region, tYe novel
overcomes certain weaknesses of plot and characterization to earn its
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place©

For the most part. Log of a Cowboy is more realistic than

romantic. Yet, it deals with an Institution, the cattle drive, as well
as individuals, the cowboys, among the most romantic in fiction. And
it is the faithful treatment of the institution and the individuals that
earns the novel a place with mature romance©
Inferior to the works of Bandelier and Adams in that it tends too
often toward didacticism, sentimentality, and the improbable incident,
Harold Bell Wright's Shepherd of the Hills (1907), nevertheless, manages
to contribute to the evolution of mature romance. As Chapter III has
shown, it is the only novel devoted extensively to internal, or psychological, conflict, which is more sophisticated than the extemal©

Then,

as Chapter V shows, Wright is rather adequate in his presentation of
landscape descriptions. Finally, as suggested in Chapter VI, the novel
takes a rather mature philosophical position with respect to materialism,
to which it is opposed, and presents a rather liberal religious philosophy.
All of this. Chapter V further indicates, is treated with a style better
than ordinary.
The final example of the evolution of romantic maturity in the
early novel of the Southwest, Marah Ellis Ryan's Flute of the Gods
(1909), is in many respects the best. While its factual treatment of
Indian life undoubtedly is somewhat inferior to that of Bandelier, the
novel's handling of Indian mysticism is considerably better. Chapter
VI points out the intellectually and philosophically mature aspects
of this work. Like Delight Makers, Ryan's novel is organically
developed in tempo with the rhythms of tribal life. Examples of this
again are shown in Chapter VI under a discussion of folklore. As
Chapter H I points out. Flute of the Gods is one of only six works
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utilizing the open plot method and one of few works with a dramatic,
rather than an expository, focus©
The early novel of the Southwest, then, is characterized by strong
elements of romance.

Basically, the romance is incipient following in

the tradition of much European and American fiction; but, in its better
examples, as in the case of the distinctively American type, it is
mature©

The better examples of Southwestem fiction of the early period

are mature in the sense that they reflect the picturesque, the heroic,
and the idyllic.

Only in one or two cases »^- and this is a rather

crucial difference between the regional novel and its American counterpart -" are they mature in the sense that they have "a more or less
formal abstractness and, on the other hand, a tendency to plunge into
ihe

underside of consciousness; a willingness to abandon moral questions

or to ignore the spectacle of man in society, or to consider these
things only indirectly or abstractly,"
The lack of abstractness in the early novel of the Southwest-,
however, may not be as crucial as it seems on first inspection.

In the

opinion of one critic, J. Frank Dobie, at least, the clarity of the
novel is one of its strong points.

This point is made by Dobie in an

evaluation of the works of Andy Adams, but it might well have been said
of the early regional novel as a whole©

It is my firm conviction that one hundred, three hundred years
from now people will read Andy Adams to see what the life of
those men who went up the trail from Texas was like. Just &s
now we read the diary of Pepys to see what life in London warlike following the Restoration, or as we read the Spectator
papers to see what it was like in the Augustan Age. Those
readers of other centuries will miss in Andy Adams the fine
art of Addison, though they will find something of the same
serenity; they will miss the complex character and debonair
Judgments of Pepys; but they will find the honesty and fidelity
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of a man who rode his horses straight without giving them the
sore-back and then who traced his trail so plainly that even a
tenderfoot may follow it without getting lost©^
In other words, here, as the findings of this study suggest, Dobie pinpoints the basic worth of the early novel of the Southwest, Although
possibly lacking in abstractness, the early novel in its better examples
is indigenously — genuinely — romantic, with a sort of physical virility emerging from simple clarity and a directness approaching honesty
in the portrayal of activity, people, place, and intellectual and
philosophical points of view©

And it has a permanence that persists

despite the lack of artistic and probably even intellectual achievement.
When compared with American fiction of its day, the early novel of the
Southwest, it is true, is little, if any, better than average. Certainly,
its ranks can boast no Scarlet Letter or Moby-^Dlck, But as the forerunner^
the trail blazer, of the contemporary Southwestem novel that ranks with
the best of American fiction, the early fictional product is significant.

^ J. Frank Dobie, "Andy Adams, Cowboy Chronicler," Southwest
Review, XI (January, 1926), p, 101©
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APPENDIX
SYNOPSES OF NOVELS
(1) "F_n M©

G_n," L'Heroine du Texas (I8I9)

L'Heroine du Texas is set from about I8I6-I8 in Paris, in Texas,
and in New Orleans, Its principal characters are the followings (l)
Edmund, a twenty-eight-year-old French army officer, as well as an
accomplished violinist and botanistj (2) Ernestine Dormeuil, the lovely
Parisian girl he marries| (3) Monsieur Dormeuil, her father| (1;) Madame
Dormeuil, her mother| and (5) Ernestine's brother (never identified by
name)© As the story opens in Paris, the brother has Just introduced
his friend Edmund (whose last name, too, is never revealed) to his sister
Ernestine. Following this meeting, the couple engages in six months of
idyllic courtship that culminates in marriage. Soon husband and wife
go to the United States, where in Philadelphia they Join the French
colonists bound for Texas, Their exact reason for taking leave of
France is never quite clear, because Edmund is not linked directly with
his nation's internal political strife. Presumably, however, he is a
political exile Just as General Lallemand, who has organized the settlers
of Champ d'Asile. The natural beauty of the site of the colony on the
Trinity River and the initial nobility of the Indians residing in the
vicinity enable the new arrivals to find much to admire in the Texas
wilderness. Only after an Indian attack has occurred and an attack by
the Spanish troops appeared imminent, in fact, does their enthusiasm
wane — and then only temporarily^ since the novel ends with a poem
celebrating the ideal existence in nature. Before the end, hero and
heroine, with other surviving members of the colony, have fled to
Galveston only to have the elements conspire against them, sending floods
that produce additional hardships and cause them to flee farther to New
Orleans. In Louisiana, Edmiund and Ernestine enjoy reunion with her
parents and brother, all of whom settle down to permanent residence
there.

(2) Timothy Flint, Francis Be.rrian (I826)
Francis Berrian is set from about 131C-13 in Louisiana, in Texaj,
in New Mexico, and in old Me.xico, Its princi.pal characters are the
following8 (1) Francis Berrian, a New England adventurer| (2) Don d'
Alvaro, the Spanish governor of Durangc| (3) Condesa d'Alvaroo hiti
wife I Ih) Martha Miguela d "Alvaro, their lovely daughbeij (5) Don
Pedro, Martha's betrothed, a young nobleman and soldier; (6) F-3th.-?r
Josephus, a scheming priestj (7) Dona Dorothea, Martba's duena^ (8)
Biyan 0'Flaherty, an Irish servant in the employ of the Alvar: fajdly,^,
(9) Morelos, commander of the revolutionary fcrcesj; (IC) Dorothea
Manrlquez, wealthy and beautiful compariion of Martha^ (11; M. dc
Benvelt, wealthy German merchant in Durango| (12) Wilhelmina, hia
elder daughter^ (13) Sophia, his second daughter^ and (li;) Annette,
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his younger daughter© The story opens in Philadelphia, where the
narrator, presumably Timothy Flint, is taking a steamboat to Baltimore,
Aboard ship he meets Francis Berrian, who, like Flint himself, has come
from Massachusetts, where he had been reared under the stem influence
of Puritanism© Berrian, as the narrator learns, is bound for Durango
In the Southwest, The narrator and Berrian become separated at Baltimore,
whence the former crosses the mountains on the national road to Wheeling,
descends the Ohio River to Louisville, and takes steamboat passage south.
But they are reunited on the steamboat south from Louisville, and at this
point in the story Berrian tells the narrator his story. Educated by
virtue of the fact that he was considered to be the most promising child
in a large family, Berrian had been sent to Harvard and intended for a
profession, preferably the ministryj but feeling the iirge of adventure,
he had gone southwest to Natchitoches, "the last village in Louisiana
towards the Spanish frontier," After he had entered into New Spain, he
had followed the Arkansas River across a prairie to the Rocky Mountains
and proceeded to a Comanche Indian village. There he had found Martha
Alvaro hel'd in captivity and intended for the bride of her captor, a
brave named Menko, With the aid of Arcl, or the Red Heifer, a beautiful
Indian maiden Jealous of the Spanish girl, the American had rescued the
captive and returned her to her parents. To accomplish the feat, he had
had to kill Menko, and had been wounded in the process. Having recovered
from his wounds in the home of the girl he had rescued, Berrian had agreed
to become an English tutor for Martha, some of her women companions, and
Don Pedro, He and Martha had fallen in love, but had encountered family
opposition because of his Protestant affiliations. The religious controversy had been so great that, despite the fact Berrian had saved the
entire Alvaro family, as well as Don Pedro and Father Josephus, from
drowning, the American had been forced to leave the household. He had
Joined Morelos' revolutionary forces fighting Governor Alvaro's royalist
troops, further alienating the family. When the patriots had captured
the Alvaro family near San Antonioo however, Berrian again had saved
their lives -^ this time from murder — and had enabled them to flee tc
Chihuahua, With Bryan 0'Flaherty, who had become his servant, and the
Benvelt family, Berrian had sought refuge from royalist troops in a
mountain hideout. Here M, de Benvelt and two of his daughters, Sophia
and Annette, had died. In the end, Don Pedro and Father Josephus had been
killed by patriots, and Berrian had overcome the family resistance tc
his marriage to Martha, Berrian tells the narrator that he is enroute
to Durango to bring Martha back to New England, In New England the
couple is to be happy, but Martha is to give Berrian's relatives cauae
to fear that she will "grope in popish darkness to the grave,"

(3) Joseph Holt Ingraham, Lafitte (I836)
Lafitte is set during the latter part of the eighteenth and the
early part of the nineteenth centuries near New Orlean.5 and in mar.y
other parts of the world. Its principal characters are the foil owing i
(1) Achille, or Lafitte, the pirate.? (2) Henri, or Ccun+ Alphonse d'
Oyley, his twin brother^ (3) the twins' fatherj (1;) Gertrude Langur;^'llle,
their beautiful cousin^ (5) Constanza Velasquez, beautiful daughter of
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a wealthy Jamaican plantation owner. Volume one of the novel directs
its initial focus upon Achille, a proud, moody, and defiant lad who is
the aggressive twin of gentle Henri, Even as a boy of fifteen, Achille
dreams of conquest, and chafes when his father tells him that he is to
go to the University near their home while Henri is to accompany the
parent to Europe© But consent to this plan Achille does reluctantly,
and earns a degree, if not scholastic distinction, at the institution©
Graduated at the age of nineteen, Achille returns to his plantation
home to find his lovely cousin, Gertrude Langueville, in residence with
the father and Henri, Achille falls madly in love with Gertrude, a
maid of sixteenj but her affections tum to Henri, irtio has saved her
from death by drowning. Enraged, Achille inflicts what he believes to
be a fatal stab wound in his twin and flees his home. Ultimately, he
becomes Lafitte, the p^ate, to whose base at Barritarla during the
War of 1812 the scene suddenly shifts© In the fourteen years elapsed
since the stabbing of Henri, the reader is told in a brief interlude,
Lafitte, or Achille, has been captured by Algerine pirates, whom he
later Joins and commands| captured by Turks, whom also he later leads|
turned pirate and captured by Spaniards only to escape| raped a Moorish
girl who had rescued him from prisonj and adopted the Mohammedan faith©
From his Barritarla base, Lafitte plots with Herberto Velasquez to raid
the Jamaican island plantation of the Spaniard's wealthy, dying uncle,
Don Velasquez© During the raid, however, the pirate becomes enamored
of the Don's lovely daughter Constanza, whom, after her father has died
in killing the treacherous Herberto, he skirts away to his ship. Judging
from the "^^llain the reader has discovered Lafitte to be, one might
expect no less than the violation of Constanza's innocence at this
point. But the freebooter, regenerated by the helpless girl's sterling
qualities, guarantees her safety from all attack. In fact, he places
her aboard another ship bound for Jamaica, and unknowingly reunites
her with Count Alphonse d'Oyley, her betrothed. As the first volume
ende, however, the ship sinks in a storm, causing Constanza and d'Oyley
to fall again into the hands of a Lafitte crew, this one aboard a vessel
not occupied by the pirate leader himself. Volume two of the novel
finds the girl and her lover, who has been wounded by the pirates,
escaping their island captivity in a boat provided by Juana, Negro
wife of a Lafitte servant. Meanwhile, at Barritarla, the British have
sought to enlist Lafitte's aid against the Americans in the ensuing
battle of New Orleans, Despite the reward on his head, the pirate
goes to the city to warn the citizens and to offer his services in
exchange for a pardon from Governor Claiborne, The Council rejects
the offer and, unknown to the Governor, who has promised Lafitte a
temporary truce, sends out troops to attack Barritarla, But Lafitte
forgives the blunder and Joins Andrew Jackson's forces. Following
the battle, he is stabbed by d'Oyley, who erroneously thinks Lafitte
responsible for Constanza's third capture by pirates, an act that had
taken place during the battle of New Orleans. Taken to a convent, the
dying pirate is nursed by — of all persons — Gertrude Langueville,
now a nun. Before he dies, Lafitte, or Achille, learns that d"Oyley
is really his twin brother Henri, who had miraculously survived th?
stabbing years earlier. Joining the tragic reunion, t.oo, is the bcyt'
father, who has been cunningly disguised and at hand all along. Amid
these distracting disclosures the pirate dies a repentant man, while
d'Oyley and Constanza, rescued oncd again, stand reunited at his side©
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(U) "By a Texian," Mexico versus Texas (I838)
Mexico versus Texas is set from about l8li; to I836 in Mexico and
in Texas, Its principal characters are the followings (l) Faring,
son of a Maryland planter and the business representative in Mexico
of New York interests; (2) Maria Letinez, his Spanish wife who dies
in childbirth! (3) Count Letinez, her aristocratic fatherj (W Abbatte
Letinez, the Count's brotherj (5) Captain Ambrosio Letinez Faring,
Faring and Maria's sonj (6) Sophia Linton, an Anglo-American girl
with whom Ambrosio falls in lovej (7) Major Linton, her fatherj (8)
Mrs© Jordan, an Irish woman who befriends Sophiaj and (9) Flambeau, a
quadroon slave© The story opens about I81I; in Phelipa on the fringe
of the great desert in the state of Durango, Here Maria Letinez Faring
lies dying in childbirth. She makes her Protestant husband agree to
rear their son in the Roman Catholic faith. Thus, upon his wife's
death. Faring leaves the child in the care of kindly Father Fernando
de Larribal, a priest at Phelipa, Maria's father, however, sends his
brother, Abbatte Letinez, to bring the child to Mechoacan, There the
child is reared. Eighteen years elapse. During this time, the reader
is told in one paragraph. Faring has paid three visits to his son and
has tried repeatedly to get the boy away from his grandfather. As the
story resumes, the boy is "a tall, handsome, young man, with a pair of
epaulettes, and at the head of a company of cavalry, under the command
of Urrea" (p, 117)© It is during the Texas Revolution© In pursuit of
Comanche Indians, Captain Letinez and his men rescue an American girl,
Sophia Linton, The young officer takes her to Matamoros to board ship
for New Orleans, but the vessel sinks, forcing the girl to tum back
to San Patricio, There Letinez finds a home for her with an Irish
woman, Mrs, Jordan, At Goliad, Letinez succeeds in saving the life of
the girl's father. Major Linton, who has been captured with Fannin's
forces, -Letinez himself is captured at San Jacinto and bound out to a
friendly Texas officer with a plantation "a few leagues west of the
Sabine river" (p. 208), With the aid of a quadroon slave Flambeau, the
Spaniard escapes and rejoins Urrea's forces. He is promoted to colonel,
Finally, Letinez and Sophia Linton - marry, Flambeau becomes a student
of Abbatte Letinez©

(5) Frederick Marryat, Monsieur Violet (l8i;3)
Monsieur Violet is set from about l832-i;2 in Europe, in most of
what is now the westem United States, and in Mexico. Its principal
characters are the followings (l) Monsieur Violet, a young adventurer
identified by name only in the title and not anywhere in the novel
proper; (2) his father; (3) Prince Servalle, an Italian nobleman^
(1;) Roche, an Irish traveling companion of Monsieur Violets and (5)
Gabriel, a French traveling companion of Monsietxr Violet© In 1833,
shortly after the story opens and when Monsieur Violet is twelve, he
and his father Join Prince Servalle in a Utopian venture designed to
civilize the Shoshone Indians in the American Pacific Northwest, With
three priests, who are recruited for double duty as the boy'? tutors
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and the colony's spiritual proctors, the trio sets sail aboard the
Esmeralda, bound from Italy to America, Prince Servalle, during a
period of banishment from his native land, had lived with the Shoshones
and had acquired an obsession for social work among the Indians, No
sooner has the ship disgorged its cargo of colonists and supplies on the
Pacific Northwest coast, however, than it is dispatched south to obtain
cattle either at Monterey or Santa Barbara, As fate would have it —
"I'homme propose et Dieu dispose" (p, 7)iT muses the narrator. Monsieur
Violet — the vessel sinks off Cape Mendocino, taking the lives of all
crew members and others. Among the victims is Polidori, one of the
priests© Despite this initial setback, the venture goes well for three
years© Prince Servalle appears to be making headway in civilizing the
Shoshones, and the Indians obviously are succeeding in making a convert
of Monsieur Violet, who ultimately becomes an honorary chieftain. Then
catastrophe strikes agains seven whites from the colony are sent to
buy cattle and, like the ship on a similar mission, disappear. Since
these victims (or deserters) constitute the bulk of the colony's white
populationc through their departure they leave the settlement virtually
depleted of experienced farmers. The tragedy here is that Prince Servalle
has conceived of farming as a means of persuading the Shoshones to forego
their nomadic and savage ways, and that, without experienced farmers
to serve for teachers, he can hardly realize his goal. In I838, at the
age of eighteen, then. Monsieur Violet is dispatched by his father and
the Prince to find Mexicans and Canadians to carry on the farm work©
Arriving at Monterey, he neglects business long enough to become enamored
of the maidens and to be accidentally cast adrift in a Crane-like open
boat. During the latter experience, young Violet drifts into a boat of
twenty Russians themselves floundering from the wreckage of their ship©
Rescued with the Russians, Violet learns that Crow Indians have attacked
the colony, killing Prince Servalle, and that his father is ill. He
hastens back to lead his red brothers in warfare against an alliance of
Umbiquas, Callapoos, Cayuses, and Flatheads© The Shoshones, led by
Violet, win. Their victory has something of a hollow ring, however,
when it is followed by the natural death of Violet's father. The demise
of his sire sends Violet back on the road of adventure, taking him through
Califomia, Arizona, New Mexico, old Mexico, Texas, Arkansas, and Missouri,
Along the way the traveler acquires two companions, Roche and Gabriel©
Captured by Araphoes, the three escape and Join a party bound from
Monterey to Santa Fe, near where, after a skirmish with Mexican troops,
they are captu.red and sent to Mexico for trial as traitors, .In the Sonora
desert, however, Violet, Roche, and Gabriel are freed by Apaches and make
their way to San Antonio, There they remain until Texas wins its
independence from Mexico, After visiting the Comanches, near whose
tribal settlement Violet is bitten by a rattlesnake, and after escaping
death in a buffalo stampede, the three adventurers travel to East Texas
and Arkansas. Finally, Roche and Gabriel Join a party going to trade
with the Pawnees, leaving Violet to Journey alone to his final place
to visit — St© Louis,
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(6) Charles Sealsfleld, Cabin Book (181;!;)
Cabin Book is set from 1832 forward in Texas, Its principal
characters are the followings (l) General Edward Morse, a Texas
landowner and patriot; (2) Bob Rock, a drunkard and thief; (3)
Johnny Down, a gambler; (1;) his mulatto wife, a tavem operator;
and (5) the Alcalde, an Anglo-American colonist and political leader.
The story opens at a Captain Murky's dinner party in Natchez, where
several speakers tell stories constituting the entire novel. One of
the speakers. General Edward Morse, explains why he went to Texas and
tells of his adventures there. For $1,000, his audience is told, he
had purchased 10,000 acres of land from the Galveston Bay and Texian
Land Company, But arriving in Texas in 1832, he had found that his
script was worthless, having been rejected by the Mexican government,
Morse had remained in Texas, nevertheless, first visiting the
plantation of a Mr. Neal, On a tour of the plantation, he had lost
himself in the San Jacinto prairie, where he had ridden after a horse©
Wandering in circles for several days, Morse had finally lost consciousness from fatigue and hunger. At this point he had been rescued by one
Bob Rock, who had taken Morse to a tavem operated by the gambler, Johnny
Down, and his mulatto wife. After recovering from his ordeal, Morse
had accompanied Rock on a visit to the Alcalde, before whom Roch had
confessed to having murdered a man. Sentenced reluctantly by the Alcalde
to be hanged. Rock had revealed to his executioners that Down is
"Catholic — beware 1" For some unexplained reason, this revelation
had resulted in the executioners' rushing off in search of Down and his
wife and in a messenger's being sent with orders to "spare not horseflesh" to Stephen Fo Austin, Austin, also for an unexplained reason,
had "turned pale, ordered horses to be saddled, and sent for his
neighbors," Down had then been caught and hanged. Meanwhile, Rock's
life had been spared by the grateful Alcalde, who, with Rock, had gone
to participate in the battle of San Jacinto. At San Jacinto, Rock had
been killed, and Morse had won distinction leading to his being made a
colonel and later a general. At the conclusion of his address to the
banquet group, Morse Joins the audience in hearing other speakers,

(7) Charles Wo Webber, Old Hicks (181;8)
Old Hicks is set in 181;3 in Texas and New Mexico, Its principal
characters are the followings (1) the narrator, whose name is never
revealed, an adventurer; (2) Sam Hicks, mountain man and galde; (3)
Jacque L'Entvllle, or Landvllle, a French ranger in the company of the
narrator; (h) Emilie Landvllle, his sister; (5) Albert, whose last name
is never revealed, a corrupt adventurer; (6) Dr. Martin, a physicianactor-inventor with the ranger company headed by the narrator. As the
story opens, the narrator, who has failed in business in Cincinnati,
accepts a position as emigration agent for a Louisville stock company
with a .land grant on the Trinity River and Gross Timber in Texas. He
goes to Natchitoches, Louisiana, and thence to the colony, where he
finds suffering induced by raids by Comanche, Chickasaw, Choctawo and
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other Indians, Organizing a group of rangers to protect the colony,
the narrator repels an Indian attack and rescues the kidnapped children of Sam Hicks© Legends of a Spanish gold mine in the mountains
lure the narrator and a select company of rangers to the source of -Uie
Red River© Old Hicks serves as the guide. In one of several fights
with Indians, the rangers rescue a French woman who turns out to be
the sister of one of the rangers, Jacque L'Entvllle, or Landvllle© The
woman, Emilie Landvllle, takes the men to the ranch she shares with
Albert, a wicked adventurer who had deluded her into believing that
they had been wed two years earlier by a mock priest in Paris, France©
At the ranch, Albert has banded together a group of Indians and others,
thereby establishing something of a little kingdom. When Emilie's irate
brother kills Albert, then, the victim's followers tum on the rangers©
In the fighting, Dr, Martin is killed, but most of the others escape,
Emilie and the narrator marry and go to New Orleans, With them they
take the children of Sam Hicks, who has died of natural causes after
returning to his home in the colony,
(8) George Fc Ruxton, Life in the Far West (181;9)
Life in the Far West is set in 181;? in the mountains of New Mexico
and Colorado. Its principal characters are the followings (1) Killbuck,
an Anglo-American trapper; (2) La Bonte, his French-American partner;
(3) Bill Williams, another Anglo-American trapper| (1;) the stranger«
actually Ruxton, the author; (5) Sahquamanish, a Shoshone squaw; (6)
Chilcothe, or "Bending Reed," a Ute squaw; and (7) Mary Brand, an
Anglo-American woman. As the story opens a group of trappers are
camped on Bijou Creek, named for Joseph Bijeau, guide and interpreter
with Major Stephen Ho Long's 1820 expedition to the Rocky Moimtains©
The time is October, 18I;7. These men were ^'a trapping party from the
north fork of Platte, on their way to wintering-ground in the more
southern valley of the Arkansa; some, indeed, medi,tating a more extends!
trip, even to the distant settlements of New Mexico,, the paradise cf
mountaineers" (p, 1;), Suddenly, "Rapaho" (Arapaho) Indians attack the
trappers and steal their mules, Killbuck kills one, but is kncckei
unconscious by another, who attempts to scalp the trapper. Before the
brave can "lift" Killbuck's hair,however, La Bonte knifes the Indian
to death. When the Araphoes set off to attack their enemies, the Uteso
Killbuck and La Bonte follow and wait to recapture their mil-s. Then,
successful in this undertaking, the two men spend the winter with the
Utes© They meet a stranger, who is Ruxton, and La Bonte tells xtis life
story. The son of a French father from St. Louis and an Ar^lo-American
mother from Tennessee, La Bonte had been born in Memphis, A., a young
man, he had loved Mary Brand, who was sought also by one Pete, Af ^eikilling Pete in a duel. La Bonte had fled to the momtains. That had
been about twenty years ago, and La Bonte had been cut cf con'aC: with
his family and with Mary Brand all the while. After telling Raxton hi'^
story. La Bonte goes west. He marries a Shoshone sqa.9v n^imed SaVquamanish;
and later takes a second wife^ a Ute squaw named Chilcr*h?, Sahqu-:JT.arji3h
and Chilcothe are captured by Blackfeet raiders, but the latter manages
to escape and return to her trapper husband. Finally, La Bonte, Killbuck,
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and Ruxton rescue — of all people — Mary Brand and her family, the
Intended victims of Arapho raiders. The Brands had set out for the
Mormon colony at Pueblo and had been attacked. La Bonte and Mary, who
has remained true all these years, marry July 21;, I8i;8, at township
church in Brandville, Memphis County, Tennessee, Later it is revealed
that Bill Williams, a colorful trapper whom La Bonte and Killbuck had
known, has been found frozen to death,

(9) Mayne Reid, Scalp-Hunters (l85l)

Scalp-Hunters is set in the early part of the nineteenth century
in an area extending west from St, Louis to Santa Fe and south from
El Paso to Chihuahua, Its principal characters are the followings (l)
M, Henry Haller, the narrator, presumably named for Albrecht von Haller,
an eighteenth century (I708-I777) Swiss anatomist, botanist, and poet;
(2) St, Vrain, a real-life Santa Fe trader; (3) Colonel Seguin, a New
Orleans-born mining engineer turned scalp-hunter; (1;) Adele, his wife?
(5) Zoe, the Seguins' twelve-year-old daughter; (6) Adele, the Seguins'
elder daughter; (7) Gode, Haller's Canadian servant; and (8) Dr. Reichter,
a German physician turned botanist, who resides with the Seguins. M,
Henry Haller, with a letter of introduction from Luis Walton to Charles
St, Vrain, goes to the Planters' Hotel at St, Louis to meet St. Vrain,
He Joins forces with the Santa Fe trader, investing ten thousand dollars
in goods and equipment. Ultimately, he realizes thirty thousand dollars
in sales from this investment. With St, Vrain and other traders, Hailler
Joins a caravan of one hundred wagons headed for New Mexico, The wagon
train encounters a buffalo stampede during which Haller begins to earn
the reputation of a miracle man, because he escapes death, by riding one
of the buffalo. In himting antelope, Haller gets caught in quicksand
and is saved by his horse Moro, The episode, too, adds lustre to his
reputation. At Santa Fe, Haller attends a fandango, or dance, where he
is stabbed after becoming inn.ocently involved in a gang fight. While
he recuperates, St. Vrain takes his goods and goes on to Chihuahua,
Feeling much better, but also restless, Haller and Gode set out to
follow the caravan. They hire a guide for the crossing of the Jornada
del Muerte, or desert, but are left stranded by the guide whc makes off
with their mules and other equipment, Haller then gets lest from Gcde
in a sandstorm and almost falls from a cliff. He awakes in a r.t.rangi
house, that of a Colonel Seguin, whom he had met at the landaigo,
Haller and Zoe, the Seguins' younger daughter, fall m love despite tr.•?
fact that the maiden is only twelve. Learning of the prospectiTe rruarch,
Seguin then tells Haller his story. He is a Creole frcm New Orlear'.r,
educated as a mining engineer, Seguin says. He has come west a^-^i made
a fortune, married his cousin Adele, and had two liaughters. Ear lie::',
Seguin continues, the Spanish governor, who, covetous of Seguiii-s
beautiful wife, had been rebuked, has sent Navajos to wreck the SeguLn
home and to take Adele, the eld?r daughter, away. His stc:ry etd'a^,
Seguin, testing Haller's love for Zoe, ask? his gJiest tc a::,cmpany him
in search of Adele, With Seguin, Dr, Reichter, Gode, and a groiip :f
scalp«hunters, Haller heads for the Navajo village. There S^gJln finds
Adele, but the girl does not recognize him. She is now an Indian pr-lncess
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and apparently satisfied with her lot© Nevertheless, Adele's rescuers
spirit her away. Trapped in a pass by pursuing Indians, the party is
saved by a mountain rainstorm and flood only to be captured again by
another party of Navajos, who also have captured Mrs, Seguin and Zoe©
Dr, Reichter and Gode are killed, but Seguin escapes and retums with
St© Vrain and volunteer guards of Chihuahua and El Paso, In the end,
Haller and Zoe marry, and Adele, her memory regained, falls in love with
St, Vrain,

(10) Emerson Bennett, Viola (1852)
Viola is set in l81;5-6 in Texas, Its principal characters are the
followings (1) Hal Walton, narrator, an adventurer from Virginia; (2)
Morton Harley, a schoolmate and fellow adventurer of Walton; (3) Viola
St, Aubum, supposedly the daughter of a Frenchman but actually that of
a wealthy Spaniard; (k) Henry St, Aubum, supposedly the father of
Viola; (5) Clara Moreland, beautiful young Texas girl; and (6) Count
D'Estang, an aristocratic outlaw. The story opens with Hal Walton
leaving his home in Virginia and going to Louisville, where he is to
take a steamboat south. Aboard the boat, Walton meets an old friend,
Morton Harley, who acts mysteriously. Another youth, one Thomas
Moreland, who is addicted to gambling, dies aboard ship, but not until
he has given Walton a letter to return to his family in Texas, In New
Orleans, Harley sees Viola St, Aubum, whom he loves and wishes to
marry despite differences betweexi his family and hers. With Walton,
he follows the girl and her father to Galveston, There he leams that
St© Aubum has sold his daughter to a French aristocrat. Count D'Estang,
who owns a plantation on the Brazos, Disguised as peddlers, Harley and
Walton set out to rescue Viola, Enroute^o Walton meets Clara Moreland,
a cousin of the boy who had died aboard the ship, and falls in love with
her at first sight. At D'Estang ville, Harley and Walton gain the aid
of one Anne, D'Estang's mistress who is piqued at her lover's intention
to marry Viola, in effecting the release of the kidnapped maiden. In
the process, they learn that D'Estang heads a band of counterfeiters.
Pursued by D'Estang, the rescuers battle their would-be captors, Henry
St, Aubum, who, like his da^oghter, had been held captive by D'Estang,
is mortally wounded in the fight. Dying, he tells Viola that her real
father is Don Juan Gomez A,lverda, a wealthy Mexican aristocrat frcm
whom he (St, Auburn) had stolen the girl when she was a baby, Harlf.y
and Viola marry, Walton prepares to win the hand of Clara Moreland©

(11) Augusta J. Evans, Inez (l855)
Inez is set during the Texas Revolution in San Antonio, Its
principal characters are the following? (l) Florence Hamil+on, a
beautiful and intellectual Anglo-Ameri.can girl; (2) Mary Irving, hei
devoted cousino equally beautiful and intellectualc, and a fervent
Protestant; (3) Mr, Hamilton, Flcrence's father; ( U Inez de Ga.rcia,
beautiful daughter of an affluent Mexican family^^ (5) Father Alphonso
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Mazzolin, an evil priest; (6) Dr, Frank Bryant, an Anglo-American
physician; and (7) Dudley Stewart, handsome instructor in a boarding
school© As the story opens, Florence Hamilton and Mary Irving are
enrolled at Madame
's boarding school at New Orleans, where the two
girls, who are sixteen years old, have been sent "to acquire French and
music," Dudley Stewart, an instructor, captures Florence's heart, but
is thought by the girl to be married and, consequently, is not made
aware of the girl's feelings. A letter from Mr. Hamilton, Florence's
father, tells the girls that he has lost his wealth through speculation
and that he has been forced to sell his plantation and slaves. He and
Florence, Mr. Hamilton tells his daughter, will go to Texas, and Mary
will go to live with her late father's uncle. But Mary refuses to
leave the uncle and the cousin who have been her family since her own
parents' death. With Mr. Hamilton's maiden sister, with Florence, and
with her uncle, then, Mary goes to San Antonio, Years elapse. During
this time. Father Alphonso Mazzolin and Inez de Garcia have taken an
Interest in the Anglo-Americans. The priest, in fact, has won Florence
over to Roman Catholicism, He is seeking also to force Inez to marry
Manuel Nevarro, a cousin whom she does not love. Only Mary remains
firm in her Protestant convictions against the plots of the priest©
She conducts long and pseudo-scholarly arguments against Catholicism,
Mr, Hamilton dies in an accident, and leaves Florence with instrtictions
to rely upon Father Mazzolin, He does not know that the priest is the
son that he had had years ago by an Italian woman, and that Mazzolin
is bent on ruining the Anglo-American and his family. Mary and Florence
open a school. They take up residence with the Carlton family, and
Mary falls in love with Mrs. Carlton's brother. Dr. Frank Bryant, When
the Texas Revolution errupts, Mary, Florence, and Inez flee before Santa
Anna's approach. But Mary soon dies of illness. The heart-broken Dr,
Bryant is killed at Goliad after spurning the love of Inez, And Inez,
too, dies, Dudley Stewart suddenly appears on the scene and explains
to Florence's relief that he has never been married and that he loves
her. He has inherited Hamilton's old plantation and slaves from his
bachelor uncle, to whom Hamilton had sold all, and thus takes Florence
back to her native home.

(12) Charles Summerfield, Rangers and Regulators (1856)
Rangers and Regulators is set during the first half of the niineteenth
century in East Texas, Its principal characters are the followings (l)
William Boiling, son of an Alabama Judgeo an adventurer^; (?) Mary Mile-;,
a beautiful young East Texas girl; (3) Colonel Miles, her father, and
(1;) Captain Carlyle, a literate outlaw. As the story opens, Willla-Ti
Boiling, a descendant of Pocahontas and the son of an aristocratic Southern
family, goes to East Texas. There, during a storm^ he rescies Mary Miles,
daughter of a plantation owner. The two escape a bandit's ambush, B^^^.
when they arrive at Mary's plantation home, they are shocked at the
strange reception given them by Colonel Miles, who refuses to purs^^
the bandits. At a ball,, Colonel Miles tells Boiling that Mary is
betrothed to Captain Carlyle, whose bandits had ambushed the ccaple, and
warns him not to interfere. On the advice of Sul Tattle, a b-inter.
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Boiling turns to a Major Morrow for help in finding Caesar, his slave
lost during the ambush, Caesar, however, appears before a search can
be instituted. But Morrow, having been brought into the matter,
announces his intention to investigate Colonel Miles' strange conduct
and his connections with the outlaw leader. Meanwhile, Mary pledges
her love to Boiling, Linked with slave stealing being waged by Carlyle,
Colonel Miles remains silent even in the face of threat to his life made
by Regulator forces headed by Major Morrow, In the end, however, he is
shown to be the innocent victim of circumstance and is exonerated. The
bandit, or ranger, captain, Carlyle, on the other hand, is hanged, Mary
thus is free to marry Boiling, who now wins the approval of Colonel
Miles©

(13) Gustave Aimard, Trappers of Arkansas (1858)

Trappers of Arkansas is set in the early part of the nineteenth
century in Arkansas, mostly aroimd the Red River. Its principal
characters are the followings (l) Rafael Garillos de Saavedra» or
"Loyal Heart," son of a Spanish aristocrat; (2) his mother; (3) No
Eusebio, the mother's Negro servant; (1;) Dona Luz de Bermudez, the
sixteen-year-old niece of a Mexican general; (5) Eagle Head, chief of
the Comanches; and (6) Belhumeur, a Canadian adventurer. As the story
opens, Rafael Garillos de Saavedra is expelled from his father's home
because of a fire and a murde.r that he has committed during a tavem
brawl. He goes to Arkansas and disappears, Rafael's mother and No
Eusebio set out to find the youth and also disappear. Several years
pass. In 183751 a woodsman named Loyal Heart saves Dona Luz de Bermudez
from a prairie fire. Meanwhile, Rafael's mother has become the prisoner
of Eagle Head, sworn enemy of Loyal Heart, who 13 really Rafael,
Belh'aflieur, whose life has been saved by Loyal Heart in fighting with
the Comanches, rescues the mother by capturing Eagle Head's squaw and
child and using them as hostages. Loyal Heart, or Rafael, and his
mother return home for a reconciliation with his father. Dona Luz de
Bermudez, whom he marries, also accompanies the prodigal son.

(li;) Jeremiah Clemens, Mustang Gray (l858)

Mustang Gray is set in the first half of the nineteenth cen*'::ry m
North Carolina, in Texas, and in Me:Kico, Its principal characters are
the followings (l) Mabry Gray, an adventurer; (2) John Allison, his
friend; (3) Julia Allison, John's sister; (1;) Robert Taliafero, a si;?picious businessman; (5) Bartolo Piedras, a Mexican smuggler? (6) Padre
Jose, a lustful priest; and (7) Inez Montero, a beautiful Mexican girl©
Mabry Gray and his mother Mirlan, widowed of a man who di,sd in the
service of his country, live in North Carolina as the story cpers.
When the youth is sixteen, a new family settles in the neighborhood.
One son is John Allison, who, of "all persons . . . would ha^-e tf.en
supposed least likely to become attached to Mabry Gray, or to win h:. :affection in retum" (p. I6)© The two boys become inseparable, {-rjir^g
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pil^+^'*^^^ * ^ f V?'',^'^ ^f^^ "without change or abatement until death
IZl
Ir. iT^^'ill
l ^ ^ l ^P- ^ ^ ) - ^^- ^^^y dies of fever, and Mabiy
Jnl^^T
] r ^^^h tlie Allisons, He falls in love with Julia Allison,
John's sister. She tells him, however, that she can love him only as
a sister. Thus, Mabry leaves the country and becomes successful in
business© Years pass. Meanwhile, Robert Taliafero has arrived and has
sought to win Julia's hand, John Allison, suspicious of the suitor,
summons Mabry, Gray checks into Taliafero "s past and leams that the
man has a wife and children in Baltijnore, Unfortunately, JuLia has
already "surrendered all a woman has to give" (p. la) to Taliafero©
Enraged, Gray kills Taliafero in a rifle duel. He and John flee, going
to Texas, But Gray knows that no "exile 'from himself can flee'" (p,
7o;, He knows, too, that wherever "he wandered by day or by night
memory would be continually calling up images to frighten repose from
his breast" (p, 77). John takes employment in a store in San Felipe©
Mabry becomes employed by Bartolo Piedras, a smuggler posing as a
rancher at Corpus Christi. After fights with Indians, Gray captures a
wild mustang and gets his "soubriquet" of "Mustang" (p. 97). On his
first smuggling expedition to Monterey, Mustang Gray eludes police as
a result of a warning by the beautiful Inez Montero. He gets $5,000
for his first excursion into smuggling, and gives the money to John
Allison, who goes into business for himself as a merchant. Then, Gray
leaves Piedras' employ and goes to San Felipe to help the Texans in
their revolution with Mexico, At San Jacinto, he saves the life of
Piedras, now a Mexican array officer. After the war. Gray goes back
to North Carolina only to be rejected again by Julia Allison. He thus
returns to Texas and again becomes a partner of Piedras, Again, Inea
Montero saves Gray's life with a warning. After an argument with
Piedras, Gray recruits his own smuggling force and attacks Piedras'
ranch at Monterey. He leaves Piedras and lustful Padre Jose, who has
tried to seduce Inez Montero, to burn to death in the house. After
fighting with Mexican bandits and other adventures. Gray forms a
company of rangers known as the "Mustang Grays." The group fights
during the Mexican War of l8i;6. After the war. Gray dies. Inez
Montero, with whom he has been living, dies with him. At the end, the
reader leams that Robert Taliafero, whom Gray had killed over Juila
Allison, was a widower at the time that Gray thought him to be
triffling with Julia's honor,

(1.5) Gustave Aimard, Trail Hunter (I863)
Trail Hunter is set in the early nineteenth century prior to Mexico's
revolt from Spain in New Mexico and Texas, Its principal characters are
the followings (1) Don Miguel Acamarichtzin Zarate, a descendant of Aztec
and self-styled "kind of New Mexico," with large land holdings in the El
Paso-Santa Fe area; (2) Wilchasta (Red Cedar) Jonte, an Anglo-American
squatter; (3) Ellen Jonte. his daughter^ {h) Shaw Jonte, his sons (5)
Nathan Jonte, his son; (6; Sutter Jonte, his 3on> (?) Don Pablo Zarate,
Don Miguel's sons (8) Dona Clara Zarate, Don Miguel's daughter.^ (9)
Valent:ine Guillois, or Don Valentine, a former non-commissioned officer
in the Spanish army and now a famed hunter; and (lO) Cur'amilla, an
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Indian hunter. As the story opens, Don Miguel Zarate saves Wilchasta
Jonte from death by wild hogs© Neither knows the other man. Ironically,
Jonte is squatting on Zarate's land. His sons, Shaw, Nathan, and Sutter,
wound Dan Pablo Zarate, Don Miguel's son, in fighting near the squatter's
home in Buffalo Valley. Squatters and bandits, disguised as Apaches and
Comanches, slaughter the Coras (Tortoise) Indians and b u m their village.
During the fighting, however, the Coras chief plucks out Nathan Jonte's
eyeball, Don Miguel Zarate attempts to kill Ellen Jonte, who has learned
of his attempt to overthrow the Spanish government and return the land
to its original Indian owners, Valentine Guillois and Curumilla are
aiding Don Miguel, Nathan Jonte and General Ibanez, a conspirator with
Don Miguel, are arrested by Spanish authorities. But the Comanches
effect their release. Meanwhile, Dona Clara Zarate is abducted by the
squatters. As the story ends, Don Miguel Zarate and his followers are
preparing to fight the squatters in order to bring about the release of
his kidnapped daughter,

(16) Hesper Bendbow, More Than She Could Bear (I872)
A Texas boundary dispute between the United States and Spain followed
the Louisiana purchase. On October 22, I806, Governor Herrera and
General Wilkinson agreed in conference and on the latter's suggestion
that, until boundary lines were settled by the two governments, the
territory between the Sabine River and the Arroyo Hondo, a small bayou
flowing into the Red River near Natchitoches, should be neutral ground,
to be occupied by neither nation. More Than She Could Bear is set about
I8II-I3 in this neutral territory, or "Neutralia" as it is called in the
novel© Its principal characters are the followings (l) Lieutenant
Augustus Magee, a United States Army officer stationed at Natchitoches|
(2) Gatewood, an Anglo-American bandit of the neutral territory; (3)
Bernardo Gutierrez, Mexican .revolutionist; (U) Isabella Delgado, lovely
daughter of a family opposing the Spanish crown; (5) Padre Delgado, her
uncle; (6) Filly, a fourteen-year-old girl reared by Gatewood; (7) Mrs©
Davles, mother of one of Gatewood's bandits; and (8) John Gatley, or
Carlos King, Anglo-American adventurer. As the story opens, Lieuter^nt
Magee escorts a party of Mexican traders through the bandit-ridden
Neutralia, where the party is robbed. Returning to Natchitoches, Magee
takes twenty men and searches for the robbers, headed by a literate outlaw named Gatewood, Gatewood, however, escapes their trap. Disguised,
Magee then goes alone to Camp Wildwood, Gatewood's hideout, and issues
a challenge to the bandit leader to a duel. But before blood can be
spilled, the Mexican revolutionist, Bernardo Gutierrez, enlists Magee's
help in the revolt against Spain. Magee and Gatewood thus reach a
personal truce, Gatewood rescues the Delgado party being pursued by
Spanish cavalry from Nacogdoches, Texas, Smitten with Isabella, he
discards plans to marry Filly and sends his ward to live with Mrs. Davles,
Padre Delgado persuades his niece Isabella to cultivate Gatewood's
affection in order to get him and his men to Join in the fight aga.in5t
Spain, She is reluctant, because she still hopes to find her lost lover,
Carlos King, who has been captured by the Spanish, But she puts cause
above self and responds to Gatewood's courtship, Magee, meanwhile,
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raises a force of about two hundred men. This group is augmented by
Gatewood and his men, Mrs, Davles unwittingly tells Filly that
Gatewood is to marry Isabella, The girl hastens to Camp Wildwood to
oppose Isabella, but instead becomes charmed by the older woman. In
fact, she lives with Isabella in Gatewood's camp. Soon they discover
that John Gatley, one of Gatewood's men, is really Carlos King, But
the discovery comes only a short time prior to the men's departure for
Goliad, At Goliad, Magee dies, or is murdered, after attempting to
surrender to Salcedo, Gutierrez is dismissed by American officers for
his complicity in the murder of the captured Salcedo. In a fight on
the Medina River, the Americans suffer heavy losses. Gatley, or King,
and Gatewood are reported to have been killed. Isabella and Filly,
heart-broken at the news, drown themselves by weighting their bodies
with gold, Gatewood retums and discovers their bodies,

(17) Sam Hall, Kit Carson, Jr, (I878)
Kit Carson, Jr, is set in i860, "when the American press was engaged
commenting on the probabilities of a civil war, and little space was
given for items from the Texas frontiers" (p, 2), between Oakvllle and
San Patricio, near the boundary line of Live Oak County, Texas, and at
the Nueces Ford, Its principal characters are the followings (1) Kit
Carson, Jr., nephew of the famed scout; (2) Cortina, Mexican bandit;
(3) "Reckless" Joe Booth, a Texas ranger b o m and reared in New England;
(I;) Martha Wells, a self-reliant Texas girl; (5) Glay Wells, her brother;
(6) Big Foot Wallace, a Texas ranger; (7) Kate Luby, a kindly dance-hall
hostess at Brownsville; and (8) Colonel Ford, military leader. The story
opens with a group of Texas rangers setting out to fight the Mexican
bandit Cortina, or the "Ghapparal Fox," who has been raiding across the
border. Their guide is Kit Carson, Jr, Simultaneously with the departijre
of the rangers is that of Martha Wells, who leaves San Antonio for the
border in search of her Clay who is ill. Jack Hodge and Clown, two
handy men, accompany the resolute girl. The rangers find a murdered man
and his wounded seven-year-old son, victims of Cortina's lieutenant,
Jose Garcia, They avenge the murder and discover a plot to kill Colonel
Ford, Meanwhile, Big Foot Wallace and his pet panther save Martha Wells
and her companions from death at the hands of Indians. Back on the
border, the rangers fight with the Mexicans bent on killing Colonel Ford,
and many are wounded. Kate Luby tends to their wounds. Cortina retaliates by killing Texas ranchers. He is encamped near Edinburg, where
Colonel Ford and the Rangers attack his forces. Big Foot Wallace Joins
the fray, Martha, Clay, Jack, and Clown are captured by Creeping Panther,
a Comanche Indian, but they escape. The rangers hang two Mexicans who
had attempted to molest Kate Luby, Martha, Clay, Jack, and Clown again
are captured by Indians, but are rescued by Joe Booth and other rangers.
In the end, Joe Booth and Martha Wells marry, while young Kit Carson
becomes the object o.f desire by Celestie, a Spanish Ijeauty.
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(18) Joseph Badger, Kit Fox (1886)
Kit Fox is set in I883 in Wilabarger County, Texas, Its principal
characters are the followings (l) Kit Fox, or Emroy Dearin, a young
rancher posing as a detective; (2) Carl Wesendorf, corrupt deputy sheriff
of Wilabarger; (3) Victor Wesendorf, his evil son; (U) Abner Gale, Carl
Wesendorf's alcoholic friend; (5) Emest Gale, his son; (6) Wilda Gale,
Abner's daughter; and (7) Calvin Taylor, a farmer. At the beginning of
the story, Wilabarger County is "in the bight of its unenviable reputation as being the worst county in the State of Texas (p, 2), with cattle
rustling at a new high. Carl Wesendorf and Abner Gale stop at the camp
of three cowboys and demand to see the bill of sale for cattle that the
men possess. Unable to produce the papers, the men are accused of
"brand burning," or rustling. They include Kit Fox, Meanwhile, Emest
Gale becomes engaged in a fist fight with Calvini Taylor, who is mysteriously stabbed and left for dead, Victor Wesendorf plots to use the
incident to further his suit of Wilda Gale, Back at the scene of the
assumed cattle rustling. Kit Fox miraculously saves Wilda Gale from
being killed by a wild steer. In the turmoil, the accused cowboys slip
away from Carl Wesendorf, but Kit Fox, knocked unconscious in saving the
girl, is captured. When he Identifies himself as Emory Dearin, son of
a murdered rancher, Cuthbert Dearin, and the rightful owner of the
cattle, however, he is released. Later, Victor Wesendorf attempts to
blackmail Wilda into marrying him by telling the girl that he will expose
her father as a rustler and her brother as a murderer if she refuses.
Before the marriage can be consumated. Kit Fox shoots Carl Wesendorf,
who, he discloses, has killed Cuthbert Dearin and has attempted to put
the blame for the crime upon the helpless Emest Gale, like his father
an alcoholic. With this disclosure, Victor Wesendorf takes poison and
dies, Calvin Taylor, who had been stabbed by Victor and not Ernest and
who has not died after all, turns up to claim the hand of Wilda Gale,
whom he has loved. Kit Fox then turns his attention to ridding the
county of all rustlers.

(19) Elizabeth Champney, Great-Grandmother's Girls (I888)
Great-Grandmother's Girls is set about I67O-8O in New Mexico, Its
principal characters are the followings (l) Captain Zuniga, kinsman
of the Duke of Albuquerque and cruel commander of the Presidio of San
Juan; (2) Fray Ignacio Mendoza, a kindly priest; (3) Monita, precocious
Indian girl; (U) Koba, Monita's father, a silversmith; (5) Pope, Monita's
faithful boy companion; (6) Simon Magus, a sorcerer. Pope's father; (?)
Don Jose Sarmiento Valladares, a Spanish nobleman and friend of Fray
Ignacio; and (8) Maria Geronima Montezuma, Spanish-Indian noblewoman
whom Zuniga hopes to marry. As the story opens, the feeling against
Captain Zuniga is "as bitter as that toward the good padre was favorable; for while Fray Ignacio had conciliated and won the children, the
Captain had persecuted and exasperated their parents unti.l now there
was but one opinion, •— the Spaniards, instead of being gods, as the
Indians first thought them, were certainly devils" (p. I8). Zuniga
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aspires "to supplanting the Govemor and becoming the lord of all this
new country" (p, 21), He also covets the silver which the Indians
have carefully concealed. Thus, when Monita gives the church a silver
cup, she is seized by the Captain, who hopes to extract from her by
torture the location of the tribe's silver mines. Attempting to escape, Monita falls from a cliff and becomes paralyzed. Pope brings
precious stones to the church to solicite for Monita the help of Our
Lady of Zaragoza, Tears pass and the girl remains paralyzed© Then,
.suddenly, she makes a miraculous recovery. Meanwhile, her father Koba
has taken refuge at Taos in order to keep his secret of the mines'
location from Zuniga. Monita is sent to Spain as part of the Spanish
plan to win the confidence of the natives through a type of cultural
exchange program. During her absence, Zuniga discovers the secret
mines, having followed Pope and Father Ignacio there. Scheming Spaniards at Santa Fe have Fray Ignacio removed from San Juan to Acoma in
order to aHow themselves free rein in exploiting the Indians. Fray
Ignacio, who had dispatched a letter by Monita to his friend Don Jose
Sarmiento Valladares in Spain, asking Don Jose's intervention in the
matter of cruelty to Indians, sends Simon Magus to Mexico City with
a second appeal. Enroute home Simon Magus finds his son Pope, who has
been in forced labor in the mines for four years, and together they
escape, Koba and other silversmiths, however, are killed by Zuniga
and his men. Meanwhile, Maria Geronima Montezuma, whom Zuniga loves,
has fallen in love with Don Jose Valladares, They marry and come to
New Mexico with Monita, Shortly after their arrival, the Indians, led
by Pope, revolt. In the fighting. Fray Ignacio is hurled off a cliff,
but miraculously is saved by his robe that acts as a parachute. But
Monita is killed in a fall from a precipice where she has again taken
refuge from Zuniga©

(20) Amelia Ea Barr, Remember the Alamo (1888)
Remember the Alamo is set during the Texas Revolution in San
Antonio. Its principal characters are the followings (l) Dr. RobertWorth, an Anglo-American physician; (2) Dona Maria Flores Worth, his
wife who is a descendant of the Mexican families of Yturbide and Landesa;
(3) Antonio Worth, their elder daughter; (1;) Isabel Worth, their younger
daughter; (5) Thomas Worth, the.ir elder son; (6) John (Jack) Worth, their
younger son; (7) Don Luis Alveda, Isabel's suitor; (8) Dr. Darius Grant,
an Anglo-American physician; (9) Lopez Navarro, a wealthy Mexican friend
of the Worth family; and (lO) Fray Ignatius, an evil priest. As the
story opens the Texas Revolution is nearing, and Sam Houston visits the
respected Dr. Robert Worth to secure the physician's aid. Assistance
Dr, Worth gladly gives, but it is over the protest of his aristocratic
Mexican wife, who is under the influence of the evil Fray Ignatius,
Joining Dr, Worth over their mother's protest are his two daughters,
Antonio and Isabel, and his two sons. Jack and Thomas, Jack Worth., in
fact, returns to Texas from his studies in the eastern United States to
take a hand in the revolution. With him comes Dr, Darius Grant. Although disarmed by the Mexican troops. Dr. Worth Joins American forces
under General Burleson. With Stephen Fc Austin and Sam Houston, Thomas
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Worth goes to San Felipe to help establish a provisional government.
Jack Worth and Dr, Grant Join Fannin's forces at Goliad, After Ben
Milam's attack causes General Cos to surrender at San Antonio, the
Americans take control of the city. Dr. Worth orders from his home
Fray Ignatius, who has been encouraging the servants to leave. The
priest hopes to dominate the Worth household toward the time that,
after Mexican forces have been restored to power, he can appropriate
all of the property for his church. As Santa Anna's army approaches
San Antonio, Don Luis Alveda goes to Goliad and Dr, Worth leaves also
to Join American forces elsewhere. Their departure leaves the Worth
women alone, and the women flee to a safer house on the outskirts of
the city. The faithful Lopez Navarro brings word of the fall of the
Alamo, and, with Ortiz, a servant, assists the Worth women to flee to
Gonzales, There they are reunited with Dr. Worth, Thomas, and Don
Luis, All flee toward San Jacinto. Enroute they learn of the Goliad
massacre, which took the lives of Jack Worth and Dr, Grant, whom by
now Antonio loved. After many hardships, they reach San Jacinto, where
the Texans defeat Santa Anna, The Worth family returns to its home in
San Antonio, Ten years elapse. During this time, Isabel has married
Don Luis.^ now a famous attorney; Thomas Worth has married Abbie, "a
little Puritan" from Boston; and Antonio has married Lopez Navarro.

(21) Adolph Bandelier, Delight Makers (I89O)
Delight Makers is set "much anterior to the discovery of America,
to the invention of gunpowder and the printing-press in Europe" in the
land of the cliff dwellers. These Indians, who, according to tradition,
were ancestors of the Queres of New Mexico, lived in El Rito de los
Frijoles, a narrow mountain valley about twenty miles west of the present
city of Santa Fe. Principal characters in the story are as followss
(1) Zashue, a Tihua tribal Kosh^^re, or Delight Maker; (2) Say Koitza,
his wife; (3) Topanashka, head war chief and father of Say Koitza; (I;)
Okoya, teen-aged elder son of Zashue and Say Koitza; (5) Shyuote, his
ten-year-old brother; (6) Hayoue, younger brother of Zashue, but an
enemy of the Delight Makers; (7) Tyope, a treacherous Koshare; (8)
Shotaye, a sorceress, formerly the wife of Tyope; (9) Hannay, Tyope's
wife at the time of the story; (lO) Mit:sha, teen-aged daughter of Tyope
and Hannay; (11) Nacaytzusle, a Dinne<, or Navajo, captive of the Tihua
tribe; and (12) Cayamo, a Tehua warrior. The story resolves itself into
an account of Tihua tribal life — the activities of the Koshares, the
striving between the various clans for supremacy in the tribe and for
the favored cliff locations, war with the Navajos, the demolition of
the village, and the removal of the Rito to the plains. As the story
opens, Topanashka warns Say Koitza that she is offending the Koshares
and could be executed. She has been accused, her father tells her, of
sorcery — of making the dark colored com to speak and of keeping owl
feathers. The charge is true. Say Koitza had begun to practice the
"black art" several years earlier after an attack of mountain fever.
All remedies had failed. Only Shotaye, thought by many to be a witch,
had seemed to help her. Thus, Say remains defiant. Her principal
antagonist, Tyope, covetous of Topanashka's position as head war chief.
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attempts to strike a bargain with the captive Nacaytzusle, whom he
knows wants Mitsha for his wife. In return for his daughter's hand
that Tyope offers Nacaytzusle, the Navajo is to kill both Topanashka
and Shotaye, whose magic Tyope fears, Nacaytzusle, however, refuses
the offer, and, with four Navajo companions who have been lying in wait
near the Tihua village, instead attempts to kill Tyope. Managing to
escape, Tyope next turns his attentions toward planting seeds of doubt
about Say Koitza in Zashue's mind. Meanwhile, romance blossoms between
Okoya and Mitsha, Encouraged by the girls' parents, who think that
Okoya, as the son of the Koshare Zashue, will be a fortunate match, the
romance Is frowned upon by Say because of her fear of the girl's father
Tyope, Later, however. Say warms to Mitsha and also encourages the
match. By accident, Shotaye meets Cayamo, Through him, she knows, she
can escape to the Tehua tribe if her life becomes endangered by her own
Tihua people© And when a council meeting charges Say and Shotaye with
weakening the tribe's food supply by their witchcraft, Shotaye makes
plans to Join Cayamo. Before she can escape, however, Topanashka is
killed by Nacaytzusle, whose clever coverage of the crime causes the
blame to be fixed upon Cayamo, The Tihuas, therefore, prepare to wage
retaliatory war not on the guilty Navajos but on the innocent Tehuas©
Shotaye flees to the Tehuas and warns them of the impending attack,
thus enabling the intended victims to prepare an ambush for the
aggressors. During the fighting, Tyope, now head war chief, flees in
terror and is disgraced. Simultaneously, Nacaytzusle's Navajos, taking
advantage of the absence of the Tihua men, attack the Rito, Hannay, as
well as the little daughter of Zashue and Say Koitza, is killed; and
Say, Shyuote, Okoya, and Mitsha disappear with many other of their
people. Before taking his leave, Okoya kills Nacaytzusle, Zashue and
Hayoue leave the Rito to search for survivors, and find them at the
Puyatye to the south. But shortly thereafter Say Koitza dies of illness. In their new home on the plains, the Tihuas elect Hayoue maseua,
or leader. And at this point the story ends with an epilogue that
points outs "Of its /the Rlto'^ inhabitants nothing striking can
hereafter be told, rfiey lived and died in the seclusion of their valley gorge, and neither the Tehuas nor the Navajos molested them in the
years following, Tyope continued to vegetate, anxiously taking care
to give no occasion for recalling his former conduct. . , , The subsequeht fate of the tribe is faintly delineated by dim historical
traditions, stating that they gradually emigrated from the Rito in
various bands, which little by little, in course of time, built the
villages inhabited by the Quares Indians of to-day. Long before the
advent of the Spaniards, in the sixteenth century of our era, the Rito
was deserted and forgotten. , , , About its ruins there hovers a charm
which binds man to the place where untold centuries ago man lived, loved,
suffered, and died as present generations live, suffer, and die in the
course of human history" (pp, i;35-6) ©

(22) M. Eo M. Davis, Under the Man-Fig (1895)
Under the Man-Fig is set from 1857 to about 1880 in a Texas
town on the Brazos River. Its principal characters are the followings
(1) Vanborough Herring, an attorney; (2) Olive Herring, his daughter;
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(3) Rose Drennon, a poor girl reared by the Herrings; (1;) Rufe Drennon,
her indolent father; (5) The Reverend Mark Kennison, Episcopalian
rector; (6) Duncan Jeffrey, a plantation owner; (7) Pete Newell, an
attomey; (8) Liberty, a Negro slave; and (9) Johnny Thomham, a dilettante© As the story opens, Elinor Thomham, daughter of the founder of
the town, has Just died of an illness attributed to an unhappy love
affair. Her brother Johnny returns after an absence of nearly twenty
years and leams that, on the night of his sister's death, a diamond
necklet had disappeared and that Vanborough Herring, whom Elinor had
once loved, had been seen leaving the house under mysterious circumstances. Thomham orders Pete Newell to investigate Herring's activities
and to prosecute the case if he found adequate grounds. He also gives
the attomey instructions to dispose of his late sister's property.
Before he leaves the town to resume his life of a dilettante in New
Orleans, however, Thomham becomes captivated by Herring's little
daughter Olive and decides not to carry through with the investigation.
Suspicion, nevertheless, continues to exist in the minds of the townspeople. It Increases when Herring, thought to be penniless, purchases
most of Elinor Thomham's property, including her male slave Liberty.
As years pass. Herring continues to prosper and is elected to the state
legislature. Then, when the Civil War errupts, he personally outfits a
company of soldiers and leads them in battle. But the gossip still
persists© Overhearing the accusations against his father. Herring's
elder son In anger mounts his horse and dashes away to be killed in a
fall. To this adversity is added the deaths of Herring's wife and two
younger children in a yellow fever epidemic. And all of these events
cause townspeople to believe that Herring now is being punished for his
earlier misdesd. The Reverend Mark Kennison becomes rector of St, John's
church and falls in love with Olive Herring, now the attorney's only
living child. He and Duncan Jeffrey, in fact, vie for the girl's hand,
and the minister appears to be the first choice. But learning of the
charge against his prospective father-in-law, Kennison declines to follow through with the marriage. Instead he directs his attentions to
Rose Drennon, who eventually becomes his wife. When Herring is elected
to Congress, Olive accompanies him to Washington, Jeffrey follows her
there but again is spumed. After Herring dies of a stroke, Rufe Drennon
confesses that he, not the attomey, had stolen the necklet. His confession is followed by the death of his daughter. Finally, Olive Herring
marries Duncan Jeffrey, who has Just returned to Thomham from a trip
around the world,

(23) 0, P, Read, Arkansas Planter (I896)
Arkansas Planter is set sho:rtly after the Civil War in an area
south of Little Rock on the Arkansas River, Its principal characters
are the followings (l) Major John Cranceford, an Arkansas planteij
(2) Louise Cranceford, his daughter; (3) Tom Cranceford, his son; (U)
Carl Pennington, a consumptive teacher; (5) Jim Taylor, a young planter;
(6) Wash Sanders, a poor farmery and (7) Sallie Prultt, his niece. As
the story opens. Major John Cranceford, whose fathei, Captain Luke, an
Indian fighter, had settled the country in I832, and who himself ha;?
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fought in the Civil War, is carrying on the operation of an Arkansas
plantation in the tradition of his forebear. His daughter Louise
apparently loves Carl Pennington. Against her parents' wishes, she
marries the consumptive teacher, whose illness had caused the parental
protest against the marriage, Jim Taylor, who has loved Louise, helps
the destitute Pennington and his bride by providing a cabin for their
residence© Soon, however, Pennington dies. In a letter, Louise confesses to her parents that she married not out of love but of pity and
of fear of damning Pennington's soul. Pennington had told her, she
says, that, if she refused to marry him, he would renounce God, Before
her parents can act, Louise leaves on a Journey to New Orleans and falls
into the hands of evil men. Meanwhile, on the plantation, the Negro
laborers, no longer slaves, are aroused to revolt by Mayo and Lamage,
a French conspirator. Mayo is a labor agitator. Despite the attempts
of Father Brennon, a Catholic priest, to reason with them, the Negroes
attack their employers in the area. In the fighting. Wash Sanders is
killed, but the Negroes eventually lose, Tom Cranceford, who had
returned home after being flunked out of Harvard and West Point, marries
Sallie Prultt, Jim Taylor, who has saved Louise Cranceford Pennington
from possible disgrace as a dance hall hostess in New Orleans, prepares
to marry the widow.

(21;) Octave Thanet, Expiation (1901)
Expiation is set in the late l860's in Village Creek on the Black
River in Arkansas. Its principal characters are the followings (1)
Colonel Rutherford, an Arkansas plantation owners (2) Fairfax Rutherford,
his son by his third wife, a British woman; (3) Adele Rutherford, the
Colonel's niece; and (1;) Dick Barnabas, a renegade. As the story opens,
James Fowler is on a mission to bring |21,000 to Colonel Rutherford,
Enroute to the Colonel's plantation, he is killed by the renegade, Dick
Barnabas, who steals the money. Shortly thereafter, Fairfax Rutherford
arrives from England, where he has lived with his mother, the Colonel's
third wife. Fairfax is a weak person and has failed in virtually every
thing that he has ijndertaken. But, falling in love with his cousin
Adele, he begins to show signs of improving, Barnabaso thrown by a
mule, is captured by the new Fairfax. Later he is killed by Bud Fowler,
son of the man the renegade has slain. Having expiated his failure m
life by becoming a man, Fairfax marries Adele, who has helped to bring
about his regeneration,

(25) Ruth McEnery Stuart, Napoleon Jackson (1.902)
Napoleon Jackson is set about the turn of the twentieth century in
Arkansas. Its principal characters are the followings (l) Rose ATJI
Jackson, a Negro washerwoman; (2) Napoleon Jackson, her indolent h'^sband;
(3) Boy Wash, their twe.lve-year-old son; and (1;) Rcseanne, their da\:ghte-.
Rose Ann Jackson is an industrious washerwoman who is the sole support
of her indolent husband Napoleon and their two childrer ^ Boy Wa.^h ar.d
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Rosanne© She Is "not none o' yo' fancy laund'esses, but Jes a plain
gras-bleachin«, sun-dryin', clair-stai^chin', muscle-polishin^
washerwoman" (p. 3 ) . Despite Napoleon's refusal to work, she loves
Mm©
"Of co'se, when I married 'Poleon, I knowed he wasn't to say de
Jdustriousest man in de worl', an' I ain't got no right to complain"
(p© 15)© But if his wife does not object to his indolence, the white
residents of the area do. The Midnight Ministers of Mercy (M© M, of
M©) summon "Napoleon Jackson, Esq©, D. G. L. (Doggone Loafer)" (p. 85)
to court to stand trial for vagrancy© The defendant is frightened half
out of his wits. But all turns out well in the end, as the trial proves
to be a hoax designed only to attempt to persuade Napoleon to abandon
his rocking chair long enough to help support his family©

(26) Andy Adams, Log of a Cowboy (1903)
Log of a Cowboy is set in 1882 from Texas to Montana. Its principal
characters are the followings (1) Thomas Moore, the narrator, a young
cowboy; (2) Don Lovell, a cattle buyer; and (3) Jim Flood, the trail
drive foreman© Following the Civil War, Thomas Moore had moved with
his parents and other members of his family from Georgia to Texas, and
had settled on the San Antonio River near Cibollo Ford, Ultimately, his
two older brothers, Robert and Zack, had become cowboys, and, finally,
at sixteen, Thomas himself had Joined the profession. When he is twenty,
Thomas Joins his brother Robert on a trail drive from Texas to Montana©
The drive is being conducted by Don Lovell, a former Union Army soldier,
who is selling his cattle to the United States government for ijse on the
Blackfoot Indian Reservation in Montana, But it is under the direction
of the foreman, Jim Flood, "in a hundred respects the antithesis of his
employer" (p, 13)• The trail drive outfit numbers fourteen men and has
a remuda of one hundred and forty-two horses, ten for each man and two
extra for the foreman. Going to the Rio Grande to receive the herd
from Mexican ranchers who had sold the cattle to Lovell, the trail drive
outfit sets out for the Blackfoot Reservation in the northwestern comer
of Montana© The herd numbers 3^100 head of long-legged, long-horas©
When the drive starts April 1, 1882, it has until September 10 to deliver
the cattle; thus, it has to average about fifteen miles a day. During
the third week of the drive, one of the horses stumbles in a gopher hole
and falls, causing the cattle to stampede© Later, drought plagues the
drive by causing the herd to go blind. Turning back to Indiaii Well.?!? for
water, the outfit meets a group of trail cutters, or rustlers. But Joe
Hames and a company of rangers send the outlaws runn.ing. After a
second stampede has impeded the progress of the drive, a group of
renegade Apaches threatens to provide additional difficulty. But th^
cowboys give the Indians a few head of cattle and thereby avoid any
mass loss of life and property. Finding the Salt Fork flooded, the
outfit rafts its wagon across and fords the swollen waters w1.th the
cattle© Also flooded, the Canadian River poses the added obstacle of
quicksand, which claims several steers that become hopeless!ly mired©
Holidays at Dodge and Ogalalla break the monotony of the drive for the
cowboys, who, by this time In July, have become quite worn on the trail©
Additional difficulty is encountered at Forty Islands, where Wade Scholar,
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of another outfit crossing simultaneously with the Texas group, drowns©
Finally, in August, the drive reaches Yellowstone. Delivering their
cattle on time, the cowboys entrain at Silver Bow, Montana, and head
back to Texas©

(27) Emerson Hoiogh, Heart's Desire (1903)
Heart's Desire is set in the l870's in New Mexico, Its principal
characters are the followings (l) the Leamed Counsel, the narrator
whose name is not revealed; (2) Dan Anderson, an Eastern attomey who
has come west to escape civilization; (3) Curly, cowboy friend of Dan
Anderson; (1;) Tom Osby, a freighter; (5) John Ellsworth, capitalist;
(6) Constance Ellsworth, his daughter; and (7) Porter Barkley, his
attorney. The story opens in Heart's Desire, called an "ancient Eden"
by its male inhabitants, located in-New Mexico south of Las Vegas and
north of El Paso, probably somewhere between Carrizzo and Ancho. Here
reside three hundred bachelors, most of them fugitives from civilization, and the wife and two daughters of the man from Levenworth,
Kansas, Among the bachelors is Dan Anderson, a Princeton graduate who
turned from law to a career in newspaper reporting and then to doing
nothing as a result of a disagreement with a father who denied Anderson
the hand of his daughter in marriage. The father, John Ellsworth, told
Anderson that his daughter Constance "could not be happy with a dreamer;
that it was no time for dreamers; that the world was run by workers"
(pp© 66-7)o Life in Heart's Desire proves almost idyllic until Ellsworth
recognizes the potentialities of the natural resources, coal and gold,
and begins laying plans to extend his railroad to the community© With
his daughter and his attorney. Porter Barkley, Ellsworth comes to the
primitive settlement and attemptrS to enlist the support of Anderson in
winning public approval of his plans. Unknown to Constance, he dangles
as a prize before Anderson the hand of his daughter in marriage. But
Anderson refuses to be taken in by the scheme and even becomes involved
in a fist fight with Barkley. Despite Anderson's obstinacy, Ellsworth
leams to admire the young attomey, whom Constance has never ceased to
love© Thus, with the assistance of Curly and Tom Osby, Constance wins
Anderson, who finally agrees to support the railroad; because he knows
that the railroad will actually mean much good to the community. Before
the end, however, Anderson is wounded wh;ile serving as a member of a
posse sent to arrest B:Llly the Kid,

(28) Charles King, Apache Princess (1903)
Apache Princess is set in 1875 at Camp Sandy, Arizona, an arjny post
south of Prescott. Its principal characters are the followings (l)
Lieutenant Neil Blakely, scholarly, dashing United States Army officer;
(2) Captain Robert Wren, Blakely's superior officer at Gamp Sandy; (3)
Angela Wren, the captain's daughter; (1;) Janet Wren^ the captain's sister; (5) Natzie, an Apache princess; (6) Major Plume, commander of Gamp
Sandy; (7) Clarice Plume, his wife; and (8) Elise Lebrun, Mrs, Plume's
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French maid. As the story opens. Lieutenant NelL Blakely, "a squire
f . O M ! L ^ San Francisco and other cities when serving on staff duty,
?r, +S^ ^i.fjf
^"^ clubman, Imd obviously become deeply interested
in this blithe young army girl ^ e l a Wre£7, without a cent to her
name — with nothing but her beauty, native grace, and sweet, sunshiny
nature to commend her" (pp, 17-18). Unfortunately for Blakely, "with
no incumbrances whatever, with fine professional record, with personal
traits and reputation to make him enviable, with comparative wealth and,
as a rule, superlative health," he has "started on his career as a subaltem at Sandy with three serious handicaps, ~- the disfavor of his
captain /Robert ^lfren/, who knew and loved him little, — the prejudice
of Mrs, Bridger 2>ho with her husband and child had been evicted from
their officer's quarters by the superior young officer's pulling his
raj%/, who knew and loved him not at all, — and the Jealous pique of
Mrs, Plume, who had known and loved him, possibly too well" (p, 19).
Wren, thinking that Blakely has attempted to be familiar with his
daughter, strikes the lieutenant, who is sent to the hospital for the
first of many times. During Blakely's recuperation in his quarters, a
mystery sets in and lasts throughout the story. Two women, it seems,
are seen by Captain Wren to visit Blakely's quarters. One is known to
be Mrs, Plume and the other is assumed to be her French maid, Elise
Lebrun, Simultaneously, a Private Mulllns is stabbed on guard duty,
and a woman is reported to have been his assailant. Shortly thereafter,
Blakely's quarters mysteriously burn. Major Plume calls Colonel Byrne
from Prescott to investigate this chain of strange happenings. With
the senior officer comes Wayne Daly, a bungling Indian agent of the
Apache reservation guarded by Camp Sandy. Daly attempts to arrest
Natzie, and the Indian maid's followers stab him. He later dies.
Following Daly's wounding, soldiers fire upon the Indians, killing
Quonathay, or Raven Shield, son of old Chief Quonathay and the lover
of Natzie, This act sets off a small-scale war that finds the Apaches
leaving the reservation to hole up in the mountains. When troops begin
to seek them out. Captain Wren is separated from his command and trapped
in a mountain pass. Blakely, who has refused to press charges against
Wren for striking him and has thereby affected the captain's pardon,
goes off to rescue Wren, Meanwhile, at Camp Sandy, gossip linking Mrs.
Plume and Blakely runs riot. As a result, Mrs. Plume suffers nervous
prostration and is taken by her husband to Prescott. Blakely finds
Captain Vfren's small party but is himself trapped with them. However,
all are rescued by Captain Stout's relief column. Setting out alone to
assist in the search for her father, Angela Wren disappears. Despite a
wound he has sustained, Blakely strikes off in search of Angela, He
finds her but escapes capture with the girl only because of the intervention of Natzie, who secretly loves the officer. The grateful Blakely
and Angela insist that Natzie return with them to Gamp Sandy. There the
Indian maiden mistakes the movement of a guard for an attempt to arrest
her, and plunges a knife into the soldier. It then develops that she,
and not Mrs. Plume nor her maid, as many had believed, had stabbed
Private Mulllns. She had stabbed Mullins when she had attempted to
retiim to Blakely personal property she had stolen from his sleeping
form in order to keep crafty prospectors from taking it. Mullins had
Intercepted her and had thus received his wound. In the end all other
mysteries are cleared through the revelation that Elise Lebrun is an
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adventuress who has committed bigamy and fraud and who has caused the
death of two soldiers and the disgrace of a third. Blakely had letters
that exposed her, and Elise had drugged Mrs, Plume in an attempt to get
her to secure the damaging evidence from Blakely, This explained Mrs©
Plume's presence at Blakely's quarters on the night of the fire, Janet
Wren's hatred for Blakely thus melts when he is shown to be a gentleman
rather than a dandy. She and her brother, then, consent to Angela's
marriage to the lieutenant. The couple makes its home in the east,
where Captain Wren is to spend his retirement and where the aunt is to
be welcomed as a frequent visitor, Natzie marries a Chirlcahua brave,
(29) Annie Fellows Johnston, Little Colonel (1905)
Little Colonel is set about 1900 in Arizona. Its principal characters are the followings (l) Mrs, Emily Ware, an ill widow; (2) Joyce
Ware, her fifteen-year-old daughter; (3) Mary Ware, her eight-year-old
daughter; (U) Jack Ware, her .fourteen-year-old son; (5) Holland Ware,
her twelve-year-old sons (6) Norman Ware, her six-year-old son; (7)
Lloyd Sherman, a fifteen-year-old Kentucky girl who is a friend of the
Wares; and (8) Phil Tremont, seventeen-year-old boy who is a friend of
the Wares, Because of their widowed mother's poor health, the Ware
family sells its home in Plains ville, Kansas, and moves to Lee's ranch,
a rest home situated in the Arizona desert in the vicinity of Phoenix©
Finding life depressing in the little adobe hut that becomes their new
home, Joyce Ware and Jack Ware assume an extremely pessimistic outlook,
especially since most of the responsibility for managing the household
falls upon their shoulders. But their spirits soar with the arrival of
Lloyd, the "little colonel'^ whom Joyce had known in Kentucky, The
vivacious Lloyd lives in Lloydsboro Valley, Kentucky, Mrs. Ware's former
home. Conveniently, her father, "Papa Jack" Sherman, has business
interests that bring him and his daughter to Arizona, There Lloyd gives
new perspective to the Wares and leaves them happily resolute to make
a go of their transplanted existence. In her wake, too, Lloyd leaves
an admiring Phil Tremont, scion of a wealthy family, who has left his
West Coast boarding school to be with the Wares,
(30) Harold Bell Wright, Shepherd of the Hills (1907)
Shepherd of the Hills is set in the latter part of the nineteenth
century in the Ozark mountains of Northern Arkansas and Southern Missouri,
Its principal characters are the followings (l) Daneil Howitt Cha--', a
kindly stranger, who is really a famous m,inister never fully identified
by name; (2) Grant Matthews, a robust mountain farmer; (3) Mollie Matthews,
his wife; (h) Grant Matthews, Jr,, their son; (5) Pete, the Matthews'
demented grandson, son of their late daughter and an artist who deserted
her; (6) Samantha (Sammy) Lane, beautiful moxmtaln girl; (7) Jim Lane,
her father; (8) Ollie Stewart, a mountain youth in love with Sammy Lane;
and (9) Wash Gibbs, a cruel mountaineer and outlaw. As the story opens.
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a distinguished looking stranger, a man past middle-age, appears in the
Ozark Mountain settlement of Mutton Hollow, He stays ovemight with
the Matthews family, whose confidence he wins immediately© Because of
his kindness and sincerity, the stranger, who calls himself Daniel
Howitt, is invited to be a permanent guest of the Matthews© A widower
of twenty years, Howitt agrees to stay in the beautiful mountain country,
where he has come to find peace of mind, but insists on earning his keep
by serving as a shepherd for the Matthews, Although highly cultivated,
Howitt becomes revered by virtually all the mountain folk, including the
shy Pete, who frequently shares Hewitt's humble cottage on the Matthews
farm. Howitt earns this respect by serving as a combination teacher and
spiritual adviser, especially to young Grant Matthews and to Sammy Lane,
the latter of whom is torn between her love for Grant Matthews, Jr., and
her loyalty to Ollie Stewart, the man to whom she is betrothed. When
Sammy's father, Jim Lane, is killed by Wash Gibbs, the girl spends nearly
all of her time with Howitt and grows in mind and spirit. In the end,
Howitt is revealed as the father of a young artist, who had been the
father of Pete, The artist, in fact, has lived in seclusion near Mutton
Hollow, unable to appear openly; because he had deserted Pete's mother
and had Incurred the wrath of the Matthews family. He is forgiven, but
only before he dies of wounds suffered during the fight that had claimed
the life of Jim Lane, Howitt is further shown to be a famous minister,
whom grief had driven to the mountains. He lives out his life in Mutton
Hollow, ministering to the physical and spiritual needs of the people
and succeeding in bringing Sammy Lane and Grant Matthews, Jr,, together
as man and wife.

(31) Stewart Edward White, Arizona Nights (1907)
Arizona Nights is a series of separate stories united by the fact
that the same characters keep reappearing as the work unfolds. It is
set in Arizona after 1897© Its principal characters are the followings
(1) Buck Johnson, a rancher; (2) Jed Parker, his foreman; and (3)
Estrella Sands, Johnson's mail-order bride. At the beginning of the
work, the narrator and his companions tour a ranch in the Ga.llure
Mountains in Arizona. During their residence on the ranch, they hear
stories that are arranged into the following three groups§ "Arizona
Nights," '^The Two^^Gun Man," and "The Rawhide," Of the three, the latter
two are the more fully developed. They focus upon Buck Johnson, who had
come to Soda Springs Valley in. the days cf Cochise and V:ictcrio and ^
Geronimo, and who had overcome hardships and change to become a cattle
baron. In the "Two-<iun Man," Johnson's ranch is plagued by rustling©
Through hie foreman, Jed Parker, Johnson employs a gunman, never identified by name, for $5,000 to stop the rustlers. The gunman succeeds, but
only because he himself is the rustler and stops plying his trade after
he has been paid off. Neither Johnson nor Parker had known at the time
of the transaction that the gunman was the rustler. In "The Rawhide,"
Johnson answers a lonely-heart's advertisement in a Kansas City newspaper and succeeds in luring Estrella Sands to Arizona to be his wife.
But the June-and-December marriage (Johnson is well beyond middle age,
while the girl is in her early twenties) .fails, when Estrella falls in
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love with a young cowboy and leaves with him. In "Arizona Nights,-'
Uncle Jim Fox, a miner, is the colorful character. Other notable
figures are gentleman Timothy Clare, an English nobleman-tumedcowboy; a one-hand sailor, Solomon Anderson, who seeks buried treasure
in an Arizona river; and Windy Bill, a loquacious cowhand i^ose retirement on a chicken farm is cut short, when the chickens he raises do
nothing but chase the automobiles which pass by and honk their homs©
The chickens, called the "honk-honk" breed, naturally are figments of
Windy Bill's imagination and are the subjects of a tall tale.

(32) Jo Bo Ellis, Arkinsaw Cousins (1908)
Arkinsaw Cousins is set about 1900 in Core City, Arkansas, Its
principal characters are the followings (l) Hodgins Thomberry, poorest
and laziest of the prominent Thomberry family; (2) Wlnthrop Thomberry,
his cousin, wealthiest member of the family; (3) Timothy Thomberry, a
cousin who is a wealthy grocer; (1;) Will Thomberry, his grandson and
partner in the grocery business; (5) Peter Thomberry, another grandson
of Timothy and a bank cashier; (6) Mrs, Eden, formerly a Thomberry, now
a widowed bearding house operator; (7) Mary Eden, her daughter; and (8)
Goldie Pickens, music teacher and resident at Mrs, Eden's boarding house.
As the story opens, Hodgins Thomberry and his pauper family descend on
the boarding house operated by his cousin, M:rs. Eden, Comic episodes
result, revolving around the pride of all the other Thomberrys, rather
prosperous as a whole, and their prejudice toward their less fortunate
cousin and his family. The ba.si.c struggle takes place between the two
extremes of the family, Wlnthrop, the wealthiest, and Hodgins, the
poorest, Hodgins apparently will prevail in that he has the larger
family and in that Wlnthrop's wife dies. While all this is taking
place, Peter Thomberry expresses hi.s love for Mary Eden, But she prefers her cousin Will and marries him, George Nicodemus, son of a
Thomberry and formerly a convict, arrives in Core City and wins the
hand of Goldie Pickens, a beautiful woman admired by all. This tum cf
events contributes further to family di.ssention, which is never fully
resolved,
(33)

Ruth McEnery Stuart, Sonny (I908)

Sonny is set in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
in Slmpkinsvllle, Arkansas, Its principal characters are the followings (1) Deuteronomy Jones, a simple farmer; (2) his w:ife; (3) Sonny,
their son; and (k) Mary Wallace, a beautiful girl. The entire work is
a monologue by Deuteronomy Jones, Jones and his wife have been married
for seventeen years when their son Sonny is bom. The story carr:les
Sonny through birth at Christmas (he is the Christmas guest), "Christenin'
"schoolin'," "diploma," "keepin' company" with pretty Ma.ry Wallace, and
"marriage," Before the marr.iage, Mrs, Jones dies. But the young couple
faces a happy future.
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(31;) Marah Ellis Ryan, Flute of the Gods (1909)
Flute of the Gods is set about 1528-55 in an area ranging from the
hopl Indian village of Walpi, ancient stone settlement of the "First
Mesa in Tusayan Province, a northern Arizona territory now the Hopi
Indian reservation, to the Tehua Indian villages west of Santa Fe, and
to Mexico City, Its principal characters are the followings (l) Ho^^^"A^^^J" 1'^°^®^"^" °^ ^alpi; (2) Mowathe, Tehua woman and the mother
of Tahnte; (3) Tahnte, a strangely falr-con5)lexioned man and Tehua
mystic; (I;) Padre Luis, a priest with Alvarado; (5) Kayemo, a Tehua
brave; (6) Kayefah, Tehua mystic whom Tahnte succeeds; (7) Yahn Tsyndeh,
beautiful Apache maiden reared by the Tehuas; (8) Padre Vincente, an
evil priest; (9) Don Ruy Sandoval, a Spanish adventurer; (lO) Juan
Gonzalvo, soldier of fortune in the company of Sandoval; (11) Manuel
Lenares, or "Chico," a teen-aged boy servant to Sandoval, really the
beautiful Dona Bradamante in disguise; and (12) Kayepovi, the "Bluebird" maid, who is the long lost daughter of Kayefah. The story opens
at Walpi, where drought has brought the village to the brink of starvation. Ho-Tlwa finds the prostrate form of a pregnant woman, presumed
to be of the Tehua tribe in New Mexico, Over the protests of others,
he has the woman brought to the village. Here she gives birth to a
child "most wonderfully fair — not like any child ever seen" (p, 1;)©
Simultaneously, the rains come, bringing relief to the people, who now
associate their good fortune with the birth of the child. The child's
mother, identified as Mowathe, also feels that the infant is possessed
of magical powers, and asks for the sacrificial blade with which to
mark the baby for an Important religious office with her Tehua people©
Then she returns with the child to the Tehua village, Enroute, Mowathe
and her party encounter a runner who tells of the ccming of white gods
in seai'ch of blue stones. The messenger's reference is to Alvarado and
his Spaniards, including Padre Luis, who have arrived at Ualano, or
Jemez, New Mexico, At the Tehua village, the child, named Tahnte, again
becomes recognized as having mystical powers. When he becomes older, he
asks permission of the tribal ©Iders to go and leam first-hand the
white man's ways. He argues that, thus informed, he will be better able
to help his people cope with the white man, whom prophetically he thinks
the Indians eventually must fight. Permission is hesitantly granted,
and then only because the Indians think that perhaps this is the time
of war which Poseyemo, the god, and Kipah, the prophet, had foretold©
Tahnte thus goes to Ualano and then follows the Spanish to Cicuye, where
Padre Luis makes him his assistant, Kayemo, another Tehua lad, has also
been sent unbeknown to Tahnte to learn the white man's ways. He serves
the soldiers. In Tigeux, near Bermalillo, the boys see Ccronado abuse
and burn two hundred captives of the valley at the stake. Kayemo flees,
returning to his people. About a year later, Tahnte, too, returns home,
coming immediately from Cibola, or Zuni, The Spanish, he relates, have
departed after failing to find gold. As the years pass, Kayefah teaches
Tahnte the ancient "things of his own youth" (p. 55) and then dies,
still mourning his daughter who has long since disappeared. Thus, at
the age of twenty-four, Tahnte becomes the Po-Ahtun-Ho, ruler of "Things
from the Beginning," The village's young, formerly a.fraid tc seek the.
advice of the old priest, and the old alike seek Tahnte-s counsel. Yahn
Tsyndeh, who has "grown so pretty that the men of the ether villages
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talked of her" (pp, 57-8), seeks advice in the matter of her love fcr
Kayemo, who is to marry another girl. She vows vengeance if the marriage is consumated and even hurls a curse at Tahnte when he proves
unsympathetic. At this point, a messenger brings news of the return of
the white man. Prior to this time, in Mexico City, Don Ruy Sandoval
has encountered a beautiful maiden in distress. Before he can fully
comprehend her plight, however, he has lost trace of the woman. After
that he has been persuaded by the c:rafty Padre Vincente to lead into
New Mexico in search of gold the small expedition that the Indian messenger reports to Tahnte, Sandoval is bringing a few mens Juan
Gonzalvo, "who had known service with Pizarro in the land of gold" (p©
73)I Manuel Lenares, or "Chico," a young boy scribe; and Padre Vincente©
Padre Vincente has told Sandoval the story of Teo, the Greek priest,
who b^d been an unknown survivor cf the Narvaez expedition and who had
been in New Mexico before De Vaca, Teo, Padre Vincente implies, had
been linked, probably as the father of her child, with an Indian woman
later shown to be Mowathe, Fearing the consequences of the white man's
return, Tahnte goes to observe the arduous dance for ancient wisdom.
High in the mountains, in a phantasmagoric state induced by fasting and
the physical ordeal of the ritual, he sees the ethereal form of the
Maid of Dreams, the only woman to stir his heart. The elders of the
tribe, -viien told of the experience, interpret this as meaning that the
time has come for Tahnte to take a wife and to have strong sons. But
the young priest puts aside worldly thoughts for a time in order to
concentrate on prophesy that the Spaniar-ds would bring disaster. The
Spaniards arrive and are greeted by Yahn Tsyndeh, who immediately
becomes an object of desire with Juan Gonzalvc, During a brief interlude, "Chico-* confides to Don Ruy Sandoval that he knows the wcman whc
had sought the adventurer";?, aid in Mexico City, The woman's mother,
"Chico" says, has bsen falsely charged with insanity and has been
imprisoned by the Viceroy, Unless '^he- daughter herself ac^ei^^s to the
Viceroy's wishes, she, too, will suffer a sJmilar fate. Later, en the
trail to Tegatha, or Taos, Tahmte a.c'^.ually m.eets tha Maid of Dre^ams^ cr
the "Blue-bird" woman^ who is fleeing from her Tegatha captors. He
hides her and learns eventually that she is the long lost da'aght.^-r cf
the late Kayefah, His "firs-^ day cf failure in counc:il had bs-'^n the
day when he shielded the Dream Mali on the +rail" (p. 221), Leaving
Kayepovi -in the care cf his mother Mowa^hen Tahnte return:? ^o hi^ village to wan: his people of ar. attack oy the Nai-ajos, The wataing
enables the Tehuas and the.ii Spanish gtT;-;ts -^.o ACJI the baUle ie-pl'e
the wounding of SandcTal, whose l:ife Tahn^-e saves. Meanwhile, Yahn,
who has become Kaj?emcvs lever, gc^s "^ o keep a t-y-s^ 'with hri b:-aT^^ ar:d
discovers the hi.d.ing placr c: Kayep:"!. Fear.i.'ig that T3hr.t? will d:i5"
cover her affair, Yahn plots wi':h Jt,ari Gcnzalvo, Et^ll desirca..^ of her^.
to kill Tahnte. She also plots witn Kaye.T:? to k,ill Gonzalvo, By mistake, Gonzalvo kills Kayemo,, and Yarli then kills herself. Padre Vincen'.e,
knowing that Tahnte stands between him and the gold, tslls the -^ri-je that
Tahnte has killed Yahn and Kayemo, The t^traged Indians follow Tahnte
and discover hiin with Kayepo'j'i. At the same -^ims, Sandoval disc-Vrrs
that "Chicc'-' is really the beauti.fal Mexican wtriar.^ Dona B-ada.Tiante, in
disguise. The +ribe forces Tahn.*s •c sacr;:fice •'•hs life tf Kayepovi,,
whom it thinks responsible fcr h:i ? action?. Then, zv^-z Tahnte's protes*,
the Indians embrace the Spanish religion of Padre Vin:er.-e, Heartbroken
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and disgraced, Tahnte prepares to leave the village. Before he can
depart, however, his mother Mowathe retums and discovers that Padre
Vincente is«really Teo, the Greek priest, the father of her son. She
dies of fright when the angry priest turns upon her. Ironically,
Mowathe and Tahnte are the only two who know of the location of the
gold, and death has now sealed her lips© Tahnte refuses to reveal the
secret and silently departs, Sandoval and others retum to Mexico, but
leave Padre Vincente alone in exile among the Indians. Where Tahnte
goes, no one knows. His departure brings dejection to his tribe, irfiich
realizes its mistake. Dejected, too, are the Hopi people who had
sheltered Mowathe at the time of Tahnte's birth. They, like the Tehuas,
"had heard the strange call of a flute across the sands in the night,
and had feared to answer to the call, and in the morning there was no
sound of the flute, and no priest of the flute to be founds — only a
trail across the desert sand "-=> and the trail led the way of the sun
trail, and the Winds of the Four Ways blew, and swept it from sight -=
and they knew in their hearts that Tahn-=te had sent his good-bye call
ere he went from the land of men to the land of gods, , . . They knew
also that he went alive --- for the god-bom do not die, . . . All men
know that the prophecies of Tahn^-te are true today in the valley of the
Rio Grande =- and that his vision was the vision of that which was to
be" (pp, 331-3)©

(35)

Octave Thanets>

By Inheritance is set about 1900 in New England and Arkansas. Its
principal characters are the following2 (l) Miss Agatha Danforth, an
idealistic and wealthy New England spinster; (2) Sidney Danton, a Negro
she befriends; (3) Giles Danforth, Miss Agatha's nephew and manager of
her Arkansas plantation; (i;) Lee Montgomery, a girl with whom Giles is
in love; (5) iily Pearl Rutherford, beautiful mulatto servant on Miss
Agatha's plantation; and (6) Lafe Meadoirjes, Lily Pearl's estranged
husband. Prior to the opening of the story. Miss Agatha Danforth has
become very much interested in the elevation of the Negro race. Mainly
because of the insistence of Sidney Danton, a Negro whom she has
sponsored as a student at Harvard, she is about to endow a college for
the higher education of Negroes, Suddenly, however, she is called to
her Arkansas plantation by the illness of her only nephew, Giles
Danforth, Danton later follows her, and .falls in love with Lily Pearl
Rutherford. When Lily Pearl is murdered by her estranged husband, Lafs
Meadowes, Danton goes to pieces. This development and others enable
Miss Agatha to observe the educated Negro among the natural members of
his own race in their native habitat. In a letter written to her
friend back in Massachusetts, Miss Agatha shows that her former views
are crumbling. She has experienced many severe mental shocks in the
process of disillusionment, but she has finally come to the realization
that her theories are thin and fantastic. The bright, spot at the end
is the recovery of young Giles and his marriage to Lee Montgomery©
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(36) Eugene Manlove Rhodes, Good Men and True (1911)
Good Men and True is set in 1910 in El Paso and Juarez. Its
principal characters are the followings (l) Jeff Bransford, a foreman
of a ranch owned by an El Paso attomey, Simon Hibler; (2) George
Aughinbaugh, Hibler's law clerk; (3) S. Sc Thorpe, corrupt El Paso
political figure; (i;) John Wesley Pringle, Bransford's cowboy friend;
(5) William Beebe, another of Bransford's cowboy friends; and (6) Leo
Balllnger, a third cowboy friend of the foreman. The story revolves
around the successful attempt of an honest cowboy, Jeff Bransford, to
thwart a corrupt political figure, S. S. Thorpe, in the latter»s
attempt to discredit Texas Ranger Captain Charles Tillotson, Bransford
arrives in El Paso to report on the progress of the ranch that he is
operating for Simon Hibler. He meets Hibler's law clerk, Aughinbaugh
by name, who shows the cowboy how to operate a typewriter by writing
the familiar expression, "Now is the time for all good men and true to
come to the aid of their party." Later, Bransford is involved accident^
ally in an attempted midnight assassination. Knocked unconscious in
the fight, he awakes in a Juarez hideout to which Thorpe's men have
taken him. There he learns that he has killed Oily Broderick, a gunman
employed by Thorpe to murder a man and to plant suspicion on Tillotson©
Tillotson is investigating the politician's activities and is about to
uncover damaging evidence, Bransford leams further that Broderick's
death has been blamed on Tillotson and that the officer is to stand
trial for murder. He is then given the choice of joining Thorpe or of
being killed. If he joins Thorpe, Bransford is told, he will remain a
voluntary prisoner until Tillotson has been tried and convicted. Then
he will be freed. Accepting the only choice that he really has, the
cowman sets about to plan his escape. Using a typewriter and an ingenius
code based in part on the conversation he has had with the law clerk
Aughinbaugh, Bransford effects his own rescue and the capture of Thorpe
and his men. The key to the code is the expression, "Now is the time
for all good men and true to come to the aid of their party," The "good
men," in this case, are John Wesley Pringle, William Beebe, and Leo
Balllnger, who answer Bransford's call for help. They have realized
that he was in danger because of his addressing letters to a wife who
did not exist,

(37) George Patt-sjllo, Sheriff of Badger (1912)
Sheriff of Badger is set in the late nineteenth and the early
twentieth centuries in New Mexico. Its principal characters are the
followings (l) Lafe Johnson, a cowboy who becomes a sheriff and then
a rancher; (2) Tom Floyd, a rancher; (3) Sally Floyd, his wife; (U)
Steve Moffatt, a gunman; (5) Hetty Ferrier, a self-reliant waitress;
and (6) Home, a cattle buyer and :rancher. In the story, Lafe Johnson
appears at the Lazy Y ranch near Badger, New Mexico, having ridden a
freight train headed for Texas. He discovers his former sweetheart
Sally, now Mrs. Tom Floyd, wife of the Lazy Y owner. Johnson is employed
by one Home to supervise a herd of cattle he is buying from Floyd.
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Floyd attempts to get his wife to cultivate Johnson's friendship in
order to get him to overlook poor stock that the Lazy Y is trying to
sell to Home, Johnson and Sally as a consequence almost get into a
compromising situation before he leaves for Kansas City with the last
load of cattle. Later, Johnson goes to Badger, where he falls in love
with Grace Hawes, a waitress also admired by the gunman, Steve Moffatt,
Without resorting to violence, Johnson humiliates Moffatt and runs him
out of town. A grateful citizenry reciprocates by naming Johnson the
sheriff of Badger, As sheriff, Johnson manages to keep Badger, once a
roaring town, a quiet place. One day, Hetty Ferrier comes to town with
one Harris, or Jackson as his real name turns out to be. She has been
a mall=order bride. When Johnson proves Harris to be already married
to another woman and evicts him from Badger, Hetty is left alone and
without funds. Johnson asks her to become his wife, but she declines
the offer and becomes a waitress. Moffatt retums and attacks Johnson
one night. Then he kills one Pablo Jiminez and flees to the mountains.
Johnson sets out in pursuit but loses his horse. However, Pablo's
brother stabs Moffatt and turns him over to the sheriff. Eventually,
Hetty and Johnson marry, and he resigns as sheriff. Accepting a job as
foreman for Home, who has bought the Anvil ranch, Johnson becomes quite
successful. Years later, repeated disturbances in Badger cause him to
resume his duties as sheriff. Shortly thereafter, Moffatt retums and
shoots Home. Johnson and his son, now almost a man himself, track down
the outlaw. In the end, however, they release the humiliated gunman,
now no longer a threat to life or property,

(38) Zane Grey, Riders of the Purple Sage (1912)
Riders of the Purple Sage is set in I87I in Northern Arizona and
Southem Utah, Its principal characters are the followings (l) Jane
Withersteen, a Mormon woman rancher; (2) Bern Venters, a "gentile"
cowboy in her employ; (3) Bishop Dyer, cormpt Mormon leader; ih) Elder
Tull, corrupt Mormon leader; (5) Jini Lassiter, a gunman; and (6) Bess
Oldring, supposedly the daughter of an outlaw, but actually that of
Lassiter's late sister, Milly Erne, The story opens in Gottonwoods,
Utah, at a time when "Glaze — Stone Bridge — Sterling, villages to
the north, had risen against the invasion of Gentile settlers /^onMormon^ and the forays of rustlers" (p, 2). In fact, Gottonwoods "had
begun to wake and bestir itself and grow hard" (p. 2). Elder Tull and
his men come to Jane Withersteen's ranch, founded by her late father,
to arrest Bern Venters. But they are thwarted by a mysterious gunman,
Jim Lassiter, Lassiter tells Jane that he has come to Gottonwoods in
search of Milly Erne, From Venters, Lassiter leams of the death of
Milly, who had been Jane's best friend, and who, a Mormon wife, had
opposed the church and its practices until her daughter had been taken
from her, causing the woman to die of a broken heart. Venters, however,
does not know the name of the husband whom Lassiter seeks. Because of
her friendship for "gentiles," Jane Withersteen is threatened with ruin
by the Mormons. Her cattle then begin to disappear. Trailing the
stolen herd to Deception Pass, Venters discovers the hideout of the
rustler Oldring. He shoots two of the rustlers, one of whom is masked.
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The masked rider turns out to be a girl °" Bess Oldring, supposedly
the rustler's daughter. Venters takes the wounded girl to his camp
and nurses her. Meanwhile, Lassiter confesses to Jane that he plans
to kill Milly Erne' s husband and pledges his help against Tull and the
Mormons attempting to ruin Jane, Jane tries to dissuade him from the
use of force, but realizes that, if "she were to influence him it must
be wholly through woman allurement" (p. 7U). Back at Deception Pass,
Venters discovers Surprise Valley, the entrance to which is a cave of
former cliff dwellers and is guarded by a huge rock. He moves Bess
Oldring there until she can fully recover from her wound, Bess tells
Venters that Mormons have hired Oldring to steal Jane's herd. In
retaliation, Venters rustles cattle from Oldring, While this is going
on, Jane brings a Mrs. Larkin and her little daughter Fay, both of them
"gentiles," to her home to live. Fay charms the hardened Lassiter in
whom Jane detects a "child hunger," When Bishop Dyer leads a force to
attack Jane's ranch, he is wounded by Lassiter. Returning to Gottonwoods for supplies. Venters reveals that he has discovered gold in the
secret valley. He also kills Oldring in a gun fight in town, Lassiter
tells Jane that he knows that Bishop Dyer is the husband of Milly E m e ,
Lassiter's sister, but that he has changed his mind and will not kill
him. When Dyer kidnaps Fay, however, he is killed by Lassiter. Pursued
by Tull and his men, Jane and Lassiter head for Surprise Valley with Fay.
The three of them enter the valley and seal the entrance by rolling into
place the large rock that had stood guard© Meanwhile, Venters and Bess
Oldring have fled south to Arizona, where they will be married.

(39) Prentiss Ingrahain, Buffalo Bill (1913)
Buffalo Bill is set in the latter part of the nineteenth century
near Calaveras, Texas, Its principal characters are the followings
(1) Buffalo Bill Cody, famed scout; (2) Harry Graham, a prosperous
rancher ^^o is really an outlaw; (3) Whisky Jim Bamard, a ne'er-dowell in the employ of Graham; (h) Rachel Gordon, a beautiful girl,
Buffalo Bill Cody arr.ives in Calaveras on a secret mission to find the
White Tarantula of Texas, an outlaw terrorist believed to be operating
out of the nearby Cinnamon Hills area. He meets Harry Graham, a man
he has befriended five years earlier, when both had been hospitalized.
Interestingly, Graham, now immensely successful, has a ranch in the
Cinnamon Hills. Cody accepts an invitation to visit Graham, and enroute
to the ranch is captured by the White Tarantula, The outlaw leader
intends to use Cody to effect the release of a soldier-spy imprisoned
at Ft. Mesquite, Texas, where the prisoner has worked for the White
Tarantula, Cody is forced to write a note to the fort commander, urging
the release of the spy. But the spy has already been executed when
the message is delivered. Graham escapes, but Cody and Whisky Jim
Barnard remain prisoners. Meanwhile, outlaws attack a wagon train and
capture Rachel Gordon, killing her parents, Graham rescues Cody and
Bamard, and takes the former to his ranch. At the ranch, Cody overhears Rachel Gordon pleading with Graliam over some mysterious matter,
which, he discovers, is Graham's Intention to marry the girl he has
rescued from her captors. Rachel pleads with Cody to save her from
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the forced marriage. She tells the scout that her father owed Graham
a gambling debt and had promised her hand in marriage in retum for the
notes. Despite Cody's protest, Graham forces the marriage, Barnard
arrives at the ranch and reveals himself as the man whose life Cody
had saved two years earlier in an El Paso gambling brawl. He also
tells Cody that Graham is the White Tarantula. Cody, Bamard, and
Rachel are trapped by Graham's men, as the trio attempts to escape©
Managing to slip out of the b a m where he and the other two have taken
refuge, Cody rides for help© He fortunately meets Sheriff Simpson and
a posse from Calaveras and retums to rescue Barnard and Rachel©
Graham, however, escapes. After a search of several months, Cody
finally captures Graham, who is really a Dalton, Imprisoned, Graham
eventually is killed in attempting to escape, Rachel Inherits Graham's
wealth and marries Barnard, whom she had loved years earlier.

(UO) Eugene Manlove Rhodes, Desire of the Moth (I9l6)
Desire of the Moth is set about 1916 in El Paso and adjacent territory in Southem New Mexico, Its principal characters are the followings
(l) John Wesley Pringle, a wandering cowboy; (2) Stella Vorhis, daughter
of a man for whom Pringle once worked and the only girl Pringle has ever
loved; (3) Kit Foy, a young rancher in love with Stella; (U) Matthew
Lisner, corrupt sheriff; and (5) Anastacio, Lisner's political lieutenant.
As the story opens, John Wesley Pringle, a wandering but literate cowboy
enroute from his ranch in Rainbow Mountain to Prescott, stops in Las Unas.
There he chances to meet Stella Vorhis, From Stella, Pringle leams that
the corrupt sheriff of Dona Ana, Matthew Lisner, is plotting to discredit
her betrothed. Kit Foy, by stirring up anew a feud between the young
rancher and one Dick Marr© The sheriff's purpose, Stella says, is to
overcome opposition that Foy is mustering against Lisner in the sheriff's
bid for re-election. Agreeing to lend a helping hand, Pringle first
thwarts an attempt by Lisner's men to kill Foy in a barroom brawl.
Then, when Dick Marr is killed by Lisner's man, Jose Easpalin, and Foy
is blamed, Pringle saves the young rancher's life by pretending to
capture him and to tum him over to the sheriff. In this manner, he
proves that Lisner, not Foy, is the villain. Anastacio, Lisner's own
political lieutenant, and Nueces River, chief of police of Dona Ana,
assist Pringle in the latter effort; because they will not tolerate
Lisner's corrupt actions. Thus, Lisner's career is ruined and he is
arrested for complicity in the death of Dick Marr, Stella and Kit Foy
are reunited and face a happy future© John Wesley Pringle, a loser in
love, gallantly takes his leave of the happy couple.

